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NOTE 
ft My thanks are due to the University of Leeds for the award 
of a research grant which enabled me to begin work on this thesisp 
and to Dr. Andrew Gurrp formerly of Leeds Universityp who first 
encouraged me to study the periodicals., Dro E. D. Mackernesso 
Professor William Empson, and Professor Brian Morris, read some 
early drafts of this thesisp and I am grateful for their help and 
advice. The staff of several libraries have been of assistance to 
me, but I owe particular thanks to Mr. Richard Brinkley of the 
Hugh Owen Libraryq the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth* 
My greatest debt of gratitude is to Mr. Derek Roper who has 
supervised this thesis with great generosity, kindnessp and 
stringencyp and I count his friendship as one of the abiding gains 
of this venture. Any errors or shortcomings arep of course# my 
own responsibility, and all the more grievous for the example of 
impeccable scholarship which has been set me. 
I have followed convention in using the word Review (capital 
R) to mean a periodical as a whole, and the word review (small r) 
to mean an article appearing in such a periodical. Except where 
I have given an indication to the contraryt books referred to are 
published in London, or by the Oxford and Cambridge University Presses. 
Attribution of reviews to specific reviewers has been based on the 
bibliographies by A. Strout and H. and H. Shinet and the first 
volume of the Wellesley Index* 
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INTRODUCTION 
Anybody foolhardy enough to attempt a survey of thirty 
years of periodical literature probably deserves tlýe multitude 
of problems with which he is presented. The most immediate ýs 
one of scope. Recent scholarship has drawn attention to the 
vast number of minor periodicals which existed alongside the 
Edinburgh Review, the quarterly Review, t and Blackwood's Marazinet 
and to the very good criticism which they often contained. A 
study of all these periodicals over a period of three decades 
would prove a work of a lifetimep and perh4ps in the end be as 
self-defeating as Casaubon's 'Key to All the Mythologies'. 
have concentrated on the three major periodicals# all of which 
enjoyed an enormous circulation and exercised an unprecedented 
influencep in an attempt to re-establish a sense of perspective. 
It is interesting to know what the Lady's Magazine thought of 
Coleridgej, but of far more importance to trace the development 
of the poet's reputation in those periodicals which shaped and 
reflected contemporary tastes and attitudes. The terminal date 
of this study, 1830P is of course arbitrary, but it is late enouCh 
to allow an examination of reviews hitherto unnoticed but of 
1% 
relevance both to the reputations of individual writers and to 
the development of the periodicals. 
Yy purpose in this thesis is threefold. The historical 
importance of the major periodicals is unquestionedp and any 
attempt to chronicle their activities as accurately as possible 
would seem to be of value. But to do this we must come to some 
understanding of the many and varied pressures which influenced 
2 
their judgements. No single extract from one of these periodicals 
is reliable as a statement of contemporary opinion, nor of the 
"policy of the ipdividual Reviewl nor even of the reviewerls own 
thoughts upon the matter. It only becomes of value when placed 
firmly within its overall context: a context which involves date 
of publication, general and specific reviewing practicesp the 
choice of reviewert and a multitude of other considerations. 
My first aim has been to recreate at least some of this complexity, 
although the amorphous and ephemeral nature of periodical literature 
has made this a difficult undertaking. 
My second aim is a continuation of the first in so far as 
I have tried to show how the Reviews both illustrated and helped 
to create contemporary critical attitudes. The demise of 
eighteenth-century literary theories and the development of more 
specifically nineteenth-century ways of thinking can be seen 
very clearly in the pages of the periodicals, Not that I wish to 
simplify or claim strict chronological progression for the 
development of certain critical trends, but the Reviews provide 
a unique means of observing changes in literary fashion. 
my third aim is the most difficult to define. Whilst 
reading these three periodicals I have tried to identify those 
reviews and articles which seem to offer what I can OnIYP lamely, 
describe as good criticism. In doing so I Jay myself open to 
the charge of replacing one literary fashion by another; in other 
wordsp praising that which merely corresponds with my own. 
critical predilections or those of my time. To some extent this 
is inevitable, but I have attempted to notice those critiques 
and articles which seem to approach the work of literature they 
are discussing with as much humility and lack of prejudice as is 
a 
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humanly possible* As I hope to show in the course of my thesist 
this is neither as easy nor as modest a claim as it sounds. The 
"ability to. accept a work on its own meritsp particularly work 
vhich challenged conventional beliefs and preconceitionsg was and 
is a rare critical attribute* 
Ipart from scope and purposep the other major problem 
confronting me has been one of organization* I have tried to 
overcome this by dividing my thesis into two* The first part 
deals with general issues involving the organizationt running, 
and impact of the periodicalsq as well as discussingt in general 
termst the identifiable prejudices and biases at work within them* 
The second and larger section examines the reception given to the 
leading authors of the period, and attempts to examine in detail 
some of the motives underlying these judgements. it is here that 
I attempt to evaluate the criticism found in the three periodicals* 
I Since 
I began this study, two very fine books have appeared 
which deal with the early nineteenth century periodicalB, one by 
John Hayden and the other by Theodore Redpath. Hayden's book 
is an invaluable guide to the great mass of reviewing which took 
place at this timdt but he quite deliberately sacrifices perspective 
for scope. Redpath concerns himself with Byrong Shelleyp and Keatsp 
and provides a sensitive and valuable account of the reception given 
their work by over a dozen periodicals. My concern has been 
exclusively with the three major periodicalsp and with the biases 
and prejudices underlying their literary judeementso This has often 
led me to conclusions which differ from those expressed by Redpath 
and Ilaydenp but my debt to them remains considerable. 
6 
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PART ONE 
The chapters in this section attempt to illustrate some of 
the issues underlying the structure and development. of the three 
major periodicals. Hy purpose is not to provide a detailed histox7 
of the Reviews, but to draw attention to the complexity of their 
organizationp to emphasize those things which materially affected 
their judgements# and to give an account of contemporary reviewing 
practices. 
The first chapter discusses the founding and development 
of the three periodicals# and is followed by an examination of 
important general issues which influenced all of them# Jeffrey and 
Scott deserve special attention because of the unique contribution 
they made to periodical literature: Scott's importance is often 
underestimatedp and Jeffrey's reputation too often hinders a fair 
assessment of his critical writing. Chapter four discusses the 
roles played by editors and publishers, and the extent to which they 
influenced their periodicals. The two concluding chapters examine 
the politicalp social# and moral attitudes which become of major 
importance when we examine later in the thesis the reception given 
to Individual authors. 
Yq concern throughout is to show how misleading it is 
to view any extract from one of these periodicals as representative. 
The periodicals with which we are concerned were highly complex 
structurest and only by being aware of this complexity"and the way 
in which they functioned can we evaluate their contribution to the 
critical thinking of their time and to literary criticism generally. 
0 
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Chapter One 
The dinburrh Review 
On October 10 1802 Edinburgh awoke to the lusty cries of 
a new-born infant. Conceived in a moment of irresponsibility# 
it was to survive its uncertain infancy and the fears of its parents. 
Carrying the name of its native city and bound in the buff and 
blue colours of its partyp the Edinburgh Review embarked on a 
career which covered more than a century. 
Although there is little doubt as to paternityp the 
conception of the periodical remains something of a mystery. John 
Clive in his study of the Edinburgh Review provides the most succinct 
account of its founding: 
some time in the late winter of 1801-1802 Sydney Smitht 
the undisputed father of the Review, suggested the idea 
to Jeffrey and Eorner, as they were discussing various 
possible literary projects. These three took a larger 
group, including Broughamt into their confidence, and 
the first number was planned in the spring and summer of 
1802t with Smith and Jeffrey performing the bulk of the 
editorial chores. Brougham, though a contributor to the 
first number which appeared on October 10p 1802t was not 
admitted into the 'inner circle' until the following year. 
Jeffrey became sole editor in May# 18039 but the inner 
circle - Smithl Hornert and Brougham - continued to be 
his closest and most influential editorial advisers. 1 
All the founder-members were youngp energetico and dissatisfied 
11 vith 
the apparently Umited opportunities offered by their care6rs. 
They shared co=on political beliefst met regularly at the Speculative 
Society or Academy of Physics in Edinburghp and in some cases had 
atiended the same school and university. Public life in Edinburgh 
1. John Clive, Scotch Reviewers: The 'Edinburgh Review' 1802-15 
(1957)9 25-6. 
a 
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was dominated by the Tory faction led by Lord Ilelvillet and 
Jeffrey, Horner, and Brougham risked both careers and reputations 
-in supporting a periodical of such obviýous Whiggish leanings. 
None of them realized that their brain-childt founded in a moment 
of high spirits# was to dominate the discussion of politics and 
literature for the next twenty years. 
Response to the Review was mixed and# not surprisinglyp 
partisan. Henry Cockburn, a Whig himself and friend and biographer 
of Francis Jeffrey, claimed that 'the learning of the new Journal# 
its talent# its spirit, its writing# its independencet were all 
newooeoll Alexander Murrayp a friend of Archibald Constable the 
publisher of the Reviewt outlined what he considered to be its 
Btrength: 
The leading feature of the work is a bold systematical 
defence of the various departments of literature, moralityt 
and science .... This defence is carried on, not by the old 
rethod of calling namesp but by explainingg in an abler way 
than they have been illustrated hithertot the fundamental 
laws of criticism, moralsq and science .... If this Review 
continue vigorous we shall conquer the south and retain the 
conquest for ever. 2 
One of. Constable's partners reported a very different reaction from 
William Roscoe, author of a Life of Lorenzo de Medici (1795): 
[Roscoe] talked much of the reviews of his worksp and 
of theSdinburgh in particular, with the greatest contempt. 
He says there ip--neither sensep taste* candourg learningp 
nor English writing in it,,, *3 
Such divergences of opinion soon became commonplace; perhaps the wost 
1. Lord Cockburn, Life of Lord Jeffrey (Edinburgh, 1852)v it 131- 
2, Thomas Constablet, Archibald Constable and his Literary Correspondents (Edinburght 1873)p it i58-9- 
3. Ibid. 9 is 77- 
a 
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objective assessment came from Walter Scott in a letter of 1804 to 
an obviously-disapproving George Ellis: 
I quite agree with you as to the general conduct of the 
Reviewp which savours more of a wish to display than to 
instruct; but as essaysp many of the articles are 
invaluable, and the principal conductor is a man of very 
acute and universal talent. 1 
But whatever the nature of the reaction to the Reviewp there can be 
little doubt about the extent of its impact. The first number 
attracted widespread attention# and by the fifth number its success 
2 was assured. 
Sydney Smith edited the first numbert and Brougham was 
probably right when he claimed that the Edinburgh Review owed its 
initial success to 'the wise advice which Smith administered to 
Constable at the concluBion of his short reign as cLuasi-editorl. 
I Letters of Sir Walter Scott q ed. H. J. C. Grierson (1932-37)t 12 vols. 1787 070 216. LSince the volumes are not numbered, reference is 
to the dates covered by each individual number. ] 
2* The fifth number marked a turning point in the history of the 
Review. Before beginning the venture Jeffrey had written to one of 
his friends: 'We arie bound for a year to the booksellers, and shall 
drag through thatp I supposep for our own indemnification.... '(Cockburnt 
11,63-) The year was now up, Jeffrey took over full editorshiPp and 
the Review took on its characteristic format. Instead of varying 
between 20'and 29 reviews per number, this figure stabilized at about 
18. Walter Scott now became a contributor: in the first four numbers 
Lord Murrayp Sydney Smithp Thomas Brownt John Stoddartq and Henry Broughamt 
had all helped Jeffrey with the literary-reviewing, but this was now 
left in the much more capable hands of Jeffrey and Scott. After the 
appearance of the fifth number, Jeffrey wrote to Francis Horner, now 
in London: 1I hope we shall never again get into such a scrape as we 
are Just coming out of .... But we shall never get on comfortably unless 
-we enlarge our phalanx by the association of two or three new recruits' (Cockburn, 1,86). These were soon forthcomingp and the Review went 
on from strength to strength. 
Hesketh Pearsonp The Smith of Smiths (Penguin Booksp 1948)p 60. 
/ 
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As well as advice, Smith continued to contribute reviews on the 
. game-lawst hunting, class warfarev Methodists, and the penal system. 
Given the assorted and controversial nature of such topicsp it was 
not surprising that he claimed that the 'whole of my life has passed 
like a razor - in hot water or a scrape'. But it is to Francis 
Jeffrey, who from 1803 to 1829 guided the Review through all manner of 
scrapes and water of varying temperature, that much of the credit 
must be given for the Edinbur! ýhls success. John r-Turrayq with his 
usual astutenessp realized the importance of Jeffrey and when the 
handling of the Review in London passed from Longman's business to 
his,, he wrote to Con3table: 
I want very strongly to press upon your mind the necessity 
of fixing Mr. Jeffrey irrevocably to yourself# fort as in 
all hazardous and important casest we must take in extremes 
and possibilities .... 2 
One of Jeffrey's greatest problems in establishing the Review 
was his ovrn contributors. Generous payment to both editor and 
pontributors put reviewing on a new 
3 
footingt but this did nothing to 
eradicate personal tensions. Francis Horner disliked Smith's and 
Brougham's style of reviewing, and Brougham believed that Smith was 
attempting to exclude him from the inner councils of the Review. In 
3-803 Horner wrote to Jeffrey: 
Vith regard to Brougham I had auspected what you told 
me from a letter he wrote me some days ago in which he 
throws-out indiscreet hints and threats of a rival review 
and an opposition .... I do not want to know anything more 
particularly about Brougham's intriguesp for I have no 
interest in such pitiful anecdotes .... 4 
Pearson, 246. 
4 2. Constable# it 369-70. 
3, The editor was paid JC200 P. a. 
(Z50 per number)p and contributors 
ten guineas (later sixteen guinean) per sheet (sixteen pages). See 
Clive, 33-4, for further information on the rates of pay. 
Chester Newt Life of TlenLy Brouaham (1961)t 17. 
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Brougham continued to circulate roports about Jekfrey's resignation 
and'the i=inent de=ise of the Revie! i despite his continued association 
with it* 
I 
In fact# with Jeffreyt he was the most prolific contributor I 
and had much to do with shaping its political attitudes. 
Apart from Jeffrey# another reason for the Edinburrh Review's 
success was its aggressiveness. The eighteenth-century tradition 
of anonymity was preservedp and this not only protected the reviewers 
but also created an air of omniscience which became even more 
effective when combined with severity. Sydney Smith makes this 
clear in a letter to Harriet Martineau: 
We were savage. I remember how Brougham and I sat trying 
one night how we could exasperate our cruelty to the utmost. 
Wo had got hold of a poor nervous little vegetariant who 
had put out a poor silly little book; and when we had done 
our review of itt we sat trying to find one more chinkv 
one more crevicep through which we might drop one more drop 
of verjuicat io eat into his bones, 2 
It was this type of reviewing which undoubtedly contributed to the 
initial success of the Edinburgh Reviewt and its continued, sometimes 
unprincipled# search for controversy marked a now development in 
the history of reviewing. The correspondence of most of the major 
literary figures of thd period is littered with imprecations against 
the Reviews (Coleridget in particularl had a colourful line in 
invective when writing of the Edinburgh). 
Apart from its agressiveness and sensationalism, the EdInburfh 
3 
was constantly under attack because-of its politics. It is perhaps 
9 
1. Constablep is, 249 and 250--- 
2. Pearsono 49. 
3. See chapter five for a fuller discussion of the Reviews and politics. 
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misleading to merely use the term Whig to describe its political 
beliefs. The Whig party was undergoing a transition during the 
early part of the nineteenth century$ and certainly in 1802 it was 
dominated by factions. Matters were further complicated by the 
spdcial situation existine in Scotland. Melville and the Tories 
were so completely in control that any opposition was labelled 
'Jacobin't with all the attending fears that the term implied. But 
given these conziderationst tAe Review was Whig in so far as the 
term has any General meaning. It is misleading to suggestv as 
J. O. Fayden does, that 
The Edinburp_hv when dealing with general political questionst 
was sometimes Whiggish... but its premises were always 
3. iberal. 2 
Liberalism is far more difficult to define than Whiggism, and Hayden's 
distinction between attitudes and premises is more than a little 
suspect. It is true that the Edinbur, _ý-h-Review always maintained 
its independence, and that Henry Broughamp its main political 
contributor# never became an orthodox Whigg but the buff and blue 
covers clearly-indicated the nature of the Review's allegiance. 
Initially the Edinburrh maintained a moderate tone in politics 
despite its sympathy with the Whigs. Brougham had yet to decide 
where to offer his support (he flirted briefly with the Tories)# 
and Jeffrey's natural caution asserted ýtself. It was possible 
for a Tory to write for the Reviewq as in the case of Scott# and the 
. 1. Clivet chapt. iii, offers a detailed and comprehensive account of 
relation3 between the Whijg party and the Edinburgh Review. 
John Haydenp The Ronantic Reviewers 1802-1824 (1969)9,219, 
I 
undoubted quality and interest of the new periodical overcame the 
fears of its Tory readership. 
But confidence 'grew with the success of the periodicalp 
and the political scene became increasingly tense and uncertain. 
Joifrey's instinctive interest in politics and that element of 
recklessness which co-existed with his caution gained the upper 
handp and the Review became increasingly partisan. The Tories 
soon became aware of this and plans were made to establish a 
periodical of their own. All came to a head with the publication 
in the number for October 1808 of the famous review "Don Pedro Cevallos 
on the French Usurpation of Spain". 
11 
The reviewp written jointly by Brougham and Jeffrey# was 
in praise of the Spanish patriots who were rebelling against Napoleon. 
This would seem innocuous enough since Britain was fighting the 
Napoleonic Wars, but John Clive points to three things in the review 
which made it so controversial: Brougham and Jeffrey took the opportujity 
I t0 counteract the fears that the cry for liberty and equality 
necessarily meant Jacobinism; they criticized both the English and 
Spanish upper classes and praised Ithe bulk# the mass of the people'; 
and they advocated constitutional change to prevent popular unrest 
in Britain. The result can be imagined: subscriptions were cancelled# 
pamphlets and letters of protest proliferated, and earlier suspicions 
of the Review were confirmed. 
1. Clive, 110-12. 
0 
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The Don Cevallos article was important-in the history of 
the Review for two reasons. It undoubtedly hastened the establishment 
of theýQuarterly Reviewland so provided the Edinburgh with a competitor 
of equal weight and standingp if not of talent. And it marked a 
polarization of attitudes: the Edinburgh Review could no longer attempt 
to be all things to all men. In politics it was Whig,, in the eyes 
of its enemies even Radical, and its judgement on all matters was 
now even more open to suspicion of bias or prejudice. 
The second decade of the century was dominated by the Edinburgh 
and the Q arterly. Each periodical had a circulation of from twelve 
to sixteen thousand copies with an actual readership of four or 
five times that number. Nobody challenged the su'premacy of the two 
quarterlies, and it wal--- not until the appearance of Blachwood's 
harazine in 1817 that their somewhat fossilized nature became apparent. 
It is impossible to plot the decline of the. Edinburgh, with 
any accuracy* After the foundation of the Quarterly it continued 
to fight for Catholic Emancipation and the complete abolition of 
slavery; it also took up the causes of criminal law reform, the 
abolition of the Test Acts# municipal reformt poor-law reformt and 
many other such issues. During this time it also reviewed all the 
major authors of the period, ranging from the 'This will never do' 
review of The Excursion to more perceptive reviews of Keats and Byron. 
But reviewing by its very liature is ephemerall and as the 
novelty of the Review waned it became increasingly a victim of its 
own ponderous format. In January 1825 Jeffrey wrote to a friend: 
JL,? 
. 
Can you lay your hands on some- clever young men who would 
write for us? The orioinal supporters of the work are 
getting oldp and either too busy or too stupidt and here 
the young men are mostly Tories. 1 
Hazlittp himself a contributort was less than kind when he suggested 
in 1829, on the occasion of Jeffrey's retirementp that the Edinburgh 
was not only a collection of pamphletst but the same pamphlets 
four times a year: 
This makes the town no longer. on tip-toe for the arrival 
of the Edinburgh Review - it comes up like a coal-barget 
and not like a pleasure yacht. 2 
But it was-more than merely the loss of novelty or even 
of originality. The political situation had changed drastically 
since the Review's inception; and in 18319 after the Whigs had come 
to powerg Sydney Smith wrote: 
The Review began in high places (the garrets) and 
ends in tHem. It will seem very odd to me to pass into 
Doifning Street and to see all my. old friends turned into 
official dignities., 3. 
Some years later he looked back on his career as an Edinburgh Reviewer 
11 
with a touch of pomposity and self-satisfaction unusual in him: 
To set on foot such a Journal in such times# to contribute 
towards it for many yearst to bear patiently the reproach 
and poverty which it causedp and to look back and see that 
I have nothing to retract, and no intemperance and violence 
to reproach myself with, is a career of life which I must 
think to be extremely fortunate. 4 
This is unashamedly a mood of nostalgia. Literature and politics had 
taken new directions# and the nature of reviewing had also changed as 
Is ERp cxcvi (Oct., 1902), 296. 
2. John Clive, . "The Edinburgh -Review" t History Todayt 11 
(1952) 
p 850. 
3- Pearson# 230- 
4. The Works of Sydney Smith (1848). it vi. 
/4 
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had been evident from tho pages of the E-dinburph its elf. Macaulay's 
famous article on Milton which appeared in 1825 differed in lengtht 
style# and tone from anything previousiy publishedp and it heralded 
a now age and a very different role for the Edinburgh. Never again 
was it to hold the centre of the stage in the way that it had done 
in the first decade of its existence. 
Tho Quarterly Review 
Its greatest days were-over. 
The Qunrterly Review was founded seven years after the 
Edinburgh Review in 1809* It was published in London by John Murray# 
and William Gifford# poet and satiristp was its first editor. 
Similar in format to the Edinburp-hp its early history was more complex 
and problematical than that of its rival. Indeed the reasons for 
John Murray embarking upon what Walter Scott called 'this great and 
dubious undertaking' are themselves in question. Mrs. Oliphanty 
in her history of a rival publishine house, sees the matter very 
much in financial terms; hurray had lost the London contract-for 
the Edinburgh Review, and now realized that a profit was to be gained 
from a periodical which could emulate the Edinburgh's success* 
Certainly any competition with Constable was financially desirablet 
as Scott remarked when writing to Murray about Ballantyne's attempt 
to set up in business: 
[Ballantyne's] making a stand is most essential to the 
Review &- all our other plans for every other book-seller 
here has sunk under the predominating influence of 
Constables house & they literally dare not call their souls 
their own. 2 
Marj; aret, OIip'b-antp Annals of a Publishing House (1897), it 32. 
Scottp Letters 1808-11P 183-4. 
i 
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This was also the time when Eurray was attempting to become Scott's 
publisher# and he possibly saw the-Quarterly as a way of weanini; 
. him away fro= Constable. Scott-had quarelled violently with 
Constablet and his help with the new Revi. ew was one way of asserting 
his independence. 
But politics rather than the machinations. of booksellers 
are usually given as the major reason for tho establishment of the 
_quarterly. 
Undoubtedly Georýe Canningp John Wilson Crokexýand 
John Hookha= Frere played a large part in planning the Quarterly, 
but it Is misleading to see them as founders of the Review. 
John Murray was merely being politic whent in. a note which accompanied 
Canning's copy of the first number of the Ouarterlyq he. referred 
to it as 'a work which owes its-birth to your obliging countenance 
and introduction of no to Mr. Gifford'. 
2 In fact a plan for a Tory 
Review had been in Murray's mind for nearly two yearsq and although 
he approached Canning about it in 1807 it was not until 1809 that 
any support was forthcoming. From the very outset the Review was 
closely allied to the Tory government, but it originated with yurray 
and existed independently of any specific government support or 
patronage. Admittedly the opening article in the first number was 
overtly partisan; it was a reply to the Edinburgh's Don Cevallos 
review, and was partly written by Cannihg himself. But this does 
not reflect the general conduct of the Review, and indeed Gifford 
and I-Turray all too often had reason to complain of the government's 
1* Edgar Johnson, Sir Walter Scott: The Great Unknown (1970). it 304. 
2. Samuel Smi e,, -,,, Piiblinhpr rind His Friends: Memoir and 
of John flur 
ýJaqj)p 
. 6p 152. 
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persistent inability to recognize the opportunities open to them. 
In 1812 Gifford wrote to John Barrow lamenting the government's 
refusal to use the, Quarterly as a vehicle for political propagandap 
and eight years later he reiterated his complaint to Murray: 
I have no patience with these Cabinet people. When it 
is too late they rub their eyes and begin to see that the 
Review might be of the 'utmost importance' to them, but 
they never condescend to write a thought on it when there 
is both time and an earnest will to serve them (i. e. the 
country)# and nothing wanting but the means which they 
are called on to supply. How often has this been urged! 
Yet who of them procures us a single line? 2 
Nor did the Ouarterly's consistent support for the Tories bring any 
material advantage either to publisher or editort as Flurray somewhat 
disconsolately informed Robert Southey in 1828: 
I have received many personal civilities, and I own 
obligations +o the Whigs, but the Tories! I paid 
to the utmost their under-secretaries of state, secretaries 
of state, bishops, and even two prime ministers, for 
advocating their own cause. They took my money, but never 
did they confer the slightest favour in return either 3 
upon Gifford or myself. So much for icy Tory relations* ... 
11 - But politics and profit were the general issues underlying 
the founding of the Quarterl ; the immediate impetus undoubtedly 
came from the resounding success of the Edinburgh Review. Envyt 
admirationt and fear were the predominant emotions of those involved 
in establishing the rival periodical. Scott was more urbane than 
most when he inform--d a friend that 
it has, thol rather too latep been resolved upon, to 
attempt to divide the publýc with the Edinburgh Reviewerst 
& try if it be not possible by a little learning & fun 
upon the other side of the question to balance the 
extensive & extending influence which that periodical 
publication has acquired. 4 
M. F. B rightfield, John Wilson Croker (1940). 163-4. 
2. Smilest iip 52-3- 
3. Ibid. p 113,263- 
4. Scott# Letters 1808-11p 164. 
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Canning, more rhetorically, told Barrow that the Quarterly's object 
was 'to counteract the virU3"scattered among His Majesty's subjects 
Ahrough the pages of the Edinburgh. Reviewlt and Southey thought that 
its purpose was *to keep up the heart and honour of the country in 
opposition to the base politics of the Edinburghl'. 
2 
Jeffrey and his compatriots were not unduly concernedp although 
they were quick to recognize the merit of their rivale. Jeffrey 
wrote to Horner after seeing the first number of the Quarterly: 
It is an inspired workp compared with the poor prattle 
of Cumberland. But I do not think it very formidable; 
and if it were not for our offences, I should have no 
fear about its consequences. *.. do not let yourself 
imagine that I feel any unworthy Jealousyt and still less 
any unvorthy fearp on the occasion... *I do rejoice at 
the prospect of this kind of literatureq which seems to be 
more and more attended to than any other, being generally 
improved in qualityq and shall be proud to have set an 
example. 3 
This complacent and equable attitude did not last long. Open conflict 
between the two periodicals could not be long delayedt and as the 
political situation deteriorated so they became more violently 
partisan. Hazlitt's comments on the -Quarterl-v 
in The Spirit of 
The Age are extremep but they give some indication of the depth of 
feeling which characterized the rivalry between the two periodicals: 
This Journal, then, is a depository for every species 
of political sophistry and personal calumny. There is 
no abuse or corruption that does not there find a 
Jesuitical palliation or a barefaced vindication, There 
we meet the slime of hypocrisy, the varnish of courtsp 
the cant of pedantryp the cobwebs of the lawt the iron 
hand of power .... No statement in the Quarterly Review 
is 
to be trusted: there is no fact that is not misrepresented 
in itt no quotation that is not garbledt no character 
that is not slandered# if it can answer the purposes of a 
party to do so. 4 
.1- Smiles# 1,3.66. 
2. New Letters of Robert Southeyp ed. K. Curry (New York and London# 1965)t 
it 497. 
3. Cockburn# ip 192-3- 
Works of William Harlitt, ed. P. P. Howe (1932)t xi, 124* 
a 
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Some attempt was made to avoid the situation whigh gave rise to 
such sentiments, Murray disapproved of direct attacks on the 
_Edinburdi and naintained that they only helped to advertise the 
rival periodical. All too often he was opposed by his editor and 
contributorss, as is shown in a letter Ellis wrote to him about a 
review of Clarke's Travels in the Ouarterly's -eventh number: 
I have now erased, in conformity with your wishcs, 
some of the allusions to the E. R.... You will readily 
believe that I am never very ýý; ious to enter the lists 
with our adversariest and I Conerally wish to avoid it, 
because it is certain thatp if in such a conflict we* 
should ever be guilty of the-sort of grossness which they 
employp we should injure ourselves with rational readers. 
But I cannot agree with you in thinking that when they 
have formally thrown down the gauntlet (as they have done 
on the subject of Dr. Clarke), we are bound altogether 
to abstain from noticing their defiance .... 
I 
Southey and Scott would have preferred that the gauntlet remain firmly 
where it was in such capesp but their advice was rarely taken. 
At the outset of the Quarterly 
,, 
Murrayp a inore tinid man 
than Constablep was afraid that any deliberate attack on the 
Edinburrh might wall danage the fortunes of his own periodical. 
It was this which made him oppose Gifford's decision to publish 
the Reverend J. Davidson's review of A Reply to the Caburnies of 
the Edinbur&h Review P; 7ainst Oxford. 
2 
Murrayg in some distresst 
wrote to Gifford: 
I do entreat you to feel for me before you finally 
determine upon the insertion of the Oxford article. 
I cannot yet manage to make the Review pay its expensen, 
and it ia only in the hopo of having continually such 
a number as we expected to put forth this times that I 
can in prudence procced. 3 
The article was publishedt the aiiarterly survivedv and Murray'B 
courage rose accordingly. 
1. Smilosp it 184. 
2. QRt iv (Alla., 1810)p 177-206. 
Smiles, il, 181. 
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Davidson's article also highlighted another problemt since 
the number in which it appeared was nearly six weeks late. The 
late or non-appearance of numbers was a curse of contemporary 
reiriewingg and a six-week gap would have caused the downfall of 
Many a periodical, It is a measure of the early atrength of the 
Quarterly that it survived this and other problems faced by new 
. 
periodicals. Naturally it took time to establish itselfp. and Isaac 
D'Israeli was a little premature when he wrote to Murray about the 
third number of the Review: 
the Quarterly] has'not yet invaded the country. Here 
i. e. in Brighton] it is totally unknownp though as 
usual the Ed. Rev. is here; but among private libraries# 
I find it equally unk-nown. It has Y--t ito fortuno to 
nake. -I 
Murray was despondent about the early English sale of the Review, 
but Scott reported much better progress from Scotland: 
it is needless to say-that a steady & respectable sale 
is just better than no sale at all. Here we have been 
nore fortunate, - Ballantyne has only about 30 left of 
the last 200 received by sea & thinks he could easily 
have cold double the number forwarded - many announce themselves as steady customers &I 4ave no doubt you 
may sell 1000 in Scotland quarterly. 2 
Scott may have been merely comforting Murrayr but within a year 
the QuarterIX had a circulation of 5000-CoPie's and Murray's initial 
investment of Z5000 in establishing it was paying a profit. 
Comparisons with the Edinburgh were inevitableg and, as 
Murray told Canning, not always favourable: 
1. Smile4 ip 164. 
2. Scottt Lettern 1808-11p 182. 
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I find that, upon comparison iýith the p,. R., we are 
thought to want spirit, and we require a succession 
of novelty to attract public attention before we shall 
be nufficiently read to render our counteracting 
arg=ents and principles decidedly serviceablp to our 
cause. 1 
But the Quarteriv hold its own, and-on 10'February 1810 Scott, whilst 
acknowledging the strength of the Edinbvrahp looked forward to better 
days: 
The Rdinburg: h has at len-th come forth and with a 0 
good deal of spirit; but we will be better prepared 
for them the next timev and at least divide the public 
with them. 2 
Eventually the, 
_Quhrterly 
did divide the public with its competitor# 
but this was due more to its political convictions than any 
superiority'In the art of reviewing. At times it was perceptive and 
ponetratingt but it never achieved the brilliance and panache of the 
Edinburph at its best. 
Mucht of couraef depended on the contributors. The 
QuarterIX was faced with an immediate problem in that the most 
able reviewers were already writing for the Edinburah, but with 
the hardening of political attitudes and the furore. caused by the 
Don Cevalloo article many changed sides and others equally talented 
appeared for the first time. The list of contributors to the 
ýQuarterly is a distinguished one, but the greater part of the 
reviewing was in the hands of. relatively few'people. 
3 
Southey, 
John Barrowp and Crokerp along with Gifford, were the leadinC 
contributorst and among them they wrote over three hundred reviews. 
19 Smilesp 1,153. 
2. Scott, Lettero. 1808-11p 297. 
See Hill and Helen Shinet The Quarterly Review under Gifford (Chapel Hillv 1949) for details of contributors* 
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The tone and style of the 2uarterly owed much to these men, and in 
them we see both the strength and weakness of the Review. Southcy 
and Barrow were conscientious and thorough$ and Barrow's reviews 
of, travel books and accounts''of geo 
- 
graphical explorations were 
particularly important in establishing the-Quarterly's reputation. 
But both men could also be extremely dullp and 6103outhey did not 
take kindly to editorial attempts to make his contributions more 
attractive to the general reader. He was a nan of. great talent 
and miscellaneous learnine but also obstinate and self-opinionatedr 
and his correspondence with Gifford gives an insight into the 
difficulties faced by the editor when dealing with one of his most 
important contributors. 
Surprisinglyt Southey did not review very much literature. 
He was mainly interested in biography and the history and geography 
of Spainp Portugal, and South America# but he contributed major 
reviews and articles on the religious and social problems of the age. 
Barrow too wrote on such issues as the slav6-tradep paupersp 
emigrationt and the bullion questiong but his central interest remained 
I 
geographical exploration. He and Southey provided the authority 
and erudition which formed the basis of the Quarterly's succesat 
but neither of them possessed the journalistic instinct which was 
essential if the Review was to become popular. 
1. The advantages of his enthusiasm and expertise can be seen in his 
rovievis of books on China. The Shines point out that Barrow dealt 
scrioucly and -sympathetically with the Chinese 
language. This was very 
different from the Edinbur&.. which made fun of it., 
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It was Giffordq often altering and tailoring other people's 
reviewsp and John Wilson Croker who provided what Crokor in a 
letter to 1,11urray called 'the Riquant': 
The public is so fastidious and indeed so blase that 
its appetite requires a great deal of the piquant. 
-Mere solidity and information will not do; there must be something to awaken the fancy or to stir the passions. 
Croker in some ways filled-tho role played by Henry Brougham for the 
Edinburrh; he was responsible for many of the more vicious attacks 
on contemporary authorsp including the infamous review of Keats. 
Hill and Helen Shine write of him: 
When such "fools" were to be cut up in slash reviewst 
Croker was the reviewer who could do it with effect and 
who would do it with relish. The technique of --lash 
reviewing was of course not peculiar to him. But it wan 
more characteristic of his short reviews - they were 
reviews, not essays - than of any other main 0-garterly 
fig=e besides Gifford. 2 
They go on to point out that Crokerts vast knowledge of contemporary 
history made him an invaluable contributort and that the rather 
tenuous relationship between the Quarter] and the government owed 
more to him than any other minister. His ultimate importancet 
howevert resided in his brilliant but cynical and unscrupulous demolition 
of any author who transgressed against the Quarterly's political 
or literary convictions. 
A man totally opposed to such conduct was Walter Scottr 
who played an important but ill-defined role in the establishment 
of the QuRrterly. He was almost certainly offerod the editorship 
before Gifford, and gave a great deal of help and encouragement 
1. Brightfieldt 337. 
2* H. and H. Shine, xiv. 
to Gifford and Murray. 
' Af er these early months he had little to 
do with the Review except as an occasional contributor until 1825 
. when 
his son-inýlawt J. G. Lockhartg became editorp but this initiul 
help was essential, He had enthusiastically welcomed the idea of 0 
a Tory Reviewp and he was determined to do his utmost to help: 
I will lay down my head in despair if this well-laid 
scheme is defeated by our own want of exertion. But 
I have no fear of it. I was never in my life subject 
to impressions of that nature; and in this case I will 
fight upon =j stumps, like Widderingtonp. and to the 
stumpsp both of my pen and my swordq if need ý0.2 
Unlike the knight in the ballad of Chevy Chasep Scott's legs were 
quite safev but there was a great deal of speculation about his 
association with the 2uarterly. The nature of his aid to the 
Review is best illustrated in a letter he wrote to Charles 
Kirk"atrick Sharpe (17 February 1800): 
The good fo3, ks in Dumfriesshire do me too much hnour 
to suppose that I am the manager of the "Quarterly 
Review". I am a sincere well-wisher and humble 
contributor to the work; but the whole controul is 
in Mr. Giffordp and eke the responBibility. 3 
The responsibility may have been Gifford'st but he was given plenty 
1. Scott wrote to his brother Tom on 19 November 1808 that 'The 
management of this work w4s much pressed upon'me; but though great 
prospects of emolument were held out, I declined*so arduous a task, 
and it has devolved upon Yr. Gifford.... (Scottt Letters 1808-11t 130-) 
Gifford wrote to Scott: 'Every word that you have written convinces 
me that you have declined (I know not for what reason) a department 
for which you are so much better qualified than the person whom your 
partial judgement has recommended to it'. (Ibid., 130n. ) One reacon 
for Scott declining the editorship (apaxýt from the demands made on 
his time by his literary work and his law business) wa3 his delicacy 
over his social standing - editing periodicals was not an occupation 
normally undertaken by gentlemen. 
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2. Smilesp L, 143. 
3. Scott, Letters 1808-11v 166-7. 
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of advicep particularly by Scottt on how to conduct the Review. 
Murrayp whose early relationship with Gifford was uneasy and 
strainedg u-sed Scott as a means of indirectly influencing his 
editor. He wrote to Scott: 
Our friend Kr. Giffordt whose writings show him to be 
both a man of learning and witt has lived too little in 
the world lately to have obtained that delicacy and tact 
whereby he can feel at one instantf and habituallyt 
whatever-may gratify public desire and excite public 
attention and curiosity. 1 
1. and 'the Scott wrote several letters to Gifford about the Quarteýrl 
editor remained remarkably equable in the face of all this advice. 
2 
Scott's practical advice was good. He pointed out that 
the 
_Edi_n_burEh 
Review was 'entirely uninfluenced by the Booksellers 
who have contrived to make most of the other reviews more vehicles 
for advertising and puffing9v and lie stressed the need to put the 
Runrterly on a business-like footing by, paying both editor and 
contributors, He urged Gifford to exercise strict editorial 
control in 'selecting curtailing and correcting the contributions', 
and to emulate Jeffrey in 'giving life & interest even to the duller 
articles of the Review'. He also reminded Gifford of the need for 
regularity in publishing each number on time, of the advantage of 
an established corps of reviewers, and of heralding the birth of the 
Review with a really resoundine number. yost of this advice was 
followed. 
Scott had equally clear-clit views on the political and 
1. Smiles# i2 109. 
2. See Scottf Lotters 1808-11t 100-09 for the letter containing the 
advice surmarised below. 
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literary aspects of the. Review. Ile wrote to Murray: 
The points on which I chiefly insisted with 1.1r. Gifford 
were that the Review should be indopendent both as to 
bookselling and ministerial influences - meaning that 
we were not to be advocates of party through thick and 
thin, but to maintain constitutional principles. More- 
over, I stated as essential that the literary part of the 
work should be as sedulously attended to as the political, 
because it is by me * ans 
of that alone that the work can 
acquire any firm and extended reputation. 1 
But Scott knew that the maintenance of those 'constitutional 
principles' was only possible if the Review had access to reliable 
political information. He wrote to George Ellis: 
From the Government we should be entitled to expect 
confidential communications as to points of fact (so 
far an fit to be made public) in our political 
disquisitions, 2 
As ve have seen, this was not forthcomingt and it'would probably 
ly added to the increasingly partisan tone of the Eeview. have o, -. I 
Scott's ideal of a Review which was lin4uleent and conciliatorY 
as far as possible upon mere'party questions - but stern in 
detecting and exposing all attempts to sap our constitutional fabric 
proved in the end to be vain. So indeed did his attempt to persuade 
those running the Review that 'there is policyr as well as moralityp 
in keep#g our swords clear as well as sharpp and not forgetting the 
gentlemen in the critics', and that Idecentr livelyp and reflecting 
criticismt teaching men. not to abuse7 books onlyp but to read and 
1. Scottp Letters 1808-11,124. 
2. Ibid, p122. 
3. Ibid. # 127. 
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to judge them# will have the effect of novelty, upon a public 
wearied with universal efforts at blackguard and indiscriminating 
satire'. 
1 
The betrayal of this ideal probably played a part in 
hastening Scott's withdrawal from an active part In the Review. 
His letters of the years 1808-10 bear witness to the tremendous. 
effort he made in helping establish the Reviewp whether he was 
advising Gifford* comforting Murrayj, or sending laid from the North, 
in the shape of reviews written by himself or by one of the many 
contributors he had introduced to the Review. Murray valued his 
ý. help immenselyt and Gifford eventually came to appreciate his 
worth. Scott was of particular help in the early days of the 
Review when there was considerable friction between editor and 
publisherg but this eventually gave way to an enduring friendship. 
Once the Review was established Scott's help was no longer essential, 
and he had many other literary commitmentz at this time. He 
remained a contributorp and he was to play a major part in a later 
phase of the Review's history. 
After an uncertain start the QuarterlY prospered. 
The fifth number (for Feb. 9 181,0) was well-receivedt although it 
was late and was still not making a profit* Isaac D'Israelit 
never one of Murray's most optimistic correspondentsp wrote: 
I now conceivep when you have once established a regular 
Zeriod of publicationt that you have good writers enough 
to secure a reigular sale and an increasing one, besides 
the chance occasionally of getting at some great and 2 commanding article. 
1. Scottp Letters 1808-11p 128-9. 
Smiles, i 
't 
ISO. 
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The 
-Quarterly never achieved regularity of publication.. but it 
did secure a large circulation. 
I 
By 1816 it was selling seven 
thousand copies in Englandt and Murray wrote to Blackwood instructing 
him to print another thousand for distribution in Scotland. 
2* 
In 
March 1817 Murray wrote to Byron telling him of his plans to increase 
the circulation from ten to t welve thousand copies. 
3 
In fact - 
a few months later this had risen to fourteen thousand copiest 
and Murray made good his boast that 'the sale is not exceeded by 
the Edinburgh Review$, Rot everybody believed that the quality 
of the Review, was reflected in its circulation figures. Peter 
Elmsleyj a regular contributor$ wrote to Ilurray: 
I think you have not been very brillianý of late. 
I must say that there in as great a differenco 
between Jeffrey's best papers and your politics as 
between Handel and his bellows-blower. 4 
But there is no doubt that the 2uarterly had become extremely influential. 
I 
Even Shelley had to admit that 
The quarterly is undoubtedly conducted with talent 
great talent & affords a dreadful preponderance against 
the cause of improvement. 5 
This success was not unaccompanied by problems. Gifford 
was in continual ill-healthp and this was partly responsible for 
the late appearance of so many numbers of the Review. By 1822 
1. Delay in publication seems to have caused a momentary drop in 
circulation from 5000 to 4000 in 1813. See R. B. Clark# William Gifford: 
. 
TojZ Satirist (New Yorkp 1930), 25. - 
2. Oliphant, ii, 
Smiles, 1.383. 
4.. lbid. t iý 284. 
Letters of Shelle. Xv ed, F. L. Jones (1964). iiy 81. 
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his health had deteriorated even furthert and John WilCon Croker 
began to take over many of the editorial duties. He edited the 
whole of number 56 of-tho' Review (January, 1823)9 and most of the 
work for the following five. numbers was undertaken by himp, Barrowp 
and Murraye John Taylor Coleridgep nephew of the poetv also 
assisted with the editing, and Gifford took more kindly to him than 
he did to Croker. The situation deteriorated rapidly: in 1824 - 
number 60 appeared in August instead of Januaryp and the April 
number was eventually published in December. Gifford realized 
that he could not continue and resigned as editor. 
He was replaced by John Taylor Coleridgeg who edited 
the Review for nearly two years before being succeeded by John 
Gibson Lockhart* It is not clear whether Coleridge's aýpointment 
was reant to be permanent; he seems to have accepted it somewhat 
roludtantlyt and the growth of his pr&tice as a barrister on the 
western circuit made it increasingly difficult for him to carry out 
his editorial duties. Certainly his term of office was not 
successful, Constablep as usual keeping an eye on his competitorst 
wrote to Cadell in October 1825: , 
Very Private. -I understand the visit of John Gibson 
Lockhart to London was a literary-onev and that he is 
to be editor of the Quarterly Review. This I have no 
doubt is a wise measure on both sides. The Quarterly 
has been considered as falling for some tine - the 
Number'which has just appeared is a very dull one. 1 
Coleridge himself wrote to Murray and expressed the hope that the 
Review might 'flourish under [Lockhart's] guidance longer and better 
than it has under mine'* 
2 
Io Constablet iii, 374. 
2. SCOttp Letters, 1825-6p 297n. 
The manner of Lockhart's appointment was of such a 
complicated nature that it is perhaps wisest to follow Scott's 
advice and 'puzzle[our3brains no more about it'. After various 
negotiations involving Murrayp Benjamin Disraelip and 4cottt 
Lockhart arrived in London at the end of 1825 as the'new editor 
of the 
_Quarterly. 
His appointment aroused the wrath and hostility 
2 
of several of the Review's senior and leading contributors, and a 
S 
1, The Journal of Sir Walter Scottp ed. W. E. K. Anderson (1972)t 20. 
2. Southey and Croker were particularly opposed to his appointment. 
Ostensibly the objections were to Lockhart's connections with Blackwood's 
Ya Lazine and to the part he played in the death of John Scott# but 
much of the trouble was really the culmination of many years of personal 
friction. As early as 1822 Southey had informed Grosvenor Bedrord of, 
his intention to start a rival to the Quarterly if Coleridge was not 
made Gifford's successor: 'Murray's conduct has not been such as to 
make me feel bound to him in the slightest degree; and no future 
Editor shall ever treat my papers as Gifford has done'. [A. Langt 
Life of J. G. Lockhart (1897)t it 360. J Possibly Southey saw himself 
as editor, although all who knew him must have agreed with Gifford who 
told Barrow that he was convinced 'that the gentleman in the North 
would, in a few numbersp ruin the Review if he had the management'. 
(Smiles, 11,162) But if Southey did not want the editorship himselft 
he was determined that J. H. Coleridge should have it, He suggested 
Coleridge to Murray in the first placep and thought the appointment 
delayed because of Gifford's prevarication. His conjectures for 
the reasons for the delay cast an interesting light on some of the 
tensions And influences at-work within the Review: 'The reasons I take 
to be these: -a natural unwillingness in Gifford formally to resign 
even in part a management which he can no longer direct; -a notion as 
natural in Murray that he may get the business done at a cheaper rates 
& be in great measure his own manager; - an apprehension on the part 
of both that the Journal in John Coleridges hands would take its bias 
in some degree from mep for I am considered by Murray as too bigottedt 
& by Gifford as too liberal; the certaintytalike unwelcome to boths 
that no articles would be admitted which could have no other effect than 
to wound the feelings & injure the fortunes of an obnoxious author; - 
that there would be none of that injustice and cruelty (for example) 
which was shown towards Rats lastly an overruling influence at the 
Admiralty' (Scotts Letters 1823-259 377n. ). Southey took Coleridge's 
eventual resignation from the editorship and the appointment-of Lockhart 
as a personal insult. The other major opposition to Lockhart came from 
Croker andp to a lesser extent, Barrow - 'the overruling influence at the 
Admiralty' as Southey described them. The reasons for Croker's hostility 
are obscure; it is unlikely that he wanted the editorship for himself, 
but possibly he was afraid that Lockhart might dilute the older brand of 
Toryism with ideas imported from Blackwood's. 
/ 
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great deal of bitterness and ill-feeling was created. 
It is impossible to assess the full impact of this on the 
_QuarteV1. Z. 
Certainly the loss of Croker, who did not write for the 
Review again until 18319 was a major blow. He might have prevented 
the deba"cle over the issues of Catholic emancipation and parliamentary 
reform both of which the 
_Quarterly opposed only 
to be confounded 
when both causes succeeded. The most important effect of the furore 
surrounding Lockhart's appointmentp howeverp was the damage it did 
to his prestige and influence as editor*" Following Gifford who 
had edited the Review so successfully for so long was difficult enoughp 
but it was made immeasurably harder by what had happened. Nor had 
Lockhart the kind of personality necessary to tackle thp problems 
which now faced him. Scott wrote to him in December 1825: 
I for[e]see from your natural modesty of nature you 
will have difficulty in rulinr , your 1 contributors 
but 
you must in some cases be ab3olute. 
In fact it was his publisher, not his contributorsp who provided 
his first problem. In desperation he wrote to Scott: 
If Murray were dead or locked-up, something might indeed be 
done: but he is a sore botheration in every possible way 
& shape. 2 
Eventually the two men came to some kind of agreementp and Lockhart 
seems to have followed Gifford in becoming an unofficial reader for 
the publisher. 
Lockhart's diffidence and-inexperience were also all too 
evident in his handling of Southey. Southey threatened to leave 
the Quarterly and assist with another Review which was about to be 
1. Scottv Letters 1825-6,343- 
2. Ibid., 1826-28,67n. 
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established if Lockhart did not let him write on the question of 
1 Catholic emancipation. Much against Scott's advice Lockhart gave 
way, and Southey produced an article which in its rabid prejudice 
went very much against the mood of the country as a whole. To 
make matters worse the number containing the article appeared a 
few days after the passing of the Catholic Relief Act. 
In his early days as editor Lockhart depended heavily on 
Scott's help and encouragement. Scott again became a regular 
contributort although characteristically he disliked reviewing serious 
literature since it 'is unfair in one who writes so much himself. 
It is as if I swept away the snow to prepare smoot[h] ice for my 
own cast'. 
2 He"never lost his belief in the Quarterly as a 
disseminator of 'sound Constitutional principles'. and made a very. 
determined attempt to forge a closer relationship behieen the , 
Review 
,3 and the Tory government, But apart from this his influence over 
the running of the Review seems to have been marginal. Perhaps 
it would have helped if it had been greater. From the outset 
Lockhart failed to give impetus or direction to the Quarterlyp 
and the first numbers he edited were praised on the grounds that they 
were 'unexceptional' and 'gave offence to no-one'. Even the advent 
of Wellington's governt3ent, which gave Scott new hopep gave Lockhart 
little comfort. He wrote to murray: 
1, Scott wrote: "Southey [is] as much a fanatic as eler a Catholic of 
them... in point of reasoning and political judgement he is a perfect 
Harpado nothing better than a wild bull'. (Scottq Letters 1828-31,25. ) 
2. Scot-14-1p Letters 1825-6v 307. 
3. See Pp. 114-16 below. 
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The fact is, we all feel that'the accession of the Toriest 
which gives light and life to so many concerns, is a 
damper on the poor Review* Milman apprehends that Crokerp 
in the business of eulogy and defence, will be more an 
incumbrance than a help; -and hep like. me, is bxcessively 
anxious to see nPw hands and young blood. Alas! we are 
all getting old, and it is so difficult to whip up stirring 
interest about any subject in jaded bosoms. 1 
It had not been so difficult nearly twenty years before. 
Black-wood's Magazine 
Factually the history of Blackwoodta Magazine is simpler 
and shorter -than that of the 'two great quarterliess but. it is 
impbssible to do justice to its exotic and extraordinary character. 
2 
It exploded into life with a blasphemous skit on Edinburgh society; 
it thought nothing of publishing several contradictory articles 
by the same author on the same subject; it cheerfully gave birth 
to the monstrous Noctes Anbrosianae; and it could carelessly destroy the 
work and reputation of any author to whom it took an impulsive 
dislike. 
In form and content it was very different from the Edinburah 
or the Quarterly. It appeared on the twentieth of each month 
published by William Blackwood of Edinburgh. - It made a false start 
under the editorship of the unlikely-sounding Cleghorn and Pringlet 
but its true history commenced with the seventh number of October 
1817. It was run by Blackwood himself with the help of John Wilson 
and John Gibson Lockhart. It was Tory in politicsp and drew. its 
I. Smilest 11,, 269. 
2* This was the famous Chaldee MS. It wass a satirical sketch of 
contemporary Edinburgh society u3ing Biblical setting and phraseology. 
dl 
contributions from a wide and varied collection of predominantly 
Scottish men of letters* It published articles on virtually 
any-thingp and also printed poetry and short stories. Only after 
very careful scrutiny dare one take any of its reviews. or articles 
at face value. 
It is therefore not surprising that historians of periodical 
literature have been reluctant to take Blackwood's Magazine 
seriously. In fact a close study of it is extremely valuable and 
also very necessaryp since after 1820 it rivalled the Edinburgh 
and-Quarterly in importance. Thomas De Quincey wrote to William 
Blackwood in March 1830: 
it is an "almighty" absurdity for a writer in the 
'Quarterly Review' to conceit himself as standing 
upon higher ground than one in 'Blackwood's Magazine'. 
The onet with every allowance for its talent and 
knowledge (th6ugh often God He knows, ponderous as 
nightmare), notoriously owed much, everything almosty 
to the name and prestige of the aristocracyp which from 
its earliest appearance gave it countenance and support. 
It was a pet child of the family. The other made its 
way as a foundling or an adventurer would, and by mere 
absolute weight of power, not counting upon favourp but 
trampling upon opposition. 1 
Blackwood's victims would have probably used a different word from 
'foundling'. 
The success of the Magazine was undoubtedly due to the 
personalities of the three men running it. In different ways this 
was equally true of the Edinburgh and the Quarterly, but neither 
of the quarterlies possessed Blackwood's blatant emphasis on 
personality. This found its wildest expression in the Noctes 
, 
Amjýsian&e. with their extraordinary mixt ure of real and fictional 
k 
Oliphant, i... 434. 
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charactersp but each number set out to be as ostentatious as 
possible. Unfortunately this often obscured those articles of 
real merit. 
The most important member of tho BInckwood's triumvirate 
was William Blackvrood himelf. As with the _Quarterly 
Roviewp 
the economics of bookselling played an important part in the 
founding of Blach. iood's Magazine. As an Edinburgh bookseller 
Blackwoodp even more than Murrayq was in competition with Archibald 
Constablep and a successful rival to the faltering Edinburgh Review 
offered substantial financial reward. IýIackwood had already shown 
himself to be an enterprising man of businesso and the Yagazine 
was a daring but characteristic speculation. 
1 
The precise nature' 
of his control over his periodical and his rolationship with 
2 John Wilson and John Gibson Lockhart are discussed in chapter four, 
but there can be little doubt that he supplied the stability and 
continuity that was essential to the Magazine's success. Mrs. 
Oliphant describes one of the major tasks he undertook: 
... the record of these early years of the Magazine is one continued strain of effort on [Black;.. -ood's] 
part to collect around him, and to secure for his 
undertaking, the assistance of every man of note 
whom he happened to come across*3 
In this way he was successfulp although his real genius is best shown 
in t he way he recognized the talents of such unlikely characters 
as William MaCinn and James Hogg. Having secured their assistance 
Blackwood was far too astute to treat his contributors as mere 
1* See. J. G. Lockhart, Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk (1819), ii. 1867 
for an account of Blackwood's book shop, and a tribute to its owner's 
enterprise in settine up in business in Edinburg-hls Now Town. 
2. See pp. 90-3 below. 
3. Oliphant, i., 361. 
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hacl-x: 
I never did.. and never willp hold out money in itself 
as the inducement for men of talents to write for 
111agat. What I have always been anxious for, is that 
able men should write on ouch subjects as they themselves 
felt an interest int and# never to print any article 
without paying liberally for it. 1 
The comment is as reported by Mrs. Oliphant; and any undertones. of 
Pecksniffery probably come from her rather than Blackwood whog 
in any casep was only following the precedent set by the quarterlies. 
He was out to make money9 and he tailored his moral values 
accordingly. When the Chaldee Ranuscript caused such a 3tirt lie 
wrote to his London aGents claiming that the manuscript was the 
editor's responsibility and that it had been inserted as a 
mistake. 
2 
The 'editor' made a useful whipping-boy on a number of 
occasiorm. 
Blackwood's philosophy when under fire (and this happened 
on innumerable occasions in the early years of the Magazine) was 
to sit tighty as he explained to John Murray in October 1818: 
1,1y rule always was in all my difficulties for the last 
twelve monthsp to put the best face upon everything, and 
even with regard to articles which I have done my utmost 
to keep out or get modifiedp I never once admitted they 
were wrong. If any one perceives that we are uneasy or 
doubtful, then they pour in their shot like hail. 3 
At time's the activities of his magazine occasioned him some remorse# 
but in the following letter to Naginn one suspects that it is 
the loss of readership which aff ects him most: 
1. Oliphant,, 1,439. 
Ibid., it 136. 
Smiles, 1., 485. 
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'Maga* has been much injured by the coarse and reckless 
vein in which many things have been written. Anything 
approaching to grossness or profane feeling make it a 
sealed book to many familiesp and every little slip is 
maf; nified into a mighty offence .... You and LLockhartj. 
are apt to got into this strain; and then the work is 
often so much to my tasteq that I do not perceive the 
wretchedness till it is too lateel 
The wry recognition of his own weakness is typical of the man, 
and it wan his determinationt tact# and ability which held the 
Map, azine together during its first chaotic years* 
But however much the Marazin owed to Blackwood, its 
essential character depended on John Wilsont the 'Christopher North' 
of the Noctes Ambrosianne. He is the most extraordinary character 
that we meefin the history of these periodicals. He was a man of 
tremendous physical and mental energyp and as well as being a 
Icading contributor and undertaking many of the editorial duties 
of Blackwood's he was aiso, a poetp critic, and professor of Moral 
Philosophy. Thomas Carlyle was fascinated by him when they mett 
and he wrote to his brother: 
Last night I supped with John Wilson# Professor of Moral 
Philosophy herep author of the 'Isle of Palmst, &a., 
a man of the most fervid temperament, fond of all 
otimulating things, from tragic poetry down to whisky 
punch. He snuffed and smoked cigars and drank liquorbp 
and talked in the most indescribable style .... I had 
scarcely either eaten or drunkp being a privileged 
persono but merely. enjoyed the strange volcanic eruptions 
of our poet's convivial genius. Ile is a broad sincere 
man of six feet, with long dishevelled flax-coloured hair, 
and two blue eyes as keen as an eagless. 2 
Lockhartv of course, kpew him much better, and he stressed that 
1. Oliphant, 1.402-3. 
2. J. A. Proudq, Thomas Carlyle: A History of the First Forty Years of 
His Lifo (18707o -i, 412-3. 
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aspect of Wilson's character which he knew to his cost to be 
uppermost: 
he is a most fascinating fellowr* and a most kind-hearted, 
generous friend; but his fault is a sad onep a total 
inconsistency in his opinions concerning both men and 
things. And thus it is that he continually lauds and 
abuses the same person within the space of a day .... 
1 
This inconsistency made Wilson an extremely unreliable contributor 
to the Yagazin 9 and his letters to Blackwood range from apologies 
for his dilatoriness with promises to work harder# to amazement 
and indignation that a number managed to appear without containing 
any of his contributions. But it was this 'inconsistency' which 
made him such a successful practical joker: he found no difficulty 
.. 
in presenting with passion and conviction several opposing views 
of the same subjeatt and he was prepared to take his jokes to 
frightening lengths. He was a volatile and irresponsible manp 
and he gave a momentum and enthusia8m to Blackwood's Magazine which 
often made it appear juvenile and callow, but which at times was 
richly comic and life-enhancing. He was not a good critic; Jeffrey's 
condemnation of Wordsworth shows a far greater awareness of the 
nature of-the poetry than all the plaudits heaped upon it by Wilson. - 
Nor was he even a good poet; but he made a surprisingly successful 
professor of Moral Philosophy. 
2 
The scope for self-dramatization 
offered by the lecture room was similar in some ways to that offered 
by Blackwood's; the results in both cases were at times exhilarating 
* 
and exciting. 
3.9 A. Langp Life and Letters Of John Gibson Lockhart (1897). is 93-4. 
2. Mrs. Gordon, Christopher North: A Memoir of John Wilson (Edinburgh# 1879)p 
238-9. 
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John Lockhart was a-man of very different personality. 
Mrs. Gordon, John Wilsonts daughters, gives a portrait of him which 
-accords with most contemporax7 descriptions: 
Mr. Lockhart's pale olive complexion had something of 
a Spanish character in it, that accorded well with the 
sombre or rather melancholy expression of his 
countenance; his thin lipsp compressed beneath a smile 
of habitual sarcasmo promised no Genial response to the 
warmer emotions of the heart. His compact, finely-formed 
head indicated an acute and refined intellect. Coldt 
haughty, superciliot3 in mannorp he seldom won lovey 
and not unfrequently caused his friends to distrust it 
in himp for they sometimes found the warmth of their own 
feelines thrown back upon them in presence of this cold 
indifference. 1 
Lockhartv aware of the impression he created., attempted to defend 
himself in a self-portrait in Peter's Letters'to his Kinsfolk. 
2 
He denied that his character inclined only towards 'an unrelenting 
subversion of the pretensions of otheralt or that he exposed the 
incongruities of life-morely to Igratify a sardonic bitterness in 
exulting over themp or to nourish a sour and atrabilious spirit 
in regarding them with a cherished and pampered feeling-of delighted 
disapprobation; like that of Swift'. I-Tone the lessv the character 
of the Scorpion Given him in the Chaldee Manuscript proved to be 
more than Justified, as witnessed by his attacks on Playfairp Hunt 
and the 'Cockney School't and various other luckless authors. 
Howeverp he undoubtedly played a najor part in the success 
of the Magazine; Scott thought that he was largely responsible for 
the decline in the prestige of Jeffrey and the EdinburEh Review,, 
1. Gordonp 188. 
iiiý 134-7. 
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and that through his articles in Blackwood's he pade the possibility 
ofan alliance between the Whigs and the Radicals 'a matter rather 
of public ridicule than public danger'. 
1 But he was always uneasy 
in his role as a reviewert as a friend of Constable's realized 
when suggesting ways of countering his attacks on. Leigh Hunt: 
I think, somebodyp to mortify Lockhart in the tenderest 
point# should attack the criticism on Hunt quoad its 
own vulgarity,, and the motto might be,, 'Set a thiefIv 
etc., for you will observe that the thing is written 
with an affectation of vast refinement. 2 
Scott made use of Lockhart's concern with social status when 
trying to persuade him to sever his connections with the 
Magazine. It was certainly this concern which made him hesitate 
before accepting the editorship of the Quarterly Review; Jeffreyo 
by insisting that all his contributors accepted a feep had made 
it acceptable for a gentleman to earn money from reviewing, but 
it was a different matter to earn one's living from such a 
source. Lockhart's possibly excessive sensitivity in this matter 
helps explain in part his attacks on the social inferiority of 
Hunt and Keats# and the allowances he made for the more socially- 
acceptable Shelley. 
Even after becoming editor of the 2uarterly, Lockhart 
did not stop contributing to-what Scott once called 'this mother 
of mischief'. Thist howeverp left him in a somewhat equivocal 
positionp particularly in regard to Canning and the Tory 
government. 
3 There wer'e also other problems: on one occasion both 
1. Scottv Letters, 1823-25t 479. 
2. Constable# 11,351- 
3. See 1146 belov. 
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Blaclcýiood and Wilson thought that Hogg ýad been unfairly treated 
in the Q rterly. Lockhart apologised but pointed out that 
Scottp now in failing health, had been attacked in one 'of Wilson's 
19 
Noctes. Despite such disagreementst Lockhart remained in contact 
with the Magazine which he had helped to establish with such 
success. 
That successv at leQst at the outsetv was due to BlacMfoodls 
- disregard of tho laws of -libel. One estimate suggests that 
during its first five years the Magazine paid out at least iC830 
2' in damages. Hazlitt sued (with Jeffrey as his counsel) because 
3 
of the attacks upon him, but settled out of court. John Leslie. 
won his action in 18229 although the damages were much less than 
he expected. 
4 Three years later an Irishman called Hlart--n threatencd 
Wilson with what woulcl have been his third libel suit in three 
years. 
5 Others took the law into their own handsp and either 
defended themselves in pamphlets or lettersp or else dezanded a 
C more pqýanent form of satisfaction. Hogg had to flee Glasgow on 
one occasion, Leigh Hunt challenged both Lockhart and Wilson to 
duals, and, more tragically, John Scott lost his life as a result 
of a duel occasioned by one of Lockhart's articles. 
Public reaction to all this ranged from the somewhat 
ponderous lamentations of Henry Mackenzie, Thomas McCrie, and 
I. Oliphant, i, 249. 
2. John Bull's Letter to Lord Dyronj ed. A. L. Strout (1947). 36. 
3. Herschel Baker,, William Hazlitt (Cambridge, Mass., 1962)t 370-81. 
4. Oliphantg, i, 177 and 179. 
Ibid.,, il 277ff. 
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Fraser-Tytler (unkindly labelled the Literary Oracles by Mrs. 
I Oliphant), to Scott's laconic observation that 
I know few people who have not glass windows in their 
heads in the sense which"ought to prevent them from 
flinging stones. 2 
Blackwood defended the Yafrazine as best he could; often obsequiously# 
sometimes by arrogantly claiming that mosi of the fuss was caused 
by those who most deserved lampooning. 
The outcry against Blackwood's had two important specific 
consequencesp apart from the notoriety which helped to establish 
it* In August 1818 John Murray bought a half-share in the 
14arazin 0 and started to promote its sale in London. Hurray 
claimed to have raised the circulation by five hundred copies 
almost immediately, and by. early 1819 the London sale of the 
Marazin stood at two thousand copies? But despite reassurances 
from Blackwood, Furray became increasinely worried by the scandaI3 
Eurrounding the Magazine and eventually withdrew from it in 
December 1819. 'Christopher North' publicly and defiantly claimed 
that this was due to the fear that Blackwood's would eclipse the 
Quarterlyp and certainly Murray seems to have harboured some 
suspicions that Blackwood was stealing his contributors and 
retarding the sale of his own Review. 
4 
His withdrawal meant that 
Blackwood's lost an important centre of distribution in Londonp 
andp perhaps more importantlyt an antidote to its Scottish bias. 
10 Oliphantp lp 173-7. 
2. Scott# Letters 1817-19p 213. 
3. Smile3p 1., 480-96. 
4. Brightfieldg 178. 
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Scott also decided that he could no loncer support a 
periodical which he had once described as 'charming manly liberal 
and spirited'. 
1 
He had only agreed to*provide the occasional 
contribution in return for his prot4eet William Laidlawp being 
found some employment with the Mag-azine. lie was somewhat taken 
aback by the Magazine's method of operationt as he wrote to his 
friend Charles Sharpe in December 1818: 
But you ray imagine how I stared when I first saw 
what sort of company I had got into .... As for any 
chance of the 1dal; azine giving futtLre offence I 
think it in highly unlikely - Blackwood's alarm 
seemd sincere though I daresay founded on-no 2 consequences but such as affected his own interest. 
His hopes were too sanguine, and the Magazine lost a powerful and 
influential supporter. 
Scott had viewed the birth of Blackwood's with some 
amusement: 
"P, The feuds of the booksellers[Blackwood and Constable] 
are nont diverting &I have no doubt the rival Magazines 
like opposition coaches will run the race untilk their 
efforts to outstrip each other shall overthrow one or 
both. 3 
Certainly Blackwood's was not overthrown# and despite claims by 
4 Scottish WhiCs that its sale was 'declining all over Scotland # 
by 1822 Blackwood could remonstrate with Hogg when sent an article 
in the old Chaldee utyle: 
the Macazine is now too serious a concern to be trifled 
with. It has got quite above attacks and malignities, 
. 10 Scottp Letters 1817-19p 323- 
2. lbid. 0 20&-9. 
3. Scott# Letters 1815-17p 508. 
4. Constable, ii, 371. 
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and I shall take good care never again to give 
them any handle for'saying that they were entitled 
to speak of it as they once did. 1 
There were complaints abdut the way the Magazine was managed; 
William Maginn listed some of them in a letter to Blackwood: 
first,, too much locality of allusion: I know a 
-qunntvn suff, of such 
things is of great use in 
spreading a sale# but there is a limit. Secondly, 
occasional coarsenessp which annoys the Englishman. 
Thirdly, the attempts of minor correspondents to 
imitate the audacious puffery of the Mlagazine, which 
can be done by WLilson] only_. 2 
M'aginn was not the most reliable of critics# but others echoed his 
complaints. 
3 None the less, by 1825 the Magazin was strong enough 
to withstand the loss of such a major contributor as Lockhart. 
Although Alexander Blackwood warned his father that 'Mr. Lockhart's 
leaving you wil. 1 be eagerly caught hold of by all your enemies as 
a sign that the Hagazine is not doing'#4 his forebodings were 
unfoundedv and at the end of 1829 Blackwood wrote to another of 
his sons: 
'Magat is going on flourishing-ly as everv and is now 
looked up to universally as the first Tory organ- 
I have more communications sent me than I can make use 
of, and my great difficulty is keeping back what may be 
called good articlest and obtaining articles of a 
novel and striking kind. 
5 
This was expressed more Craphically a few months later by De Quincey 
when he wrote to say that he had heard that " 11-Tagal has of late 
1ý Oliphants 1.350. 
2. Ibid*v io 396-7. 
3. Brightfieldv 230 and Oliphantp 1.326-7. 
4. Oliphant, iip 52. 
5. Ibid. # iij, 91* - 
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been thundering and lightening with more splendour than ever". 
The storm had raged for nearly thirteen years, but in that time 
Blackwood's made an important and substantial contribution to 
periodical literaturet and one that the thunder and lightning 
9 
should not blind us to, 
1. Oliphant, i., 433. 
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Chapter Two 
The Literary Review: Its Role and Influence 
It is often forgotten that the periodicals of the 
early nineteenth century inherited a long-established reviewing 
tradition. The contribution to the development of the literary 
Review made by the Monthly Reviewp Critical Review Analytical 
Review# and British Critic is too often ignored. Admittedly 
their combined monthly circulation did not equal that of the 
Edinburgh Review at its height, but their development during the 
second half of the eighteenth century was extremely important. 
Derek Roperg in a study of the monthly pe'riodicalsp 
shows how they were far from being either hack-work or advertising 
organs for booksellers. Ee attributes their decline to two' 
factors: their desire for comprehensiveness, which became impossible 
I 
with the tremendous growth of publishing at the end of the 
eighteenth century; and the breakdown of the Augustan critical 
synthesis with the accompanying loss of direction and coherence 
in writing about literature. This latter problem also affected 
the new quarterliesp but there can be little doubt that one of 
the monthlies' major problems was their increasingly quixotic 
attempt to record every new book. It certainly contributed to 
their dullness owing to lack of selectivityp the mediocrity of many 
of the books published, and increasingly dreary catalogues which 
Derek Ropert The Reviewing of English Literature c. 1782=1802t 
B. Litt. Thesis (Oxfordt 1959). ft-artly to be published by Methuen 
under the title Reviewing Before the Edinburgh. 
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took up much of each number. 
The Edinburgh Review changed this by quickly establishing 
-the principle of selectivity in its choice of books to reviewt 
but the major innovation w&s the prominence given to the reviewer. 
The monthlies had a tremendously high proportion of extract to 
comment; in an average review of new poetry only a quarter of the 
space would be devoted to critical commentary. 
1 
Jeffrey, by 
guidance and examplep transformed the review into a vehicle for 
specific and controversial literary criticism. But this was not 
pure Cain: if the monthlies failed because of their adherence to 
a restricted and out-dated role# the role of the new quarterlies at times 
becace too elusive and amorphouse 
Any attempt at definition is hindered by the aura of 
irresponsibility and sensationalism which surrounded the founding 
of the Edinburgh Review, andq laterp Blackwood's Marazine. High 
spirits and the desire to outshine staid competitors are the 
excuses normally given for thist' but two other-motives have to be 
conniderod. 
The first of these is that the new style of reviewing 
provided an excitement and sense of power difficult. to residt. 
Sydney Smith once boasted that he never read a book before reviewing 
it since 'it prejudices a man soly 
2 
and Scott betrayed a similar 
attitude in a letter to Charles Sharpe: 
As for the Review#-perg , per - fear nothing; you 
have yet to learn the magic virtue of calling yourself 
we* I never knew the emphatic force of that pronoun TI'll I became a reviewert and then I no longer wondered 
at its being a royal attribute. 
3 
1. Ropert 259-60. 
2. Pearsont 57. 
I 
Scott# Letter. 9 1808-119 148. 
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Unfortunately too many reviewers turned out to be tyrants rather 
than benevolent despots. 
ft Secondlyp and more importantlyp ihe Edinburgh Review andp 
again, Blackwood's Magazine owed much of their initial success to 
an uninhibited and sometimes unprincipled disregard for reputation. 
Coleridge bitterly complained that the readers of the Edinburgh 
were only interested in politicst personalityp and scandal: 
Now three fourths of Engiish Readers are led to purchase 
periodical works, even those professedly literaryp by 
the expectation of having these Passions gratifiedp of 
which we have melancholy proof in the great sale of the 
Edingburgh Review .... 
I 
Scott took an equally jaundiced view of the readers of the Quarterly: 
it is inconceivable how coarse & voracious their 
appetite is for anything that contains spunk & dash; 
still [sic: read 'style'] they never mind nor are they 
solicitous about justice - make them laugh ... make them laugh and you have them sure. 2. 
This raises the issue of the part played by such considerations 
in the assessment of an author's work: were Jeffrey's attacks on 
Vordsworth and Lockhart's on Hunt occasioned only by a desire to 
increase the circulation of their periodicals? Each case must 
be considered on its own merits# but it is worth remembering that 
the eighteenth-centur7 satiric tradition made personal invective 
less horrifying to a contemporary audience than it is to us. 
Certainly by 1789 'tolerance prevailed in the republic of lettersig 
3 
but the tradition exemplified in its later manifestations by such 
writers as Churchill and Junius was by no means moribund. 
U. 
1. 
-Collected 
Letters of S. T. Coleridr-ep edo E. L. Griggs (1959), iiie 141- 
2* Scottp Letters 1808-11p 156, 
39 Roperg, 48; for a. less favourable interpretation see Scott, Letters 
1808-Ilt 128. 
4- It was perhaps most obviously alive in the work of James Gillray 
and other caricaturists of the period. 
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This in no way lessens the responsibility involved in 
any act of public criticism. Richard Woodhouse# incensed by the 
Revlews', treatment of Keatsp touched upon a major issue when he 
wro te: 
And shall we not excuse the errors, the luxuriances 
of youth? are we to expect that poets are to be given 
to the world, as our first parents were# in a state of 
maturity? are they to have no season of Childhood? 
are they to have no room to try their wings before the 
steadiness & strength of their flight are to be finally 
judged of? l ' 
It was an issue also discussed by Henry Brougham in his review of 
Byron's Hours of Idlenessp 
2 
but he merely 6hployed-the truism that 
the very act of publication implicitly accepts the possibility of 
adverse as well as favourable criticism. The Reviews often fell 
back on this when justifying unduly severe attacks on authorst 
although on occasion they did make concessions to youth and 
inexperience. Such excuses were not needed by the monthlies of 
the previous century, since they did not see themselves as primarily 
literary critics. On the whole their attitude towards literature 
seems to have been more lenient and possibly more constructivet 
3 
but the stringent and penetrating criticism of the later periodicals 
I at their best offered something of equal worth. 
At their worstp the Reviews made appalling and sometimes 
tragic blunders. One such instance was Gifford's reference to 
Lamb's remarks on Ford as the 'blasphemies of a poor maniac'. 
C 
10, The Letters of John Keats 1814-21v ed. II. L,, Rollins ( 1958), 
il 384. 
ERt xi (. Tan. 9 1808),, 285-9. 
Roper# 158-61. 
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When he learnt of the Lambs' precarious state of mental healthp 
- he wrote to Southey: 
Had I been. aware of one of the circumstances which 
you mention, I would have lost 1 zy right arm sooner than have written what I have! 
But at least Gifford avoided bloodshed during his career as editor 
of the 
_uarterly. 
John Scott was mortally wounded in a duel * 
which resulted from an article in. Blackwood's. 
2 
and even Jeffrey 
and Tom Moore got as far as aiming unloaded pistols at each 
other. 
3 
This atmosphere of vendetta and personal animosity not 
only makes it difficult to differentiate between genuine 
critical disagreement and disguised abusep it also brings into 
question the role of the periodicals in contemporary literary 
history. The matter is further confused by that charge so often 
levelled by authors against their critics which is. perhaps best 
su=ed up by Pope's dictum 'Let such teach others who themselves 
excellp And censure freely who have written well'. We shall 
see how Carlyle suspected Jeffrey of being a frustrated author, 
and Moorep whilst recognizing the talent of the reviewers, doubted 
the validity of their criticism: 
[Critics] expose a vast deal of abstirdity, to be 
sure; and if it is of much importance to know why 
we are pleased or displeasedv they tell usp - 
but I am quite certain that the watchful ricour 
they exercise in these days isp among other thines, 
fatal to the little genius that's left us .... It is 
19 See Smiles, 1,, 200-01 for details of this incident. 
2. See Scotto Letters 1819-21P 348n. - 350n. for a full account of this. 
3. See Lord John Russell, The I-Temoirs, Journal and Correspondence 
of Thomas Mooro (1853-6). i. 9 199-207 for Moore's account of the duel, 
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the talent of our present race of critics that makes 
them as pernicious as they are formidable. No man 
of sensibility or modesty... can write a, line without 
having the dread of these persons before his eyes; and 
he who is obliged to MLck his steps will never win the 
Olympic race .... few of these fellows have the creative 
power, They are (as I've often thought and said) like 
able-bodied eunuchs: they can knock down a man, but 
they cannot -pot one. 
1 
Scott changed the simile but not the meanine when he likened critics 
to 'a sort of tinkers, whot unable to make pots and pans, set up 
for menders of themt andt God knowsp often make two holes in 
patchins one'. 
2 
In this century the literary Review has taken on a 
- self-conscious and somewhat exalted rolej, as for example in T. S. 
Eliot's claim that it 
should maintain the applicationr in literaturep of 
principles which have their consequences also in 
politics and in private conduct; and it should maintain 
them without tolerating any confusion of the purposes 
of pure literature with the purposes of politics or 
ethics.... 3 
Not surprisingly there are few early nineteenth-century exemplars 
of this definition, although Scott and others attempted at times 
to lay down similar theoretical puidelines, But the gap between 
theory and practice always remained disturbingly wide, and it 
is impossible to arrive at any concensus of contemporary opinion 
as to what the Reviews werep or what they should have been. 
When definitions were attempted, they were often the 
result of ulterior motiyes. Such Was the case when John hurray, 
1* The Corresp-ondence of-Leigh Huntp ed. Thornton Iluntp (1862), il 92-3. 
2. Scottp Letters 1787-1807p 243. 
3. T. S. Bliot, "The Iýmction of the Literary Review"p The Criterion, 
iv (1923). 
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extremely perturbed by the antics of Blackwood's Magazine in which 
he had a financial interests wrote to William Blackwood: 
The prominent feature of the Magazine should be literary 
and scientific newsp and most of all the latterp for 
which your editors appear to have little estimation, 
and they seem not to be the least aware that this is ten 
times more interesting to the public than any other class 
of literature at present. . 001 
Sir Francis Palgravep then Francis Coheng made a similar pointp but 
this time the bias came from his utilitarian philosophy: 
In the present state of society, intellectual 
cultivation is so extensively diffused that the 
opinion of the 'Critic' is necessarily anticipated 
by the sound judgment of the world at large.... 
Hence the most important part of the duty of the 
contributors to a periodical publication is that 
of supplying the public with the facts and the 
current information which they need, 2 
Although it would be wrong to underestimate the importance. of the 
Reviews as disseminators of medical and scientific informationv3 it 
was their controversial and provocative comments on politics and 
literature which captured the public's attention. Whether such 
comments aided or actively hindered the development of the literature 
of the period is a question which must be examined later. To 
many people the Reviews were typified by Shelley's contemptuous 
comment that 'Priests & Eunuchs have their priviledgelp 
4 
but more 
commonly they were regarded as part of that historical process which 
ultimately divided good literature from bad. This latter view is 
implicit in a piece of fatherly advice that Scott gave to Lockhart: 
1. Oliphant, 11.159. 
2. Smiles, 11,161-62. 
3- Jeffrey in the Edinburgh supported the campaign for smallpox 
Innoculation at a time when it was opposed by prejudice and self-interest# 
and Dr. Gooch's article in the Quarterly in 1825 hastened the passing 
of the Quarantine JLct. 
4- Letters, q Jonesp iij 299. 
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There is a custom among the South linerican Indians 
to choose their chief by the length of time during 
which he is able to sustain a temporarýr inter=ent 
in an owl', s nest. Literary respect and eminence 
is won by similar powers of endurance. 1 
One cannot help feeling that sitting in an owl's nest was probably 
preferable to having to face Jeffrey at his worst. 
If it is difficult to define the role played by the 
periodicalsq it is equally difficult to assess the nature and 
extent of their influence. A great deal of conflicting evidence 
(often by its very nature unreliable and disjointed) can be 
amassed which in-the end does little to clarify the problem. 
There aret howevert three areas which deserve considerationt although 
it is outside the scope of this present study to examine them in 
depth. 
The first of these involves the question of readership. 
Circulation figures are in themselves inadequatel since each copy 
sold probably passed through many hands. Any drawing room with 
pretensions to fashion possessed the current number of one or 
more of the major periodicalsp and the country gentry and professional 
classes saw the Reviews as at least one way of alleviating the 
provinciality of their lives. Once readt the most recent number 
was lent to friends and neighbours before coming to rest in the 
corner of somebody's library. It was possible to buy bound sets 
of the back numbers of the Reviewsp which often went through 
several editions. 
2 This means that the known circulation figures 
possibly have to be quadrupled if the number of people who had 
access to the periodical's is to - be gguged. The figure that resultst 
I. Andrew Lang, The Life and Letters of J. G. Lockhart (1897)t iiy 23- 
2, Constable records how the Prince of Wales's secretary bought sets 
of the Edinburah Review and the Farmer's Ma, -, azine before becoming a 
subscriber to both. (Constable# i. 348. ) See also Southeyt New Lettersp Curry, 
ii,, 348, for a reference to the reprinting of Southey's contributions to the 
-Quarterlv. 
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remembering that the Edinburph commanded a circulation of fourteen 
thousand at its heightp speaks for itself. 
But'such figures do not tell us why people read the 
periodicals. Politics often determined the choice of Review. 
The increasing Whig bias of the Edinburgh, in its early years lost 
it many readersp including the Earl of Buchang who ceremoniously 
kicked it out ofhis house after he had read the Don Cevallos 
article. The Ouarterly attracted many readers from its competitor 
in 1809# and although many people took both periodicalop there'was 
an ihovitable polarization of political attitudes. Scandalp toop 
seems to have had a considerable effect on circulationg and 
Blackwood's Magazine (like Private Eye) thrived in spite of innumerable 
libel suits. Wordsworth banned it from the housep but Dorothy 
and Mary managed to read it surreptitiously. But it was another 
unworthy motive which was perhaps most potent. Byron records how 
[At School] I was. --ýema-rked 
Pna-2 tho oxiont and 
my reneral information [which was] 
mo great on modern topics as to induce a suspicion 
that I could only collect so much information 
from reviews, because I was never seen reading. 
Scott put it rather more bluntly when arguing that booksellers should 
always keep a plentiful stock of books which were in fashion: 
If the demand increases and cannot be rapidly supplied 
people borrow from each otherp or according to a yet 
more common practice see all about it in the Reviews 
and escape the disgrace of ignorance which ten chances 
to one was their chief motive for purchasing the book. 2 
1. Iýyronln Works: Letters and Journalsp ed. R. E. Prothero (. 1901)t V, 452e 
2* Scott# Letters 1815-17p 411. 
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But-whether it was politics# scandalt or a desire. for fashionable 
informationt there can be no doubt that the periodicals commanded 
the attention of an astonishingly large proportion of the reading 
public. 
As a result of this popularity the Reviews possessed a 
great deal of power, and the second point of general interest is 
the extent to which they managed to influence the major authors 
of the period. Each major author was attacked by at least one of 
the three periodicals at some point in his careert and their 
reactions to these attacks show a remarkable similarity. Assumed 
indifference only thinly disguises the profound shock that many 
of them felt. Wordsworth responded by increasing-his isolation 
from the literary world of his day; Byron and Shelley were forced 
even further into that extremism which so alienated them from 
their audience; and Coleridge indulged in an orgy of rage and self- 
pity. Perhaps the most tragic case was that of Keats, who was 
denied the public notice that might have made the last year of 
his life somewhat happier. But despite the angor and frustration 
occasioned by the Reviewsp it seems unlikely that their criticism 
had any specific effect. There is little or no evidence to suggest 
that a leading writer of the. period ever revised his work as a 
result of an unfavourable reviewp or that any substantial shift 
of aesthetic principle resulted from a sustained attack upon an 
author. Whether or not certain beliefs and attitudes became more 
entrenched as a result of such attacks is another matterp and such 
questions can only be answered bY a close examination of the careers 
of individual writers. 
If all this miCht seem a triumph for artis#c intogrityt 
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it must be remembered that it was often only achieved at considerable 
cost. The true significance of the periodicals lies in the way 
in yhich they created public attitudes towards contempor ary literature* 
For. those authors who did not conform to the criteria laid down by 
the Reviews there was the constant struggle for recognitiong often 
coupled with financial insecurity* Indeedq one of the most concrete 
vays of assessing the Reviews' influence is to examine the effect 
they had on the sale of books. 
As early as 1806 John Murray warned of the need for 
advertising# since 
it occasions many people*to order or buy the book 
immediatelyt who would otherwise have waited for the 
opinion of their Review, and, had this proved cold 
or unfavourableg would not have been purchasers. 1 
Byron took the opposite view, but still acknowledged the power of the 
periodicals, when he suggested that even an unfavourable review 
could promote the sale of a book since 'it keeps up controversyp 
and prevents it being forgotten'. 
2 
Certainly there are examples 
of books selling well despite unfavourable reviews* Isaac D'Israeli 
wrote to Murray about a poem by James Grahame: 
I see there is a third edition of 'The Sabbath 't in 
spite of the cold insolence of the Edinburah R-VIew. 3 
Naturallyp favourable reviews were considered to have aided salest 
and Southey wrote to Murray: 
I do not know to whom I am obliged in Blackwood for 
a reviewal of the Colloguies: but it is kindly done# 
and likely to promote the sale. 4 
Constable, 1.348. 
2. Byron's Letters and Journalsp ed. L. Marchand (1973)p il 136. 
Smiles, ij 50* 
Ilew Lettersq Curry. 9 iij, 348. 
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But it is impossible to make any simple correlation betwoen the 
Reviews' reception of a book and its eventual popularity or lack 
of. itp as Scott made clear in a letter to'Anna Seward: 
I think Southey does himself injustice in supposing 
the Edinburgh Review or any other could have sunk 
Madoc: even for a time. But the size &-prico of the 
works joind to the frivolity of an age which must be 
treated as nurses humour children are separate reasons 
why a poem on so chaste a Model should not have taken 
immediately. 1 
As alwaysp no single factor can be taken in isolation. 
There is# howeverl strong evidence to support the assumption 
that poor reviews could kill or severely curtail the sale of a 
book# Hazlitt's Lectures on the English Poets (1818) was attacked 
by the guarterly Reviews, and, after a promising start which 
included a second edition within a years, sales fell away rapidly. 
2 
Coleridge claimed that 
The Sale of the Christabel sadly disappointed Mr. Murray. 
It was abu6ed & ridiculed by the Edingburgh Review: and 
the Quarterly refused even to notice it .... 
3 
Coleridge obviously thought that no review was worse than a bad one. 
It was different in Wordsworth's caseq as T. M. Raysor points out 
in his stizdy of the poet's reputation. 
. 
He claims that with the 
I 
unfavourable reception of Poems in Two Volumes of 1807s 
Wordsworth's name was certainly trampled under foot, 
not only by Jeffreyq but by the whole body of critics; 
and the reading public seems to have accepted their 
adverse judgOment. The burst of publication in 1814 
and 1815 enabled Wordsworth to gain ground once more# 
but the ground gained was in the opinions of the 
enlightened few, and emphatically not in the opinions 4 
of whatever general reading public poetry may hope to have. 
11 Scottf Letters 1787-1807,379. 
Baker, Hazlitt, 254. 
3. Letterst Griggso iv, -650n, 
4. T. M Raysorg "The Establishment of Wordsworth's ReputationlIp JEGPt 
(19; 5)v 71. 
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And of The Excursiori: 
... Jeffrey's attack in the Edinburgh Review seems to 
have killed the-sale. The o-ther Reviews, which had 
supported him in his viciously abusive review of the 
Poems of Two Volumes of 1807, were now clearly against 
him, but his influence on the public seems to have been 
as great*as before, probably because his harshness must 
have seemed partly juitified by the limitations of 
The Excursion itself. 
Raysor agrees with De Quincey's claim that Wordsworth's reputation 
was in the ascendan_cy by the end of the third decade of the century, 
but it is obvious that the Reviews, particularly the EdinburrftV 
severely hampered the sale of Wordsworth's poetry. 
The problem of the Reviews' effect on the sale of books 
deserves a detailed investigation beyond the scope of this present 
study. obviously their effect could be detrimentall and their 
influence was powerful and decisive. It was also world-wide. 
Thomas Scott wrote to his brother of a Captain Nortong an Indian 
chief who had translated the Scriptures into 1110hawk and was about 
to publish a book of travels. The Captain was afraid that the 
Edinburph Review would not treat his book favourably, and Walter 
Scott wrote to his brother: 
I beg my compliments to the hero who is afraid of 2 Jeffrey's scalping knife. 
It - was a fear shared by lesser men than an Indian chief. 
1. Raysor, 65. 
Scott# Letters 1811-14,503. 
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Chapter Three 
Jeffrey and Scott 
In 1818 John Gibson Lockhart wrote of Francis Jeffrey: 
Mr. Jeffray is an advocate before the parliament of 
Edinburgh, and is supposed to be surpassed by few of his 
brethren, either in the dexterity or eloquence of his 
judicial pleadings, #. *His writings manifestp indeedp 
the most complete possession ofall those faculties 
which form the armour of a pleader. He can open his 
case in such a way as to make you think favourably of 
the blackest, or suspiciously of the fairest cause. e. 9 The question with him is neverp which side is the rightt 
but which side he has undertaken to defend.... So acute 
a man as he is cannot conceal from himself the fact, 
that however paramount may be his authority among the 
generation of indolent and laughing readers to whom 
he dictates opinion, he has as yet done nothing which 
will ever induce a man of research, in the next centuryt 
to turn over the volumes of his Review. 1 
I But as 'Dr. Peter MorrisIr Lockhart saw Jeffreyls abilities in a 
rather different light-, 
His convercation acted upon me like the first delightful 
hour after taking opium .... I never before witnessed any 
-thing to be compared with the blending together of 
apparently little consistent powers in the whole strain 
of his discourse. Such a power# in the first place, 
o, f throwing away at once every useless part of the idea 
to be discussed, and then such a happy redundancy of 
imagination to present the essential and reserved part 
in its every possible relationg and point of view - 
and all this connected with so much of the plain scavoi 
faire 
' of actual existence, and such a 
thorough scorn of 
mystification, it is really a very wonderful intellectual 
coalition. 2 
Lockhartp in his many personaep neither desired nor achieved consistency 
V 
le BMp ii (Maroh, 1818). 675-76. 
2o Lockhartl Peter's Lettersp it*72-3- 
Pýl 
in his judgementst but this divergence of opinion is typical of 
the response to Jeffrey and his work. Jeffrey as editor and 
reviewer is dealt with elsewhere; here I aý concerned with the 
personality of the man who more than any other dominated three 
decades of periodical literature. No contemporary could discuss 
the Reviews without implicitly discussing Jeffrey# and he stands 
at the centre of any modern study of the periodicals. Any sketch 
must be incompletep and I can only hint at the major contradictions 
which seem to me to lie at the centre of his character. 
To some of Jeffrey's contemporaries his character needed 
no explanation whatsoever. Anna Seward# writing to Constable in 
1806, used a comparison which inevitably became a clich6: 
Not even you can teach me to esteem him whom you 
call 'your little friendleffrey', the Edinburgh 
Reviewer. Jefferies ought to-have been his namep 
since so similar his nature. On his self-placed 
bench of decision on poetic works, he is all that 
Jefferies was when tyranny had thrown the judicial 
robe on his shoulder. 1 
Robert Southey# a more distinguished victim, displayed even more 
pique in his dismissal of his opponent: 
I met Jeffrey the reviewer of Thalaba and Madoco, 
even if my temper had been more irascibler the 
sight of a thing not above five feet two would have 
qu: bted me. Tn argument he was quick, conceited and 
as shallow as heart could wish. 2 
A more irascible Southey would be hard to imaginep but the intensity 
of his antipathy towards Jeffrey was shared by many others. 
Undoubtedly Jeffrey deserved a great deal of the hostility felt 
1. Constable# iig, 25. 
New Letters, Curryq it 406. 
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towards himp but the strength of feeling that he engendered makes 
it very difficult to arrive at an objective assessment of his 
character. 
Unfortunately defences of him by his contemporaries 
are usually unsatisfactory. David Constablep writing after the 
critic's deatht dealt only in platitudes: 
his sound and discriminating judgement made him a 
lover of good men whereaver he found them - 
whatever was generous and disinterested he could 
duly appreciate. He was a sincere hater of 
whatsoever was base, time-serving# or ignoblep 
but while he possessed powers of withering and 
contemptuous reprobation and reproof where it was 
due# th 
' 
ese powers were always tempered by an 
amiable humanity# and he could make full allowance 
for the ignorance and frailtSr and corruption of 
poor human nature. 1 
But as is all too easily demonstrable, Jeffrey used those powers 
of 'withering and contemptuous reprobation and reproof' where it 
was obviously not due, It was this problem which Lord Cockburn 
tried to overcome in his biography of his friend: 
Blaming and exposing become arts; in which it is 
very tempting to excel; and for which readers are 
ready to pay more than for better matter. Different 
critics fall into this habit in different veinsp and 
under different feelings. When Jeffrey gave way 
to it, it was generally fibm"'mere lightness of spirit. 
Totally devoid of ill naturep and utterly unconscious 
of any desire to hurt, he handled the book as a thing 
to be played with;. without duly considering that 
the gay and moral pleasantry of Horace might produce 2 
as much distress as the declamatory weight of Juvenal. 
This is unconvincing; Jeffrey's irresponsible criticism cannot 
be justified in terms of high spirits. Neither, howevert should 
this one aspect of his work be allowed to stand as wholly 
representative. Cockburn makes an important point when he writes 
Constablel iiq, 222-3- 
Cockburn, Life of Jeffre3r, v 1.289. 
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of the 
--dinbur-gh_: 
In spite of a3.1. its severityp there is no work of 
the kind where applause has been conferred more , generouslyp or with more valuable illustrations of 
its grounds. 1 
But what was it that caused Jeffrey to treat authors as 
a magistrate would poachers, or (to use Scott's image rather than 
Hazlitt's) hunt down bards 'like a country squire coursing after 
game'? Sydney Smith found the an wer in two character traits: 
if you could be alarmed into the semblance of 
modestyq you would charm everybody; but remember 
ny Joke against you about the Hoon and the Solar 
System; - 'Darn the solar system! bad light. - 
planets too distant - pestered with comets - 
feeble contrivances; could make a better with great 
easel, 2 
and 
I exhort you to restrain the violent tendency of 
your nature for analysis, and to cultivate synthetical 
propensities. What's the use of virtue? What's the 
use of wealth? What's the use of honor? What's a 
guinea but a damned yellow circle? What's a chamberpot 
but an infernal hollow sphere? The whole effort of 
your mind is to destroy, Because others build slightly 
and eagerly, you employ yourself in kicking down their 
houses,, and contract a sort of aversion for the more 
hanorable useful and difficult task of building well 
yourself. 3 
Smith also acted as Jeffrey's conscience at other times, particularly 
when in 1814 Ile asked if the attacks on Wordsworth did not 'wear 
in some little degree the shape of persecution'. 
4 
The bent of Jeffrey's mind was notp howeverp entirely 
destructive. His early letters display a hesitancy and lack of 
V 
1. Cockburn, it 289. 
2. Letters. of SydzAy Smithp- ed. -N, C. Smith (1953)t it 121. 
3- Ibid. v 1,95-6. 
4. Ibid. t it 250. 
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confidence greatly at odds with his later reputation. In 1798 
he wrote to a friend bemoaning the-loss of that Ivisionary*gleaml: 
*.. these poetic visions bestowed a much purer. and 
more tranquil happiness than can be found in any of the 
tumultuous and pedantic triumphs that seem now within 
my reach; and that I was more amiable, and quite as 
respectableg before this change took place in my 
character. I shall never arrive at any eminence 
either in this new character .... 
1 
Two years later he was still in doubt: 
My ambition and my prudence and indolence will have 
a pitched battlep and I shall either devote myself 
to ambition and toil,, or lay myself quietly down 
in obscurity and mediocrity of attainment. 2 
But as one might expect,, 'Judge Jefferies' was not entirely absent. 
As early as 1792 he wrote to a friend announcing his intention 
lin. a year or two to correct the depravity of taste, and to revive 
the simple and the sublime'in all their purity, and in all their 
majesty'. 
3 
From the tone of that remark it was clear that he was 
to make his attempt not as a poet but as a critic. 
Contradictions in Jeffrey's character were also observed 
by Walter Scott who, like Smithp knew him extremely well. In 
1806 he wrote to Anna Seward outlining some of his friend's 
faults: 
he often makes his best friends lose patience by that 
love of a severity which drives justice into tyranny 
but in fact I have often wonderd that a man who loves 
and admires Poetry as much as'he does can permit himself 
the severe or sometimes unjust strictures which he 
fulminates even against the authors whom he most approves 
of & whose works actually afford him most delight.... 
1. Cockbu=, UP 34. 
Ibid. 9 Ut 44. 
Ibid. v Up 9. 
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In common life the lion lies down with the Kid for 
not to mention his friendship for me now of some 
standing he had the magnanimity (absolutely approaching 
to - chivalrous reliance upon the faith of a foe) to trust himself to Southeys guidance in a boat on 
Windermere when it would have cost the poet nothing 
but a wet jacket to have overset the Critic & swam 
triumphantly to shore & this the very day the review 
of Madoc was published. 1 
Scott was always at pains to distinguish between the man and the 
critic: in a letter to Southey he claimed that Jeffrey was that 
'old character the best good man with the worst natured Muse 
(if there be a Muse of Criticism) that ever wielded the quill 
of an Aristarchus' 
2; 
and to another friend he wrote thatýJeffrey 
'considering the strength &. sharpness of his teeth-and claws is the 
tamest lion you ever saw in your life'. 
3 In his letter to Southeyr 
however# Scott admitted that he and Jeffrey differed tin many 
most material points of tastelp and it was this that he stressed 
some six years later when writing to Joanna Baillie to warn 
her that Jeffrey disliked the third series of her Plays on-the 
Passions: 
our very ideas of what is poetry differ so widely 
that we rarely talk upon these subjects. There 
is something in his mode of reasoning that leads 
me greatly to doubt whether# notwithstanding the 
vivacity of his imagination, he really has any 
feelin of poetical genius or whether he has worn 
it all off by perpetually sharpening his wit on the 
grindstone of criticism. 4 
. Given fundamental differences on points of literature and politicst 
Scottt Letters 1787-1807t 288-9o 
2. Ibid. 9 292. 
Ibid. v 402, 
lbid. t 183.1-14,60. 
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it is a little surprising that the friendship between the two 
men endured for so long. 
1 
The description which perhaps bqst sums up Jeffrey's 
charactert however, came not from Scott or Smith but from Thomas 
Carlyle. Carlyle wrote in his journal: 
Jeffrey's essential talent sometimes seems to me to 
have been that of a Goldonip some comic dramatistt 
not without a touch of fine lyrical pathos. He 
1. Their friendship survived even Jeffrey's unfavourable review 
of Marmion and the part played by Scott in founding the Quarterly. 
Scott was certainly hurt by the review of his poemo although he 
wrote to several friends denying any such feeling. His two major 
biographers differ somewhat in their interpretation of this 
incident: Lockhart, obviously aware of the nature of Scott's friendship 
with Jeffreyp treats the whole thing lightly, and humorously 
recounts Mrs. Scott's bellicose comments to her husbandts friend 
[J. G. Lockhart# The Life of Sir Walter Scott (1837), iit 146-0.0. ]; 
'Edgar Johnson tends to cast Jeffrey as the villain of the piece. 
(Johnson, Scott, ig 280-3-) Scott in a letter to Joanna Baillie 
attempted to describe his feelings about the matterp and in doing 
so cast a very revealing light on his attitude to. Jeffrey: 'I have 
no fault to find with his expressing his sentiments frankly and 
freely upon the poem yet I think he might without derogation to 
his impartiality have couched them in language rather more civil 
to a personal friend and I believe he would have thought twice 
before he had given himself that air of superiority in a case where 
I had any chance of defending myself. Besides I really have often 
told him that I think he wants the taste for poetry which is 
essentially necessary to enjoy and'of course to criticize it with 
justice. He is learnd with the most learnd in its canons and laws 
skilled in its modulation and an excellent judge of the justice 
of the sentiments which it conveys but he wants that enthusiastic 
feeling which like sun-shine upon a landscape lights up every 
beauty and palliates if it cannot hide every defect. To offer 
a poem of imagination to a man whose whole life and study has been 
to acquire a stoical indifference towards enthusiasm of every kind 
would be the last as it would surely be the silliest action of my 
life. This is really my opinion of Jeffrey not formd yesterday 
nor upon any coldness between us for there has been none'. (Scott, 
Letters 1808-11,116-7. ) Whatever his reaction, it is extremely 
unlikely that Jeffrey's unfavourable review had very much to do 
with Scott's decision to help with the Quarterly - politics not 
injured pride determined, that. 
4% 
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is the best mimic in the lowest and- Lghest senses 
I ever saw. All matters that have come before him 
he has taken up in little dainty comprehensible forms; 
chiefly logical - for he is a Scotchman and a lawyer 
- and encircled with sparkles of conversational wit 
or-persiflam; yet with deeper study he would have 
found poetical forms for them, and his persiflope 
might have incorporated itself with the * 
love and pure 
human feeling that dwells deeply in him, This last 
is his highest strenotht though he himself hardly knows 
the significance of it; he is one of the most loving men 
alive; has a true kindness not of blood and habit only, 
but of soul and spirit. He cannot do without being 
loved.... 
He will talk of nothing earnestly, though his look 
sometimes betrays. an earnest feeling. He * starts contradictions in such cases, and arguest arguese 
Neither is his arguing like that of a thinker, but of* 
the advocate - victoryq not truth. A right terrae 
filius would feel irresistibly disposed to wash him away. 
He is not a strong man in any shape, but nimble and tough. 
He stands midway between God and Diammong and his 
preaching through life has been an attempt to reconcile 
them. Hence his popularity -a thing easily accountable 
when one looks at the world and at himp but little 
honourable to either. Literature! poetry! Except by 
a dim and indestructible instinct which he has never dared 
to avowq yet being a true poet in his way could never 
eradicate, he knows not what they mean. A true newspaper 
critic on the great scale; no priest, but a concionator. 1 
Many of Carlyle's assertions can be supported from other sources: 
Jeffrey's reviews abound in lair iimgery, and others spoke of his 
desire to appear as prosecuting counsel in his role as reviewer; 
his early letters suggest the growth of some kind of poetic faculty; 
and various acts of generosity testify to that 'true kindness 
of soul and spirit'. 14any other friends also observed his love 
of argument, the sacrifice of wisdom to wit, and the strange 
combination of levity with an inborn pessimism. But Carlyle's 
final comments are the most interesting: the existence of that 
1. Froudep Carlyle's Early Life, ii, 129-31. 
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"dim indestructible instinct which he has never dared to avow, 
yet being a true poet in his way could never eradicatelp accounts 
for much of Jeffrey's undeniably perceptive criticism; and the 
concluding judgement of him as I& true newspaper critic on the 
great scale' may help explain the ultimate limitations of that 
work. It is a problem we must come back to: r7 contention at 
this point is'that underlying Jeffrey's reputation as a slayer 
of defenceless poets is a complex personality which deserves a 
more stringent critical examination than it has as yet had. 
His influence and stature also demand an unbiased assessment of 
both ran and critic. 
Walter Scott has already received such treatmentr but 
even so his importance in the hi-story of the periodicals is 
often underestimatedo Although neither editor nor regular 
contributor, p at one time or another his help was essential 
to the success of each of the tIrree periodicals. His early 
contributions gave the Edinburgh Review stability and expertise 
at the turning point in its career. He helped to fcund the 
QuarterlZ Review, and gave both-practical and moral support to 
William Gifford; many years later he did the same when his 
son-in-law# J. G. Lockhart,, took over the editorship of the Review. 
But his real importance lay in his reputation, as the founders 
of Blackwood's Marazine were astute enouE; h to realize. Wilson 
was not exaggerating when he wrote to William Blackwood 'Get 
Scott, and you get everything'. 
1 
Eventually Scott broke with 
I Scott's help was obtained in return for 1.014. rhant, i. 144. 
Blackwood's e=ploying Willi= Laidlaw, one of Scott's prot&g4s. As 
Mrs Oliphant records, I'Laidlaw got his steady rezuneration ... and 
Blackwood got the invaluable namep and not a few effective lines and 
paragraphs quickly divined by the public' (Oliphantt 1,156). 
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the. Magazine, but Blackwood's continual efforts to avert this 
show the importance he attached to Scott's name. 
But it was not simply a matter of practical assistance; 
Scottg even though he contributed relatively little# exerted a 
great deal of influence both on and through the pages of the 
two leading quarterlies, As collaborator and adviser he 
constantly strove to persuade those in charge of the Reviews to 
leaven their censure with a little humanityp and as a contributor 
. 
his reviews displayed a breadth of reading and a magnanimity 
which offered a welcome alternative to the more unprincipled 
efforts of some reviewers. I study of early nineteenth-century 
reviewing practicds does not strengthen one's belief in human 
nature# and Scott's humanityp kindnesst and honestY9 are rare 
attributes. Such a comment implies a comparison with Jeffrey 
who is often seen as being singularly deficient in such qualities. 
Such a comparison is important, not because it allows moral 
judgements to be passed on either mang but because it enables us 
to realize the very different conceptions they had of the 
critic's role* 
Scott believed in the importance of literary criticism, ' 
if that term can be used to cover both literary journalism and 
more scholarly endeavours; his support for all three periodicals 
and his editorial labours testify to that. He did not believet 
howeverp that this activity could best be carried out by 
establishing a literary tribunal to whom every author. was 
brought for judgement (perhaps such a procedure seemed too akin 
to events in France in 1793-4). He wrote to Joanna Baillie in 
1817 after having received the MS of her unpublished poem 
bts 
on Columbus: 
You see that like all the world I start up a critic 
at the sight of a manuseript..., But I differ from 
most critics in supposing the authors own opinion 
of far greater consequence than that of any friend 
whatsoever.... 1 
He disapproved of slashing reviews, and wrote to George Ellis on 
one occasion: 
I 
... nor have I either inclination or talents to use the 
critical scalping knifev unless as in the case of Godwin, 
where flesh and blood succumbed under the temptationoooo 
But in general, I think it ungentlemanly to wound any person's 
feelings through an anonymous publication, unless where 2 conceit or false doctrine strongly calls for reprobation. 
Scott's motives are a little mixed here; genuine kindliness is 
reinforced by his concern that public invective is ungentlemanly 
(caste is a perennial problem with Scott when discussing the role 
of the Reviews), but underlying all this is the belief that literary 
criticism is based on taste rather than immutable universal laws: 
I do not at all like the task of reviewing & have 
seldom myself undertaken it - in poetry never - 
because I am sensible there is a greater difference 
of tastes in that department than in any other and 
that there is much excellent poetry which I am not 
now-a-days able to read without falling asleep & 
which would nevertheless have given me great pleasure 
at an earlier period of my life - Now I think there 
is something hard in blaming the poor cook for the 
fault of ones own palate or deficiency of appetite. 
3 
Herep of courseq we approach the basic difference between Scott and 
. 
11 Jeffreyp as one of Scott's friends realized: 
It struck me that there was this great difference - 
Jeffreyt for the most part, ontertained usy when 
books were under discussion, with the detection of 
faults$ blundersp absurdities, or plagiarisms: 
Scott took up the matter where he left it, recalled 
1. Scott, Letters 1815-179 476. 
2. Ibid. # 1787-1807t 216-17. 
3. Ibid. 9 1787-1807v 398- 
a 
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some compensating beauty or excellence for which 
no credit had been allowedt and by the recitation, 
perhaps, of one fine stanzat set the poor victim 
on his legs again. 1 
There are several possible reasons for this difference in 
approach: Jeffrey was a professional critic whilst Scott was 
Primarily a creative artist; Jeffrey is often seen as the last 
defender of Augustaii literary standards whilst Scott is-sometizes 
claimed as a Romantic; and there are obvious and important 
temperamental differences. None of these is a satisfactory 
explanation on its own: Scott's substantial aid to the periodi6als 
shows that he was no enemy of the professional critic; Scott 
is as often seen 4s an Augustan as a Romantic; and differences 
in character need not necessarily result in such fundamentlal 
differences in approach to literature. But taken toeether they 
form a more convincing picture. Margaret Ball in her sensible 
and sympathetic account of Scott's literary criticism writes: 
By temperazentp theng Scott was enthu3iastic over the 
past and cheerful in regard to his own day; he was 
imaginativep practicalp Genial; and these traits must 
te taýen into account in judging his critical writings. 
These and other qualities may be deduced from the most 
superficial study of his creative work. The mere 
bulk of that work bears witness to two things: first 
that Scot". was primarily a creative writer; aGain, 
that he was of those who write much rather than minutely. 
It is obvious that to attack details would be easy. 
And since he was only secondarily a critic, it is 
natural that his critical opinions should not have been 
erected into any system. But while they are essentially 
desultory, they are the ideas of a man whose inforcation 
and enthusiasm extended through a wide range of studies; 
and they are rendered impressive by the abundanceg variety, 
and energyp which mark them as characteristic of Scott. 
2 
Locl-chart, Life of Scott, ii, 156-7. 
2. M. Ball, Sir Wnlt. P, rScot'. As A Critic Cf Literature (Lew York, 
1907)v 166* 
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Thus the predominance of the artist over the critic and Scott's 
own temperament are seen as the major factors in forming his 
critical attitudesp but the intellectual preconceptions of 
both Scott and Jeffrey are of extreme importance as Miss Ball 
recognizes: 
The period was transitional, and Jeffrey did not go 
so far as Scott in breaking away from the dictation 
of his predecessors. But his attitude was on the 
whole more modern than the reader would infer from 
the following sentence in one of his earliest reviews: 
"Poetry has this much at least in common with religiong 
that its standards were fixed long ago by certain inspired 
writers,, whose authority it is no longer laviful to 
call in question". He considered himself rather an 
interpreter of public opinion than a judge defining 
ancient legislation, but he used the opinion of 
himself and like-minded men as an unimpeachable test 
of what th& greater public ought to believe in regard 
to literatuie .... It was Jeffrey's dogmatism and 
his 
repugnance to certain fundamental ideas which were to 
become dominant in the poetry of the nineteenth century 
that lead us to consider him one of the last representatives 
of the eighteenth century critical tradition. Scott 
praised the Augustan writers as warmly as Jeffrey did, 
but he was more hospitable to the newer literary impulse. 
"Perhaps the most damaging accusation that can be made 
against Jeffrek as a criticp" says Mr. Gatesp "is 
inability to read and interpret the age in which he 
lived". 1 
There is a great deal of truth in this, although the suggestion 
(and Miss Ball is too astute to make it more than that) that 
Jeffrey was 'one of the last representatives of the eighteenth 
century critical tradition' is open to question. Jeffrey 
wished to make literary criticism both public and controversial, 
and so increase its status (which in turn would add to the importance 
of his Review). He believed that this could best be done by 
establishing a tribunal to which all works of literature would 
be b3ýought for judgement; inevitably, this meant that taste 
1. Ball,, 134-5. 
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became a matter of law, and that those offending against it 
were-punished accordingly. This does not mean that this 
law was necessarily 'Augustan'. As Miss Ball points out, 
it was based on the collective opinion of Jeffrey and like- 
minded men, and as such was incapable of the kind of codification 
that Jeffrey often pretended it possessed. Certainly the 
'laws' that Jeffrey attempted to implement have traces of an 
earlier literary tradition about them since this was the 
tradition in which he was educated, and undoubtedly they were 
hostile to the new forces at work as Mr. Gates points out. 
But this does not make them Augustan# nor does Mr, Gates's 
comment allow for-Jeffrey's more positive achievements. As 
a critic he did respond to certain impulses of the new age, 
even if somewhat grudginglys as we shall see in his criticism 
of Byron. As the editor of the. Edinburph Review he made the 
discussion of literature a thing of public moment, and so gave 
a new direction and impetus to literary criticism. 
Scott's achievement as a critic was very different. 
Miss Ball points out how his criticism 'was largely appreciative', 
lacking in any 'fixed theory of literature which could dominatd 
his mind when he approached his workIq and prompted by a 
conviction that 'its supreme function [was] to be elucidation'. 
She is not, however# uncritical in her appreciation: 
The thing that is waiting to be said is of course 
that his criticism is distinguished by common-sense. 
Whether common-sense should really predominate in 
criticism might perhaps be debated; the quality indicatest 
indeedt not only the excellence but also the limitations 
of his method. For example, Scott was rather too 
much Civen to accepting popular favor as the test of 
merit in literar-f work, and though the clamorously 
eager reception of his own books was never able to raise 
his self-esteem to a very high pitcht it seems to have 
been the only thing that induced him to respect his 
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powers in anything like an appreciative way. His 
instinct and his judgment agreed in urging him to 
avoid being a man of "mere theory'19 and he sought 
always to test opinions by practical standards. -I 
This is the nub of the matter: as a pragmatico sensitivep good- 
tempered criticqScott could be extremely successful as witnessed 
. by his reviews of Byron's Childe Harold# Jane Austen's Emma, p Maz7 
Shelley's Frankenstein# and other novels that he reviewed for 
the 
-Quarterly,. 
Patrick Cruttwell writes of 'a mind humorous 
2 
and wise, extrovert and sanelt and who is to say that these 
are not important qualifications for a critic? These are to ' 
be valued in Scottt but at the same time we must follow Hiss 
Ball in recognizing his limitations. Jeffrey might often 
have been wronop but his criticism possessed a rigour and a 
conviction of the importance both of literature and its public 
criticism which is often lacking in the more easy-goina Scott. 
Our preference for one man or the other will depend on our 
own temperament and 
ielefs 
about the function of criticism. 
What we must do is acknowledge the importance of both men at 
a time when the public criticism of literature was coming of 
age* 
19 Ballp 14. 
0 
2. PXruttwellý Pelican Guide to English Literature: From Blake to 
Byron (1957)p 110, As quoted by Edgar Johnsont Scottp iip 1256. 
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Chapter Four 
Editors and Publishers 
To a modern reader the extent and arbitrariness of 
editorial control is one of the most surprising features of the 
management of the periodicals. It is yet another reason for 
not taking an article or review as representative of a single 
reviewer's standpoint# and increases the need to see the Reviews 
as organic and developing structures which must be examined in 
their overall context. 
But it is not simply a matter of determining to what 
extent individual editors interfered with specific contributions. 
Cries of outrage at editorial mutilations abound in the letters 
of all those who wrote for the periodicals: Sydney Smith ruefully 
complained that Jeffrey always ruined his best jokesp and Southeyp 
whose temPer grew shorter as his -reviews grew longer, threatened 
resignation on several occasions if Gifford dared to tamper with 
one more article., * Editorial controlp however, was not as unprincipled 
as disgruntled reviewers sometimes suggested, and this chapter 
examines the conventions which somewhat tenuously informed the 
. actions of 
Jeffrey and Gifford. 
Before doing so one must ask to what extent the editors 
were their own masters. Some of the issues which threatened their 
objectivity are discussed in subsequent chaptersp but the most 
obvious source of undue influence was the publisher who owned, the 
Review. 
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In the case of the Edinburgh Review this influonce appeara 
to have been minimal, In a letter to Francis Horner in 1804 
Jeffrey recorded the following incident in*te=s which perfectly 
su=ed up his-relationship with his publisher: 
Happening to be long in bed yesterday, I found myself 
under the necessity of giving audience in that 
dignified posture to Constable & Co., who came dutifully 
to offer their congratulation, and to receive their orders, 
on my return. -I 
There is little evidence to suggest that Constable interfered with 
the running of the Review. In its early days he helped to recruit 
contributorst and he could do little else but accept responsibility 
when friends upbraided him for articles in the Review which they 
found offensive. But he realized that Jeffrey would only continue 
as editor if given a completely free handt and of all three publishers 
in whom we are interested he had the least to do with the running 
of hfs periodical. 
Jeffrey's concern for his social standing was one reason 
I 
for his determination not to be influenced in any way by Constable. 
As the Edinburgh Review wrote in 1902 when looking back to its 
origins in the previous centux7: 
It is difficult in these days to realize the sort of 
coy feeling with which men regarded any direct pecunia-ry 
relations with the press. 2 
11 Jeffrey overcame this coyness by insisting on payment for allp but 
- some uneasiness obviously remained. He wrote angrily to Horner 
Cockburn, ii, 89. 
2* ERp cxcvi (Oct. s, 1902)9285. 
f 
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telling him that he must not 'fancy that I am to take your orders 
as if I were a shopman of Constable's'pl andv if nothing else, 
the desire to avoid such an impression was sufficient to ensure 
his independence from his publisher. 
2 
This independence meant that Jeffrey was faced with the 
formidable task of running the Review virtually single-handed. 
On more than one occasion approaches were made to Constable 
suggestingp in, the words of one suppliantp 'that Jeffrey should 
3 
take some coadjutort for his attention is too much distracted'. 
But 'apart from his brief visit to -America in 1813p he remained in 
- control until his retirement from the-Review in 1829. His job 
was extremely onerous: not only did he have to revise and arrange 
each numberr he also had to be aware of which new books in a vast 
range of subjects were in'ost suitable for reviewing. His most 
difficult taskp'and one which was crucial to the success of the 
Reviewt was to recruit and control his contributors. 
In the early days he found this particularly distastefult 
and in his letters to his friends he was conscious of appearing 
as 'a common dun' in his entreaties. fV reviews. Againt class- 
0 
consciousness comes to the forev and he begged Horner not to 
1. Cockburn, 11,84- 
2. The extent of his control is further emphasized by the peremptory 
tone of his letter to Constable concerning his replacement whilst in 
America: 'You will consult chiefly with Mr. Thomson in any emergency 
that may occur. I have the most perfect confidence both in his 
judeement and in his friendship for me.... I (Constabler ii, 215. 
) 
His concern with social status is underlined by his comment that 'The 
publication is in the highest degree respec , table as yet 
[18041t as 
there are none but Gentlemen connected with it'. 
(Cockburn, iiP 74. ) 
3. Constable, ii, 387. 
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think that he had made 'a trade of this editorship' or that the 
Review was meant for anything more. than their own private 
tamusement and-improvement'. Once the Review was establishedp 
however, it was the contributors who sought out Jeffrey. 
From the outset he was anxious that his contributors 
should see that they were beinaýdealt with fairly. Since they 
were paid by the sheet he was reluctant to undertake the longer 
2 
and more remunerative articles himself# and at one point he 
considered giving up writing rather than risk the charge of 
selecting the easiest and most important articles for himself. 
3 
Having insisted that all should accept payment# he made sure the 
payment was'prompt: on one occasion he offered to pay a ten 
pound bonus from his own pocket-to a contributor whose fee had 
been delayed. 4 By such fair and punctilious treatment he quickly 
established a remarkable measure of discipline over his-contributors: 
The merit of getting so many writers to forego the 
ordinary jealousies of authors and of partiest and 
to write invisibly, and without the fame of 
individual and avowed publicationp in the promotion 
of a work made up of unconnected portionsp and 
assailed by such fierce and various hostilityp is 
due to him entirely*5 
10 Cockburn, ii, 83. 
!h declined once it was firmly 2. Jeffrey's contributions to the Edi nburp 
established. He wrote approxiamately sixty-four reviews for the first 
twenty numbers; fifty-two for the next twenty; thirty-three for the twenty 
following; thirty-one for the next twenty; and only fifteen for the final 
forty-three numbers that he'edited. Howeverp the first article in each 
number was usually of significance both in terms of length and subject 
matterp and forty-five of the first one hundred numbers of the Edinb 
began with a review or article by its editor. It was one of the ways in 
which Jeffrey controlled the attitude of the Reviewt and also-maintained 
its consistency of tone. 
3. Cockburn, 11, 82& 
4o Constable, 11, 216. 
Cockburn, 1.302. 
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Jeffrey was not quite so confident, He once likened 
himself to a feudal monarch whose throne was threatened by"the 
presumptuous crest-of my nobles' and in the years preceding 
the furore created by the Don Cevallos article he allowed the 
Edinburgh to reflect the opinions of his more outspoken contributors. 
The public outcry in 1809 disturbed himp and he admitted to Francis 
Horner in a letter of 1810 that the Edinburph was becoming too 
factious both within itself and publicly: 
Howeverg I issue laudable edicts, inculcating 
moderation and candour, and hope in time to do 
some little good. A certain spice of aristocracy 
in my own nature withholds me from the common 
expedient of strengthening myself by a closer 
union with the lower orders; but I would give a 
efeat deal for a few chieftains of a milder and 
more disciplined character. 2 
In fact his control was such that it was either caprice 
3 
or policy 
which prompted him to-allow the Review to take up an extreme position 
at this time: the remark about the 'certain spice of aristocracyi 
is interestine and only confirms the impression that he. was much 
more the absolute than the feudal monarch. 
This absolutism not only appealed to Jeffrey's personality, 
it allowed him to give a remarkable degree of consistency to the 
Review. Once Smitho Broughamt and Horner had left Edinburgh for 
Cockburnt iip 129. 
2. Ibid. v iit 129. 
3. This element in Jeffrey 
Is 
character is illustrated in a letter 
of 1803 when calming the fears of a friend that he would be led astray 
by the other founder-members of the Review: 'if I do not overrate my 
steadiness# I am in no great danger from that kind of seduction. 
I will go a certain lengthr out of curiosityt and'by way of experimentp 
but I hope I can stop where I have determined to stop. *.. ' 
(Cockburn# 
iir 77. ) 
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England and the Review had grown in importance and scopet it was 
only by his supervision that this was made possible. S. T. 
Coleridgep bowing to the inevitablep recognized this when writing 
to. Teffrey about the alterations made to his review of Thomas 
Clarkson's History of the Abolition of the Slave Trade: 
your character and inte=t,, as the knoi-m Editor 
of the Review are pledged for a general consistency 
of principle in the different Articles with each 
other; and you had every possible Right to alter 
or omit ad libitum.... 1 
It is impossible to gauge to what extent Jeffrey tailored and 
rewrote the contributions sent him, but one example taken from 
a letter of 1819 suggests that at times it was quite extensive: 
I have just got done with another Review [i. *e. ERt xxxi 
(Mar. 
v1819)]. I have more vamping and patching 
than 
writing. That of Rogers' little poem and Campbell's 
specimens are all I have written wholly; though there 
is more of m., r hand than there should be in the very 
long article on the abuse of charities. 2 
The Ivamping and patching' was carried out for a ýariety of reasons 
apart frbm the concern with consistency of principle: lenj; tht 
relevancep and entertainment value were also of importance. 
We have seen how controversy helped to establish the 
Edinburgh, r and Jeffrey was always conscious of 
the need to provoke 
and co-tertain his readers, This did not prevent his printing 
long and erudite reviews when he felt these to be most appropriatet 
but neither did he miss the opportunity to publish more sensational 
. 1* Letters, Grif; gs, iiip 148. 
2. Cockburn# iij, 187. 
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material* In the early days he even considered that $we should 
make one or two examples of great delinquents in every number' 
Ip 
although not all his contributors agreedt as Sydney Smith explained 
when refusing to slate a book of which his editor particularly 
disapproved: 
I think the book very ill-done; still, it is 
done by an honest worthy man who has neither 
bread nor butter. How can I be true under such 
circumstancesI2 
Howeverg such scruples could be overcome and direct editorial 
intervention avoided if contributors were chosen carefully: 
Walter Scott hast in a manner# offered to do Godwin's 
Life of Chaucer; and as he understands the subjectp 
and hates the author, I have a notion he will make 
a good article of it. 3 
By such means Jeffrey ensured that the tang of controversy did not 
disappear from the Review. 
The Edinburgh did not remain stati6 throughout the period 
of his editorship. One of the most notable changes was in the 
nature of reviewing itself* In the number for January 1809 
Jeffrey reviewed Cromek's Reliques of Burns; 
4 
despite some 
digression about the advantages of natural educationp it is a 
sympathetic and straightforward assessment of Bums's achievemený. 
In length and style it is typical of the Edinburgh's early reviewsp 
and it includes a hit at Wordsworth for good measure* Twenty years 
1. Cockburnp iip 86. 
Pearson, 157. 
Cockbu=,, ii, 86. 
ER, xiii (Jan. . 1809) 9 249-76. 
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later the Edinburgh returned to Burns, this time witý a review by 
Thomas Carlyle of Lockhart's Life of Burns. The difference is 
startling: not only is Carlyle's revievi much longerp it also acts 
far more obviously as a vehicle for Carlyib's own thinking. The 
immediacy and contemporary reference of Jeffrey's review has 
been replaced by a grandiloquence matched only by that of another 
Edinburgh reviewer at this timet Thomas Macaulay. The Edin to 
original policy of'providing immediate and provocative critical. 
responses to new literature had been replaced by one which 
substituted the polished literary essay. Admittedly the decline. - 
of the Edinburgh in the third decade of the century indicated the 
need for a new approacht but the marked decrease in Jeffrey's own 
coni-ributions suggests that it was one with which he did not fully 
2 
sympathize. His greatness lay in establishing and controlling 
a periodical. which responded immediately to the events of its. own 
time. * Inevitably its approach became dated and somewhat stereotyped; 
it was eclipsed by Blackwood's Magazine# which replaced controversy 
with scandalp and politically the Westminster Review became more 
important. The Edinbur, -h-Review which entered the Victorian age 
was a very different one from the one founded thirty years previously. 
Never the lesst under Jeffrey it established a new 
reviewing tradition. openly political and obviously biased in 
matters of literary tastet it was rarely guilty of bowing to 
unacknowledged pressures. Constable was forced to remain aloof, 
1. ER, x1viii (Dec., 1828)v 267-312. 
2. He and Carlyle argued over the review of Burns. Jeffrey found it 
'long and diffusolf and wanted it cut by as much as half. When Carlyle 
received the proofs he found the article much shortened, but he replaced 
many of the omitted passages and insisted that it should be published in 
its entirety or not at all. Surprisingly Jeffrey gave in. Significantlyg 
he objected most to examples of Carlyle's Imannerism and affectation' 
the very things that give the review its distinctive quality. (See 
Proude, Carlyle, iit 39-45. ) 
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and Jeffrey's editorial policies were fashioned by his own beliefs 
and actions. To this extent it was objective, but the treatment 
given to each book depended on editorial policyp the needs of the 
individual number in which the review appeared,, and the attitude 
of the reviewer. In this context impartiality must remain a 
relative te=* 
The example of the Edinburgh was not lost on those who 
established the 
-Quarterly 
Review. Scottp in his letter of advice 
to Giffordt claimed that the Edinburgh owed much of its success 
to the fact 'that it is entirely uninfluenced by the Booksellers 
who have contrived to make most of the other reviews mere vehicles 
for advertising & puffing off their own publications or running 
down those of their rivalstr 
1 
and on expressing similar views to 
Murrayq the 
-Quarterly's. 
bwner and publisherp he received the 
following reply, i 
With respect to bookselling interference with the 
Reviewq I am equally convinced with yourself of its 
total incompatibility with a really respectable and 
valuable critical journal. I assure you that nothing 
can be more distant from my views9 which are confined 
to the ardour which I feel for the cause and principles 
whidh it will be our objectto support# and the honour 
of professional reputatioi which would obviously result 
to the publisher of so important a work. 2 
Murray does go on to say that it would be silly to pretend that 
he was not out to make a profit as wellp but# as in the case of 
Constable and the Edinburp-h# there is little evidence to suggest 
that he seriously infringed these high-minded principles. Howeverp 
his relationship with his editor and the extent of his involvement 
S 
1. Scottp Letters 2808-11p 102-3- 
2. Smiles, 1,13-2. 
I 
in the running of the Review were very different from Constable's. 
Giffordp as editorg laboured under certain disadvantages. 
Unlike Jeffrey he was not a founder member of his Review# and he 
did not enjoy the confidence of all those who helped establish it, 
He also had to work within the shadow of Scott; Scott had probably 
been offered the editorshipp and although he refused it he played 
a substantial part in establishing the Review. Gifford's chronic 
ill-health was also a tremendous disadvfLntage in what was a 
taxing occupation. 
It is not surprising that Murray was loth to relinquish 
sole control of the 
-QuarterlE 
to a man he hardly knewt nor that 
Gifford at first seemed ill-at-ease and unsuited to the job. 
Murray'B constant interference 
1 
and his worried consultations with 
Scott, of which Gifford-must have been awarep hardly'civated 
confidence., Murray also recruited most of the Review's contributorsg 
of whom someq particularly Scott and Southey,, communicated far 
more with him than with Gifford. Samuel Smiles engages in a 
splendid piece of double-talk whbn. trying to explain the working 
relationship between editor and publisher: 
Mr. Murray wasp even more than the Editor, the backbone 
of the enterprise: he was indefatigable in soliciting 
new writers for the Quarterl , and in finding the books 
fit for revievrp and the appropriate reviewers of the 
books. Sometimes the reviews were printed before the 
Editor was consultedl but everything passed under the 
notice of Giffordt and received his emendations and final 
approval. 2 
Such a situation could not last, as Gifford explained in a note 
. 10 Murray wrote numerous letters to Gifford about the Review,, and 
suggested alterations and omissions for reviews in the fifth number 
of the Quarterly. (Smilesp is, 176). 
0 
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to Murray: 
The delay and confusion which have arisen must be 
attributed to a want of confidential communication* 
In a word, you have too many advisersp and I too 
many masters* I can easily accountt and still more 
easily allow# for the anxiety which you feel in a 
cause where so much of your property is embarkedt 
and which you will always find me most ready to benefit 
and advance; but for this it will be necessary to have 
no reserves; in a word, we must understand each other. 1 
This understanding did not come immediatelyp but many of the 
tensions were dissipated after a particularly heated clash between 
Gifford and Murray over the policy to be pursued towards the 
Edinbura, h Review. Murray felt that attacks on the Edinburgh only 
weakened the Quarterly but Gifford disagreed, andv after much mutual 
xecriminationg won the day. 
2 Smiles claims that from 1811 onwards 
the best understanding prevailed between Mr, Murray 
and the editor of the Quarterlyo Their intercourse 
was continuous; and as they knew each other better 
they esteemed each other the more, They became fast 
and intimate friends; holding nothing back from each 
otherp but taking counsel on all matters relating not 
only to articles for the Quarterlyq but to new 3 
manuscripts offered to Fir. Murray for publication. 
On the whole this seems to have been the case. Ifurray continued 
to play a large part in the Review's affairsp but it is noticable 
that after 1811 Gifford's name occurred more frequently in Murray's 
correspondence with his contributors: Scott in 1815 agreed to read 
and po8sibly correct an article on Crabbe 'should Mr. G[ifford] 
wish itIj 
4 
and three years later he sent a review on Hogig for 
publication 'if it should find favour in Gifford's eyes'; Croker 
also wrote to Murray about a review dealing with Henry Brougham 
1. Smilesp it 157. 
2. See Smiles, it 181-2 and Clark, 175-6 for accounts of this 
disagreement. 
3. Smiles, it 192. 
4. Ibid., it 291. 
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which. he was preparing 'for Mr. Gifford's final correction. 
1 
Gifford himself wrote to Murray in-1814t in a tone much moie 
-relaxed and confidential than in earlier days: 
It makes me quite happy to find. you beating up for 
recruits, and most ardently do I wish you success. 2 
Never,, thq_, Iess., Hurray continued to exercise a great deal of influence 
over the Review's contributors. On some occasions he acted as 
a go-between, on others he solicited contributions on his own 
authority. Scott is perhaps a special casep given his close 
friendship with Murrayp but even as late as 1817 he left the 
decision on whether or not to publish his review on Byron not primarily 
.3 to Gifford but to Murray. Jeffrey would not have allowed his 
publisher that kind of decision. 
Murray also found it impossible to refrain from offering 
advice. His confidencet an uncertain thing at best, ebbed and 
flowed according to which acquaintance or correspondent he had 
consulted most recently about the Review's state of health, and 
Gifford wrote to him in desperation in the spring of 1812 accusing 
him of listening to too many 'bad adviserap and the consequence is 
that many things ate postponed which would have done wellq and now 
4 
only seem to create enemies'. But this StOrmt like so many 
others, was weathered, and on his retirement in 1824 Gifford wrote 
to Canning: 
1. Smiles, iq 260. 
2. Ibid. t it 262. 
3. Scotts Letters 1815-17p 363-4. 
4. Smiles, 1,203. 
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I have laid aside my Regaliat-and King Gifford, 
first of the name, is now no moret as Sir Andrew. 
Aguecheek says "than an ordinary mortal or a 
Christian",... It is now exactly sixteen years ago 
since your letter invited or encouraged me to, take 
the throne. I did not mount it without a trembling 
fit; but I was promised support, and I have been 
nobly supported. As far as regards myselft I have 
borne my faculties soberly, if not meekly. I 
have resistedv with undeviating firmnesst every 
attempt to encroach upon met every solicitation 
of publisher, authorp friendp or friend's friend, 
and turned -not a jot aside for power or delight. 1 
The self-satisfaction may be forgiveng for the boast seems. to have 
been substantially true. 
Both Jeffrey and Gifford likened themselves to monarchs, 
but a different metaphor is needed to illustrate one essential 
difference between them. Jeffrey led his mezi from the'frontp 
often quite literally given the the high proportion of the Edinburph's 
opening articles which he wrote* and therefore imposed his 
authority and personality upon his Review not only as an editor 
but as a leading contributor. Giffordp on the other hando wrote 
very little, 
2 
and in Clark's woýds 'exerted his influence and 
expressed his personality through his editorial prerogative of 
cutting, changing,. augmenting, and correcting the reviews furnished 
by others; and in some instances he exercised this prerogative 
freely'. 
3 
In altering and tailoring the reviews he waa only following 
Jeffrey's example and Scott's advicet but he did so in his own 
fastidious and peculiar manner. He once wrote to Hurray: 
1. Smiles# 11,162-3. 
2. See Clark, 187-201 for an account of Gifford'. s own contributions 
to the Quarterly. 
Clark, 177. 
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I never saw much merit in writing rapidly* You 
will believe me when I tell you that I have been 
present at the production of more genuine wit and humour than almost any person of my timep and that 
it-was revised and polished and arranged with a 
scrupulous care which overlooked nothing .... no 
permanent reputation can be founded on thoughts 
thrown out at random, how ever brilliant, unless 
clothed in appropriate terms. 1 
Much of Giffordts time was spent in reworking and polishing the 
contributions sent him in an attempt to find those 'appropriate 
terms'; a necessary jobp particularly if there was a paucity of 
2 
good material. But from the outset he was accused of failing 
to insert sufficient wit and variety into the Quarterly; in Scott's 
words of not 'making a cake of the right leaven for the present 
generationl. '3 His fastidiousness did little to alleviate the 
dullness of much of the Quarterly's prose, 'and a great deal of harm 
by often delaying the printing of the Review* Murray wrote to 
him on one occasion: 
Long before this, every line of copy for the present 
number ought to have been in the hands of the. printer. 
Yet the whole of the Review is yet to print. I 
know not what to do to facilitate your labourg for 
the articles which you have long had lie scattered 
without attentiong and those which I ventured to send 
to the printer undergo such retarding correctionsp that 
even by this mode we do not advance. 4 
Gifford never reformedt and delay in publication became one of 
5 the Review's perennial problems. 
. 1. Smiles, ip 193-4. 
2. Croker found this when editing number 56 of the Review because of 
Gifford's ill-health. Mux: ray wrote to him: 'We are certainly not 
fortunate in having even an average sample of talent or interest in the 
papers sent in - but it shows what a desert the Editor has occasionally to fertilize! '. (Brightfield, Croker, 181. ) 
3. Scottp Letters 1808-11v 225. Much of Scott's disgust stemmed from 
the 
_Quarterl7yTs 
-initial reluctance to take up cudgels against the Edinburgh; 
but this was Murray's doing, not Gifford's. 
4. Smiles, i. 156-7. 
Oliphant, ii, 10. 
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As in Jeffrey's case* it is impossible to assess the extent 
of Gifford's editorial intervention'* Hill and Helen Shine offer 
the best summary: 
Sometimes the proportions of an article needed change. 
For example, an inadequately illustrated article might 
be supplemented by additional extracts from the book 
under review; an additional part might be inserted in 
another article for the sake of completeness; or# on 
the other hand, an overlong article might be condensedt 
or divided. Sometimes the summarizing critical judgment 
in an article needed change. For example# the expression 
of a harsh judgment might be sharpened. 1 Sometimest 
howevert a much more involved change in matter or manner 
was needed, For example# a reviewer's expression of 
his individual point of view on a public issue might ne; d 
to be brought in line with the general policy that The 
-Quarterli was supporting at 
the time; ort if the contents 
were eminently satisfactory and only the style was somewhat 
out of keeRing with the periodical's standardp parts might 
be rewritten for the sake of effectiveness. Or special 
circumstances might even call for the most sweeping changes 
of all. For example# once when refusal of a slovenly 
written article would have been impolitic, Gifford seems 
to have reorganized the materials; orp finally, a brief 
article that seems to have lain in limbo too long to be 
returned and that may have been needed as a stop-Capp had 
its contents realigned and its tone changed* Since there 
is no evidence to show that the circumstances involved in 
the last two examples were regular in their recurrencep 
we may suppose that the extent of editorial revision 
exemplified in them was rare. On the other hand, there 
is no. doubt that the circumstances involved in the other 
seven illustrations were more frequent in occurrence. 
2 
This frequency naturally led to friction between Giffor4 
and his contributorsp despite Smiles's somewhat sanctimonious 
3 
claim that the editor never lost their 'friendship and support'. 
Gifford lacked something of Jeffrey's personalityp and his 
authorityv especially with his senior contributorst had suffered 
a little because of his equivocal position in the early days of 
I.. Gifford also occasionally softened the tone of a review. See 
Smiles, i, 162 and iit 130. 
2. Shine, xvii. Also see Clark, 178-181. 
3. Smiles, ii, 176. 
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S 
the, Review. Most of his contributors accepted his decisions, 
1 
but Robert Southey provided a particular problem. Gifford 
recognized his importance and once described him as 'the sheet 
anchor of the Review'# 
2 
but he had to endure a great'deal of 
recrimination and short-tempered protestation from him* He 
rarely gave wayp and wheng in his last days as editort he printed 
one of Southey's articles without alt9ration it was taken as a 
3 $melancholy and menacing-symptom of decay' . That he kept 
Southey's support without seriously compromising his own integrity 
is some measure of his success as editor. 
Unfortunately, it was not emulated by his successor. We 
have seen how the manner in which Lockhart was appointed wealened 
his position as editor; a position already made difficult by 
Gifford's reputationv the extent of the fomer editor's powers 
(whether feudalv absoluter or constitutional)p and the unwillingness 
of long-established reviewers to be ruled by a man known best 
for his association with Blackwood s Magazine. Howevert as we 
4 
saw in 
_the 
first chapterp Lockhart's first problem was Murrayt 
although eventually the two men became reconciled to each other 
and worked together amicably. 
1. Croker supported 'the despotism of the Editor' (Smiles, ii 44), 
as did Scott despite the occasional grumble (Letters 1817-19,3; ). 
2. George Ellis said of Southey: this articles are always attractive; 
not indeed by their spirit, but by their candour, and by a luminous 
method and arrangement of his materials. Besidesp he always conveys 
iniormation.. **' 
(Smiles, 1,177). 
3, Langj Lockhartt it 359. 
4. See p. 30 above, 
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It was Scott# not Murrayp who was reall y in the best 
position to exert undue influence on Lockhart. He became 
a regular contributor again, although characteristically he 
did not take advantage of his position, and on reading 
Lockhart's criticism of his review of Pepyst he wrote: 
Tou will unceremoniously point out whatever you 
object to, which will be a great favour, and I 
hope you will not confine it to style alone, 1 
Whilst offering advice and encouragementq he seldom interfered 
with the running of the Quarterly. 
2 On one occasion he refused 
to review a work on the grounds that 11 cannot write any thing 
about the author unless I know it can hurt no one alivelp and 
he gently chided Lockhart for his offer of secrecy since 
'What I consider right to do I am not anxious to conceal from 
3 
any one and what is not right should not be done at all'. 
He rarely pitched his advice any higher. 
11 But he had grave doubts about Lockhart's suitability for 
the editorship. 
4 
Lockhart was indecisive in handling contributors 
like Southey, and the first numbers he edited gave few signs 
that the Review was to be given new impetus or direction. The 
situation was very different from the one that had faced Gifford 
1* Langp Lockhartq it 404-05* 
2* The only exception is Scott's attempt to foster closer relations 
between the Quarterly and the Tory government. See chapter five. 
3- Scottp Letters 1826-289 29. 
4- See po . 30 above. 
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in . 1807, and it called for a different approach and a different 
kind of periodical. Lockhart. was not the man to provide either. 
It was Jeffrey and Gifford. who fashioned their Reviews. 
Through their practices certain essential conventions were 
established: editorial authority was absolutet contributors were 
paid and their contributions were considered to be the property 
of the Reviewp 
1 
consistency of principle was at least attempted# 
and the Reviews were kept free from the accusation of puffery 
and trade interference. There were less noble characteristics: 
both Reviews were unashamedly politicall and both were prepared 
to further political aims and create public interest by 
unprincipled attacks on individual authors, And they were 
distinctly products of their own age, and as times changed they 
failed to respond accordingly. The Edinburgh attempted to alter 
the nature of its reviewst and the Quarterly thought about 
returning to its original formp 
2 
'but in some ways they fed off each 
other,, and the decline of one meant the decline of the other. 
The questions asked in this chapter have little relevance 
1, The Shines (p. xviii) point out that, by insisting that the reviews 
belonged to the periodical rather than the reviewer, editorial 
intervention was both honest and ethical. 
2@ In a letter to Murray, Lockhart writes of the need to restore the 
Quarterly to its 'original plan and arrangement1v although he seems 
to be talking mainly about the length and number of reviews in each 
number. (Smilest iit 265)- 
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to, Black-dood's Magazire. At times it appeared to have no 
editor it allt and at others a superabundance of themp whilst 
consistency and impartiality were principles to be eschewed at 
all costs. Our only concern is with the part played by 
Blackwoodq Wilson and Lockhart in running the Yagazine 
It was generally thought that Wilson and Lockhart were 
the editors* and John Hurray, who had a financial interest in 
the Magazine during its first few monthst mistakenly thought 
that it was going to be run on conventional lines when he 
wrote to Blackwood: 
Your editors want tact as to the public interest; and 
by having two, in fact you have no editor: they are 
more intent. on their own writings than in collecting 
materials from othersp and in abridg, .., ingp altering, adding top and improving the contributions that are 
sent to them.... 
4e was quite right. It was Blackwood himself who undertook 
most of the usual editorial duties: he altered and curtailed 
articles and reviewst often in consultation with Wilson; 
2 
and he recruited most of the major contributors to the Magazine. 
He also undertook most of the administrative work-9 which was 
considerable since the Magazine was published monthly. Wilson 
and Lockhart assisted in these tasks, 
3 
but their function was 
to provide the material which would establish the style and 
tone of the Magazine. Mrs. Oliphant offers the most 
authoritative account of the arrangemerft which existed between 
1. Smiles, 1.481. 
2. Oliphant, i. 310 and 11,35. Wilson told a friend that he 
agreed so entirely with Blackwood's judgement on prose tales to 
be published in the Yagazine that he never bothered to give an opinion 
on ther., but he did expect to be consulted about poetry. 
3. On at least one occasion Blackwood felt that they were not 
providinj; the support that they had promised him. See Oliphant, 
it 268. 
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the three men in the early years: 
(the editorship of] the Magazine waso.. in co=issiont 
the committee of three occupying intermittently the 
supreme chair - one number sometimes in one man's charge, 
sometimes. in another's, ncrr one judgement uppermost 
and now another, but the veto always in Blackwood's 
hands.... 1 
This did not. prevent the elusive editor or publisher being 
invoked when the occasion demanded itt and often 'the publisher 
lamented the self-will of the Editor, and the Editor vituperated 
vith much force the obstinacy of the publisher'. 
2 
Not least of Blackwood's achievements was his handling 
of Wilson and Lockhart. He willingl. T acknowledged that Wilson 
3 
was 'the Genius and the Living Spirit' of the Magazineq butq 
as Mrs. Oliphant points out, managing him was a task which 
needed 'constant attention, watchfulnessv and a great patience'. 
It vast however, essential: Wilson was volatile and irresponsible, 
incapable of running the K'agazinet but he more than anybody gave 
it its distinctive character. Lockhart also played an important 
role as a contributor and an instigator of practical jokes, but 
less Prominently after the first three or four years* Both 
men were, in Scott's wordst 'rather kittle on the point of 
honour 
5 
and on occasions they treated Blackwood as a social 
inferior. He was wi. se enough to overlook most of thisq and he 
1. Oliphant, it 185-6. 
2. Ibid. 9 i. 150n. 
3. Ibid. 9 it 308- 
4. Ibid. 9 ip 307. 
Scott, Letters 1817-19t 221. 
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remained on good terms with both men* 
Although Blackwood's Mapzazin2 was run by its publishert 
. 
it was not used extensively to puff his own wares. Its main 
purpose was to entertain# to obtain as much notoriety as quickly 
as possible. There was no editorial policy as such; the three 
men most concerned with running it shared an instinctive sympathy 
which made fundamental disagreement rare. It was a far cry from 
Jeffrey's striking out sentences to make a review conform to the 
Edinburgh's policy, or Gifford's carefully polishing the prose of 
one of his more careless contributors; but then Blackwood's was 
a very different kind of periodical. 
04 
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Chapter Five- 
ob 
Politics and the Reviews 
One of the few certainties that we are faced with in 
a discussion such as this is that the Reviews were indeed 
political. In fact their politics were so obtrusive that the 
effect# as Coleridge wryly pointed outp was sometimes the 
opposite of that intended: 
I cannot read a page of the Examiner without a 
temptation to become a Jure Divino Legitimist - 
or of the Edingburgh Review, without an inkling 
after Toryism - or of the Quarterly Review (Southey's 
Articles by no means excepted) without downright 
vhispers of the Devil to be a Rebel. 1 
That the Edinburgh was Whig and the Luarterly and Blackwood's 
Tory would seem to be a truism that needs little modification. 
Unfortunately the situation was a great deal more complex than 
this suggests andq although this is not the place in which to. 
discuss the periodicals' responses to the many complex issues 
which made up one of the most turbulent periods of the nineteenth 
century, it is important to trace the general political stance 
which they adopted. In particular, we must assess the extent 
to which they were independent of the factions to which they 
acknowledged at least nominal allegiancep and we must identify 
those issues which were to have a particular bearing on their 
judgement of contemporar7 literature* 
The most concise account of the Edinburgh's political 
1. Lettersp Griggs# iv# 902. 
a 
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attitude is to be found in an article by John Clive. Clive sets 
out to disprove two misconceptions about the Edinburgh; 'that it 
was nothing but a tool of the Whig party; that it catered to. the 
aristocracy alone.... 11 He writes: 
Politics meant fir 
* 
st of all zeal for reform: opposition 
to the slave trade, to the Test and Corporation Actsq 
to the sale of army commissignsp to the existing game 
laws; support for Catholic emancipation, parliamentaryp 
legalv and penal reform, all projects for the diffusion 
of useful knowledge. It also meant that the Review 
generally sided with the Whig opposition, especially after 
Brougham began to use the periodical as a means for his 
own political advancement. 
(119) 
Clive' goes on to argue that the Edinburph was not in any sense the 
Whigs' creature. The Don Cevallos article provoked as much anger 
from the Whig3 as from the Toriesp and the Edinburrh was also much 
more aware of the need to appeal to a wider spectrum of society 
-than was the Whig party as a whole: 
There were other occasions [apart from the issue of 
parliamentar7 reform] on which the Review showed itself 
more a,, we than the official Whigs of their disastrous 
alienation from the peoplep though it must be added 
that its important function as the party's radicaliser 
was intermittent rather than consistent. (120) 
That it could act at all as the party's radicaliser was due to . 
the final point of substance made by Clive: 
But as one reads through the Edinburgh during Jeffrey's 
tenure as editor (1802-29), one is continually struck 
by its tone of moral indignation about tlýe indolencep 
opulence and frivolity of the upper classes, as 
contrasted with the virtue and industry of 'all those 
who are below the sphere of what is called fashionable 
or public lifep and who do not aim at distinctions or 
notoriety beyond the circle of their equals in fortune 
and situation' [ER, xx (Nov. pIB12), 280n. 
]. That is 
how Jeffrey defined what he called the 'middling classes': 
it was for them that the Review reserved its highest 
1. John Clive, "The Edinburph Review: The life and death of a 
periodical", in Essays in " 
the histor: y of publishing: Lommen 
1724-1974# ed. Asa BriCgs (1974)9 113-40. 
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praise and its never-ceasing pedagogical efforts. 
Adam Smith, not Algernon Sidney# headed the hagiO109Y 
of the Edinburgh reviewers. 
(120) 
The political issues listed by Clive, the general but 
by no means slavish support of the Whigs, and the appreciation 
of the worth. of the middle classest are the most important things 
to be borne in mind. Coupled with'these must be a recognition 
of the effect that the Edinburgh, ls 'Scottishness' had on its political 
attitudesp and also an awareness of -Jeffrey's influence both as 
editor and contributor. Butý firstly, a rather more detailed 
account of the Edinburgh's political development is necessary. 
We have seen how the Ed., nbur? -h owed 
its inception, at 
least in part, to politics: young men of similar*political 
persuasionp living in a city dominated by a faction whose politics 0 
. 
they deplored, decided to take the fight to the enemy. In the 
three decades that followed the Review, 's political devel6pment 
falls roughly into three phases: firstp an increasing move to the 
left# which culminated in the Don Cevallos article in 1809 and the 
founding of the Quarterly Review; then a somewhat more cautious 
approach, but one which centred round parliamentary reform and an 
I 
increasing recognition for the Whigs to engage in some kind of 
alliance with the more Radical or popularist groups; and from 1822 
onwardsp with the death of Castlereagh and the rise to power of 
Canningg-a gradual decline in influence as the political situation 
underwent a'transformation and as the Westminster Review responded 
more readily to the new social forces at work. This last point 
illust'rates the nature of the Edinburzh's relationship with the Whigs: 
although far enou&h to the left to recognize the need for some 
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kind of understanding with the Radicals, and although ready to 
support the middle classes at the expense of the landed aristocracy, 
it was neither flexible enough in its political'philosophy nor 
tied closely enough to the Whig party to exercise much influence 
at the time when the Whigs finally came to power. 
In 1802 the issues which dominated political discussion 
were the war with France. and the abolition of the slave tradep 
and, at home, Reform and Catholic Emancipation. John Clive 
discusses the Review's response to these in some detail in 
his book on the Edinburphs, 
1 
and there is no point in retreading 
this ground. Three issues emerge from his discussiont howeverp 
which are of particular significance in assessing the way in which 
the Edinburph, 's political beliefs influenced their assessment of 
literature. The first of these concerns the Review's attitude 
towards France. At this time the French Revolution still 
haunted the public mindq and the cry of 'Jdcobin' retained much 
of its potency. Clive claims that 
On the whole, the reviewers consistently devoted 
their efforts to a reasoned defence of what they 
considered to be the positive aspects of the French 
Revolutionp a defence whose corollary was vigorous 
condemnation of anti-Jacobinism as a rationale for 
opposition to liberal views and moderate reforms. 2 
He prefaces this comment, howeverv by acknowledging some examples 
of 'a negatively Burkean attitude towards the French Revolution's 
As we shall see in chapter seven, this'Burkean attitude is to 
be found in abundance in Jeffrey's attacks on the Lake poets. 
1. Clive, Scotch Reviewerst 71-123- 
2. Ibid., 95. 
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It is all vezywell for Clive to write of the Edinburp7h's defence 
of the French philosophes, but Rousseau was one of the stic4s that 
Jeffrey used to beat Wordsworth with. 'Ifp as Clive argues, 
'throughout its early career the Review valiantly attempted to put 
thd discussion of the Revolution on a higher and non-polemical 
levell then the attack on the Lake School is even more unprincipled 
- than it appears at first siEht. 
The second issue which emerg,; s f rom Clive's discussion 
of the early years of the Review also concerns France. The 
Edinburph consistently opposed the war with Freance, even to the 
extent of preparing an article denouncing the war just as the 
battle of Waterloo-was about to be fought (once the result was 
known the article was cancelled and replacedpappropriately enough, 
by one entitled 'Gall and his Cranioloey'). 
2 This determination 
tc; oppose the war despite tte hostility that this aroused amongst 
many Whigs explainal in part, the Edinburph's favourable reaction to 
the first two cantos of Childe Harold. The earlier attack on 
Hours of Tdleness had beeng as Byron himself notedp 'scurvy treatment 
from a Whig Review, but politics and poetry are different things .. ý, 
3 
He must have been pleased to find when reading the review of Childe 
Harold that they were not that different. 
The other issue raised by Clive which has ramifications 
of a literary nature concerns utilitarianism. Clive claims that 
-a 'definite tendency towards Benthamite ideas begins to manifest 
1. Clive, Scotch Reviewerst 97. 
2, Smiles# ip 270. 
3. Byronts Letters and Journalsp ed. L. Karchandq 1 (1973),, 159. 
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itself in the course of the year 18061.1 James Mill became a 
contributor to the Review two years later, and Clive detects 
-further signs of Benthamite utilitarianism. 
2 
Certainly Jeffrey's 
praise of the moral utility of Maria Edgeworth's novels and tales 
might reflect this influencet but on the whole it does not seem 
to have affected the Edinburgh's approach to literature to any 
great extent. 
3 
And the political implications of the Edinburgh's 
comments on the Lakers point more to a traditional Whig belief 
in historical continuity and the sanctity of the Constitution 
(poetical not political in this case). 
1809 saw a watershed in the Edinburgh's history. Jeffrey 
was undoubtedly frightened by the outcry raised against the Review 
after the appearance of the Don Cevallos articlep and detemined 
on a more cautious policy. A caveat is necessary here however* 
Although the Edinburgh in the years up to 1809 moved to the left 
of the Whig. party (due mainly to Brougham's influence, but also with 
Jeffrey's co=ivance)t it must not be thought that it ever systematically 
advocated revolutionary or even radical changes. As Clive points 
out, it continually vacillated between the extremes of Jeffrey's 
article on Cobbett 
4 
which upheld the Whig doctrine of the balance 
of the Constitution (which even the Whigs realized was by this time 
nothing more than 'the shadow of a shade' 
5) 
and which argued 
1. - Clive, 93- 
k 2* Ibid. 9 92-5. 
3- Only one review reflects a common utilitarian belief that literature 
was of about as much value as pushpinp and that might have been an 
elaborate practical Joke. See ERI, xxxv (March, 1821)9Q4. -n- 
ERt x (July# 1S07), -376 - 01 - 
Clivep 106o 
6 
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that Cobbett's ideas on reform were dangverous and unnecessaryp and 
the Don Cevallos article which was exceptional in its overt 
demand for constitutional-reform. 
seems correct: 
On the wholeg W. S. Ward's comment 
Political "rightness" not infrequently determined 
whether a poem was approved or condemned. Whigs 
and Tories might vie with one another in "puffing" 
their respective poeti 
* 
cal candidatesq IZut when the 
fundamental political status quo was at stake they 
spoke as one voice. 1 
Certainly the Edinburgh attacked authors like Lady Morgan and William 
Pratt for their political extremismp and Jeffrey's willingness to 
see some kind of alliance between. the Whigs and the more. moderate 
Radicals was a matter of political expediency and hid a deep- 
rooted fear of the real aims of the Radical movement. 
2 Clive 
warns that anyone 'who seeks to find in the Edinburgh Review 
between 1802 and 1815 an advanced liberal organp commending to 
a reluctant aristocracy the democratic wave of the futurep will 
3 
certainly be-disappointed and a little later he writes: 
11 
As a loyal Whig who prided himself on 'a spice of 
aristocracy in my own nature' Jeffrey had not the 
slightest desire to end the predominance of the power 
of landed property or to inst2ate democracy. He 
was simply frightened of what would happen if the 
govern=ental structure did not yield to popular 
pressure in order to preserve a society otherwise (he 
thought) threatened with complete subversion. In 
Ahat sense the Radical criticism of the Edinburph 
Review by men like Leigh Hunt and William Cobbettp 
was certainly correct. For Jeffrey# no less than 
Lords Grey and Grenvillet thought that the Whigs should 
both have their cake and eat it as well. 4 
But such a position soon became impossible. Peace in 
Europe in 1815 meant that attention became more and more focussed 
I* W. S. Wardq "Some Aspects of the Conservative Attitude toward Poetry 
in English Criticism, 1798-1820"t PMLAr Ix (1945)p 387. 
2a See Froude, Life of Carlylet iit 136ýfor comment on Jeffrey s attitude 
towards the Radicals. 
Clive, Scotch Reviewersp 120. 
lbid. t 122. 
a 
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on events at home, It was a. period of acute unrest occasioned 
by the financial problems brought by the ending of the war. In 
1815 the Corn law was passed which prohibited the importation of 
corn until it reached eighty shillings a quartert and this 
considerably increased -the sufferings of the poor. AS 0. M. 
, Trevelyan points out I the Corn Law of 1815 was an obJect lesson 
in thd need for Parliamentary Reform'# but instead the government 
responded to civil unrest with a policy of repression, A 
campaign against Radical newspapers was instigatedv and in 1817 
Cobbett fled to America. In 1819 repression took on a more 
tangible form with the Peterloo massacre, and this was quiclb, ly 
followed by the passing of more legislation this time in the 
shape of the Six Acts (perhaps better known as the 'Gag , ging' Acts). 
Trevelyan suggests that Peterloo was 'the moral death-blow of the 
2 
old Toryism', and certainly the trial of Queen Caroline which followed 
in 1820 discredited both the monarch and the Tory government which 
lent him grudging support. 
During this period three issues dominated political 
discussion in the Edinburgh Review: reformt Catholic E=ancipationt 
and the conditions and education of the working classes. Reform 
hadp of course, been an ever-present issuep but conditions now 
=eant that this bec=e the =ost imperative of the three. Jeffrey 
wrote many of the reviews and articles which dealt with it# and as 
early as 1806 he wrote a letter to Francis Horner which outlined 
1. G. M. Trevelyanp British History in the Nineteenth Century 1782-1901 
(19', 4)9 168. 
2. Ibid. p 190. See R. J. Whitep Waterloo to Peterloo 
(1957) for an 
account of these years. 
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his basic position with regard to the need for parliamentary reformý 
He begins: 
I agree with you entirely in thinking that there 
is in the opulence, intelligencep and morality of 
our middling people a sufficient quarry of materials 
to make or to repair a free constitution; but the 
difficulty is in raising them to the surface. 
(1: Lo) 
Later he writes: 
The antiquity of our governmentp to which we are 
indebted for so many advantages, brings this great 
compensating evil along with it; there is an 
oligarchy of great families - borough-mongers and 
intriguing adventurers - that monopolises all public 
activity, and excludes the mass of ordinary men 
nearly as much as the formal institutions of other 
countries. 
Earlier he had warnea that 
There is a great partition set up between the energy 
that is to save the countryp and the energy that is 
to destroy it; the latter alone is in actiong and the 
other cannot get through to stop it. I scarcely see 
anything but a revolutiont or some other form of 
violencel that can beat down the ancient and ponderous 
barrier. 
These are the preoccupations, which occur time and again in Jeffrey's 
articles on reform in the Edinburgh: belief in the abilities and 
stability of the middle classes; a dislike of that 'oligarchy of* 
great families' which is the unfortunate product of an otherwise 
sound Constitution; and a fear of revolution coupled with a 
pessimism which sees such a cataclysm as inevitable and even possibly 
2 
necessax7o 
1. Cockburni, ii, 110-13. 
2. The crder of precedence of these factors altered as the political 
situation chanGed, as can be seen very clearly from jeffrey's letters. 
Ee wrote to his father-ir-ln-w in 1615: 'You are too desponding as to 
the future prospects of America. She will breed an aristocracy by and 
by, and then you will f; et rid of all your vulgar miseries. Only take 
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care that you do not cast off your love of liberty along with them, (Cockburn, 11,147). As the situation worsened in Britain such a balance between power and liberty became increasingly difficult to 
holdy and in 1821 Jeffrey wrote to John Allen: 'The practical question 
. Upon which every man should now be making up his mind, isp whether he is for tyranny or. revolution; and, upon the whole, I incline 
towards tyranny; which, I take it9 will always be the wise choice for 
any individualp especially after his youth is over.... I(Cockburniii. 192). 
Despite the attractions of tyrannyt Jeffrey never lost his belief in 
reform both as a principle of political philosophy and as an 
expedient for avoiding revolution: 'My notions of parliamentary reform 
are in the Review; and I am perfectly clear that it would have no 
effect at all in relieving even present distresscs. Yet of late 
I cannot help doubting whether some reform has not become necessary - if it were only to conciliate and convince the people. If they are 
met only with menaces and violence we shall be drenched in blood.... (Ibid. 
tiiv 189). In fact his articles in the*Edinbur, -h supported 
reform much more strongly than this letter suggests,, but it was still 
a circumscribed concept of reform and very far from that advocated by 
the Radicals. None the less# Jeffrey's letters display a constant 
concern that the Whigs should make a stand on reform, even if this 
involved some form of alliance with Radical groups. But again the 
aim in view is a limited one: his anger at the 'general poverty and 
extravagance of all the upper classes' (Ibid., 11,199) is balanced by 
the fear that 'The body of the peoplet againp are so poor# and their 
prospects so dismal, that it is quite easy to stir them up to any 
insane project of reform. . .. I 
(Ibid. 
t 11,193). In 1817, before the 
worst of the repression, he could write: 'Now the great fallacy here 
isp that the increase of weight on the side of the people coftsists 
chiefly in an increase of intelligence# spiritp and activityp and the 
mere wealth and influence of a selfish kind can never be either 
safely or properly set against this -sort of power and authority. 
In fact, it does not rquire io bB counterbalanced at all; for it leads 
not to the elevation of the commons merely, but to the general 
improvement.... I (Ibid.,, ii#171). Five years later his pessimism had 
got the upper hand# although he differentiated between his personal 
views dnd those he expressed in the Review: 'It is always a duty to profess 
in public an entire reliance on the ultimate prevalence of reason and 
justicep because such doctrines help powerfully to realize themselves; 
but in my heart I am far from being such an optimist.... I (Ibid. tii9197). 
His pessimi= was unjustified; the Reform Act was passed ten years later. 
1. 
The Edinburgh's campaign for Catholic Emancipation was 
also waged throughout Jeffrey 
Is reign as editor. 'As with its 
opposition to the war with France, it was an issue which made 
the Review few friends even among the Whigs. Given this, and the 
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attacks on Methodism written larply by Sydney Smith (not the most 
conventional of clergymen)p it is not surprising to find a friend 
of Constable's writing to the publisher in 1812: 
I must be circ=spect as an angel walking among 
fiendsp for it is said I have been represented as 
devoid of religion -a writer in the E. R.... l 
It wasp however, a serious charge. . 
Lockhart attempted to prove 
that the purpose of the Edinburgh was to undermine Christianity# 
andq according to his biographer# only failed because he over- 
stated his case: 
If Lockhart had confined himself to saying that the 
Christian faithr in the eyes of his opponents# was 
a respectable form of opinion, useful in discouraging 
the excesso of the populace, and (if taken in extreme 
moderation) not un,., rorthy of the patronage of men of 
tastes, Lockhart might have made good his arg=ent. 2 
The tone of eiCh. teenth-century rationalism which is sometimes 
-found in the Review provides some justification for Lang's re=ark, 
but apart from its belief in Catholic Emancipationp the Edinburp. -hls 
attitude towards religion was extre=ely orthodox. If it ever 
strayed from the path of righteousnesst Sydney Smith was the 
first to complain and =ake sure that such instances were few 
and far between. 
3 
This not only applied to matters of Christian 
doctrine: on questions of conventional morality the Edinburah rarely 
deviated from the norms of strictest propriety. We shall see the 
importance of this when we come to consider the Review's response 
to Byron and Shelley. 
1. Constable, 1.327. 
2. Langg Life of Lockhart, 1.180. 
Pearsonp Smith, 256-57. 
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The other issue which concerned the Edinburgý in'the 
second decade of the century was the need to improve the 
conditions and education of the working classes. Clive sums 
up the Review's early attitude: 
These ranks [i. e. the working classes] were not to 
remain plunged in darkness. Jeffrey apProvingly 
cited one author's demand for the instruction and 
illumination of the lower orders whom the division 
of labour had reduced to unthinking machines. 1 
This attitude seems to have been maintained by the Review. In 
1810 a correspondent of Constable's wrote applauding an account 
of Me Tracts on the Education of the Poorlt and expressing his 
own conTiction that 'the eTils apprehended from educating the A* 
poor are a mere nonentity.... A populace that cannot read is fatedý'. _ 
2 
Jeffrey was also very desirous to see an improvement in conditions 
as well as education# and in 1817 he wrote enthusiastically to 
Dr*. Chambers about an article on pauperism that he had just received 
5ý_Vcw-- 
him and expressed a conviction that an extended campaiEn in the 
Review mient result in the abolition of the Poor Law. 
3 
The Edinburph's attitude towards the working classes does 
not have any overt relevance to its treatment of literaturep but 
it is rooted in the same beliefs and convictions that informed its 
thinking on the more important issues of reform and Catholic 
Emancipation. Once again it must be stressed that the Edinburph 
was not an organ of advanced political thought, but rather that 
it spoke from a position of considerable middle-class strength. 
1. Clivep 137. 
2. Constable, 1.294-5. 
30 Cockburn, 11,174. 
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Yetp as Clive points out, its attitude towards the middle class 
vas extre=ely ambiguous: 
In the attitude of the Review towards the aristocracy 
and the middle class, one finds a curious ambivalence: 
on the one handt respect for the culture and learning 
of the higher ranks and disdain for the vulgarity and 
-gaucherie of 
the bourgeois; on the otherp a feelingg 
not,. one may venture to suppose, unconnected with the 
Review's place of originp that idle opulence and 
widespread profligacy among the upper classes stand 
in detrimental contrast to the virtuous industry of 
those below them. 1 
This is of major importance in understanding the Edinburgh's 
attitude towards literature of its own timeo As we shall seev 
reviews of Byron,, Shelley# Hunt# Keats and Hazlitt were all 
influenced by political prejudice centering on the kind of issues 
discussed in this chapter - the response to Eunt and tA'-. e uneasy 
relationship with Hazlittq for example, owed much to the very real 
gap that existed between Whig and Radical thinkingt and we have 
already noted how the response to Childe Harold and the attack 
on Wordsworth was prompted by or e=ployed the terminologgy of 
current political debate. Underlying all thist howevert was the 
much more complex and less-clearly defined attitude towards class. 
Quite simplyt Byron and Shelley were gentlemen whilst Hunt and 
Hazlitt were not. The ramifications of this were# as we shall seep 
very far from simple. - 
The last phase of the Edinburph, ls political development 
with which we are concerned spans the yea7rs 1822-1832. The death 
of Castlereagh and the rise to power of Canning under the nominal 
leadership of Lord Liverpool resulted in an important shift in 
1. Clive, 145-6. 
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British politics. 
1 
Canning's 'resolute and patriotic liberalism' 
2 
brought him into closer contact with the Whigs than with the more 
extreme elements in his own party# and by 1826 'an almost open 
alliance between Canning and the WýIigs had won victories over 
currency and cornt while their tactical silence had advanced 
3 
Catholicism'. . This alliance became a more formal coalition in 
the early months of 1827 after Liverpool had been incapacitated by 
a strokej, but Canning himself died in August of that year and 
Goderich's ministry collapsed in January 1828. Wellington was 
now called upon and would have found places for many of the 
coalition Whigs if they had not decided to resign and regroup the 
opposition. The terminology which is of at least limited 
applicability when discussing the politics of the first two decades 
begins to break down at this point; Whig and Tory now Eive way 
to-Ultra-Whigy, Ultra-Tor7, Liberalt and Conservative. Wellington's 
government was forced by events in Ireland to push through the 
legislation which resulted in Catholic Emancipation despite an 
intense 'No-Popery' campaign in the country, the opposition of the 
KinU, and their own and their party's convictions- Trevelyan 
claims that this action by Wellington and -Peel 'was a course which 
only two very strong and disinterested men would have takenlp 
4 
but to many it was a gross betrayal. It was a shook which was to 
help in the destruction of the Tor7 party in the form in which it 
existed in the early part of the nineteenth centuryl and the job of 
1. 
2. 
3. 
For a detailed account of these years see K. G. Feilingo The Second 
Tory Party 1714-18L2 (1959), 304-96. 
F zeiling, 333. 
Ibid. p 342. 
Trevelyano 217. 
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demolition was completed in the autumn of 1830 when Wellington 
was forced to resignt Grey came to powert and the event3 which 
were to culminate in the Great Reform Act of 1832 got under way. 
The effect of all this on the Edinburph has never been 
.. examined in any great detaill but its general implications are 
clear. During this period most of the causes taken up bY the 
Review came to a successful conclusion1j, and one would expect this 
to be a time of great activity and popularity for the periodical. 
But the Edinburgh began life as a protagonist in a specific 
political drama; it had learnt its linest and it Imew what kind 
of cues to expect from the. Quarterly. Much of its popularity 
(and hence its influb-nce) stemmed from its vociferous emphasis on 
party politicst even if its most important work cut across party 
lines. However much it may have antagonized the Whigs by its 
attitude towards the war with France and even# at timest to reform 
and Catholic Emancipationt there was no doubt as to who/ its friends 
and enemies were. In the changed political situation after 1822 
this was no longer so clear. BrouCham. undoubtedly attempted to 
use the Edinburph in pursuance of his policy of an alliance with 
the Canningites (an alliance which, of course, he had every intention 
of leading). but the Review's importance had now begun to decline. 
It still spoke on the issues which had always exercised itv but it 
was no longer in touch with the political reality underlying them. 
2 
As Feiling sayst $an angry zigzag line ran across parties', 
and the Edinburrh was no longer certain of its ground. In a 
1. See Cockburnp 1,296-300 for a list of the Edinburrh's achiever. cnts. 
2. Feiline, 32-4. 
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letter just after Canning's deatht Jeffrey wrote to Henry Cockburn: 
Our best hope ... is that no farther coglition should be attemptedy but the ministry allowect to settle 
itself in an anti-catholicp legitimateg intolerant 
basis, and see how it can maintain itself against 
Ireland, and reason, and manufacturersv and common- 
j3ense? l 
But it was not. only the Tories that were out-of-touch with the 
manufacturers and the exponents of coi: Lon-sense (a word whichp 
significantlyp has connotations both of Adam Smith and Jeremy 
Bentham). Such people were more likely to turn not to the pages 
of the Edinburph but to those of the Westminster Review* If the 
earlier policies of the Edinburgh had been vindicateds it had yet 
to forculate those which were going to deal with a very different 
socialp political, and economic situation. 
In terms of reviewing literature, the events of this third 
decade of the century were not particularly significant. The 
most important specific point is that the alliance and finally the 
coalition with the Canningite Tories meant that the gap between 
Whigs and Radicals became even greater. 
2 Consequently, the 
'Cockneys' and any author connected with Radical politics was 
likely to find the, Edinburgh somewhat more hostile than perhaps 
it had been in the past - Hazlitt is a case in point. But on the 
whole the blurring of party politics meant that political bias 
was less pronounced in the, Edinburrh - politics could no longer be 
used quite so easily to replace proper critical response. 
Finally, two other points need to be made about the 
1. Cockburn, iip 224. 
2. Feilinal 324. 
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Edinburgh. The first concerns its Ceographical location. The 
implications of English bards and Scotch reviewers are discussed 
'in the next chapter, but there can be little doubt that conditions 
in Edinburgh made for. a greater polarization of political 
attitudes than perhaps occurred elsewhere. Sir Walter Scott 
in 1822 described the division of opinion in the city (and Scotland 
as a whole)p and stressed how what he saw as the Whigs misguided 
opinions resulted in part from the closed circle within which 
they-lived: 
I do not believe there is one of them (known 
to me) who would wish to puih reform as far as 
revolution. But then they live so much amongst 
themselves, are so much accustomed to pr8ne each 
other that they very naturally overrate their own 
effective talent and conceive it adequate to set 
the revolutionary stone a rolling and then to stop 
it with their quills when it is in mid descent down 
the hill: and this I may be excused for doubting. 1 
What Scott saw as one of the great weaknesses of what he called 
'the reviewing Whigs' had been one of their major strengths# but 
unless such groups can in some way be self-renewing they all too 
easily become stultified cliques. In 1802 it had not only been 
necessary but also exhilarating to band together to oppose the 
forces of oppression in an Edinburgh dominated by Melville and 
his croniesq but (partly as a result of their own efforts) the 
situation had now changed and it was the turn of the Tories: 
The fame of Jeffrey and his friends drew after them 
for a long time the great proportion of the young 
lawyers and better informed youths about Edinburgh. 
This has received a powerful check from Blackwoods 
Magazine and its supporters and the tide now sets the 
other way. 2 
le The Letters of George IV9 ed. A. Aspinall (1938)v iip 541. 
2. Ibid. p 541. 
--N 
ill, 
It was a tide that the Edinburgh was no loneer in a position to 
stem. 
The*other point to be made concerns Jeffrey. Jeffrey 
in his cast of mind and general political attitude was undoubtedly 
a Whi'g, 
I 
and this was bound to be reflected in a periodical over 
which he exercised such a large measure of control. Those who 
claim that the Edinburgh was 1liberal12 or, at the other extremev 
'the accredited organ of the Whig party' 
3 
put too much emphasis 
on the part played by other major contributors. It was Sydney 
Smith who claimed that he had 'made use of what little powers of 
pleasantry I mi6ht be endowed with to discountenance bad and to 
,4 encourage liberal an7d wise principles and it. was Henry Brougham 
who (usually for personal ends) tried to tie the Edinburph very 
closely to the Whig party. 
5 
But it was Jeffrey who, as editor# 
selected which articles and reviews were to be printed, rewrote 
them when necessaryg and made sure that certain broad political 
principles were adhered to. Those principles, as far as any 
definition is valid at this time# can best be described as WhigGish, 
but Jeffrey was quite prepared to allow a Creat deal of latitude 
to his contributors as long as they kept within the general 
guidelines that he set: 
In substance it appeared to me that my only absolute 
duty as to political discussiong wasp to for-dard the 
great ends of libertyp and to exclude nothing but what 
had a tendency to promote servfte, sordid, and corrupt 
principles. As to the reans of attaining these ends, 
I thought that considerable latitiude"should be indulged, 
L See pp. 148-9 below for a further discussion of this. 
2, Eayden, 21, 
3. A. Aspinall, Lord Brourham and the Whig Party (Manchester, 1927). 252. 
4. Pearson, 354. 
5. C. Vvewp The Life-of Fenry Brour"ham to 1 (1961)t 60. 
and that unless the excesses were very great and 
revolting, every man of talent should be allowed 
to take his own way of recommending them. In 
this way it always appeared to me that a considerable 
diversity was quite compatible with all the 
consistency that should be required in a work of 
this description, ard that doctrines might very well 
be maintained in the same number which were quite. 
irreconcilable with each other, except in their 
commqn tendency to repress servility, and diffuse 
a general spirit of independence in the body of the 
people. 1 
In inflated claim, perhapsl, but one which has the substance of 
truth. The Edinbur-gh, did oppose many things that were 'servilep 
sordid,, and corruptIq but it did so from a position of middle- 
class security and one that it was never willing to compromise. 
Whatever political label we may give to the Edinburgh, that is 
a fact which must always be borne in =ind. 
The Quarterly presents a different problem to that of 
the Edinburgh. Whereas the nature of the Edinburp_h's politics 
and their relationship to its reviewing of literature are very 
complex# the Quarterly's political beliefs are all too obvious* 
Walter Graham offers a severe but accurate assessment of them 
when he writes: 
The Quarterly Review was above all else the defender 
of the Established Churchp the palladium of privileged 
Aristocracy. Religion and the Law, the King and a 
narrow, orthodox moralityt could not be forgotten. 
The Edinburph! s critical articles often contained 
political aspersions, and Jeffrey frequently formed his 
judgements on other than literary grounds. But it 
is true and natural that Quarterly reviewers showed 
a much greater inclination to partiality on matters 
affecting Church and Crown. Whatever tended to decrease 
general respect for the established orderp the Churchp 
the monarchial form of governmentq the laws2 the King, 
1. Cockburn, iir 151-2. 
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and the landed aristocracyp was evil. Modified and 
varied by its applications, this was always the major 
consideration. 1 
Such a decided tone in politics means that we must ask 
to what extent the Quarterly was prepared to support the party 
which upheld these principles, and if it was ever the tool of 
the Tory government* We saw in chapter one how Canningv Croker, 
and Prere played a part in establishing the ReviewO and how its 
inception was a direct result of the political challenge offered 
by the Edinburgh. Certainly Canning's influence was important, 
and Myron Brightfield in his biography of Croker suggests that 
in its very early years the Quarterly came very close to acting as 
the government s mouthpiece: 
The review had been founded with a political purpose; 
it felt obliged to ratch with each issue the political 
manifestoes of its rival, the Edinburgh Review. At 
first the Cuarterly was eminently able to do this. 
The papers on current political týemes, written by 
Canning and George Ellisp had an authority which 
indicated that the review was a Government organ. But 
Canning soon left the Cabinet because of his quarrel with 
Castlereagh; he thus lost touch with the center of 
political affairs. Sincep after 1812, no other high- 
ranking member of the Goverr. =ent could be found to 
fill Canning's place, the result was that the political 
connections of the review became very weak, 2 
This weakness was a cause of great concern to Gifford and Murray 
who would gladly have seen the close ties with the government 
maintained# and they were disappointed at the lack of interest 
shown in the Review, 
3 
There were exceptions: Croker's article 
on Brougham see=s*to have been postponed and then cancelled at 
Canning's request; 
4 
Canning and Croker also persuaded Gifford to 
1. Walter Graha--p "Sc=e Infamous Tox7 Roviews! 'j, SPP xxii (1925)p 501. 
2. Bri&tfidit 163-4. 
3. See PP. 31-2 above, 
4. Smiles, i. '260. 
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add the $pungent witv the Attic salt' to an article attacking 
Brougham's ideas on education; 
I 
and Croker's vast knowledge*of 
the French Revolution and his views on Napoleon were clearly 
expressed in the Review,. On the whole# however# there is 
little evidence to suggest that the Quarterly was ever used by 
the government to systematically expound its policies. 
This was much to the chagrin of the Quarterly. Gifford 
eventually admitted defeatq but when Lockhart took over an attempt 
to create a closer relationship with the government was made. 
It started badly: Scott and Lockhart had been led to believe that 
Canning welcomed Lockhart's appointment as editor of the Quarterlyp 
and an opportunitý arose to test his goodwill in the early months 
of 1827. A post at the Excise became vacant andv at his daughter's 
requestt Scott suggested Lockhart's name. Scott was astonished 
when Canning declined on the grounds that he was aware that 
Lockhart had been brought from Scotland to attack him and the 
government's policies in the manner of Blackwood's Magazin - 
Scott soon convinced him that this was untrue# 
2 
but no arrangement 
with the gove=nent seems to have been arrived at. 
By 1828 the Duke of Wellington formed his first Governmentp 
and Scott tried again by writing to Robert Peel: 
I can not help thinking the rendering the support of 
such a work during the general if not total defection 
of the daily press a matter of some consequence ... so 
it is with this purpose that I am thus far intruding 
myself on your valuable time to know whether and by 
what means such a confidential channel could be opened 
1. Smiles, iiq 49. 
2. Scott, Letters 1826-8,163-6. 
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between the Editor and the Government as may make him 
aware how and when the services of the work I may 
be 
made effectually and [sentence incomplete]. 
Lockhart# =eanwhilet had met the Duke of Wellington whilst in 
Brightong and he wrote to Xurray: 
I have a message from the D[uke] of W[ellington] to 
say that he# on the wholet highly approves the paper 
on foreign politicsp but has some criticisms to offer 
on particular points, and will send for me some day 
soon to hear them. 2 
110 means of regular commilnication resulted from thistand in 1830 
Lockhart wrote to his old friend William Blackwood: 
I have for the 'Q[uarterly] R[eview]' resisted giTing 
the smallest pledge to any Kinister (except indeed to 
the Duke of Wellington on his first coming in 
, 
)p and 
nothing shall ever induce me to put fait I in any 
Ministerls'professions again. We are fighting the 
same battler thourh in somewhat different methods.... 3 
In fact by this time it was very doubtful whether the 
QuarterlZ and the gover=ent were fighting the same battle. 
The political realipment that took place after 1822 affected 
the Quarterly as =uch as the Edirburmh: 
By the same token of their differing principlesq the 
Tories found themselves in continual danger of a split 
within the party. Canning's accession and Peel's 
conversion to Catholic EMancipation made these dangers 
into actualities. The resulting divisions caused civil 
warfare in the Tory press. The Standard was founded to 
oppose Canning, the Literary Gazette supported himp the 4 QuarterlY kept silencep Blackwood's joined the Old Tories* 
1. Scottq Letters 1826-8,414. Scott also wrote to Sir William 
Knighton: 'Lockhart's connection with th6' work ends in a few months 
&-liurray is I presume desirous of renewing it. But I think the 
Editors contnuin g in office will much depend upon his being able to 
obtain some confidential channel through which he may obtain a hint 
from time to time what he is to do & what forbear. I must tell you 
in great confidence his situation at present a great deal cripples 
his power of being useful. Yembers of the government holding 
-o him articles of the rost opposite situations of consequen--e propose 4. 
tendency without his having the r-eans of knowing which with a view to 
his Yajestys service he ought to preferl(Ibid. p 421). 
2. Smiles, 11,270. 
3. Olil: hant, 1,246-7. 
Brightfield, 264. 
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The Quarterly did not remain silent longg and the main reason for 
this was Robert Southey. We have seen how the controversy 
surrounding Lockhart's appointment and his own lack of personal 
authority allowed Southey to gain the upper hand over his editor. 
The results of this were extremely serious far the Quarterly: not 
only was Southey 'one of the most conservative influences in 
the Quarterly circlel. but 'he did much to give the Review, for a 
period of twenty years at least, the character of narrowness 
and intolerance which was peculiarly his own'. 
2 
Hore specifically, 
Intentionally or notp he gave support to the group 
of ultra-Toriesp whot in the later years of Gifford's 
editorship and the few years following his retirementq 
represented neither the whole party, nor - as had been 
the case At the beginning - the Adrinistration. (,, _g) 
This was seen in his rabid opposition to Catholic Emancipation# 
parliamentary reformt and the repeal of the Corn Law. In 
p -icular, the fiasco in 1828 when his article denouncina any art, 
attempt at Catholic Emancipation appeared a few days after the 
Bill had passed successfully through Parliament showed the extent 
of his alienation from the Tory government., 
3 
As Graham writes: 
for thirty years Southey was the intolerant champion 
of and abettor of a group of Ultra-Toriesv notorious 
as the enemies of freedom. Indeed, he outdid them 
all in his intensep unyieldingp almost fanatical 
zeal for the King and the Church and for repressive 
legislation t6 prevent any change in an outworn 
political and social order. (109) 
Unfortunately3by countenancing this, Lockhart forced the Quarterly 
so far to the right on the central issues of the time that it 
lost contact with the gover=ent that it had supported for so many 
1. See pp. 29-30above. 
2. Walter Grahams, "Robert Southey as Tory Reviewer"t P09 ii (1923)t 99. 
3. See Scott Bennettr "Catholic Emancipationp the "Quarterly Review". 
and Britain's Constitutional Revolution"# Victor-i an Studies, xii (1968-9), 
283-304 for an account of the extent of Southey's inELuence in determining 
the Cuarterly, ls attitude to parliamentary reform. 
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years. Perhaps, like the Edinburgft, it was too old a dog to learn 
new trickst but at least the Edinburph could take some comfort 
from the changes that were taking place; the Quarterly could only 
go on barking. 
The somewhat alarming clarity and simplicity of the 
Quarterly's political beliefs are all too obvious in its reviews 
of literature: 
Little of its failure [ to recognize the great literature 
of the first half of the nineteenth century] was the 
result of adherence to eighteenth century pseudo- 
classical traditions .... Nor was personal animosity, though this frequently developed in the course of a literary 
feudt very largely responsible. 
The rationale of Cuarterly criticism is to be discovered 
in Tory reyerence for the crownt loyalty to the ancient 
constitution of the state, the aristocratical rinciplesp 
"the defence of property (the landed interestJ from the 
people'19 and fidelity to the apostolical hierarchy of the 
Church of England. 1 
We shall discover the truth of this when we come to examine the 
Quarterly's response to the Cockneys and to Wordsworth and the other 
Lake poets. A similar problem to the one faced by the Edinburgh 
arose when it came to review Byron and Shelley, but its religious 
and political bigotry eventually overcame any scruples it might 
have had about breaking caste by denouncing lords and gentleme. n. 
Scruples of any sort were almost unknown to the other major 
Tory periodical. Ab usual Blackwood's Magazire defies strict 
definition, but its general political affiliations are clear 
.0 
enough. It began lifep in De Quincey s wordsp as 'a foundling or 
2 
an adventurer', and its first task was to take up cudgels a6ainst 
1. Graham, "Some Infamous Tory Reviews"t 515. 
2. Oliphantp ip 434. 
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the Edinburgh Review: 
The fact is there is a great and laudable spirit of 
Toryism sprung up among our young men and especially 
the junior brethren of the bar with whom Whiggery 
was much in vogue five or six years since. But now 
the laughers quizzers ft are allmost all anti- whigs 
and the Reviewers sit very sore under the discipline 
which they used to administer to others. 1 
Scott had some reservations about the nature of that disciplinep but 
reconciled himself to it with the thought that 'those who have 
set the example in such a kind of warfare are not entitled to 
consider themselves as ill-used when met by sharp-shooters of 
their own description'. 
2 
Blackvood's sharp-shooting was not only aimed at the 
Edinburrh; Lockhart,, in the days when he was so closely connected 
with the Magazin t wrote to one contributor: 
I hope you will write something off the line of the 
'Edinburgh Review' ; for admirable as it is, I think 
it is now a little stale - still nore off the line of 
the blundering and bigoted pedantry of the 'Quarterly' 
and its crew. I am sure you loathe Croker and Southey's 
politics as much as myself. 3 
But Lockhart and the Magazin were to part company, both physically 
and politically. In 1827 Blacl-dood's 'Joined the anti-Cannin. - I 
faction', 4 despite warnings and remonstrances from Lockhart whp 
still kept in contact with his former colleagues. 
5 
From this poirit on Blackwood s became the champion of 
the High Tories. It attacked Peel and Wellington because of their 
1. Scott, Letters 1819-21p 329. 
2. Ibid., 1817-19,248. 
3. Oliphantt 1,187. 
4. Brightfieldv 231- 
5. ' Oliphantt ip 240-1. 
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stand on Catholic Emancipationg it campaigned against Free Trade# 
and opposed any attempt at parliamentary reform. The vigour 
of its political discussions alarmed S. T, Coleridge who wrote to 
Blackwood in 1829: 
I see but one rock the Magazine is likely to strike 
om the . 
(only however of late) increasing proportion 
of space allotted to arty politicsp and especially 
to political economy. 
3 
In fact the reverse was truet. and Blackwood wrote to his son in the 
same year: 
I am happy to say [the Magazine] is going on 
most flourishingly, for we now sell upwards of 
7000 copies. The consistency with which it has 
supported its principles all along, both with regard 
to politics, trade, and religion, has given it a 
character ind importance which few or no periodicals 
possess. 3 
Two years earlier he had written: 
my Magazine ... is the only journal which has espoused the cause of the High Toriest and for years attacked 
the Liberals and Free Trade Political Economists. 
All parties now admit that our papers have displayed 
more talent than has ever been brought fon-rard on our 
side of the question, and the High Tories will now 
find it still more their interest to patronize the 
Y'agazine as their orCanp in the same way as the Whigs 
have always supported the 'Edinburgh Review'. 4 
The effect of Blackwood's politics on its reviewing of 
literature is very much more difficult to evaluate than is the 
case with the, Edinburp_, h or the Quarterly, Obviously their 
infamous attack on the Cockneys was politically inspiredp and 
part of a more general vendetta against the Radical press. But 
1. When upbraided by Croker for the Magazine's attacks on Wellington's 
governmentr Blackwood replied that he also regretted it but found 
difficulty in controlling his contributors (Brightfieldt 232). A 
typical piece of Black-f-rood evasion. 
2. Oliphantg 1,414. 
3- Ibid. piip 88. 
4. Ibid. 9 iit 75. 
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their abuse was often indiscriminatep and Croker wrote to 
Blackwood complaining of attacks on two very sound Tories, 
I have to thank you for your last number, which I 
like much better than the former. I own I was 
distressed at the attacks on Nessrs. Wordsworth and 
Coleridge# who are certainly respectable writers, 
to say the least of them# andp I understandq worthy 
zen. ý 
Political bias plays a major part in glackwood's treatment of 
'literature, but the nature of the Kagazine means that this is 
rarely consistent either in its own terms or in relation to the 
overall political attitude of the periodical. Each review or 
article has to be dealt with on its own termse Indeed that is 
true with both the Edinburah and the Cuarterly, but an understanding 
of their general political beliefs should help provide the 
perspective that such a detailed study requires. 
1. Brightfield, 229. 
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ChaPter Six 
Partial or Impartial? 
Impartiality is at best a relative and circumscribed 
term when applied to the periodicaldt and it is preferable 
to talk ins tead of different kinds of partiality. Before 
doing so and discussing to what extent these were self- 
consciously employed and how far this involved, culpability 
on the part of the periodicals, there are two other issues 
which must be taken into account. The first concerns the 
place of publication of both the. Edinburph Review and Blackwood's 
Mafrazine,, and touches upon the organization and management 
of the periodicals and suggests another source of possible 
bias. 
At a time of resurgence in Scottish nationalism we 
should not find it difficult to sympathize with those Scotsmen 
who at the beginning of the nineteenth century found in 
Edinburgh the intellectual centre of Great Britain* 
1 
The 
Act of Union was less than a hundred years old when the 
Edinburph Review was founded, and Scotland had retained its 
own legalp religious and educational systems. The eighteenth 
centux7 saw the flowering of Scottish ýhilosophy, thanks to 
figures like David Hume, Thomas Reid (the founder of the 
1. For accounts of Scotland and Edinburgh at this time see ' 
T. C. Smout, History of the Scottish Pporle 1560-1830 (1969); IMT. '. Toyce, 
Edinburen: The G61den A-1 k1951); D. Youn,, -, t i, dinburp-1h in the Ape 
of Sir "Valter Scott (N'orman, 10,65); and for a contemporary account 
Lord Cockburn, Memorials of his Time (1856) and his Life of Jeffrey, 
it 156-61. 
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Common-sense school) and Dugald Stewart. Adam Smith had been 
Professor of Moral Philosophy at Glasgowp and John Stuart# third 
Earl of Butep became -the first Scottish prime minister of 
Britain in 1762. Smollettv Thomsong Ramsay and Burns represented 
both the Anglo-Scottish and Scottish literary traditionsp 
and the literary cause c4lhre of the eighteenth centuryp the 
debate over Ossian, concerned Gaelic poetry. At the beginning 
of the nineteenth centuryp thanks to Napoleon's closing of the 
Continent, Edinburgh was part of the educated Englisbran's 
grand tour, and its university excelled not only in philosophy 
but in zedicine and natural science. But Edinburgh was a 
city of strange contrasts: it was predominantly middle-class 
1 
and the preponderance of lawyers and other professional men 
gave it a tremendous intellectual impetust but few could speak 
or write English both rapidly and correctly; it was physically 
isolated and yet it was the home of the most popular novelist 
and probably the most successful bookseller of their time; 
the rebuilding of the city gaTe rise to a more distinct class 
consciousnessp but at the same time the cult of the untutored 
genius grew in strength thanks to the work of Hogg and Burns; 
and it was a Tory stronghold which produced the most influential 
of all Whig perýodicýls. Such was the background to both the 
Edinburph Review and Blackwood's Ma7azine. 
Both periodicals benefited from the impetus supplied 
by the close-knit and successful Edinburgh book-trade: 
1. In the 1841 census lbardterst professional =enp or capitalists' 
outnu=bered labourers and those engaE; ed in manufactuxing industries. 
(Young, l1a) 
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Tens, even twenty guineas a sheet for a reviewt L2000 
or Z3000 for a single poemr and ZIOOO each for 1--tZD 
philosophical dissertationsp drew authors from dens 
where they would otherwise have starved# and made 
Edinburgh a literaz7 mart, famous with strangersp 
and the pride of its own citizens. 1 
Murray (a Scot by descent, of course) and Longman provided 
competition from Londont but it was the rivalry of equals 
as exemplified by one city publishing the leading novelist 
and the other the most popular poet of the time. The importance 
to the periodicals of Edinburgh as a publishing centre was 
twofold: it offered accessibility to new and important publications 
as well as to established and aspiring authorst and it created 
a self-confidence which helped offset the dangers of parochialism 
or provinciality, 
None the lessv Edinburýh was in some ways a limited and 
restricted society* In 1793 Joseph Ritsong one of the 
Edinburph's early victimst described the emigration of Scotsmen 
to London: 
Shoals of Scotchmen are arriying here every day; the 
difficultyg I should imaginep would be to find one 
going back. Edinburgh# at the same time, is so very 
small a place# that you may be easily acquainted with 
the motions of every individual from your shop-door, 2 
And in 1818 Jeffreyt possibly with an ulterior motiveg denigrated 
Edinburgh society whqu dissuading Hazlitt from giving a course 
of lectures in the city: 
in general I think Edinburgh the very worst place in 
the world for such experiments as you seemed to meditatep 
both from the extreme dissipation of the fashionable 
part of its population# and from a sort of conceit and 
1. Constable# it 2.1 
2. Ibid. p it 501. 
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fastidiousness in all the middling classest, whichp 
originating at least as much in a coldness of nature 
as in any extraordinary degree of intelligenceg makes 
them very ready to find fault and decry. 1 
Even those more enthusiastically-inclined towards the city's 
society stressed its inbred nature: 
The bost table-talk of Edinburgh wast and probably 
still is,, in a very great measure rade up of brilliant 
disquisition - such as might'be transferred without 
alteration to a professor's note-bookt or the pages 
of a critical Review - and of sharp word-catchingsp 
ingenious thrusting and parrying of dialectic, and all 
the quips and quibblets of bar pleading. It was the 
talk of a society to which lawyers and lecturers had,, 
for at least a hundred years$ given the tone. 2 
Such talk was indeed transferred to the pages of the Edinburgh 
Reviewv and the IToctes Ambrosianae in Blackwood's ',,, TwTazine were 
the very apotheosis of table-talkt although admittedly not quite 
of the kind described by Lockhart. In this way Edinburgh 
imposed a distinctive tone upon its periodicals (Jeffrey's 
reviewsp for exampleg abound in legal imagery), but it was 
not one made up exclusively of 
I brilliant disquisition'. 
Alexander Xurray wrote to Constable in 1803 defining what he 
thought should be the essential Scottishness of Edinburgh 
reviewers: 
I think our reviewers are much more solid and judicious 
than their southern brethren. Their taste is better# 
at least I believe so. They must guard against flippancy, 
prejudiceg and Billingsgateq great ingredients in all 
the Reviews I have ever read. A Scotch Reviewer ought 
to have the stern countenance of his ancestors who 
reviewed the troops of Bruce at'Bannockburn, while the 
fate of a kingdom was suspended on their swords. These 
were few in number, much despisedp but deepl felt. 3 
1. Constablet iip 218. 
2. Lockhart, Life of Scott, iv, 152. 
I 
Constable, i, 229. ý 
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Sydney Smith, howeverp felt that such attitudes were unlikely 
to endear the Edinburgh to its English readers: 
Tou must consider that Edinburgh is a very grave place# 
and that you live with Philosophers who are very 
intolerant of nonsense. I write for the London not for 
the Scotch marketp and perhaps more people read my 
nonsense than your sense. The complaint was loud and 
universal of the extreme dullness and lengthiness of 
the Edinburgh Review. Too much, I admit, would not 
do of my style; but the proportion in which it exists 
enlivens the Review 
' 
if you appeal to the whole publiev 
and not to the 8 or 10 grave Scotchmen with whom you 
live. 1 
There is a serious point to this: as Smith impliest the English 
readership was essential to the success of the Reviewland Jeffrey 
was too distant, both geographically and temperamentallyt to 
gauge its needs at all accurately. Scotland's own cultural 
and intellectual traditions at times clashed with those of 
EnClandp and a situation arose where, as Byron points out in 
English Bards and Scotch Reviewers* 'Scottish taste decides 
on English wit'. Jeffrey realized this; he acknowledged that 
his thinking had a 'certain national cast' about it 
2 
and thatt 
for examplep there was a 'Scotch manner of running everything 
up to elements# and explaining all sorts of occurrences by a 
3 
theoretical history of societylo It wasp howeverg a more 
fundamental matter than such comments suggest. David Craig 
has argued that Scotland in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century was deliberately living down its past by creating a 
'polite' society which disowned its esýential Scottishness. 
4 
Pearson, Smithp 65. 
2. Cockburn, iip 141. 
3. I&d., iip 139. 
I 
4. D. Craie, Scottish Literature and the Scottish People 1680-1830 
(1961),, 40-71. 
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This resulted in Edinburgh looking to and emulating England 
both socially and intellectually. Although Craig seems to 
be engaged in a piece of special pleading# his point has to be 
borne in mind when considering the Edinburph Review's sporadic 
reliance on outmoded Augustan critical concepts. Whether 
this was due to a desire to belatedly ape English taste or 
wbther it was simply a case of the old-fashionedness of Edinburgh 
intellectual culture allowing the rationalism of the Augustan 
age to linger on into the Romantic# it is impossible to say. 
Certainly it had much to do with the distancet both geographically 
and culturally,, between Edinburgh and London. 
The relatiqnship of the Edinburph Review and Blackwood's 
Marazine to their Scottish background is a very complex one. 
In some ways it worked to their disadvantage: a different 
cultural and intellectual tradition alienated them at times 
from their English readerst and the geographical isolation 
hindered any i=ediate response to change in thought and tastet 
particularly in literature; there were also problemst especially 
for the Edinburphp created by the editor's being distant from 
the majority of his contributors. But there were also importdnt 
advantages: national vanity undoubtedly played a large part 
in establishing the_Edinburgh Reviewlt and both periodicals 
drew much of their strength from contact with the vibrant and 
As well as differences in intellectual attitudeso there were 
more specific proble--s created by the periodicals being published 
in Scotland. Jeffrey found that he had to rely on information from 
London friends and contributors to keep abreast of current events 
and that it was =ore difficult to control his contributors frcm a 
distance, whilst Blackwood's found that much of its topical allusion 
to Edinburgh society only mystified and irked its English readers. 
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stimulatingt if somewhat restricted, society of Edinburgh. 
When in 1847. the Edinburgh Review moved to London, it marked 
the end of 'an i=portant and exciting era in Edinburgh's history. 
The other specific concern of immediate importance brings 
into question the honesty of the periodicals. We have 
discussed the extent of the influenpe exerted by editor and 
publisher$ the importance of political considerationsp and 
the significance of the Scottish background,, but more explicit 
and local issues also threatened the impartiality of each 
individual article or review. Without wishing to emulate 
Mr. Puff, even if it were practicable, in distinguishing between 
every kind of pufiery from the puff direct to the puff by 
implication, it is important to be aware of the pressures 
created by the close-knit world within which the periodicals 
operated. 
The importunities of hopeful authors was one source of 
such pressure. Both publishers and editors received many 
letters begging for favourable- reviews. 
1 
One authoress even 
attempted bribery by sending Gifford three pounds in return 
for favourable co=ents on her novel The Daughters of Isenberg, 
Gifford donated the money to the Lying-in Hospitals! 
2 
That 
authors attempted to ensure that their books were favourably 
reviewed is neither surprising nor particularlY reprehensiblep 
but in most cases such direct approaches met with a marked 
lack of success. 
1. Constable received letters from such established authors as Ar-alia 
Opiep William Godwin, and James M'ontgomery to this effect, and must have 
received hundreds more from lesser writers. See Constable, ii, 52-3p 
251p and 276. 
Smiles, 1# 180. 
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Other pressures were more insidious, Contributors as well 
as editors and publishers were also approached by interested 
parties. Byron asked Tom Moore to review Coleridge favourably 
in the Edinburph and begged that his request remain 'a secret 
between you and me, as Jeffrey might not like such a project'. 
1 
He was unsuccessfulp but Scott was more accommodating in 
fulfilling the wish of Lady Davy, 'my very early freind [sic] 
& parcel cousin', 
2 
who wanted him to favourably review her 
husband's poem Salmonia in the Quarterly. Scott alsop and 
there is no reason to doubt that other leading contributors 
did the same, wrote favourable reviews of friends whom he 
felt were in fina4cial need or were worthy of public attention; 
these he-placed with whichever periodical he felt most suitable, 
and at times was also responsible for procuring favourable 
reviews for his friends and prot6g6s! It was not unusual for 
an author to be reviewed by a close friendp org as in the 
case of, Scott's review of Godwin's. Chaucer, if editorial policy 
deranded it, by somebody with a personal antipathy towards 
hic. 
Less usual was the case of Scott reviewing his own I 
novel in the Quarter,. V. 
5 This Is no awful example of the 
basic dishonesty of the periodicals, but it does raise the 
1. Letters and Journals, ed. L. Marchand (1975)v ivp 324. 
2. Scott, Letters 1826-8p 481. 
Ibid. p 1315-17v 544 and 1817-19# 103-10. 
4. Ibid. 9 2819-22p 148. 
5.0, xvi (Jan., 1817), 430-80. It is a review of Tales of ry 
Landlord (The Black Dwarf and Old Mortality). See pp. 454-53 below 
for a discussion of this review. 
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question of how they reviewed the work of their leading 
contributors. In some cases this affected the judgement 
of the reviewer or the decision of whether or not to publish 
the review: Scott praised Southey's The Curse of Kehama in 
the Quarterly although he admitted that he 'could have made 
a very different band of it indeedp had the order of the 
day been pour 4chirer'; and Gifford decided not to commission 
a review of Hodgson's Translation of Juvenal since it would# 
in Murray's wordsp 'necessarily involve a comparison with 
Mr. Gifford s own translation, which must of course be praised, 
and thus show an individual feeling - the least spark of which# 
in our early numbdrs, would both betray and ruin us'. 
2 
if 
Gifford had to be praised in the. ouarterlyt so too did Wilson 
in Blackwood's: he was furious when he saw the proofs of an 
unflattering review of his Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, 
and this was replaced by a laudatory review which appeared in 
June 1822.3 Wilson was also responsible for ensuring the 
safety of at least one author, William Roscoe, who was not 
only a close personal friend but also one of his wife's 
relations. 
4 
Such examples are necessarily fragmentary and inconclusive# 
and it is impossible to use them as a basis for general comments 
1. Smiles, it 10,0. 
2. Ibid. p it 111. 
3- Oliphant, it 269-72. 
4. Ibid. w it 402. 
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about the honesty or otherwise of the periodicals. If the 
-Quarterly was 
kind to Southey. because he was a leading 
ft contributort no such considerations influenced Jeffrey when 
he reviewed Scott's Marmion in the early days of the Edinburgh; 
nor was Blackwood deterred from slating Hoggt one of his own 
contributors and authors, in an article to which even his 
printer objected. 
1 
However, the examples are sufficient to 
reinforce the waming that no single review or article can 
be assumed to be entirely impartial: when Ellis reviewed Byron# 
for example# it must be remembered, although it may not be 
important in this particular casep that he was a friend of the 
poet's; and any review of works by editors or leading contributors 
must be treated with suspicion. 
I 
On one chargep however, the periodicals can be exonerated. 
Despite insinuations such as Coleridge's that he was abused 
less in the Quarterly than the. Edinburgh, because Murray was the 
publisher of Christabel, t 
2 
it is evident that the periodicals 
were not used'to puff their owners' wares in any dishonest 
manner . Books were advertised on the covers and on bills stithed 
into the R eviewst 
3 
but Blackwood spoke for all when he wrote 
in 1820 4- 
I would rather see any publication of minet or of 
any of my friends, cut to pieces in the Magazine 
than that there should be the slightest appearance 
of favour or partiality - for this is perfect 
destruction to 'Magal, and would render her no 
better than a petty bookselling job. 4 
1. Oliphant, is 338. 
2. Letters, p Griggs# ivp 700. 
3- Constablet it 354; 11,50 and 47ý; oliphantr it 334; and Smiles# 
iit 4- 
4o Oliphant, it 377. 
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Blackwood himself was joint-publisher of Byron's The Story 
of Rimirii which was attacked by his Magazine, and as agent 
for Cadell and Davies and other London publishers he was 
partly the publisher of Shelleyls Prometheus Unbound and 
Hazlitt's Table-Talk'both of which aroused immense hostility 
from the Magazine; Murray when asking Scott to reviev Hiss 
Waldie Is Residence in Belgium reminded him that 'its being 
my publication is not upon any account in the world to 
influence you even in the estimation of a hair'; 
1 
and 
Constable went ahead and published a fourth edition of 
James Montgo=ery's The Wanderer of Switzerland despite the 
EdinburLhIs assertion that it was a 'feeble outrage on the 
public'. 
2 
I-lore concrete evidence is provided by examining 
the favourable or unfavourable respor-se of the periodicals 
to the books of individual publishers, but this only confirms 
3 
their freedom from trade influence. 
But, as we have seent the periodicals at times succumbed 
to pressures which threatened their impartiality. 1,11hese 
pressures, along with such considerations as editorial policy 
and interferencep the choice of reviewer and the place of 
publicationg can be classified together; they are specific 
and local factors which differ with each review or article and, 
althou, gh their possibility must always. be borne in mind when 
1. Smiles,, iit 
2. Constable, ii, 248. 
To significant pattern emerged from a study of Vhose books 3. It 
published by Constable or yurray and reviewed in the Edinburph or 
the Quarterly. 
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reading a review,, they do not form a general and consistent 
pattern. There arep however, three main tYPes of bias or 
prejudice which consistently influenced the literary judeements 
of the major periodicals. 
The most obvious of these is the political. Politics 
played an important part in the development and functioning 
of the periodicals,, and not surprisingly this partizanship 
is also to be fouhd in their judgements on literature. 
There can be little complaint whilst it remains as partizanship, 
but the periodicals are culpable when aesthetic and literary 
judgements are used merely as political tools. 
The same U true o: r the second kind of bias# that based 
on morality. A reviewer cannot be blamed for defending the 
moral standards of his dayp but on many occasions morality 
is used as a stock weapon against a work that legitimately 
brought into question contemporary moral beliefs9 or as an 
excuse for attacking an author obnoxious to the Review on 
very different grounds. We shall see this particularly at 
work in the response given to the writings of Byron, Shelley, 
Huntp and Hazlitt. 
Finally, the most complex kind of prejudice found 
consistently in the periodicals is that based on attitudes 
to class. We have seen how concern for social prestige 
influenced those involved in the running of the periodicals: 
Jeffrey at the outset of his career was intensely worried by 
the 'risk of sinking in the general estimatiozý and being 
considered as fairly articled to a trade that is not perhaps 
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the most respectable.... 1; 
1 
Brougham# even in 1813P was 
appalled at being thoughtthe editor of the Edinburgh; 
2 
and Scott# having warLed Gifford not to forget 'the 
gentleman in the critiolp was not originally convinced 
that his son-in-law's position as editor of the Quarterly 
was quite in keeping with his social status. Class 
attitudes influenced many aspects of literature at this 
time to an extent which has yet to be fully realizedv 
and we shall see in the following pages the major part they 
played in the response given to that literature by the 
periodicals. 
By identifying the various kinds of bias at work within 
the periodicalsp it is possible to see how their response to 
conte=porary literature was influenced by forces which had 
little to do with aesthetic or literary considerations. 
It would be naive to suggest that any reviewer could be in 
a position to make an absolute rather than a relative judgement, 
and political conviction, religious faithq and moral and social 
attitudes must inevitably play their part. But in the 
second part of this thesis we shall see how these often turn 
to bigotry, and are used to discredit rather-than assess the 
work of an author. But we shall also discover reviews which 
make a determined effort to terms with the work in front of 
them, and at least fulfil part of Coleridge's definition of 
1. Cockburnp 1,145. 
2. Constable, iip 224-6. 
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of an honest review in that the reviewer himself 'presents 
his errors in a definite place and tangible formv and holds 
the torch and guides the way to their detection'. 
I 
And 
at times we shall meet with reviews which transcend their 
immediate context and offer the modern reader something of 
value and importance. 
1. Bioaraphia-Literaria, ed. J. ShawC'ross (1907). iiP 85- 
I 
/ 
C- 
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Part Two 
The purpose of this section is threefold: to describe 
as accurately as possible the reception given to the leading 
writers of the time by the three major periodicals; to 
analyze the prejudices and biases which often motivated 
that reception; and to identify those reviews which offer 
criticism of lasting value. This means that we have to 
sustain a'double focus: e'ach author has to be looked at from 
the point of view of the periodicalop and each periodical 
has to be looked at in the light of its judgements on the 
authors concerned. 
To avoid over-simplification and to maintain this focus 
each author is dealt with separatelyq but they have been 
grouped together under specific chapter headings. These 
headings illustrate# in an admittedly arbitrary fashionp the 
most important factors determining the reception given to 
a specific group of authors. To a large extent these headings 
coincide with the more usual terms 'Lake School't 'Cockney 
School', and 'Satanic School'# but my purpose is obviously 
to draw attention to the forces at work within the periodicals. 
No one factor is ever singly responsible for a judgement on an 
author as will become apparent from the following pagesp but 
certain generalizations can be made albeit with the usual 
I hope the result will be indeed hesitancy and qualifications* 
a double focus, rather than merely double vision* 
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Chapter Seven 
Critical Values Past and Present 
Wordsworth 
In 1844 Francis Jeffrey looked back on his 
criticism of Wordsworth: 
I have spoken in many places rather too bitterly 
and confidently of the faults of Mr. Wordsworth's 
poetry: And forgetting thatt even on my own view 
of themq they were but faults of t. -stet or venial 
self-partialityt have sometimes visited themp I 
feart with an asperity which should be reserved 
for objects of Moral reprobation. 1 
Our attitude to Jeffrey can be gauged by whether we see this 
as a graceful apology for the warmth with which he expressed 
honestly-held opinions or simply as humbug. Those writing 
on Jeffrey have tended to fall into two such camps. 
2 
All 
1, F. Jeffrey, Contributions to the Edinburgh Review (1844)9 iiiq 233n.. 
2. Much has been written on Jeffrey but the most significant 
contributions are as follows: 
J. H. Alexanderp Two Studies in Romantic Reviewina: Edinburgh Reviewers 
and the English Tradition; The Reviewing of Walter Scott's Poetry 1805-11 
(Salzburg, 1976), particularly it 103-90. 
W. Bagehott "The First Edinburgh Reviewers" in Literary Studies (1895), 
is 144-87. 
R*C. Be. ldp "Francis Jeffrey as a Literary Critic"# Nineteenth Century, 
xcvii (1925). 201-5. 
J. M. Beatty, "Lord Jeffrey and WordsworthIlp PMLA xxxviii (1923). 221-3t5- 
T. Crawfordt The Edinburrh Review and Romantic Poetry (1802-29). Auckland 
University College Bulletin No. 479 English Series No. 8 (1955). 
R. Danielp "Jeffrey and Wordsworth: -111he Shape of PersecutionlIp 
Sewaiiee Review 1 (1942)t 195-213- - 
J. R. Derbyp I'The Paradox of Francis Jeffrey: Reason verlue, Sensibility"# 
YLQ., vii (1946), 489-500. 
Lewis Gates, Selections from Essays of Francis Jeffrey (1894). 
Three Studies in Literature, (New York, 1899). 
J. Greigg Francis Jeffrey of the Edinbur Review , 
(1948). 
B. Guyer# "Francis Jeffrey's Essay on Beautyp 11, Lq2, xiii (1949-50)t 71-85. 
"The Philosophy of Francis Jeffreyll, 
-H, ý)xi (1950)t 17-26. 
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M. Y. Hughesp "The Humanism of Francis Jeffrey", MLR xvi (1921)v 243-51- 
D. Nichol Smith (ed. )p Jeffrey's Literary Criti , (1910)o cism 
A. Koyes# Wordsworth and Jeffrey in ControversZ. Indiana University 
Publications, Humanity Series 110.5 (1941). 
L. Stephenp "The First Edinburgh Reviewers" in Hours in a Library (1899), 
iiq 241-69. 
C. TI, Winchesters A Group of Enplish-Essayists of the Early Nineteenth 
Century (New York, 1910). 
recognize the historical importance of Jeffrey's criticism of 
Wordsworth, and either attempt to excuse or justify it or use 
it as the basis for an attack upon him. 
I 
This polarization of 
attitudes leads to two misconceptions which often hinder a proper 
discussion of the reasons for Jeffrey's hostility towards the 
most significant poet of his age. 
The first of these is the suggestion that our response 
to Jeffrey's attack on Wordsworth is largely determined by our 
feelings about the value of Wordsworth's poetry, James Greig 
in his biography of Jeffrey is the most extreme proponent of 
thist and even goes so far as to hint darkly that Wordsworth 
must be held partly responsible for misleading humanity to the 
2 
point where it sets about its own destruction. But what 
matters is not whether Jeffrey's comments support our own 
judgement or the critical fashion of the timej but whether or 
not they constitute an honest and valid critical position. 
Jeffrey's emotional and intellectual constitution made his 
response to Wordsworth's poetry extremely equivocal. This 
is not surprising (plenty of other critics have felt the same)t 
1, The most telling attacks on Jeffrey are made by Noyes and Daniel* 
Greig's defence of him is more than a little suspecto but Guyert Derbyt 
and Hughes show that his thinking has much more substance and consistency 
than allowed by his detractors. The most balanced account is the 
recent one by J. H. Alexanderg but my own viewsp although very much in 
agreement with hist differ in emphasis. 
Groig, 230- 
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nor is there any reason why mixed feelings should not be 
expressed in his reviews. But I shall try to show that 
'there were other factors of a more practical and expedient kind 
which influenced Jeffreyv and that in responding to these 
he fell short of the standards of impartiality and integrity 
so often claimed by the Edinburgh. 
As well as defending Jeffrey by attacking Wordsworthp 
there have been attempts to minimise the virulence of his 
criticism. Most recently this has been done by J. H. 
Alexandert who argues that 'Jeffrey's public expression 
of his immense admiiation for the Lake poets must not be 
overlooked'. 
I He Coes on to quote some examples of this 
praiseq which in isolation would more than support his 
statement; but he then gives the game away by claiming that 
the 'very scale'of [Jeffrey's] attack is a tribute to the 
enemy'. 
2 
It was Jeffrey who decided that Wordsworth was the 
enemyt and no amount of praise can obscure the virulence 
of the Edinburgh's attack when the reviews are read in totoo 
Leslie Stephen points out that the 'greatest triumph that 
a literary critic can win is the early recognition of genius 
not yet appreciated by his contemporariesig and that vhilst 
I every critic has a sacred and inalienable right to blunder I 
at times:.., Jeffrey's blundering is amazingly systematic 
3 
and-comprehensive'. In the case of Wordsworth it undoubtedly 
1. Alexander, Is, 129. 
Ibid., it 130. 
3o Stephen# Up 254 and 255. 
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was; he was horribly and destructively wrong and nothing 
can alter that fact. This does not mean# however# that 
his work can be dismissed out of hand. If Dr. Alexander 
is mistaken in emphasising the effect of Jeffrey's praise 
of Wordsworth, he more than proves his point that 'Jeffroy's 
day to day reviewing is clearly superior to that in the 
rival Reviews in its unityr its perception, and its stimulating 
thinking through of each issue at adequate length'01 
Whatever he may have said about Wordsworthp Jeffrey proves 
himself time and again to be an intelligent and perceptive 
literary critic, which is why the underlying reasons for his 
hostility towards Wordsworth deserve such close attention. 
We first need to examine his intellectual make-up. 
Again there is a division of opinion: Leslie Stephen argues 
that Jeffrey knew 'as much of metaphysics as a clever lad 
was likely to pick up at Edinburgh during the reign of 
D ugald Stewart' 
2 
whilst Byron Guyer describes him as 
... an empiricist, accepting the validity of phenomenal knowledge constructed by the Baconian method of 
induction, and accepting David Hume's view of the 
probability of human knowledge and his empirical 
view of human ethics. 3 
Perhaps it comes down to the same thing because Stephen and 
Guyer agree on two fundamental issues: the eclecticism and 
Scottishness of Jeffrey's thought. 
We saw in chapter six how Edinburgh's intellectual 
Alexanderp ig 190. 
2. Stephen# iip 253,754* 
3. Guyer, 'The Philosophy of Jeffrey",, 22. 
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traditiono helped to fa--hion the bolieft and attitudes of 
the Edinburgh Review's founding members. Jeffroy was the 
only one to live in Scotland throughout his lifeg and obviously 
the Scottish philosophical tradition had a great effect upon 
him. Whilst Hume and Stewart were of major importancep it 
was another Scottish philosopher# Archibald Alisonp who 
seems to have influenced Jeffrey most* 
1 Byron GWer has 
shown the importance of Alison's. Essays on the Nature and 
Principles of Taste to Jeffrey# and how it seems to have 
resulted in him formulating certain basic concepts. Guyer 
sums these up when he writes: 
When Jeffrey's philosophy is understoodt it is 
seen that his associationist aesthetics occurs 
in the framework of his positivistic outlook, and 
that his positivism prevents his acceptance of 
any of the philosophical idealisms usually 
associated with such an aesthetic. 2 
This covers the three things on which nearly all recent 
commentators agree: the associationist basis of Jeffreyts 
theories on art; what Guyer calls his positivismt which seems 
basically to be a Calvinistic mistrust of the perfectibility 
of man; and his dislike of idealisms# which he himself calls 
rqsticisms. But whilst these are fundamental to his criticism 
of Wordsworth (and so show it to be a great deal more systematic 
and less capricious than his detractors allow)t they do not 
fully explain the reasons for his hostility. There is at 
the centre of Jeffrey's criticism as a whole an apparent 
I* Jeffrey reviewed Alison's Essays in 1811t and the review formed 
the basis for an essay on beauty w=h appeared first in the 1824 
supplement and then the 1841 edition of the Encyclopedia Brittanica. 
2. Guyerv op* cit. 18. 
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inconsistency which must be recognized* Guyer does so when 
he vrites: 
rrancis Jeffrey shared these opinions with the 
essayists of his time: beauty is emo, tion 
produced by contemplation of an outer object 
which suggests ideas and feelings through association; 
the Elizabethanst including the writers of poetic 
prosep are the supreme littdrateurs in human 
history; Shakespeare no doubt errs but his errors 
are of little account, since while sacrificing 
correctness he rose to the heights of creative 
L, enius; the literature of the Age of Anne is coldly 
correctq insipidq and lacking in genius and poetic 
fervor; the writers of Queen Anne's reign allowed 
caution to curb their genius; Pope is a moralist 
and a wit but not a poet; the writers of Jeffrey's 
age stand above those of the eighteenth century 
because they possess poetic genius which rises above 
mere correctness. But Jeffrey did not prefer a 
literary treatment of the distant past to the 
ordinary present, and he did not prefer the 
mysterious to the familiar. He preferred the 
realistic passages of Scott's historical novels 
to the poetry; he*scorned Goethe's Wilhelm Meisterp 
but he liked Jane Austen and Maida Edgeworth; although 
he believed Keats possessed the highest kind of 
poetic geniust his personal preference was for the 
poetry of George Crabbeel 
That is an accurate"summary of Jeffrey's attitudes, but the 
inconsistency which it reveals cannot be explained away by 
reference to Alison or any other philosopher who might have 
influenced him. The inconsistency lies in the man himself. 
It takes the form of a dualism both in his sensibility 
and in his conception of the role of the critic. From 
Guyer's summary of his attitudes it is quite obvious that 
he cannot be dismissed simply as a reactionary critic 
employing outmoded Augustan critical. theory, Howevert whilst 
he often responds to the spirit of his aget he always draws 
1. Guyer, 18. 
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back from committing hi=elf too far. This caution is 
apparent in the early years o. ,P the Edinburgh Review as a 
wholep but it is particularly evident in Jeffrey's treatment 
of the Lake school. 
I 
Thomas Crawford has shown how in the 
second decade of the century the Edinburgh responded more 
readily and less guardedly to Romanticism# and he and Derby 
have cat&logued the more conservative aspects of Jeffrey's 
and the Edinburgh's earlier thinking* - In particular,, these 
include the reliance on rules and laws of taste which are 
partly natural and partly arbitrary (depending upon the 
proper operation of the laws of association); a belief in 
a higher style of writing not understood by untrained minds; 
an adhererence to reason rather than feeling as the basis for 
critical judgement; admiration of technical virtuosity; and 
reliance on common-sense and analysis as critical tools coupled 
with a distrust of the ideas of progress and genius (at least 
that kind of genius typified by 'emotional expansiveness, 
lawlessness, and the Titanic pose'). 
2 
All these things# in 
Crawford's words, were an attempt to 'extend the world of 
Newton and Locke to include fresh experiences# not to overthrow 
3 that world' . But even the attempt to extend that world implies 
a recognition and response to the new currents of thought 
and feeling, and suggests the presence of what Derby calls 
1.1 use 'Lake school' as a term of convenience* For an 
accurate historical dating of the term see P. A. Cookt "ChronologY 
of the 'Lake School' Argument: Some Revisiorw"# RES; xxxviii 
(May# 1977)#175-81o 
29 Derbyt 493. 
Crawford, S. 
6 
Jeffrey's 'fundamental sensibility and romantic bent'. 
This then is one aspcet of Jeffrey's dualism: an, 
) 
Jinstinctive response to the new sensibility of the age in 
conflict with traditional critical precepts. But 
'traditional' does not mean Augustan. The pre-Romantic 
poets had made their impactp as Jeffrey was aware. Also, 
we find Jeffrey sharing co=on beliefs with the poets he 
appears to disapprove of - he and Wordsworth do not disagree 
on the importance or nature of the laws of associationg 
only on the way they should be applied. Jeffrey was living 
through a period of transition, and it is not surprising 
that he should both respond to and yet draw back from the 
currents of thought eddying around him. This attitude is 
summed up by R. C. Pald, who writes: 
The period to which Jeffrey conceived he belonged 
had been ushered in by Grayt Collins# and Goldsmith; 
it really began with Cowper and had been continued 
by Crabbeq Campbellp and Rogers. Likewise he was 
fully aware of the great influences at work at the 
time in the return to Nature and the return to the 
past. But while no explorers had pushed beyond 
this point into the hinterland of poetry in 1797, 
by 1845 settlers had arrived in considerable numbers, 
and the explorers had penetrated much further. 
Jeffrey was no explorer; he could only follow 
uncertainly in the trail of a few of them; but, to 
say'the leastp he saw and learnt far more than those 
who stayed at hoze. His is the 1797 attitude of 
mind - that of the Romantic movement immediately -prior to the 
publication of the Lyrical Ballads. 
(202) 
But this is not quite all, and Bald has'to add the rider'that 
Jeffrey's principal fault is an excessive confidence 
in his oum position. . For 
instancet he knows of 
, no one more competent than himself to compile an 
I. Derby, 490. 
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authoritative volu=e of Specimeng of our-Livirr Poets. 
His attitude makes him blind to the fact that a 
powerful and original thinker must necessarily be 
ahead of his time; so# unfortunately, it becomes one 
of his critical dicta that 'present popula. -ity... ist 
after all, the only safe passage to future glory'. 
(202) 
This excessive confidencep so closely akin to excessive 
caution# stems from the personality of the man himself. I 
tried to explore part of that personality in chapter threet 
and one of my aims was to show the discrepancy between Judge 
Jeffrey the critic and Francis Jeffrey the man. Examples 
of Jeffrey's kindness to old ladies and assistance to impecunious 
men of letters (most notably, Hazlitt) are largely irrelevant 
to his criticismv but they serve one important function. 
They show that Jeffrey considered his role as a critic to 
be a public rolet one which he deliberately ad6pted. In 
doing so he believed he took on certain responsibilitiest 
one of which was the subservience of his own tastes and opinions 
to those he believed he should propagate as a critic. This 
deliberate division between the public and private man is 
the other important aspect of his dualismp and explains 
(although it does not excuse) how he could express private 
admiration of Wordsworth whilst slating him in public. As 
one would expect since it is part of Jeffrey's dualism, this 
conception of the' critic's role is based on both the old and 
the relatively new. Jeffrey's belief in Irule3I meant that 
the critic had to apply them and censure those who fell out 
of line; but the 'rules' themselves were based on the laws of 
association. As Dr. Alexander explains: 
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The basis of Jeffrey's objection to Wordsworth isp 
Guyer suggests Cin hia article. 'Francis Jeffrey's 
Essay On-Beauty'], that he conceives of the poet 
as taking accidental personal associations, valid for 
the individual# too far in public: 'Jeffrey is simply 
saying in the language of his day that Wordsworth 
has mistakenly read his cwn personality into external 
nature or into his imaginary creatures'. (79) But 
the real sin in Jeffreyts view, which Guyer does 
not emphasisel is that Wordsworth expects the public 
to share his private emotions .... A critic should judge on the basis of universal associationsp but 
he may indulge his own taste in private. Society 
must be preserved from childishnesst and the idea 
that a poet should create his own taste was 
anathema to Jeffrey. 
(it' 113-4) 
There is one other aspect of Jeffrey's vie-d of his role 
which is important. He writest looking back on his careerv 
that he 
constantly endeavoured to combine Ethical precepts 
with Literary Criticismv and earnestly sought to 
impress my readers with a sense# both of the close 
connection between sound Intellectual attainments 
and the higher elements of Duty and Enjoyment; and 
of the just and ultimate subordination of the former 
to the latter .... I havev more uniformly and earnestly than any preceding criticl made the Moral tendencies 
of the work-gunder consideration a leading subject 
of discussion .... 
1 
This reinforces Dro Alexander-'s explanation of Jeffrey's 
view of Wordsworth as dangerous to both literature and 
Societyp and it is something which is also apparent in 
Jeffrey's evaluation of Campbellp Rogersp and Moore. 
Whilst such an understanding of Jeffrey's dualism is 
of value to those whose concern is to understand (or defend) 
him# it still has to be placed in the context of 'This will 
never do' and equally damaging remarks. Jeffrey, I believe, 
1. Jeffrey, Contributions, i, x. 
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can be justified on the grounds of consistency: there was 
that in his personalityt his philosophy, and his conception 
of the role of the critict which provided a basis for his 
opposition to Wordsworth. I would, thereforep agree to some 
extent with Dr. Alexander, who sees these thinggs as good 
reason for arguing that Jeffrey's criticism 'is not merely 
, splenetic or legalistict but springs from a unifiedt if 
limitedyintelligencel: I although I would stress the 
limitationst particularly as exemplified in his caution 
and timidity, But even if Jeffrey's reviews of Wordsworth 
are not 'merely splenetic or legalisticIt it is the spleen 
which predominates and sets the tone of the reviews. This 
cannot be explained away by the arguments we have considered 
so farl and we must look further for its causes. 
The adjective 'legalistic' gives us one clue. it 
was a commonplace to talk of 'Judge Jefferies' ort like I 
Charles Lamb, to see Jeffrey in his reviews as always addressing 
twelve men on a jury. The early reviews of the Edinburgh 
abound in legal imageryp and the reviewer all too often 
appears as the prosecuting counsel. 
2 
Nor is it simply a 
question of technique, as Thomas Crawford points out when 
discussing Jeffrey's belief in the classical Rules: 
Jeffreyo it must not be forgottent was a 
practising lawyer. His whole conception of 
'the Rules' is legalistic: he is pre-eminently 
1. Alexander, it 116. 
2. Robert Daniel makes this point very stronglyt and several critics 
have pointed out how the technique of listing the pros and cons of 
an author's work is ver7 similar to the legal process* 
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a Judge to whom the laws of poetry are parallel 
to the laws of the land - crystallizations of the 
common sense and congealed experience of ages. 
(13) 
The legalistic cast of his mind not only helps explain why 
he should respond to those ideas we have already examined, 
it also explains in part the tone of the reviews. Wordsworth 
was not so much the enemy as the accused, or rather the 
convicted. 
As well as his profession# Jeffrey's politics also 
help explain his antipathy to Wordsworth although not the 
virulence of his attack. Walter Bagehott who is not simply 
trying to #invoke for [Jeffrey] a gentle oblivion to cover 
his subsiding reputation', 
1 
attempts to define the essence 
of Whiggism as it was at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century: 
In truth Whiggism is not a creed, it is a character. 
Perhaps as long as there has been a political history 
in this country there have been certain men of a 
cool, moderate, resolute firmness, not gifted with 
high imagination, little prone to enthusiastic 
sentiment, heedless of large theories and speculations, 
careless of dreamy scepticism; with a clear view of 
the next stepq and a wise intention to take it; a 
strong conviction-that the elements of knowledge 
are true, and a steady belief that the present world 
can, and should be, quietly improved62 
He also recognized the latent conservatism of such a creed: 
The Whigs, it is truet have a conservatism of their 
own, but it instinctively clings to certain practical 
rules tried by steady adherencet to appropriate 
formulae verified by the regular application and 
steady success of many ages.... [The Whigs'] chosen 
ideal is a body or collection of wise rules fitly 
applicable to great affairs, pleasing a placid sense 
by an evident proprietyq gratifying the capacity for 
business by a constant and clear applicability. 
. 1* Clive$ Scotch Reviewersp 48. 
2. Bagehot, 1,157. 
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Jeffrey was a Whigg and in a passage which prefigures more 
modern and elaborate studiesp Bagehot sees him in those terms: 
The truth isp that Lord Jeffrey was something of a 
Whig critic. We have hinted, that among the 
peculiarities of that character, an excessive 
partiality for newt arduousp overwhelmingg original 
excellence# was by no mean to be numbered. Their 
tendency inclining to the quiet footsteps of custom, 
they like to trace the exact fulfilment of admitted 
rules# a just accordance with the familiar features 
of ancient merit. But they are most averse to 
Inysticism. A clear, precisep discriminating intellect 
shrinks at once from the symbolicp the unboundedp 
the indefinite. 
(171-2) 
Granted the truth of Bagehot's formulationst we can see again 
that there are fundamental aspects of Jeffrey's character 
which help explain his antipathy towards Wordsworth's poetry. 
For the reasons why this antipathy was turned into 
public hostility we have to consider Jeffrey's role as 
editor and reviewer. Again Bagehot makes an important point: 
Any one who should expect to find a pure perfection 
in these miscellaneous productions [Jeffrey's reviews], 
should remember their bulk. If all his reviews were 
reprinted, they would be very many. And all the 
whilep he was a busy lawyerp was editor of the Review, 
did the businesst corrected the proof-sheets; and 
more than allp what one would have thought a very 
strong man's workq actually managed Henry Brougham. 
You must not criticise papers like these# rapidly 
written in the hurry of life, as you would the painful 
words of an elaborate sage# slowly and with anxious 
awfulness instructing mankind. (171) 
This should act as a caveat to any discussion of Jeffrey's 
criticism. His reviews had to be written quicklyp and they 
had to take their place amongst his other work as editor and 
his professional duties as a lawyer. Modern scholars all 
too easily treat them as they would the work of a twentieth- 
centux7 critict and this is why the arguments put forward 
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by scholars like Byron Guyer# whilst extremely valuable# are 
also a little suspect. Although Jeffrey's work as a whole 
demonstrates the principles underlying itp he did not have 
time to fashion his reviews quite as carefully and thoroughly 
as some people imply. 
But the appearance of consistency was essential. 
Jeffrey recognized the importance of the Lake poets (even 
if in a negative fashion)# and 'appreciated that it was 
important that he should take up a definite critical 
attitude towrds them if the Edinburph was to be anything 
more than a series of discrete articles'. 
1 
Given his innate 
conservatismp the duality of his sensibilityv andv as Greig 
points out, the fact that 'be had still much to learn both 
from life and from literature', 
2 
Jeffrey's decision as to 
which line to take is not a surprising one. Time was short, 
the reviews had to be written quicklyv and in such circumstances 
it was much easier to revert to the known and conventional 
than to explore the unknown and the challenging. John Hayden 
puts it somewhat more succinctly when he claims that 
Jeffrey "had previously created a 'system' of critical attitudes 
with regard to Wordsworth and must stick with it regardless 
of the quality of the poetry that confronts him". 
There isp however# another and less charitable way of 
explaining Jeffrey's decision. It is put most damagingly 
1. Alexander# ip 128. 
2. Greigg 181. 
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by Leslie Stephen: 
Butq unluckilyt the 'Edinburgh' wanted a butt.... 
The risine school of Lake poetst with their austere 
professions and real weaknesses, was just the 
game to show a little sport; andg accordinglyt 
poor Jeffrey blundered into grievous misapprehensions, 
and has survived chiefly by his worst errors. 
The simple fact is that he accepted whatever seemed 
to a hasty observer to be the safest opiniont that 
which was current in the most orthodox critical 
circlesq and expressed it with rather more point 
than his neighbours. 1 
I have tried to show that Jeffrey's choice of opinion was 
not at all simple# but the first part of Stephen's comment 
is more difficult to refute. The Edinburgh's policys, 
particularly in its early days# was to attract attention not 
only by the consistency but also by the severity of its 
criticisms. Wordsworth wast to some extentg sacrificed to 
this need: 
The REVIEW, in shortp carried slashing articles because 
such articles would sell it, and thereby propagate 
its political ideas. And to see the Lake poets 
butchered to make a Scottish holiday became one of 
the public amusements of the era. 2 
Daniel's comment is part of a vex7 convincing attack 
on Jeffrey; but his and Stephen's conclusion that Jeffrey'. cj 
criticism has no literary value and is only of interest as an 
historical curiosity does not seem to me to be tenable. 
Whilst agreeing in particular with the points Daniel makes 
about the legalistic nature of Jeffrey's mind and the necessary 
opportunism of a reviewer rushed for timep I believe that 
there is ample evidence to show that the basis for Jeffrey's 
I. Stephen, iiP 258. 
2o Daniel, 204. 
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attack was not simply expediency. This does not mean that 
the tone of his articles can be defended. He was Prron. -s , 
and he expressed his opinions in an indefensible manner which 
did a great deal of harm to Wordsworth's reputation 
I 
and 
must'nov seriously limit his own. Howoverp the reasons 
for his antipathy to Wordsworth's poetry which lie behind 
the virulence of tone are important. Jeffrey's was very 
much the sensibility of 1797p and on reading his reviews 
we can see the problem that must have been common at the 
time. The pre-Romantic poets had initiated a change in 
feeling but critical beliefs and attitudes from an earlier 
age still lingered ont although often in an attenuated form. 
A much more marked change took place after 1798, and Jeffrey 
as a public critic had to decide to respond to it. It is 
this kind of situation which makes the study of the periodicals 
particularly rewarding for a modern reader, since we can 
see the complexity of response underlying the reaction to 
new and original literature. Jeffrey chose wronglyp and 
in a way which reflects both onýds intelligence and sendtivity 
and on his honesty and integrity. None the leBst he was 
faced with a very real problemt and it is in the nature of 
this problem that the real interest of his criticism lies. 
Before considering his response to Wordsworth in more 
detailt there is one other issue which must be discussed. 
We saw in chapter five how the Edinburgh Review wa. -, a Whig 
not a radical period#alt and Bagehot's definition of 
10 T. M. Raysor, "The Establishment of Wordsworth's Reputation'19 
JEGP, Iiv (1955), 61-71. 
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Whiggism describes its boundaries very well, Theref"ore it 
is not surprising that Jeffrey took exception to Wordsworth's 
politics. Byron Guyer writes: 
In the review of Robert Southey's Thalaba, the 
Destroyer, Jeffrey singled out the social views 
of the Lake poets. The critic considered these 
views characteristic of the group: general discontent 
with the existing order of society; brooding over 
the disorder of man's progress; acute horror at 
war and other human vice; abolition of punishment 
for criminal and legal offenses; excusing the 
criminal poor on grounds of their moral necessity 
while showing no mercy to the criminal rich. 
The critic opposed these principles on what he 
considered good evidenceg and not out of whim or 
maliciousness as the Lake poets and their circle 
of friends asserted. The poet who bewails the 
disorder of man's progress can have no reason to 
hope that such sorrowing will touch the heart of 
the critic who honestly believes that man is not 
perfectible. Poetry which advocates the abolition 
of legal and penal systems is not likely to evoke 
beauty in the heart of the critic who is a brilliant 
successful lawyer. Jeffrey knew that the legal 
system of his day was archaic and severe, and much 
in need of reform. He often defended those who 
could not pay for counselp and later as a judge he 
tempered the harshness of the laws with mercy. The 
critic as well as the Lake poets was not content with 
the existing order of society. For over half a 
century he was active in Whig politics and in public 
education to effect various reforms. As Lord 
Advocate he made political history by doing his best 
to appoint to the many positions under his control 
the candidates best fitted for them. To such a man, 
busy with the everyday problems of practical reformp 
the protests of the poet may seem understandably 
foolish and hence unpoetic. 1 
That there is some truth in this last suggestion that Jeffrey, 
as a practical reformert had little time for those 'large 
self-worshippers And careless hectorers in proud bad verse' 
'is supported by his similar attitude towards Byron's supposed 
radical views. Also, of courset he was quite right about 
1. Guyer, "Jeffrey's Philosophyllp 22-3- 
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Wordsworth and the Laka poets - they did object, at least 
initially, not =erely to abuses but to the social structure 
as a whole. In an entry in her Grasmere Journal (2 October 
1800) Dorothy Wordsworth records a meeting with Charles Lloyd 
and his wife: 
We had a pleasant conversation about the manners 
of the rich - avaricep inordinate desirest and 
the effeminacyt unnaturalness, and the unworthy 
objects of education. 1 
One can feel sure that such a conversation would only have 
confirmed Jeffrey's worst fears* However, as we shall see, 
it was not politics but attitudes to class which were the 
root-cause of Jeffrey's disagreement with Wordsworth's 
social beliefs. 
So far I have tried to outline the major causes of 
Jeffrey's reaction to Wordsworth's poetry. The reviews 
which express that reaction are scattered throughout the 
a. 
pages of the Edinbur, -, hp but have been reprinted too often 
1. The Journals of Dorothy Wordsworthq ed. E. de Selincourt (1959)9 
ig 62-3- 
2. - The reviews in which Jeffrey comments on Wordsworth and the Lake school fall into two categories. The first consists of 
reviews of specific works by Wordsworth: 
ERP xi (Oct-9 1807), 214-31- Poems in Two Volumes 
ERP xxiv (Nov., 1814). 1-30- The Excursion 
ERt xxv (Oct., 1815)t 355-63, The White Doe of Rylstone 
ERp xxxviI (Nov. p 1822)9 449-56. Memorials of a Tour on the Continent 
The second consists of reviews of other authors in which occur 
substantial co=ents on Wordsworth or the Lake school: 
ER" i (Oct., 1802), 63-83. Southey's Thalaba 
ERp vii (Oct., 1805). 1-28. Southey's Madoc 
ER# xii (Apr. t 1808)9 131-51. Crabbels Poems, 
Up xiii (Jan. p 1809) 249-76. Cromek's Reliques of Burns 
ER# xviii (Aug., 1811ýv 275-304. Weber's Dranatic Works of Ford 
ER# xix (Feb., 1812)p 373-88. Wilson's Poems 
ERP xxvi (Junep 1816), 458-76. Wilson's Citj of the Plague 
8 
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and discussed too thoroughly to need su=arizzing here. 
However, I wish to briefly illustrate and define a little 
more specifically four central concerns to which I have 
already drawn attention: Jeffrey's belief in rules and 
tradition; the associationist basis of his thought; the 
dualism of his response to the new poetry; and the class 
basis of his attack on Wordsworth's social attitudes. 
The spearhead of Jeffrey's attack on Wordsworth is 
the constant appeal he makes to established rules of 
composition and the literary tradition established by 
authors of the past. The first paragraph he wrote about 
the Lake school reads: 
Poetry has this muchv at least, in common with religiont 
that its standards were fixed long ago, by certain 
inspired writerst whose authority it is no longer 
lawful to call in question; and that many profess to be 
entirely devoted to it# who have no good works to 
prqduce in support of their pretensions. 
(it 63) 
And he makes the same point with rather more rhetoric and 
finality in his review of Southey's Madoc: 
The ancient and uninterrupted possession of the 
great inheriters of poetical reputationg must be 
admitted therefore as the clearest evidence of their 
right, and renders it the duty of every new 
claimant to contend with them as lawful competitorst 
instead of seeking to supplant them as usurpers. 
It may still be assertedg indeedp that though they 
may retain what they have possessed, they cannot 
prevent the further accumulation of their 
successors; that new sources of poetical beauty 
may be discovered, which may lower the value of 
the old; and that untrodden regions may still be 
explored in that vast domain, sufficiently splendid 
and fertile to become the seat of a legitimate and 
independent empire, We have already said, however, 
that we have no faith in such discoveries; the 
elements of poetical interest are necessarily obvious 
and universal - they are within and about all men; 
0 
and the topics by which they are suegested are 
proved to have been the same in every age, and 
every country of the world. 
(viiP 2-3) 
He concludes his first review of Wordsworth with the following 
co=ents: 
Many a generous rebelg it is said# has been reclaimed 
to his allegiance by the spectacle of lawless 
outrage and excess presented in the conduct of the 
insurgents; and we think there is every reason to 
hope, that the lamentable consequences which have 
resulted from Mr.. Wordsworth's open violation of 
the established laws of poetryq will operate as 
a wholesome warning to those who might otherwise 
have been seduced by his example, and be the means 
of restoring to that ancient and venerable code its 
due honour and authority. 
(xit 231) 
The position is established: Wordsworth's faults of affectationy 
exaggeration# egotismt and exclusiveness, all spring from 
his refusal to abide by these established lawal and his 
seditious attempt to persuade people to approve his perverted 
taste is the greatest crime of all. But apart from isolated 
attempts at definition, these rules and traditional values 
are invoked by implication (usually by reference to often 
unspecified writers of the past) and contrast (everything 
that Wordsworth does is in opposition to them). Obviously 
Jeffrey could not have appealed to them if they had not 
corresponded to something, however vague and variable, in 
the minds of his readers; but his technique is still somewhat 
suggestive of a confidence trick. In review after review 
he refers to Wordsworth's disobedience and wilfulness as 
established facts and the major causes of all his problemst 
but nowhere does he offer a sustained and comprehensive account 
of exactly what Wordsworth has transgressed against. One 
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can =ake convincing guassor., but no,.,, hcro doe. - Jeff. -cY --aj,,, 
exactly what he means. 
I have pushed this point to the extent of almost 
denying the validity of Jeffrey's criticism in order to 
highlight the method he employs against Wordsworth. Of 
course his use of words such as reasonp decorump and propriety 
points to a specific mode of critical thinking, and in his 
review of Cromek'a Reliques of Robert Burns he makes a 
determined ifequivocal attempt to explore the nature of 
original genius and how it relates to the operation of 
literature in polite society. None the lessp his attack 
on Wordsworth gains much of its consistency from this 
continual appealg not to mere beliefs or customst but to 
laws and traditions (natural laws in Jeffrey's eyes), That 
these are never properly articulated or delineated must call 
into question the meaningfulness of Jeffrey's criticism of 
Wordsworth. 
In one respect, however, Jeffrey was ver7 much mc-re 
specific. In offending against unspecified rules and 
regulations established by the poets of the past, Wordsworth 
also offended against the laws of association. Early in 
his criticism of the Lake school Jeffrey informs his readers 
that 
The end of poetry is to please; and men cannot be 
mistaken as to what has actually given them pleasure. 
Accidental associationst indeedt may impose upon them 
for a season, and lead then to ascribe to the genius 
of the poet an emotion which was really excited by 
the circumstances in which they perused him: but this 
illusion can never be of long duration; and the 
emotions which he continues to e. --cite under every 
I 
variation of circum tances, the feelingo which ho 
commands among every class of his readers, and 
continues to impress upon every successive generation, 
can only be referred to that intrinsic merit, 
of which they afford indeed the sole and ultimate 
criterion. (vii, 2) 
Seven years later in a review of John Wilson's poetry Jeffrey 
related this more closely to Wordsworth: 
Though Mr Wilson may be extravagantv thereforeq he 
is not perverse; and though the more sober part of 
his readers may not be able to follow him to the 
summit of his sublimer sympathiest. they cannot be 
offended at the invitation# or even refuse to grant 
him their company, 'to a certain distance on the 
journey, The objects for which he seeks to interest 
them# are all objects of natural interest; and the 
emotions which he connects with them, are, -in some 
degreeg associated with them in all reflecting minds. 
It is the great misfortune of Mr Wordsworthq on the 
contrary# that he is exceedingly apt to make choice 
of subjects which are not only unfit in themselves 
to excite any serious emotiont but naturally present 
themselves to ordinary minds as altogether ridiculous; 
andq consequently, to revolt and disgust his readers 
by an appearance of paltry affectationt or incomprehensible 
conceit. 
(Xixt 374) 
This is the real substance of Jeffrey's criticism of Wordsworth - 
the reference to immutable laws and traditions is only the 
show. Obviously the two are connected: great poets according 
to Jeffrey always exploited the laws of association properly 
and so confined themselves to writing on 'poetic' subjects. 
Wordsworth's attempt to break away from this is seen simply 
as affectation resulting from excessive introspection and 
vanity. By choosing lunpoetic' subjects Wordsworth is striking 
at the very nature of poetry as Jeffrey sees itp and this 
is why he is preserted almost as a literary Antichrist. 
Jeffrey makes this point very clearly in several reviewsp 
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but it is always overshadowed by the vaguer but more damaging 
implication that Wordsworth is offending against the entire 
array of laws poetical and canonical. It gives a sense 
of enormity to the poet's crimest and allows the reader to 
believe that it is his own favourite beliefs and preconceptions 
which are being so cavalievly dismissed by the erring and 
egotistical poete 
I suggested earlier that, although Jeffrey's instincts 
and conception of his role as a public critic led him to 
attack Wordsworthp there was an ambivalence in his response 
which stemmed from a dualism in his personality. I do not 
wish to cite the many examples of Jeffrey praising Wordsworth 
in support of thisp particularly since many follow particularly 
damaging attacks and are therefore more than a little suspect 
when taken in context. (Some praise had to be bestowed if 
Wordsworth were to seem worth these attack-%) The point I 
wish to make is that even the most favourable comments suffer 
from a severe limitation, as is shown by the following comment: 
We do not want Mr Wordsworth to write like Pope or 
Priorg nor to dedicate his muse to subjects which 
he does not himself think interesting. We are 
prepared, on the contraryp to listen with a far 
deeper delight to the songs of his mountain 
solitude, and to gaze on his mellow pictures of 
simple happiness and affection, and his lofty sketches 
of human worth and energy; and we only begv that 
we may have these nobler elements of his poetrys 
without the debasement of childish languagep mean 
incidents# and incongruous images. (Xixt 375) 
Again it has to do with the workings of association: whilst 
Wordsworth writes about subjects which are conventionally 
I 
'poetical' he often cucceedsp but (to Jeffrey's mind) it Is 
when he deliberately and perversely chooses lunpoetic' subjects 
that he fails. The affinity with Wordsworth's poetry which 
Jeffrey occasionally allowed himself to express in public 
is always circumscribed by his associationist aesthetic. 
Finallyp one other point deserves consideration. 
Dr* Alexander follows Robert Daniel in rejecting the 
suggestion that 'Jeffrey was swayed chiefly by political 
considerations' 
I 
in his attack on Wordswortho and certainly 
there is very little overt political co=ent in his reviews. 
The most direct comes after Wordsworth's political apostasyt 
and allows Jeffrey to indulge in jokes about Wordsworth having 
exchanged the company of leech-gatherers for that of tax- 
gatherers. 
2 But this absence of direct reference should not 
blind us to the political implications of much of the imagery 
and terminology employed in describing the Lake school. 
Time and again Wordsworth and his fellow poets are described 
in terms normally reserved for adherents of the French Revolutiont 
I 
and Jeffrey seems to aspire to the mantle of Burke in 
protecting the kingdom of letters from the attacks made by 
Rousseau-inspired innovatory republicans. The earlier reviews 
in particular are peppered with examples of this: the Lakers 
are described not simply as a school but as a 'formidable 
conspiracy' and a 'misguided fraternity' (this last word 
being shot through with sinister implications); they are 
1. Alexandert it 109. 
2. The review is of Memorials of a Tour on the Continent (ER, xxxvii 
(Nov., 1822). 449-561, and also contains references to Waterloo and 
to the trial of Queen Caroline which are political in the sense of 
specific 'party' issues. 
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found guilty of 'treason against the poetical sovereigns' 
and of 'seducing [their] readers from their allegiance' and 
so of upsetting 'the ancient and uninterrupted possession 
of the great inheritors of poetical reputation' with whom 
every writer must contend 'as lawful competitors instead of 
seeking to supplant them as usurpers'. And so it goes on: 
Jeffrey, often facetiously, but quite deliberately plays upon 
the most potent public prejudice of his age in his attempts 
to discredit his opponents. 
. 
This does not mean, however# that his use of political 
prejudice was politically inspired. Jeffrey's real objection 
to Wordsworth resulted not from the specific political 
implications of the poet's work, but from the much more 
insidious challenge it posed to the class structure of 
society. This distinction between political and class 
prejudice is a very arbitrary onep but it has a limited 
applicability in the case of the periodicals. However, 
unsatisfactory the terms tWhig1p 'Tor7l and 'Radical't they do 
indicate certain fundamental political principles. In the 
case of the Whigs and the Tories, and even many Radivals once 
the consequences of the French Revolution had become apparentr 
these principles did not involve any fundamental change in 
the social organization of the country. The Edinburgh and the 
Quarterly might well bittorly disagree about the continuation 
of the war against Francet but both profoundly distrusted 
any attempt to disturb the social order. 
Therefore the distinction that needs to be made between 
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political and class bias is one of degree rather than of 
kird - whether the issues discussed by the periodicals were 
specific and related to party politics (however unsophisticated), 
or whether they pointed to more amorphous and less clearly 
perceived ideas which involveds not the running and well-being 
of society, but its fundamental class structure. All 
three periodicals with which a, re concerned supported the 
status quo and this resulted in conflict with the new literary 
movement, although confusion resulted from the failure of 
some Romantic poets to perceive the political and social 
ramifications of their creed. As we shall see in the next 
chapterg Byron and Shelley posed a particular problem because 
of the conflict between their radical views (more apparent than 
real in Byron's case) and gentle birth. No such dilemma 
existed in the case of Hunt# Keatsp and Hazlittj and they 
were hammered both because of their political views and 
because by the very act of writing they usurped their social 
position and engaged-in an activiity which was supposed to 
be the province of gentlemen* 
This last point is of particular importance because it 
raises the whole question of the periodicals' view of the 
relationship between class and literature. Given their agreement 
on the rightness of the existing class structure which 
subsumed even their political differencesp it is not surprising 
to find that such attitudes informed their approach to literature. 
Thus Blackwood's attack on the Cockneys is not simply an 
example of Tory reviewers employing class prejudice to discredit 
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political opponentso since many of the premises on which the 
attack is based are first expressed by Jeffrey in his reviews 
of Wordsworth. Although Jeffrey disapproved of the 'moral 
character' of the Lake school on the grounds of its 
'splenetic and idle discontent with the existing inst: ftutions 
of society', his real objection came from his conviction 
that both the theory and practice of the new school threatened 
the proper relationship between class and literature. 
Evidence of this can be found in his review of Southey's 
Thalaba: 
Now, the different classes of society have each 
of them a distinct character# as well as a separate 
idiom; and the names of the various passions to 
which they are subject respectively, have a 
signification that varies essentiallyp according 
to the condition of the persons to whom they are 
applied. The lovep or grief, or indignation of 
an enlightened and refined charactert is not only 
expressed in a different languagep but is in itself 
a different emotion from the lovep or griefp or 
anger of a clowng a tradesmanp or a market-wench.... 
The questiong thereforep comes simply to be - 
Which of them is the most proper object for poetical 
imitation? It is needless for us to answer a 
question, which the practice of all the world has 
long ago decided irrevocably. The poor and vulgar 
may interest usý in poetryt by their situation; 
but never# we apprehendp by any sentiment3 that 
are peculiar to their condition, and still less by 
any language that is characteristic of it. 
(io 66) 
Jeffrey insists that he is only talking of the poor and vulgar 
as they would appear 'in poetryll but the distinction he 
makes is clear enough. Other arguments follow about the 
dubious resemblance between Wordsworth's rustics and the 
'real vulgar of the world' and the need to emulate only 
that which is admirable and excellent. But the incipient 
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prejudice of all this becomes apparent when Jeffrey writes: 
I 
After all t it must be admitted, that there is a 
class of Persons (we are afraid they cannot be 
called readers)# to whom the representation of 
vulgar mannersp in vulgar language, will afford 
much entertainment. We are afraid, howeverg 
that the ingenious writers who supply the hawkers 
and ballad-singers# have very nearly monopolized 
that departmentt and are probably better qualified 
to hit the taste of their customersp than Mr Southeyp 
or any of his brethrent can yet pretend to be* 
(1,67-8) 
It is perhaps significant that only later in the review does 
he attack the Lake school on more obviously political grounds, 
by which time the more insidious class prejudice has done 
its work. 
The most detailed exploration of the relationship 
between class and literature comes in the review of Cromek's 
Reliques of Burns. Jeffrey begins the review by discussing 
the phenomenon of natural untutored Ceniuso which obviously 
raises serious objections to the belief that literature is 
the province only of the educated and socially privileged. 
He is at great pains to warn that Bums 'was not himself 
either uneducated or illiterate' and he irritably comments 
that 'we can see no propriety in regarding the poetry of 
Burns chiefly as the wonderful work of a peasant, and thus 
admiring it much in the same way as if it had been written 
with his toes'. None the lessp he returns to the theory, 
first expressed in a review of The Works of Benjamin Pranklint 
which outlines 'the effects of regular education, and of 
1. ER, viii (Jlyp 1806)9 329-300. 
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the general diffusion of literaturet in repressing the vigour 
and originality of all kinds of mental exertion', The 
result of this is that too much reading and education turns 
those 'whom nature meant for poets, into mere readers of 
poetryt or.. brine(s] them out in the form of witty parodistsp 
or ingenious imitators'. Howeverp in the case of men such 
as Burnsp the situation is very different: 
A youth of quick partst in shortp and creative 
fancyp - with just so much reading as to guide 
his ambitiont and rough-hew his notions of 
lence, - if his lot be thrown in humble excel. 
retirementp where he has no reputation to lose, 
and where he can easily hope to excel all that 
he sees around himp is much more likelyv we thinkt 
to give himself up to poetr7t and to train himself 
to habits of invention, than if he had been 
encumbered by the pretended helps of extended 
study and literary society. 
(xiiir 251) 
But having said this, Jeffrey goes on to examine certain 
characteristics of Burns's work 'which remind us of the 
lowness of his origing, and faults for which the defects of 
his education offered an obvious causep if not a legitimate 
apology I: 
The first ist the undisciplined harshness and acrimony 
of his invective. The great boast of polished life 
is the delicacyt and even the generosity of its 
hostility, - that quality which is still the characteristic 
as it is the denomination of a gentlemany - that 
principle which forbids us to attack the defencelessp 
to strike the falleng or to mangle the slaing - and 
enjoins us, in forging the shafts of satires to increase 
the polish exactly as we add to their-keenness or 
their weight. For this, as well as for other things, 
we are indebted to chivalry; and of this Burns had none. 
(xiii, 252) 
The same objectioný*`are made to his treatment of love: 
He has expressed admirably the feelings of an 
enamoured peasantp who, however refined or eloquent 
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he r-ay be, always approaches his mistress on a 
footing of equality; but has never caught that 
tone of chivalrous gallantry which uniformly 
abases itself in the presence of the object of 
its devotion. Accordingly, instead of suing 
for a smilet or melting in a tear, his muse deals 
in nothing but locked embraces and midnight rencontres 
(xiiit 252-3) 
But even worse is to come: 
... the leading vice in Burns 
Is character, and the 
cardinal deformity indeed of all his productions, 
was his contemptj or affectation of contempt, for 
prudence# decency and regularity; and his admiration 
of thoughtlessnesst oddityp and vehement sensibility; 
- his belief, in short, in the disRensing power of 
genius and social feeling, in all matters of morality 
and common sense. This is the very slang of the worst 
German playst and the lowest of our. town-made novels..,.. 
(xiiii 253) 
One particularly unfortunate result of this in Jeffrey's eyes 
is Burns's insistence upon his independence: 
The sentiment itself is noblev and it is often finely 
expressed; - but a gentleman would only have expressed 
it when he was insulted or provoked; and would never 
have made it a spontaneous theme to those friends in 
whose estimation he felt that his honour stood clear. 
It is mixed up too in Burns with too fierce a tone 
of defiance; and indicates rather the pride of a sturdy 
peasantv than the calm and natural elevation of a 
generous mind. (xiii, 254-5) 
Jeffrey has argued himself into a corner: in his attempts 
to remain consistent with statements made elsewhere in the 
Review and in his desire to use Burns as a stick with which 
to beat the Lakepoets (he really does know something about 
peasants)p Jeffrey is forced to acknowledge that polite 
society is not conducive to the writing of poetry; but the 
logic of his argument takes him even further and he has to 
admit that literature (as written by men like Burns, and he 
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has argued that these are likely to be the true poets) poses 
a very real threat to the social values he obviously believes 
in. The poet as a threat to society might seem to point to 
Platop but if so it is an extremely muddled application of 
the theories of The Republic. The basis for Jeffrey's 
. 
arguments and the animus with which they are sometimes expressed 
seems to result not from philosophical conviction but class 
prejudice. 
This is demonstrated even more fully in his review of 
The Excursion: 
the wilfulness with which [Wordsworth] persists in 
choosing his examples of intellectual dignity and 
tenderness exclusively from the lowest ranks of 
society# will be sufficiently apparentg froia the 
circumstances of his having thought fit to make 
his chief prolocutor in this poetical dialogue# and 
chief advocate of Providence and Virtue, an old 
Scotch Pedlar - retired indeed from business - 
but still rambling about in his former hauntso and 
gossiping among his old customers, without his pack 
on his shoulders. The other persons of the drama 
arep a tetired military chaplain, who has grown half 
an aetheist and half a misanthrope - the wife of an 
unprosperous weaver -a servant girl with her infant 
-a parish pauper, and one or two other personages 
of equal rank and dignityo . (xXivr 5) 
Jeffrey'returns to this point at the end of his review: 
Did Mr Wordsworth really imagine, that his favourite 
doctrines were likely to gain any thing in point of 
effect or authority by being put into the mouth of 
a person accustomed to higgle about tape, or brass 
sleeve-buttons? Or is it not plain that, independent 
of the ridicule and disgust which such a personification 
must give to many of his readersq its adoption exposes 
his work throughout to the charge of revolting incongruity, 
and utter disregard of probability or nature? (xxivP 30) 
Even if one accepts that it is a matter of common observation 
that most pedlars. do not talk like poets and that to belive 
otherwise leads to the primitivist fallacyp the sneering tone 
f 
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of Jeffrey's comments is unforgivable. He believes that 
poetry and pedlars do not mix, and the reasons why he does 
sp lie at the heart of the prejudice which I have tried to 
outline here. 
One further point remainz to bc made in relation to 
Jeffrey's treatment of Wordsworth. Whatever view one 
talms of Jeffrey, whether greater weight is given to the 
consistency and philosophical basis of his thinking or to 
his obvious prejudices and reviewing tricks, the final 
Judgement must depend on what he said about Wordsworth's 
poetry, On the credit side he gave generous but very 
generalized and unspecific praise to-Lyrical Ballads; he 
expressed admiration for one or two rather turgid poems from 
Poems in Two Volumes; andt most importantly of all, he found 
several passages from The Excursion (including Book One) 
worthy of commendation. However, this is more than outweighed 
by the poems he condemned: in particular he disliked the 
'Matthew' and 'Lucy' poemst 'The Thorn19 'The Idiot Boy's and 
'There was a boy' from Lyrical Ballads; 'Alice Fell' and 
'Resolution and Independence' came in for some rough handling 
in the review of Poems in Two Volumes; and The Excursion as 
a whole and The White Doe of Rylstone were dismissed, the 
first by the most famous sentence that Jeffrey ever wrote# 
and the second by the comment that 'Thisp we thinks has the 
merit of being the very worst poem we ever saw imprinted in 
a quarto volume', *: However much truth there may be in some 
of Jeffrey's criticisms, the fact remains thatq with the 
exception of the first book of The Excursion, he did not praise 
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one poem which hac co=e to hold a prominent position in the 
Wordsworth canon. Although Jeffrey's judgement of Wordsworth 
must be placed in the context of his literary criticism as 
a whole)and although it is of great historical significancep 
it does not speak highly of his critical acumen. 
The attitude of the Quarterly was far less defensible 
even than that of the Edinburgh. The first review to appear 
was of The Excursion. 
1 
It was written by Charles Lamb at 
Wordsworth's requestp 
2 but it was extensively rewritten 
by Gifford before publication. Lamb had expected words to 
be put into his mouth, but he was horrified when he saw the 
review in print: 
I told you my Review was a very imperfect one. But 
what you will see in the Quarterly is a spurious one 
which Mr. Baviad Gifford has palm'd upon it for mine 
. *.. The lanpuage he has alterd throughout .... Every 
warm expression is changed for a nasty cold one.... 
But worse than altering wordsp he has kept a few 
members only of the part I had done best, which was 
to explain all I could of your ', scheme of harmonie0g, 
as I had ventured to call it, between the external 
universe and what within us answers to it .... Of this 
part a little is left, but so as without con . uration 
no man could tell what I was driving it Cat? 
J. 
3 
Nevertheless, it remains a favourable if limited review. 
Lambo unlike Jeffrey$ accepts that The Excursion is part of 
a much larger work whilst recognizing the integrit-j of the 
poem as it stands. 
The most interesting part of the review# as Lamb acknowledges 
in his letter to Wordswortht deals'with that 11 'scheme of 
harmonies'... between the external universe and what within 
10 QRt xii (Oct.,, 1814)p 100-11. 
2. E. Y. Lucasp The Life of Charles Lamb (190'7)9 345. Southeyt at 
Wordsworth's request# persuaded Gifford to offer The Excursion to 
Lamb to review. 
'Letters of Charles and Mary Lnmbp ed. E. V. Lucas (1935), 11,148-9o 
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us answers to it", Althoueh this part of the review was 
- truncated by Giffordp it still offers a valuable insight 
into Wordsworth's attitude to Nature. At times Lamb lapses 
into the vague mysticism and religiosity which bedevilled 
so many of Wordsworth's later supportersp but a deeper 
understanding is illustrated by such comments as the claim 
that in Wordsworth's poetry 'nothing in Nature is dead. 
Motion is synonomous with life'* 
Lamb also defends Wordsworth's conception of childhoodt 
the use of such a lowly figure as the Pedlar as the hero of 
the poemp and the belief that fundamental human values are 
best illustrated by humble people in natural surroundings. 
On this last point Lamb claims that 
If from living among simple mountaineers, from a daily 
intercourse with themq not upon the footing of a 
patron# but in the character of an equalt[Wordsworth) has 
detected, or imagines that he has detectedt through the 
cloudy medium of their unlettered discourse, thoughts 
and apprehensions not vulgar; traits of patience and 
constancy, love unweariedt and heroic endurance, not 
unfit (as he may judge) to be made the subject of verse, 
he will be deemed a man of perverted genius by the 
philanthropist who, conceiving of the peasantry of his 
country only as objects of a pecuniary sympathy# starts 
at finding them elevated to a level of humanity with 
himselfq having their own loves, enmities, cravings, 
'aspirationsq &c. 9 as much beyond his faculty to believe, 
as his beneficence to supply. 
(110-11) 
It is a remark that Jeffrey would have done well to have borne 
in mind. 
The major inconsistency of the review is Lamb's praise 
of Book Four of The Excursion: - 
For moral grandeur; for wide scope of thought and 
a long train of lofty imagery; for tender personal 
appeals; and a versification which we feel we ought 
to notice, but feel it also so involved in the poetry, 
that we can hardly mention it as a distinct excellence; 
it stands without competition among our didactic and 
descriptive verse. 
(106) 
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Not only is this untruep but Book Four is the least representative 
of that 'scheme of harmonies' which Lamb found so important. 
There isp of coursep a distinction to be made between the 
overt moral didacticism of much of the poem, and the implied 
moral basis of the relationship between man and Nature. 
It is impossible to tell how consciously Lamb perceived this 
distinctionj although earlier in the review he had stressed 
those features which help to alleviate the poem's didacticism, 
particularly its narrative interest and the fact that 
the prevailing charm of the poem isp perhaps# that., 
conversational as it is in its plan, the dialogue 
throughout is carried on in the very heart of the 
most romantic scenery.... 
However, Lamb goes on to offer largely unsubstantiated praise 
of the poem's moral didacticism: possibly he was merely 
responding to the poet's avowed intention; or possibly Gifford 
stepped in to stress the conventional view of the moral basis 
of narrative 'poetry, Whatever the cause# it only added 
confusion to a maimed but sympathetic and sometimes perceptive 
review. 
It was too sympathetic for the Quarterly's peace of 
mind. The only other review of Wordsworth to appear in its 
pages was of Poems of 1815 and The White Doe of Rylstone. 
I 
The reviewer was William Lyall, 
2 
and his job was obviously to 
retreat to much safer grounds He begins by denying that 
1. QRj. xiv (Oct., 1815)i 261-25. In accordance with reviewing 
policyt only The White Doe could be specifically reviewed. 
2. William Lyall (1788-1857) was dean of Canterbury. He was 
editor of the British Critic 1816-17 . and also contributed articles to the quarteýly on Dugald Stewart's philosophy. 
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'because we admire the poetical talents of Mro Wordsworthv 
we are therefore to be numbered as implicitly entertaining 
all the tenets of his poetical systemIt and he claims that 
Wordsworth has not made the best use of his considerable 
talents. This is Jeffrey's viewp and Lyall plays safe by 
echoing most of the opinions first found in the Edinburgh* 
He is also totally opposed to those ideas normally 
associated with Romanticism. He argues that the purpose 
of poetry is to amuse and delightt and he frowns on Wordsworth's 
attempts to make it a *metaphysical analysis of the human 
mind'; he sees the 'primary laws of naturelt 'elementary 
feelingsIt and 'essential passions' as nothing more than 
that 'moral pleasure and pain which is the appropriate 
business of poetry to delineatelp and which Homer# Virgilt 
and Milton have all illustrated. (Again Lyall is following 
Jeffrey who argued that Wordsworth was either perniciously 
originalp merely eccentric, or not original at all. Lyall 
puts most stress on this last point. ) Lyall goes on to 
level against Wordsworth the commonplace charge of arrogance 
for devoting himself 'almost exclusively to the delineation 
of himself and his own peculiar feelings'; and he refuses to 
accept that the poetp however much a man speaking to meng is 
in any way a special kind of man: 
the merit of a poet does not essentially consistp 
as is sometimes supposedo in the possession of 
sensibilities different from or more intense than 
those of other peoplep but in the talent of awakening 
in their minds the particular feelings and emotions 
with which the various objects of his art are naturally 
associated. (209) 
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Surprisingly, he agraeS witAh Word. -worth's rejection of 
conventional poetic dictionp although this is partly due 
to his search for a 'familiar matter-of-fact way of talking 
about an art which Mr. Wordsworth seems to think belongs 
rather to the divine than to human nature'. But he is in 
basic agreement with Wordsworth's theoryp and he grudgingly 
admits that when the poet's 'theories and eccentricities 
happen to be laid asidet no writer of the day seems to 
understand better the exact key in which the language of this 
... kind of poetry should be pitched'. 
He insists# however# that the lower classes lack the 
emotional and intellectual subtlety to make them fitting 
subjects for poetr7. Again this is merely apeing other 
reviewersp and one is. forcibly reminded of Lamb's comment 
in his earlier reviewl a comment which may serve as a judgement 
of Lyall's criticism: 
A writer, who would be popular, must timidly coast 
the shore of'prescribed sentiment and sympathy. 
He must have just az much more of the imaginative 
faculty than his readers, as will serve to keep 
their apprehensions from stagnating, but not so much 
as to alarm their jealousy. He must not think 
or feel too deeply. 
(xiiV 110) 
Miserable circumspectionp however# is one of the few 
things not to be found in Blackwood's treatment of Wordsworth's 
poetry. The first three contributions appeared in 1817v and 
were nothing more than a practical joke by John Wilson, 
1 
These 
1. BMI i (Junev 1817)p 261-66; ii (Oct., 1817)9 65-73; and ii (Nov., 1817)t 
201-04. These took the form of three anonymous letters, all written 
by Wilson, offering very different views of the controversy surrounding 
Gilbert Burns's edition of his brother's poetry. Wordsworth became 
involved after his letter to James Gray of EdinburCh on the subject. 
/cont. 
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Alan Strout in "John Wilson: 'Champioxi of Wordsworth" 9 TP xxxi 
(1934) 
383-94,, lamely argues that each letter may well have the ring of 
truth of the moment' and so demonstrate Wilson's "volatility as 
a critiep [and] his extraordinary Itiebeamlessness' as a man"* 
The most unpleasant aspect of this incident was the attack on 
Wordsworth's 'arrogance' in the third letter. 
were followed by five reviews and an article; all were favourablet 
sometimes adulatoryt in tone. The first was written by Wilson 
and dealt with The White Doe of Rylstone. 
1 It places Wordsworth 
alongside Scott and Byron as one of the three master-spirits 
, of the agep and stresses the moral and philosophical quality 
of his verse. Like Lamb# Wilson emphasises Wordsworthis love 
of nature which gives his poetry 'a very peculiarp a very 
endearing, and, at the same timep a very lofty character'. 
Again like Lamb# he realizes that objections to Wordsworth's 
use of rustic life may stem from social prejudicep and he 
begs that poetry may be judged by elementary human laws and 
not by artificial and arbitrary distinctions. He concludes 
with some very favourable comments about The White Doep and 
dismisses the objections made to it in the Quarterly: 
[it] is a tale written with singularly beautiful 
simplicity of languaget and with a power and 
pathos that have not been often excelled in 
English Poetry. 
(381) 
The article which followed was also by Wilson 
(like 
the previous one it was part of a series on the Lake School), 
and it contains his most profound thought upon the nature 
of Wordsworth's genius. 
2 He,, argues that British philosophy 
1. BMp iii (Jayt 1818)v 369-81. 
2* BMv iv (Dec., 1818)v 257-63- 
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has never ventured upon 'an examination of what human nature 
internally says of itselfp or upon enquiries into the dependence 
of one feeling upon another'. Wordsworthp with his 'convictions 
of moral laws existing silently in the universet and actually 
modifying events9 in opposition to more palpable causes'# 
and his 'knowledge of all the beauties of the human affections, 
and of their mutual harmonies and dependancies', has attempted 
to rectify this. In doing so he steps outside the native 
literary tradition whicht in Wilson's viewp has always centred 
on the man of action and the description of external naturet 
and instead 'searches for some image of perfection to admirep 
and perceives that the beauty of no limited being can consist 
in strengthl but in its conformity to the moral harmony of the 
universe'. These are probably the most perceptive comments 
about the moral structure of Wordsworth's poetry and its use of 
natural law to appear in any contemporary periodical. 
Wilson believes that much of the poet's unpopularity 
stems from his subordination of feeling to thoughtt and from 
the fact that this sort of meditative poetry does not produce 
'that strength and vividness of dictionp which must ever 
constitute one of the chief attractions of poetry'. But he 
believes it possible that Wordsworth may one day surpass even 
Miltonp one of the greatest exponents of such diction, since 
he conveys a 'more exalted meaningt whether the poetical merit 
of the vehicle be equal or not'. Wilson even finds it difficult 
to question the vehicle since Wordsworth's poetry possesses a 
'perfect homogeneousness of its spiritIt due to its reliance 
., 
and create upon certain basic principles which never alter 
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an atmosphere of conte=plation. 
Wilson concludes his article by inadvertently echoing 
Jeffrey. He directs those who wish to understand Wordsworth's 
philosophy to The Excursionp and those who wish to judge 
'how far he possesses the powers co=only called poetical' 
to the Lyrical Ballads. All in all it is a remarkable 
article. There is little attempt at practical criticism 
except by way of illustrationp and Wilson took full advantage 
of the scope offered by Blackwood's reviewing policy in an attempt 
to define that quality which puts Wordsworth apart fromf 
and above, most of his follow poets. He succeeds because 
of his sympathy with the poet's mind and art. 
This article proved to be the most perceptive of 
Wilson's contributions on Wordsworth* In collaboration 
with Lockhart he reviewed The River Duddon in 1820,2 and 
he was the sole reviewer of Sonnets and Memorials two 
3 
years later. Both reviews are extremely laudatoryp and 
their confident tone suggests that Wordsworth by now enJoyed 
a far more secure and established reputation. 
The review of The River Duddon begins by attacking the 
general standard of literary reviewingp claims that 'ever 
since Wordsworth began to write, he has fixed the attention 
of every genuine lover and student of English Poetry'# and 
I. See A. L. Strout, "Wordsworth and John Vilson: a review of 
their relationship between 1802-17"s, PMLA xlix (1934)9 143-830 
for an account of Wilson's changing relationship with Wordsworth. 
2. BM# vii (Mayt 1820)t 206-13- 
3. BM# xii (Aug. tl822)t 175-191. 
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concludes by raising him to the level of 'a genuine English 
classic'. The later review continues in the same style. it 
arguez that Wordsworth was the first poet to explore all the 
possibilities of nature# to illustrate the dignity of mant and to 
know the 'real province of language'. It outlines the debt 
owed by other poets to his poetry, and proclaims him 'the most 
ORIGIM POET OF THE AGE'. Howevert it praises his political 
and religious affiliations with an enthusiasm that borders on 
bigotry 
.,, 
and that casts doubts on the integrity of the review as 
a whole. 
Between Wilson's article and these two later reviewsp two 
pieces appeared in Blackwood's by unknown reviewers, The review 
of The Waggoner is very short and favourable. 
I The earlier 
review of Peter Bells however, is a curious mixture of praise and 
censure. 
2 
The reviewer suggests that Wordsworth could best obtain 
popularity by anonymously publishing a series of sermons, and, 
although he concedes that Peter Bell contains 'more of the interest 
of suspended curiosity than almost any other of the tales of the 
same author', he sees this as no great achievement. But he praises 
the poem's diction# finds that the overall impression is one of 
'fine effect and profound pathosIt and claims that it is equal to 
anything in Lyrical Ballads. 
His most interesting remark is that the poem proves Wordsworth's 
theory that the emotions create the greatest possible excitement, 
even when motivated by homely and familiar incidents; but he admits 
that such incidents should not be used if others of 'a more 
1. BMv v (June, 1819)p 332-34. 
BM, v (Ilay, 1819)t 130-36. - 
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dignified and agreeable sort' are available. none the lezz, he 
has sufficient critical insight to realize that if Wordsworth 
attempted to base his poems on anything other than the lowly 
and rusticp he would in all probability lose his greatest claim 
to originality. Few reviewers realized how important it was for 
Wordsworth to use incidents from the milieu with which he felt 
most sympathy, however much he modified it in the process. 
Also of particular interest is the reviewer's distinction 
between 
that species of poetry whose ultimate object is to 
strike the imagination and interest the curiosity, 
by means of splendid objects and extraordinary events# 
and that other species which founds its charm upon the 
exhibition of the relations which sentivents and emotions 
bear to each other within the human mind. 
(132) 
This is similar to the distinction made by Wilson in his article 
of December 1818, when he demonstrated how Wordsworth's poetry 
differed from that of the native tradition as exemplified by Milton, 
Scott, and Byron. 
By August 1822 eight reviews and an article on Wcrdsworth's 
poetry had appeared in Blackwood's Magazint. They seem to 
justify De Quincey's remark that it was Blackwood's which 'first 
accustomed the public ear to the language of admiration coupled 
with the name of Wordsworth'. But it is doubtful if it did any 
more than this. With the exception of Wilson's article and the 
strange review of Peter Bell which commented upon Wordsworth's 
use of rustic life, these reviews lack depth and perception. They 
The Works of Thomas De Quincey (Boston, 1876)p iip 568* 
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for= a panegyric upon Wordsworth which look. - all too suspect in 
the light of the excessive praise bestowed upon his religious 
and political principles in the review of Sonnets and Memorials. 
The most important contribution to the critical debate 
about Wordsworth's poetry came not from John Wilson but from 
Chauncey Hare Townshend. 
1 Townshend wrote four articles which 
appeared in'the latter half of 1829,2 and they contain by far 
the most discriminating and valuable comments made in any of the 
three major periodicals up to this time. 
1. Chauncey Hare Townshend (1798-1868). His first volume of poems 
appeared in 1821, but he is best known as the friend of Southey and 
Dickens and for his books on mesmerism. Dr. Jonathan Miller is at 
present preparing a biography of him. 
2. BMp xxvi Sept., 1829)t 453-63. 
Oct. pI829). 593-609. 
Nov. tI829), 774-88. (Dec. 
pl829)t 894-910. 
3- Wordsworth did not share this view# and he wrote to Edward 
Quinillan: 'The Revd Chauncey Hare Towns-end is as pretty a rascal 
as ever put on a surplice. He is one of Southey's most intimate 
Friends and has been so for a dozen or 14 years - during a good part 
of that period I have occasionally seen him upon very friendly terms, 
both at Cambridgep where I had dined with himp at Keswick and at my 
own House where he has slept - and where he was cordially received 
twice while this attack upon my person and writings was in process, 
The thing as an intellectual production is safe in its own vileness. 
Who that ever felt a line of my poetry would trouble himself to 
crush a miserable maggot crawled out of the dead carcass of the 
Edinburgh review'. [The Letters of William and Dorothy Wordsworth 
1821-ýOp ed. E. de Selincourt (Oxfordp . 1939)9 448-J Southey too disapproved of the articlest and he seems to have 
informed Townshend that they were 'obnoxious'. (Ibid., 448n. ) In 
1840 Townshend wrote a rather abject letter of apology to Wordsworth 
whom he had criticized in the 'rashness of ignorance' (Ibid. t 448n. 
)t 
but this was not the attitude he had taken when writing to Benjamin 
Haydon shortly after the publication of his article: 'This said essay 
did not please the bard, and he wrote to Southey a note, whichp in 
mighty plain termsp declined all further acquaintance with so audacious 
a profligate. I did notthink that literary vanity could be carried 
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so far, for the essay was anything but hostile. It allotted i 
him# as some thinkv an undue share of merit, and it was wholly free 
from anything personal. I only regret the matter on Southey's 
account, and because I am sorry to lose the acquaintance of 
Wordsworth's family, who are really amiable. Wordsworth himself 
I always thought very heavy in hand - the prince of prosers - yet 
he is a glorious poet. What a paradox! '[Beniamin Robert Haydon: 
Correspondence and Table Talkt ed. F. W. Haydon (1876), it 380p as 
u uoted by V* Lan "A Lost Acquaintance of Wordsworth", ELHt viii 
1941)p 214-3 
Townshend possessed certain advantages which mixt be recognized: 
by 1829 Wordsworth Is reputation was more or less established 
I 
and 
so Townshend was preaching to at least the partially converted; 
he was writing a series of articles rather than reviews and so 
was not confined by normal reviewing practices or by having to 
confront work Just published; andp most significantly of allp he 
was writing in 1829 not 1798 and so had most of the literature of 
the Romantic period and the ideas underlying it as part of his 
cultural background. More specificallyp he had read Coleridge's 
BiopTaphia Literariat which obviously influences his first two 
articles. 
2 Although little knownp Townshend's work is of considerable 
importance and so'deserves detailed consideration. 
His first article deals with Wordsworth's theories as 
expressed in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads. 
3 
By this time it 
1. T. M. Raynorl, "Wordsworth's Reputation". 
2. This in itself is of importance in evaluating the influence of 
the Biographia Literaria. The second edition did not appear until 
1847p but Blackwood's played an important part in disseminating some 
of its theories. (See my "John Wilson and the Distinction between 
Fancy and Imagination). 
3. It is probable that Townshend used either the 1815 or 1827 
editions of Wordsworth's poetry; the 1815 Preface and Supplementalýv 
Essay are referred to in the course of his articles and so form part 
of the basis for his thinking. His main concernp howeverp is with the 
Preface to Lyrical Ballads. All quotations from Wordsworth are as 
quoted by Townshendl and are placed in double quotation marks to 
distinguish them from Townshend's own words. 
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had become a commonplace for commentators on Wordsworth to 
ridicule thesep 
1 
although occasionally they would stop to examine 
some of the ideas in more detail. Townshendy howeverp subjects 
Wordsworth's theories to a scrutiny which is at once witty, 
zympatheticq and extrcMoly stri4ngcnt. His avowed purpose is 
to strike a balance between Wordsworth! s detractors and his 
admirerst and to show how the peculiarity of Wordsworth's work 
is not mere childishness of thought and meaning but an interaction 
of philosophy with low and humble subjects. Since Wordsworth 
is both poet and theoristt Townshend feels that he can best achieve 
his aims by discovering to what extent Wordsworth's ideas are 
original# to what extent correct, and how successfully they are 
illustrated in his poetry. In particular he discusses Wordsworth's 
theories about the role of the poetp the function and nature of 
poetryt and the use of low and rustic life as the best source for 
"the essential passions of the heart". It is in this article that 
his debt to Coleridge is most apparent. 
He begins by objecting to the Preface on the grounds that 
poetry should be 'an inspiration and a divine madness' not meted 
out by 'rule and -measur&. 1. He also argues that Wordsworth's claim 
to have established an original poetic diction is unremarkablet 
since this'is no more than a poet should dot 
I ask, what made the ages of Shakespearet Cowley, and Pope? 
Their own genius. It is the era that conforms to the 
poet, not the poet to the age. And even at one and the 
same period there have been, - and may beg as many different 
styles of writing, as there are great and original writers. 
(455) 
I. As early as 1801 Charles Lamb had realized the extent to which the 
Preface prejudiced the success of the poems: 'I could ... have wished the 
Critical preface had appeared in a separate treatise. All its dogmas are 
true and justv and most of them new,. 2s criticism. But they associate 
a diminishina idea with the Poems which followt as having beon written 
fcr 
Experiment on the public taste, more than having sprung 
(as Ithey must have 
done)-from living and daily circumstances'. (Lettersp , Lucasit2,10. 
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Wordsworth has, of courzat made hi. - own age, and Townshend is 
responding to ideas which Wordsworth had helped to establish. 
This is shown when he rejects Wordsworth's assumption that it 
had long been accepted that an author is supposed "by the act 
of writing in verset to make a formal engagement to gratify 
certain known habits of association"o and claims instead that 
the poet's task is to produce something new -'to be a creator 
indeed'. Like Coleridge, Townshend forgets that what was 
commonplace by 1817 and 1829 needed detailed justification in 
1800. 
His exalted view of the poet is matched by his conception 
of the nature and function of poetry. This is shown in the 
latter part of the articlev where he attacks what is perhaps the 
most suspect part of the Preface - Wordsworth's claim that there 
is no essential difference between the language of poetry and 
prose. Townshend believes that there is a difference on two 
counts: 'in the cast of thoughts, and the nature of the language'. 
He also argues that the rhythms of prose are different to those of 
. poetry# and 
issues the timely reminder that unfortunately 'such 
prose as most resembles poetry is not, cood'. But he claims 
that the main difference between the 'two-lies in 'the imaginative 
use of languagelp and suggests that this explains the difference 
between Wordsworth's own poetry and prose. He recognizes the 
artificial nature of the poet's argument when he suggests that 
Wordsworth attacks poetic diction as it is called rather than as 
it really is. He goes on: 
[Wordsworth] has attacked a poetic diction founded on a 
mechanical abuse of language. I wish to uphold a poetic 
diction founded on the imaginative use of language... j461) 
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-P All this ccincides AtAirly closely ir. rith Coleridge's arguments in .1 JV 
the BiograRhiat and perhaps a similar influence underlies a neat 
piece of practical criticism involving Shakspeare, Gibbon, and 
Wordsworth's own poetry, with which Townshend proves his point 
that 'Poetry can speak what Prose hath no voice to utter'. 
Not surprisingly Townshend also disagrees with the belief 
that the poet's words I'mustp in liveliness and truth, fall far 
short of that which is uttered by men in real life". on the 
contrary, bearing in mi4, d Wordsworth's own claim for the poet of 
greater sensibility and awareness of human natureq it is obvious 
that 
The poet is a man in real life, and a poet beside; 
and therefore he can feel not only as a manp but 
can# as a poet, Cive a more faithful utterance to 
what he feels. 
(462) 
Townshend spends even less time in dismissing Wordsworth's 
explanations of why he chose to write in verseg particularly 
the lame suggestion that metre somehow averts the danger of 
painful emotion becoming too excessive. As Townshend somewhat 
acidly points out: 
One should have thoughtv that with all the precautions 
which Wordsworth has taken to keep his writings clear 
of all "gross and violent stimuluslIp with his choice of 
"low and rustic" subjects, and adherence to "the real 
language of men", there could be no "danger that the 
excitement should be carried beyond its proper bounds". 
(462-3) 
Townshend's discussion of Wordsworth's use of low and 
rustic life is also of importance. He objects to Wordsworth's 
theory on two grounds: he believes that 'a true poet finds the 
same passions in every sphere of lifev and makes them speak a 
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plain and emphatic language by his own artiv and also that 
To support life is the great object of the poor, and 
this object absorbs their powers, blunts their 
sensibilitiesq and confines their ideas to one track 
of association. 
(456) 
Like most contemporary critics Townshend accepts the associationist 
basis of Wordsworth's thinking# but he is challenging the poet's 
idealization of low and rustic life. Although his own co=ents 
on the poor are as limiting as this idealizationp he does not 
seem to be guilty of the kind of class prejudice that we saw at 
work in earlier reviews. He is at his most perceptive when he 
argues that in claiming that in low and rustic life Othe passions 
of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms 
of nature- Wordsworth is simply casting 'the lines of his own 
mind over [Naturels] whole sphere'. He is one of the few 
contemporary criticsq apart from Lambo to recognize the properly 
subjective basis for Wordsworth's use of nature and low and rustic 
life. 
Not all of Townshend's first article is as good as this might 
suggest: his unfavourable comments on "The Idiot Boy"; his assertion 
that Wordsworth writes well in spite of his theories; and the 
claim that Wordsworth's originality lies only in his declaration 
of intent are all extremely conventional. But his article is 
important for its detailed examination of the Preface, since in 
thisp with the indirect help of the Biographial he reveals the 
inconsistencies of many of Wordsworth's theories. He never realizes, 
howeverl that many of the impulses underlyine the Preface are 
those which have made his own thinking-possible. 
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Townshend's second article attempts to consider with 
what success Wordsworth has illustrated his theoriest and in 
doing so it considers three major issues: Wordsworth's lack of 
popularity; his failure to adhere to what Townshend considers 
to be the best parts of his theories; and his insistence on 
following the worst aspects of them. The article as a whole 
is remarkable for its defence of what might be termed 'the simple 
Wordsworth' (in John Danby's sense rather than Byron's), and its 
refusal to indulge in the kind of class prejudice found in other 
reviews. Although some of Townshend's arguments are suspect, both 
logically and in regard to Wordsworth's work itself, one can only 
admire the way in which he consistently refers them both to 
Wordsworth's prose and poetry. 
He begins by considering a central paradox: why is Wordsworth 
unpopular when he considers popularity to be the touchstone by which 
his poems must be judged? Unlike other critics Townshend does 
not blame Wordsworth's choice of subject matter nor his aim to 
give "immediate pleasure to a human being, possessed of that 
information which may be expected of himt not as a lawyer, a 
physiciant a mariner, an astronomerp or a natural philosopher, but 
as a man". On the contraryt he sees these as some of Wordsworth's 
greatest strengths, and claims that the popularity of "We Are Seven"t 
"Susan Gray". and "The Pet Lamb" shows that 'to write naturally 
on common subjects rather ensuresp than forbidsp a numerous 
audience'. He argues instead that unfortunately Wordsworth has 
'not generally written in a 
ýuman 
or natural mannerlp and he 
comments: 
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As I once before observed, the simplest ballads, 
detailing the commonest inc, identst have been most inwoven with the hearts of mens and have been 
laid up in the memories of all,, while Milton has 
been quietly laid on the shelf. And why? Because 
neither science nor learning, nor even high poetical 
feel 
' 
ing, is required for the comprehension of 
theiso To be a human being is the sole qualification. The very lowest of the vulgar are not. bad judges of what 
is true to nature. 
(595) 
This last thought and the willingness to refer to Milton and 
ballads in the same paragraph are very far removed from the 
comments of earlier reviewers who invoked the ballad and its - 
readers only as a means of ridiculing Wordsworth. 
The conclusion that Townshend arrives at is a startling 
. one: 
if Wordsworth had 'always sung,... in simple and natural 
languaget he might have been secure of imparting more than 
common pleasure to all who had hearts*to feel or minds toý think'. 
Wordsworth's failure to do so, Townshend believes, results from 
two faults; his characters only rarely use the real language of 
men; and when they do so it is often a peculiarly unfortunate 
selection of human. 
_speech. 
In arguing this Townshend quite 
readily accepts the principle that good poetry can result 
from using "a selection of the real language of men, in a state 
of vivid sensation'19 and he quotes Shakespeare as Proof of this. 
Unfortunately Wordsworth's attempts all too often result in 
'a patched and piebald dialect' since he mixes poetic diction with 
humble phraseology, and Townshend prefers one or other to the 
effect achieved by Wordsworth which all too often resembles 
1. Townshend is possibly remembering the lines from 1111art Leap - Well" in which the poet expresses his intention of piping 'a simple 
song to thinking hearts'. If sov it is further evidence of his 
impressive familiarity with Wordsworth's poetry. 
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'embroidery upon packthread'. Examples from The Wagmnorl, 
"The Idiot Boy"# and Peter Bell are given to show how Wordsworth 
$fails to work in the reader's mind a conviction that such words 
were really uttered under such circumstances'; Shakespeare is 
again used to prove how ordinary language can be employed and 
'yet the poet speaks in all'; and Wordsworth is taken to task 
for not using "throughout, as far as is possible, a selection 
of language really used by men" (Townshend'sitalics). Townshend 
believes that all too often Wordsworth 'misses the grace of 
simplicity, and at the same time loses the advantages of a loftier 
diction'. 
But as well as attacking Wordsworth for this kind of 
inconsistency, Townshend also argues that the poet has not 
kept faith with his intention Of using common language "purified 
from what appears to be its real defectst from all lasting and 
rational causes of dislike or disgust". The result of this 
is that on occasions Wordsworth's fears are justified and his 
poetry does suffer "from arbitrary connexions of feelings and 
ideas with particular words and phrases". Like Jeffreyp Townshend 
is using associationist theoryt but not simply as a stick with 
which to beat the poet. His aim is to strike some kind of balance 
between Wordsworth's theory and practice: 
I am far from calling Wordsworth a chi]: Esh writer; 
but it must be owned that he sometimes writes 
childishly. (599) 
None the lessp Townshend has"taken Wordsworth to task not because 
he believes that the poet's theories about the use of the real 
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language of men and the choice of common subjects are wrong, but 
because Wordsworth has not applied them with sufficient thoroughness 
and rigour. In doing so Townshend comes closer to defending the 
controversial form and subject matter of Wordsworth's ppetry than 
any other critic writing in the major periodicals. 
He continues his article by examining the proposition 
that Wordsworth has boen betrayed into absurdities by trying 
to fulfil those parts of his theories which are untenablev and 
here he appears to be much more conventional. His main objection 
is to Wordsworth's claim that "feeling... gives importance to the 
action and situations andibt-the action and situation to the feeling". 
The resulto in Townshend's eyesp is that either the poet in 
trusting to feeling allows the presence of elements which degrade 
or ridicule that feeling, owing to the overpowering force of 
association- or that in giving feeling importance not warranted F 
by the action and situation he uses language and illustrations 
quite out of keeping with it. In other words, the poet 1hast in 
the first case, derived low subjects from lofty feelings; in the 
secondp he has deduced lofty feelings from low subjects'. Either 
way the result is incongruityt and in his disapproval of this 
Townshend seems very close to the attitudes of Jeffrey and his 
followers.. 
This becomes even more apparent when he provides examples 
of how Wordsworth has 'derived low subjects from lofty feelings'. 
The poem he chooses to attack is "The Idiot Boy"# and the following 
remark seems to belong to an earlier decade: 
Reallyp such compositions as these seem to be published 
as experiments to ascertain rather the quantum of mankind's 
credulity, than any important fact. (602) 
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Other jokes are made at the poem's expense, and Townshend 
concludes that maternal love is brought into disrepute and 
the feeling smothered by 'the overpowering comicality of the 
action and situation'. Peter Bell and "Goody Blake and Harry 
Gill" are also criticized: of the fir3t we are asked 'how 
can we shake with any passion, but that of laughter'; and in 
the second Wordsworth is accused of failing to illustrate 'his 
own darling powerl Imagination' since that 'he has fallen, 
over, dazzled in the attempt to illustrate her divine energies# 
most persons will acknowledge# who read the tale of "Goody Blake 
and Harry Gill"'. Admittedly "The Idiot Boy" has been regarded 
as a failure more often than not and Peter Bell is not much readt 
but Townshend's retreat into a conventional and derisive attitude 
towards these poems is a falling off from his earlier comments. 
However, in considering the reverse aspect of his 
argumentp that Wordsworth has 'deduced lofty feelings from low 
subjects'# Townshend again shows himself to be a perceptive critic. 
He censures Wordsw_orth's supporters for claiming so ecstatically 
that their poet 'glorifies the meanest subjectt and turns all 
he touches (even pots and kettles) into goldIt and asks if there 
is not as much danger in ', dignifying what is base, as in debasing 
what is dignified? ' He is worried that in attempting to give 
common incidents and situations "a certain colouring of imagination, 
whereby ordinary things should be presented to the mind in an 
unusual way" Wordsworth only succeeds in the latter.. and he 
suggests that this-and other errors may well result from the 
fact that the poet 'feels intenselyp and he gives an over-importance 
to his own particular feelings.... This is not simply a 
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reiteration of Jeffrey's argumentp and in suggesting that a 
poet has a responsibility to ensure that what interests him 
also interests his readers Townshend quotes Wordsworth's owi 
fear that in "giving to things a false importanceg, sometimes 
from diseased impulsest I may have written upon unworthy 
subjects". Townshend believes that he hasp and that he has 
done so because he 'does not go out of himself sufficiently 
to see things in their due proportion'. Throughout his 
articles Townshend shows himself a little impatient with 
Wordsworth's egotismt and at times this seems to endanger 
I his awareness of the importance of self in Wordsworth's poetx7 
(in his first article he wrote of how in describing "the 
beautiful and permanent forms of nature" Wordsworth was in 
fact casting 'the lines of his own mind over its sphere'). 
Townshend's fear is that if Wordsworth becomes too self-centred 
he will lose his sense of proportion and so destroy the very 
effect for which he is striving: 
This over-importance which Wordsworth gives to his 
slightest sensationst produces in his writings a 
solemnity about triflesp a seriousness and energy 
in little thingsp which bears the appearance (I 
believe the appearance only) of affectation - very 
destructive to the simplicity which he desires 
should characterise his compositions. 
(606) 
Townshend also argues that if 'a due regard to proportion be 
essential to produce the pleasure which the mind takes in her 
perception of things' it is equally necessary that 'there should 
be differences and shades of degree in our raptures; a daisy 
should not impart the same elevation of feeling as a cloud-canopied 
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mountaing and a man must be near-sighted indeed who can pore 
upon the one, while the other is towering above him@" Certainly 
9% Townshend has failed to appreciate the glory of Wordsworth's 
near-sightedness, and he can only describe the last two lines 
of the Immortality Ode as 'very pretty'. And yet some sense 
of proportion is obviously not amiss. 
1 
If Townshend dismisses 
some very fine poems in his search for such a sensep be at 
least has Wordsworth's sanction for the search in the first 
place# as he reminds us by yet again quoting Wordsworth's own 
words in describing the powers of judgement needed by the poet: 
Judgment, (he says) to decide how and where# and in 
what degree, each of these faculties ought to be 
exerted; so that the less shall not be sacrificed to 
the preater; nor the gTeater, slighting the'lessp 
arrogate, to its own injury, more than its due. 2 
(69) 
Part of the conclusion of Townshend's article is an attack 
11 It is a point recognized by F. R. Leavis when writing of 'Strange 
fits of passion I have known': 'It is a poem such as only Wordsworth 
could have written, and it belongs-peculiarly to its period. it 
seems-to come close to his characteristic faults# but it has his 
characteristic virtues,,,, It is completely successful, yet we feel 
that its poise is an extremely delicate, almost a precarious onep and 
our sense of its success is bound up with this feeling'. (Revaluation (1936)t 202. ] More recentlyp Stephen Prickett has written: 'Wordswortho 
for all his painstakingness, was a poet of genius rather than talente 
When he is not sublimet he is frequently trivial, sententious, and dull. 
Indeed, his peculiar genius - often seen at its best in the poems 
of Lyrical Ballads - lies in living dangerously. The strength of 
'We Are Seven' or 'An Anecdote for Fathers' is that the possibility 
of the banal is always presentt and, in these poems, it is always 
magnificently avoided'. [Wordsworth and Coleridre: Lyrical Balladst 
Studies in English Literature no. 56 (1975)9 9-J 
2. This comes from the Preface 
, 
of 1815. Townshend does not cite 
the sources of his quotations from Wordsworth's prose. 
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on Wordsworth's supporters; he clainis that a 'blind prostration 
of intellect to their idolv is indeed the chief characteristic 
of Wordsworth's proselytes's and that the essence of Wordsworthianism 
is 'that its king can do no wrong. It is the very popery of 
poetry'. The final point he makesp howevert returns to the 
central and most interesting part of the article. Again he 
quotes Wordsworthpbut this time from the. Essay Supplementary 
to the Preface of 1815: 
Proportion and congruity, the requisite knowledge 
being supposed# are subjects upon which taste may 
be trusted. It is competent to this office. 
(609) 
What is so impressive about Townshend's attempt to exercise 
his taste on these matters is that he does so whilst accepting 
the ideas which inform, L-yrical Ballads. He does not argue that 
incongruity and lack of proportion must inevitably result 
from Wordsworth's choice of diction and subject matter, but that 
the poet must exercise some discretion if he is to achieve 
the effect for which he is striving. That in itself is a remarkable 
step forward in the reception given to Wordsworth's poetry by 
the leading periodicals of his day. 
Throughout his first two articles Townshend maintains a 
high standard of critical debate: he constantly refers his 
arguments to both Wordsworth's poetry and prose, and he offers I 
a sympathetic if balanced (and admittedly sometimes limited) 
view of Wordsworth's poetry and poetic aims. It is therefore 
disappointing to find him in his third article indulging in the 
kind of practical joking found all too often in Blackwood's 
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with the result that his statements lose much of their col; oncy 
and coherence. ideas expressed in the earlier articles are 
repeatedp but the care in articulating them which is so marked 
in his earlier writing is now absent. In fact the whole 
article is so patched and piebald that one wonders, despite 
the lack of any external evidence, whether it has been written 
or reworked by other hands, 
The article begins promisingly enough by reiterating 
the belief that the substance of Wordsworth's poetry is to 
be found in those 'natural thoughts# clothed in simple language, 
(however lowly the subject, ) [which] speak at once to the heart'. 
Townshend goes on to claim# howeverp that this is an 'almost 
self-evident proposition' - he seems to forget that this was far 
from self-evident to Wordsworth's earlier critics# and nor 
does he explain how this tallies with a plea he makes later in 
the articie for a return to the poetical standards of the 
Augustans. The article then gets under way by continuing the 
attack on Wordsworth's supporters begun at the end of the 
previous article, In particular they are upbraided for their 
belief in what Townshend mockingly describes as 'the Revelation': 
namelyp a certain accordancep which imaginative minds 
perceive when, shutting out the clamour of the world, 
they listen to Nature's still small voicet between the 
external universe, and the internal microcosm of man; 
a purifying influence exerted through the medium of 
visible objects upon the invisible mental powers)- 
a sort of anima mundi pervading all that is; -a 
sublime harmony between the natural and moral creation. 
(774) 
In itself this is not a bad description of Wordsworth's aims# 
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and the last point is similar to Lamb's in his review oil 
The Excursion when he talked of that 'scheme of harmonies' 
which existed 'between the external universe and what within 
us answers to it'. Unfortunately Townshend follows his 
comments with the remark that such an attitude 
isp in short# the quakerism of philosophy, the 
transcendentalism of poetry; a something between 
the abstractedness of Plato, and the unction of 
Madame Guion. 
(774) 
This is very much akin to the prejudice against religious 
enthusiasm of any kind which Jeffrey employed in his attacks 
on Wordsworthp and it paves the way for some extremely. 
unsympathetic comments on 'My heart leaps up' and the Immortality 
Odeq which in turn lead on to the 'practical joke' -a 
description of a party of Wordworthians who read the poet's work 
in a mist of reverential incomprehensibility. However 
typical of Blackwood's, t and it is handled competently enough 
to suggest that the author was not unused to writing in this 
manner, it is certainly not worthy of Townshend. Criticisms 
made in the course of this passage resemble some of Townshend's 
earlier remarks but lack any real shape or form. 
Having attempted to show that 'A praying Quakerg a 
preaching Whitfieldianp is nothing to a spouting Wordsworthian', 
Townshend, if he is indeed the authort goes on to discuss 
The Excursion. Although he acknowledges the beauty of isolated 
passages, he believes that 'the ground work is a mistakep and 
the executiong on the whole, a failure'. One criticism, in 
particularp seems out of keeping with his earlier comments. 
In attacking tho choice of the Pedlar as the hero of the poem 
he seems to be guilty of the class prejudice-dioplayed by 
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Jeffrey and others of which he seemed relatively free in his 
first two articless 
If a Burnst or a Chattertonp be a miraclet a production 
of nature out of the ordinary course of her creation; 
ifq by possibilityp once in a centurys a low-born man 
reaches to high attainments by native vigour of 
intellect - why choose the solitary instance on which 
to found a poem of human interest - why make a pedlar 
utter reflections which are only to be found in the 
mind of a Wordsworth? 
(780) 
Townshend then moves on to consider Wordsworth's 
relationship to his own age and his standing in comparison 
with other poets. Whilst allowing that 'the taste of the 
agep about the period when Wordsworth published his first 
poems# was far gone from naturelp, he believes that Wordsworth 
has gone to the other extreme* Thomson and Burns had reduced 
nature to her simplest garments but Wordsworth strips her naked, 
and by going to such indecent lengths he has shown himself 
to be 'less a moulding spirit of the age, than a perverted 
production of it'. A great deal of time is then spent in 
Justifying this extremely limiting judgement; Wordsworth's 
lack of popularity is again referred to, but without the 
understanding and insight displayed in Townshend's second 
article. Wordsworth is then offered the consolation that even 
if he is neither as popular nor as talented as Byron he is at 
least the better man: 
If Wordsworth cannot justly be ranked (as his 
worshippers rank him) the first Genius of the 
age, still, his lower station on the fair hill 
of Virtue is more enviable than that of others 
on the lightning-shattered pinnacle of Vice. 
(781) 
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None the less,, this does not excuse Wordsworth's egotism# and 
we are reminded that 'Self-praise isp of all modes of self- 
aggrandisementp the least graceful# and the most impolitic'. 
It is suggested that this 'spirit of self-admiration has made 
Wordsworth overrate the effects which his poetry has produced 
on the age' and that whilst attempting to encourage a taste 
for simplicity he has only managed to appear 'grotesque which 
is quite opposite to being simple'. In fact, and this is again 
an echo of Jeffreyt Wordsworth's path to fame has been by way 
of inconsistency and strangeness, and whilst attacking former 
poetic abuses he has been instrumental in introducung new ones. 
In particular, his love of singularity is shown by his desire 
to classify his poems under various headings, and Townshend is 
moved to cry 'Away,, then, with the theory# and with half the 
poems founded on the theory'. 
The conclusion that is drawn from all this is that neither 
in his theory nor in his illustrations of it can Wordsworth 
be seen as an original genius. Although, in his own words, he 
has often "done well what is worthy to be done" he has never 
accomplished what"was never done before". Townshend believes 
that Scott, Southey, Crabbe and Byron have accomplished many of 
Wordsworth's aims as well if not better than hop and although 
Wordsworth fulfils Madame de Stael's definition of genius as 
'enthusiasm acting upon talent' he has no claims to complete 
originality. Townshend's judgement is thus a limited but still 
a surprisingly generous one: 
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Now, I do not think that Wordsworth is first of any 
class; but I do think that he 3xcels sufficiently in 
what belongs to two or three-classest to be entitled (if we look to his best performances) even a great 
wri 
. 
ter. 
(784) 
Although Townshend. has arrived at this Judgement by a 
prolix and ill-defined route, oddly out of keeping with his 
earlier precise thinking# it is not altogether at odds with 
his earlier comments. Elements of those earlier arguments 
reappear although they are not underpinned by quite such 
rigorous reference to textual evidence. Howeverg even the 
description of the Wordsworthian walking-party could perhaps 
be forgiven if the article finished at this point. Unfortunately 
it does not, and Townshend goes on to make some extremely 
silly comments. Not the least of these is a suggestion that 
Wordsworth possessed no style of his own as is shown by the 
lack of continuity between Descriptive Sketches and Lyrical 
Ballads: 
At one leapq he passed from the extreme of melodious 
ornament to the extreme of harsh simplicity; and by 
the rapidity of the transition proved that he possessed 
no native originality of expression. 
(785) 
If this is not sufficientg he continues: 
It is rather singular that Wordsworth's later poems 
have sided round to the opinion of the worldp and 
that they approach nearer in style to his early 
productions. They are less startlingr less incongruoust 
- more ornate, more latinized than those in his 
middle manner. (785) 
The inference seems to be that this early manner is preferable# 
and this must raise doubts as to whether these words were written 
by the same man who so carefully differentiated between 
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simplicity and affectation, and who talked of Wordsworth's 
poetry in terms of 'natural thoughtss clothed in simple language'. 
Similar doubts are raised by the extraordinary suegestion 
that all Wordsworth's poetic activity has been motivated by a 
search for popularity: 
Wordsworth sought popularity, in his first publication, 
by accommodating his style to the then prevailing taste. 
This gained him nothing. He was overlooked amongst the multitude of comPor=ists. He then bore boldly up 
against general opinion, raised up a host of hatersp 
and consequently another host of defenders, and chafed 
himself into notice .... At presentp since the human mind 
must ever be uneasyp while evn one Mordecai sits in the 
gate# his object is to conciliate his literary enemies# 
yet still to retain his literary friends - an objectv 
I fearp unattainable. 
(785-6) 
Such an accuation really nullifies the rest of the article. 
Townshend returns to the question of the inequality of 
Wordsworth's poetry arising from the poet's lack ofa sense 
of perspective and proportion# and again a sense of hostility 
is apparent. The clue to the approach and attitude taken in 
the latter half of the article comes in the concluding paragraphs: 
Wordsworth is denied a place alongside Shakespeare, Miltong Pope$, 
Thomson, Gray, Collins and Burns because of the inconsistency 
and inequality of his style and because of the failure of his 
major work The Excursion, The earlier praise of the simple 
Wordsworth is forgottenp and the underlying reason for the 
attack on Wordsworth made apparent when Townshend writes: 
In this day, when the correct and classical models 
of poeticAcomposition are not only deserted, but 
contemned, - when Pope is looked upon as a mere 
heartless versifier, and when a place beside Milton 
is gravely demanded for Wordswortht there is great 
need that such questions [as to the relative merit 
of major poets] should be calmly and impartially 
discussed. 
(788) 
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As the article progresses the author becomes increasingly intent 
on defending Augustan concepts of poetz7: thus the belief 
expressed at the beginning that 'natural thoughts, clothed in 
simple language, (however lowly the subjecto) speak at once 
to the heart' changes to the . -tatcment that 'Good writing 
has but one mistress - Naturet who is the same in all, however 
variously she may arrange the folds of her decorative mantle.. *. '; 
hence the preference for Descriptive Sketches rather than 
lyrical Ballads,; and so the accusation that Wordsworth's only 
interest is in his own popularityp and that to rank him with 
the greatest poets would somehow undermine the commonwealth 
of letters. Given this# the final assertion that whilst 
'Wordsworth cannot be classed amongst our highest authors... 
he mayq nevertheless, fairly claim to be associated with the 
band of true poets in general' seems more than a little hollow. 
Whilst Townshend's defence of 'the correct and classical 
models of composition' seems the most plausible explanation for 
the nature and severity of some of his remarks, it is not 
altogether a convincing explanation. Possibly the article is 
indeed someone else's work, or has been amended and reconstructed 
by another hand (the account of the Wordsworthian walking-party 
certainly bears the marks of an interpolation). Whatever the 
reasons# the article as a whole is extremely disappointing. 
Townshend's final article is much better: it displays 
again the fundamental sympathy with Wordsworth's poetry that 
we found in the first two, and there is a return to the close 
scrutiny of individual poems. Townshend's purpose is to 
praise Wordsworth, and to show that the poet 'is not generally 
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admired, only becauze he is not genorally known'. In 
attempting to fulfil this purpose Townshond's aims are extensive: 
It will be my endeavour to prove, by appropriate 
extracts from Wordsworth's poems, that he has 
displayed great powers of description, in the 
first Placep of external nature; secondly, of 
nature as connected with some internal passion, 
or moral thought, in the heart and mind of man; 
thirdIV, of human appearance, as indicative of 
human character# or varieties of feeling. I 
shall also attempt to sliewt that lie has manifested 
an ability to move the affections by means of 
simple pathos - that he has occasionally attained 
a chaste and classical dignity - that he has 
successfully illustrated religious and moral 
truthn; andt finallyt that lie has brought the 
sonnet - that difficult vehicle of poetic 
inspiration - to its highest possible pith of 
excellence. 
(895) 
It is no small tribute to Townshend that he mara6es to succeed 
on nearly all these counts. 
In considering the first of these, Wordsworth's success 
in describing external nature# Townshend displays some intuitive 
insights into Wordsworth's poetrys When praising some 
lines from "A Thanksgiving Ode"t he notes that the allusion 
to 'storms gone by' 
heightens without disturbing the universal repose# 
and connects the troublous soul of man with the 
serene aspect of nature - the memory of the past, 
with the enjoyment of the present - earth with heaven, 
in a very happy and beautiful manner. 
(896) 
Thent after praising Wordsworth for being the first poet to 
describe mountain scenery with sensitivity and skillf he adds: 
[Wordsworth] is not the first descriptive poet, but# 
it must be confessed, that he is the first descriptive 
poet of his order. He has given "a local habitation 
and a name" to the subtle essences of the elements; 
he has given a voice to storms and torrents* 
(897) 
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He follows this with a discussion of word colour and sound 
which shows that his comment is not mere rhetoric. 
He is nearly as good when proving his second proposition; 
that Wordsworth has successfully exhibited 'Nature in 
connexion with some internal passionp or moral thoughtp in 
the heart and mind of man' . He writes imaginatively and 
sensitively of a passage from The Excursion, and he praises 
'Nutting' and the skating episode from The Prelude (which 
first appeared as a fragment in the edition of Wordsworth's 
poems of 1815). Unfortunatly this last poem leads him into 
a lengthy piece of moralizing, but he never loses touch with 
the poem itself. 
Townshend again chooses the right poems in demonstrating 
Wordsworth's ability to describe human appearance as 
indicative of human character. He praises the descriptions 
of Peter Bell and Farearet (fron the first book of The Excursion) 
and his response to the latter again shows the quality of 
his critical insight. This is again demonstrated when he 
moves on to consider the part 'simple pathos' plays in 
Wordsworth's poetry. We have already seen how he approaches 
this in his earlier articles, and how it led him to adversely 
criticize both gThe Idiot Boy" and "Harry Gill and Goody Blake". 
Now# howeverg he is very much more enthusiastic. Although his 
praise of "The Forsaken Indian Woman" is a little misplacedp 
his defence of the Lucy poems (including the last line of 'She 
dwelt among thl untrodden ways') is one of his greatest triumphs. 
He also praises "The Childless Fatherllp "Lucy Gray", "We Are Seven" 
andthe story of "Ruth": 
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Every word zeems to fall naturallir into its right 
places and the rhyme appears to be lens a preparation 
of arts, than a necessax-j consequence of the diction. 
(905) 
What higher praise could Wordsworth have asked for? 
I Townshend balances this praise of Wordsworth's 'simple pathos' 
with an account of him as a religious and moral poet. He 
first shows how in the sonnet 'Milton! thou. shouldst be living 
at this hour' and in "Ode to Duty" Wordsworth is capable of 
of commanding a chaste and severe classical dignityp and then 
goes on to praise "Resolution and Independence" since it 
shows how Wordsworth has drawn 'from the simplest elementso fine 
imagery and a noble moral'. The initial reference to the sonnet 
and the ode is important since it prepares the way for the 
praise of "Resolution and Independence" by separating it from 
the more simplet and hence more contentiousp poems. 
Finallyp Townshend layishes considerable praise on 
Wordsworth's sonnets, and in doing so says some interesting things 
about the nature of the sonnet itself. He refuses to consider 
the claims of Bowles and Charlotte Smith as sonneteersp since 
their work really consists Of 'pretty songs# or pathetic elegies': 
The sonnets of Shakespeare and Milton Chowever admired 
by the few) have never been popular, because they address 
themselves to the understanding as well as the heart, 
to the imagination rather than to the fancy* Of this 
stamp are the sonnets of Wordsworth. They may therefore 
fail to 
, 
delight the popular palate.... but they will be 
dear to the lovers of original excellence as long as 
any thinking minds can be found in the community. (907-08) 
The praise that follows is excessive, but Townshend's appreciation 
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of the form demonstrates his literary intelligence. 
In summing upt having stressed that Wordsworth 'is all 
over poetical feelinge A poet he was bornt and a poet he 
will diet, Townshend refers again to Byron. Unlike his comments 
in his third article# these stress Byron's debt to Wordsworthq 
and warn that those who praise Byron at Wordsworth's expense 
are often paying unconscious homage to the latter. But 
Townshend is now faced with having to substantiate his claim 
that whilst a great poet Wordsworth cannot be ranked high amongst 
the band of true poets in general. He reiterates his arguments 
that the lack of 'any one great, originalg and consistent work' 
and the inequality and singularity of much of the poetry bars 
Wordsworth from the 'summit of famelt but he then ennumerates 
his many strengths: 
,,, the variety of subjectst which Wordsworth has 
touched; the varied powers which he has displayed; 
the passages of redeeming beauty interspersed even 
amongst the worst and dullest of his productions; 
the originality of detached thoughts scattered 
throughout works, to which, on the whole# we must 
deny the praise of originality; the deep pathosp 
and occasional grandeur of his lyre; the real 
poetical feeling which generally runs through its 
many modulations; his accurate observation of 
external nature; and the success with which he blends 
the purest and most devotional thoughts with the 
glories of the visible universe.... (910) 
The spurious distinction between a great and a true poet disappearsp 
and Townshend. finds himself testifying to the unquestionable 
greatness of Wordsworth's poetr7. 
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Coleridae 
Indfgnation is perhaps the predominant emotion provoked 
by the reviews of Colerid&'s work; both in the luckless author 
himselfl and in the modern reader when faced with much that is 
obviously the product of prejudice and malice. The first review 
appeared in the Quarterly and was of Remorse. 
I 
Written by the 
author's nephew, J. T. Coleridge, 'it was angrily dismissed by his 
uncle: 
In the Quarterly Review of the Remorse (delayed till 
it could by no possibility be of the least service 
to me, & the compliments in which are as senseless & 
silly as the censures - every fault ascribed to it 
being either no improba[billity at all, or from the 
very essence & end of the Drama no dramatic 
Improba bi]lityg without noticing any of the real 
Faults 
land 
there are many glaring and one or two' 
deadly Sins) in the Tragedy) - in this Review I am 
abused, & insolently reprovedp as a man, with reference 
to my supposed private Habits, for not publishing .... 
2 
Coleridge was always incensed by any reference to his failure to 
write and'publish morev'and this probably accounts for his reaction.. 
Certainly on this occasion his anger seems misplaced, since the 
overall tone of the. review is conciliatory if a little circumspect. 
Some extremely interesting general statements about the Lake poets 
are mixed up with more conventional and biased commentst but the 
remarks about Remorse seem well-founded and certainly point out 
the most obvious of those glaring and deadly sins of which Coleridge 
seemed so aware. 
The general remarks about the Lake school occur at the 
co=encement of the review. -_ 
The reviewer begins by suggesting 
1. QRt xi (April, 1814)t 177-90. 
2. letters, Griggs, 111,532. 
I. 
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that the way in which the ideas of the Lakers are 'cursorily 
scattered through volumes of miscellaneous poetry' is a major 
obstacle to their successp since this prejudices the reader 
who often 'proceeds nearly through the booko still ignorant of 
its characteristic feature; his vanity is mortified# and 
forgetting that his ignoran ce should in justice prevent his 
forming any judgment, he suffers it to be the very groundwork 
of his condemnation'. This comment is probably meant as a mild 
hit at Jeffrey, and it certainly it helps to establish the 
reasonable tone of the review. Howevert J. T. Coleridge appears 
not to be as well-informed as lye is well-intentioned, as shown 
by his remark that 'we lament that no one of them [i. e. the Lake 
poets] should have stated briefly and plainly to the public the 
nature of their poetical theory' since this appears to ignore 
the existence of the Preface to, Lyrical Ballads, unless Coleridge 
feels that-it fails to meet his criteria of brevity and clarity. 
One of the most interesting parts of the review comes 
howevert when Coleridge attempts a general definition of the 
Lakers' poetic theory himself. He notes their 'profound 
admiration' of Shakespeare and Miltoný and then writes: 
This admiration was not of the kind which displays 
itself in the conventional language of criticism; 
it was real, -practical and from the heart; it led 
to ceaseless study, to imitation of its objects. 
Analysing by metaphysical aids the principles on 
which these. great men exercised such imperial sway 
over the human heart,, they found that it was not so 
much by operating on the reason as on the imagination 
of the reader. We mean that it was not so much by 
argument, or description, which the reason acknowledged 
to be true, as by touching some cord of association 
in the mind, which woke the imagination and set it 
instantly on a creation of its own. (178) 
I. 
9 
0 
Equally interestingt and even more specifically related to the 
Lake poets' pra6ticep is J. T. Coleridge's comment on their attitude 
s 
to natural iscenery: 
They are not the tasteful admirers of naturet nor the 
philosophic calculators on the extent of her richest 
and the wisdom of her plans; they are her humble worshippers. 
In her silent solitudesy on the bosom of her lakes, in 
the dim twilight of her forestst they are surrendered-up 
passively to the scenery around them, they seem to feel 
a power, an influence invisible and indescribablet which 
at once burthens and delightsp exalts and purifies the 
soul. All the features and appearances of nature in 
their poetical creed possess a sentient and intellectual 
being, and exert an influence for Good upon the hearts 
of her worshippers. 
The way in which he points out that such poets are not Itanteful 
admirers' nor 'philosophic calculators' but writers who combine a 
strong emotional response to nature with an awareness that it is 
both animated and morally purposive is particularly impressive* 
Unfortunately he somewhat mars this by his next comment that in. 
'this school. -their ver7 excellences are carried to excessle 
This is very much more conventionalp and is typical of the 0 
circumspection that is present throughout the review* Coleridge, 
in factp has already suggated that in the case of the Lakers: 
the habitual examination of their own feelings tends 
to produce in them a variation from nature almost 
amounting to distortion. The slight and subtle workings 
of the heart must be left to play unobservedq and 
without fear of observationt if they are intended to 
play freely and naturally; to be overlooked is to be 
absolutely restrained. The man who is for ever 
examining his feetp as he walks, will probably soon 
move in a stiff and constrained pace; and if we are 
-constantly on the watch to discover the naturet order# 
and cause of our slightest emoiions, it can scarcely 
be expected that they will operate in their free course 
or natural direction. (180) 
Coleridge finds ihis particularly repugnant since 'it should be 
I 
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at least a principal-object of poetry to please generally# and it 
is one of the highest boasts of genius that its strains# like the 
liturgy of our churcht are not too high for the low and simplej, 
nor yet too low for the wise and learned'. Any reference to the 
Established Church is usually a sign that the -Quarterly 
is 
210froating withIn the bounds of orthodoxy,. and Coleridge seems to 
be echoing ideas about the lack of proportion and balanco in 
the poetry of the Lake school first found in Jeffrey's reviews* 
Thus the Lakers' attitude to glow-wormsp birds-nestsg celandinesp 
and daisies too often appear Istrainedp and even fictitious', to 
the ordinary reader who thus loses 'fellowship of feeling with 
the poet' and consequently his interest in the poetry. Also the 
scontinual habit of studying these slighter emotions' leads the poet 
to concentrate on the part rather than the whole with the resultant 
1003 of contact with his readership. 
But whilst many of these coments can be traced back to 
concepts and attitudes of mind first expressed by Jeffreyp they. 
are offered without any of the rancour and hostility that we find 
in the Edinburph. Certainly the perception and intelligence of the 
comments about the function of the imagination and the Lakers' 
attitude towards Nature more than balance this. Even the silly 
comments about the depiction of women in the Lakers' poetry ('lofty 
yet meek; patient and cheerful; dutifulp affectionatep brave, 
faithful# and pious; the pillars that adorn and support the temple 
of this life's happiness') and the specific praise of Southey 
(the ýuarterlyls leading contributor and, in later yearst the chief 
advocate for Coleridge's appointment as edit6r) can be forgiven 
in the light of those earlier comments. 
The next review to appearp howeverl defies forgiveness. 
I. 
0 
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v. 
I 
2W 
12 Written by Thomas 140oret it appeared in the Edinburgh and dealt with 
Christabel, Kubla Khan., and The Pains-of Sleep. As a review it 
is worthless: there is no attempt to come to terms with Coleridge's 
poetry and the volume which contains some of his greatest poetry 
is dismissed as a thine 'utterly destitute of value. It exhibits 
from beginning to end not a ray of genius; and we defy any man to 
point out a passage of poetical merit in any of the three pieces which 
it contains'. Again Coleridge is condemned as a Lakerp but in a 
way which makes J. T. Coleridgels comments seem fulsome in comparison 
and underlines the stringency and commitment of some of Jeffrey's 
attacks. Moore can only indulge in invective of the most facile 
kind. 
At the end of the review he clearly demonstrates one of the 
reasons for his hostility towards Coleridge. He attacks Byron 
for his praise of his fellow-poett and then continues: 
And are such panegyrics to be echoed by the mean tools 
of a political factiong because they relate to one 
whose daily prose is understood to be dedicated to the 
support of all that courtiers think should be supported? 5 
If it be true that the author has thus earned the 
patronage of those liberal dispensers of bountyv we can 
have no objection that they should give him proper 
1. This review has been ascribed to both Jeffrey and Hazlitt. 
Elizabeth Schneider argues ver7 convincingly that Moore was the 
reviewer [see her articles in PNLA lxx (1955)v 417-320 and lxxvii 
(1962)9 71-60 and also KathleetMCoburn's letter in the TLS, 20-5-651. 
The attack on Byron at the beginning of the review is out of keeping 
with the EdinburphIs policy at this time (see chapter eight); this 
rules out Jeffreyt and suggests a trusted contributor whose reviews 
were not scrutinized thoroughly. Moore was a friend of Byron's by this 
time# but friendship counted for little when it came to writing reviews. 
2. tRi xxvii (Sept., 1816)s 58-67. 
3. Presumably Daniel Stuart's Courier which was pro-ministerial. 
Coleridee published a series of articles in the Courier in the autumn 
of 1816 [see D. K. Chambersp Samuel Taylor Coleridge: A 
iiorraphical StudY 
(Oxford, 1938). 277.1 which may well have appeared before the autumn 
number of the Edinburgh. 
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proofs of their gratitude; but we cannot help wishinov for 
his s4Lke, as well as our own, that they would pay in 
solid pudding instead of empty praise; and adherep at 
least in this instance, to the good old system of 
rewarding their champions with places and pensions, 
instead of puffing their bad poetry, and endeavouring 
to cram their nonsense down the throats of all the 
loyal and well affe Qted. 
(67) 
Political bias also played a major part in the other two 
reviews of Coleridge's work, both by Hazlittj which appeared in the 
Edinburahp but it is of a very different kind from that displayed 
by Moore. Moore's comments are conventional political invective# 
but Hazlitt at times offers valid and telling criticism of 
I important aspects of Coleridge's thought. 
This is particularly true of his review of The Statesman's 
I 
Manualp although the overall tone of the review is far from 
favourable. Personal disillusionment and bitterness Played a 
part in Hazlitt's response, as. Coleridge was quick to point out 
to his friends and acquaintances: I 
Meantime, Mr F. Jeffray, learning from the Examiner the 
frantic Hatred with which Mr W. Hazlitt resented and 
repaid years of more than brotherly Kindness towards 
him,, and shrewdly presuming that from I-Ir Ilazlitt's 
domestication at my fire-side he must be thoroughly 
master of all my defects and infirmities, and know better 
than most men where the knife would be likeliest to 
pierce and the wound to smart sorestt very consistently both 
with his character as a man and his functiozwas a Reviewer, 
applied to the said W. Hazlitt to review me. Me, I say: 
for the work was a mere pretext and opportunity. 
The review is undoubtedly damaging; not merely because of the 
commonplace invective of such comments as I [Coleridge] has given 
full scope to his genius, and laid himself out in absurdity', 
but because of the wit. and humour with which Ilazlitt presses home 
1. ER, xxvii (Dec. p 1816)t 444-59. 
2. The Collected Works of S. T. Coleridre: The Lay Sermons, ed. R. J. 
White (1972)p 244. It is a letter to J. G. Lock1jart on a presentation 
copy of A Lay Sermon, 
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his attack. Early in the review he complains that Coleridge's 
intended conclusions have always the start of his promises, 
- and they keep it: while he himself plods anxiously 
between the twop something like a man travelling a long, 
tiresome roadp between two stage coaches, the one of which 
is gone out of sight before# and the other neVer comes up 
with him; for Xr Coleridge himself takes care of this; 
and if he finds himself in danger of*-being overtaken# 
and carried to his journey's end in a common vehiclep 
he immediately steps aside to some friendly covertt with 
the Xetaphysical Xuse, to prevent so unwelcome a catastrophe. 
a (445) 
This has enough truth in it to be maliciously funnyt butp as J. 
Jackson warnsp 
Hazlitt writes with such spirit and clarity, and his 
target was so open to raillery on the grounds of being 
obscure and paradoxicalp that the formidable reviewer 
seems to have much the best of the encounter. 1 
But there is more to the review than witty malicep and at one point 
Hazlitt's previous admiration for Coleridge seems to break through: 
His ideas are as finely shaded as the rainbow of the 
soon upon the clouds# as evanescentt and as soon dissolved. 
The subtelty of his tactv the quickness and airiness of 
his inventiong make him perceive every possible shade and 
view of a subject in its turn; but this readiness of 
lending his imagination to every thingp prevents him from 
weighing the force of any one, or retaining the most 
important in mind. 
(447) 
The criticism of Coleridge's inability to distinguish in importance 
between the various shades of meaning are again one of the general 
criticisms levelled against the Lake school as a whole, 
Perhaps the fundamental cause of disagreement between 
Coleridge and Hazlitt lies in the-accusation that 
Our Lay-preachert in order to qualify himself for th. 0 
office of a guide to the'blindq has hoto of course, 
once thought of looking about for matters of fact.... 
Instead of enquiring into the distresses of the 
manufacturing or agricultural districts, he ascends to 
the orbits of the fixed stars, or else enters into the 
statisti 
* 
cs of the garden plot under his window, andt like 
Falstafft 'babbles of green fields'*. ** (445) 
10 Coleridge: The Critical Heritagep edo JoR. de J. Jackson (1970)p Ilo 
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In some ways this is justified and gives weight to P. P. Howe's 
comment on Hazlitt's two reviews 
1 
of The Statesman's Manual: 
If the modern reader will have some regard to the 
condition of the country in this winterg and consider 
Coleridge's manual as seriously addressed to itp he 
will not have much difficultyp I think, in admitting 
these two articles as fair political comment. 2 
But Hazlitt in his review in the. Edinburgh was being precipitate. 
It was the second Lay Sermon (1817) that Coleridge intended to be# 
in his own wordsq a pamphlet on Itemporary Politicst and especially 
on the commercial and agricultural distresses that followed the 
Peace.... I whilst The Statesman's Manual was a work of 'merely 
general and metaphysico-theological interest addressed to the 
Learned'. 3 R. J. Whitep in supporting Coleridge's statement of 
intentp even goes so far as to suggest that in A Lay Sermon 
Coleridge was "a pioneer of the modern conception of political 
economy that expands the 'dismal science' far beyond the narrow 
confines of what the Germans used to call 'Smithismus'"p and that 
the "heart of the social teaching of A Lay Sermon is to be found 
in its long and subtle advocacy of what Coleridge calls the 
enfeebled 'counter-charms to the sorcery of wealth' to right 
'the Overbalance of the Commercial Spirit'14ý- aims with which 
Hazlitt could only have concurred. 
Hazlitt's annoyance at Coleridge's apparent apathy in the 
I*. The other review appeared in the Examiner for 29 December 1816. 
It had been preceded by a review of the advertisement to The Btatesman's 
Manual (Examiner, 8 September 1816), See Jackson, 248-62t for these 
reviews; and Whitet xxxviii-xxxix, for a comment on them. 
2. P. P. Howe, The Life of William Hazlitt (1947)t 297.1) 
White, xxxviii. 
Ibid. # x1ii. a 
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faco of the i=ediate distresses of the poor undoubtedly cave 
impetus to his attack. He takes issue with Coleridge on three 
"'counts: to argue that the labouring classes should know no more 
than the Scriptures, and that it is $generally desirable' for people 
to know no more than is necessary for them to carry out their own 
Vocations. is as bad as 'the interment of [the Bible] in a dead 
-language' to which Coleridge objects at the beginning of The- 
Statesnan's Manual; that the attack on the emergence of the 
reading public only shows that 'Mr Coleridge himself is as squemish 
in guarding his Statesman's Manual from profanation as any Popish 
priest can be in keeping the Scriptures from the knowledge of the 
Laity*0091; and that Coleridgep in questioning the validity of 
miracles, is not only guilty of heresy, but seems to be suggesting 
that a pretence of belief in them might have some utility when 
addressing the lower classes. The tone and fervour of Hazlitt's 
denunciation is caught in the following passage: . 
There is something, then, worse than 'luxuriant activitylp 
- the palsy of death; something worse than occasional error# 
- systematic imposture; something worse than the collision 
of differing opinions, - the suppression of all freedom of 
thought and independent love of truthp under the torpid sway 
of an insolent and selfish domination, which makes use of truth 
and falsehood equally as tools of its own aggrandisement 
and, the debasement of its vassalsp and always must do sop 
without the exercise of public opinionp and freedom of 
conscience, as its control and counter-check. For what 
have we been labouring for the last three hundred years? 
Would Mr Coleridge, with impious handp turn the world 'twice 
ten degrees askance', and carry us back to the dark ages? 
Would he punish the reading public for their bad taste in 
reading periodical publications which he does not likep by 
suppressing the freedom of the press altogethert or destroying 
the art of printing? 
__ (450-1) 
It is difficult not to respond to this# particularly in 
Iý 
comparison with the more turgid and obscure parts of The Statesman's 
Manual. Personal antagonism, an inability to follow the more 
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subtle parts of Coleridge's thinkingt and a persuasive prose style, 
account for much of the effect of the review, but in one respect 
Hazlitt fulfils Coleridge's own definition of an honest reviewer 
- 'If he has erred# he presents his errors in a definite place 
and tangible-form, and holds the torch and guides the way to their 
detet: tion'. 
1 
Hazlitt's opposition to Coleridge is unashamedly 
politicalt but this is very different from the baseless malignity 
of Moore or John Wilson in his review of. DiopTaphia Literaria. 
Hazlitt's review is unfair in placesp and it undoubtedly had an 
adverse effect upon Coleridge's reputation; but there is a thread 
of honesty and consistency running through it which makes it far 
more interesting than most contemporary reviews of Coleridge's work. 
The same cannot be said of the reviews of the Biographia 
23 
Literaria which appeared in the Edinburgh and Blackwood's. 
Ilazlitt's review in the. Edinburph is disappointing: he makes a 
certain amount of political capital out of Coleridge's defence of 
Southeyp particularly since both men now belonged to the political 
faction which had been responsible for the early attacks upon them 
both, and also out of Coleridge's assertion that Burke could not 
be faulted for inconsistency of principle; he continues his argument, 
begun in his earlier review, that Coleridge's 'metaphysics have 
been a deadweight on the wings of his imagination - while his 
Biorraphia_Literariat ed. J. Shawcross (Oxford# 1907)t 11,85 
2. ERp xxviii (Augustp 1817)t 488-515. 
3. BDI, ii (Octobers 1817)# 3-18- 
t. 
0 / 
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imagination has run away with his reason and common sense'; and 
he agrees with Coleridge's comments on Hartley but not on Hobbes, 
and he dismisses Kant altogether. There is no attempt to discuss 
the critique of Wordsworth's poetry nor the famous distinction 
between Fancy and ImaginatiQn, although the review is remarkable 
for a long signed footnote by Jeffrey in which he refutes the charges 
made against him in the third chapter of the Biorraphiao The 
review concludes with some comments upon poetic dictiont a discussion 
of the musical element in poetry (although Hazlitt does not 
acknowledge Coleridge's own comments on this in chapter fifteen), 
and a denial of the social usefulness of poets. It is a long ands 
at times, tedious review which makes little attempt to come to terms 
with the complexities and implications of Coleridee's book. 
Wilson's review in Blackiiood's was not lacking in excitement 
or vieour, but was totally unprincipled: 
Wilson finds fault with his victim in every respeett great 
and petty. Himself co-author of the Chaldee Manuscripty 
he charges Coleridge with "indecent applications of scriptural 
language"; and in a footnote he even quotes Hunt's ENaniner 
against him. He sneers at the poet's Greek Ode at Oxf6rdt 
"which for ever blasted his character as a scholar"; at his 
gaining inspiration from Bowles' Sonnetsv poems which could 
have an effect only "upon a mind singularly weak and helpless"; 
at his (and Wordsworth's) contempt for Pope. He sneers at 
his life .... He sneers at his poetry, including Christabele 
In short, to summarize the chief sneers: not only does 
Coleridge ramble capriciously; - he possesses an inveterate 
and diseased egotism, an insane vanity; he lacks lucidity 
and consistency in his ideas; he knows less than nothing of 
Kant; he shows multitudinous political inconsistencies; he 
lacks personal dignityp and self-respect; he cannot deny 
that he ha6 abandoned wife and children. 1 
After this onslaught nothing would seem surprising, but 
1. A. L. Stroutp "S. T. Coleridge and John Wilson of Blackwood's Marazine"t 
PMLA x1viii (1933). 104-5. ====V 
t 
Blackwood's treatment of Coleridge became increasingly complicated 
and contradic. tory. 
1 Two months after Wilson's attack a letter 
appeared defending Coleridgev 
2 
and this was followed by other 
favourable references to himq although they were interspersed with 
3 
some satiric attacks including a skit on Christabel. By November 
1819 Coleridge was contributing to Blackwood's Mapazine, and apart 
from some unpleasantness created by his supposed connection with 
Leigh Hunt and the 'Cockney Schoollp he waa well treated by the 
Magazine for the rest of his life* The only article to appear after 
the attack on the Biographia Literaria which is of any interest to 
us is one by Wilson in the series on the Lake School. 
4 
Although it is obviously a favourable review# its opening 
seems to promise little to a modern reader. The brazenness with 
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which Wilson upbraids his fellow reviewers for exercising-to Coleridge's 
detriment 'those unfair, and indeed wicked artst by which the 
superficial mass of readers are so easily swayed in all their 
judgments', has only been matched in recent times by the Leavis's 
change of heart over Dickens (and that seems to be more the result 
'ý11 
1. Strout, op. cit., gives a detailed account of Blackifood's relations 
with Coleridget including details of the five contributions made by 
Coleridge to the Magazine. 
2. BMq ii (Dec. #1817)9 285-88. 
3- Strout, 106-12. 
4. BMP vi (Oct-PiM)v 3-12, This is wrongly ascribed to Lockhart 
by Jackson in his Critical Heritage volume on Coleridge. Strout 
originally gave Lockhart as the reviewer in his article in 1933* but 
changed the attribution in his bibliography. 
I. 
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of self-delusion than downright hypocrisy). Wilson echoes some of 
the usual complaintsl 61though in a somewhat attenuated form: 
unpopularity has resulted in Coleridge 'exaggerating his own 
origi nal peculiarities# [and] thus widened the breach every 
day between himself and the public'; his greatest appeal is to 
those who have heard him speak and fallen victim to 'the astonishing 
effects whichp according to every reportv his eloquence never fails 
to produce upon those to whom it is addressed'; and even the 
panegyrics have an emptiness reminiscent of Wilson's essay on 
Wordsworth. 
However, the article cLes to life with Wilson's co=ents 
on The Ancient Mariner: 
From it alonev we are inclined to think an idea of the 
whole poetical genius of Mr Coleridge might be gathered.... 
To speak of it at all is extremely difficult; above all 
the poems with which we are acquainted in any language - 
it is a poem to be felt - cherished - mused upon - not to 
be talked about - not capable of being described -analyzed 
- or criticised. It is the wildest of all the creations 
of genius - it is not like a thing of the living, listening, 
moving world - the very music of its words is like the 
melancholy mysterious breatli of something sung to the 
sleeping ear - its images have the beauty - the grandeur 
the incoherence of some mighty vision. 
(5) 
Any suspicions that this enthusiasm is not founded on a genuine 
understanding of the poem are dispelled by Wilson pointing to one 
of the central but often neglected aspects of the poem: 
But surely those who cavilled at these thingst [i. e. 
superfluity of imageryg redundant languaget and 
confused narrative] did not consider into whose mouth 
the poet has put this ghastly story. A guest is 
proceeding to a bridal - the sound of the merry music 
is already in his ears - and the light shines clearly 
from the threshhold to guide him to the festival. Ile 
is arrested on his way by an old m-ant-who constrains him 
to listen - he seizes him by the hand - that he shakes 
free - but the old man has a more inevitable spell, 
and he holds him, and will not be silent. (5) 
t 
The poem is dramatic and can only take on its full significance 
if it is recognized as such. Not only the initial statementp 
but the way in which Wilson constructs his sentences shows 
how fully he realized this. 
His sympathy with the poem is further demonstrated by 
the way in which he deals with the criticism that the events 
following the killing of the albatross are out of all proportion 
to the event itself (to hostile reviewers a typical example of the 
way in which the Lakers derived strong emotions from trivial 
causes): 
if any one will submit'himself to the magic that is 
around him, and suffer his senses and his imagination 
to be blended together, and exalted by the melody of 
the charmed words, and the splendour of the unnatural 
apparitions with which the mysterious scene is opened, 
surely he will experience no revulsion towards thý 
centre and spirit of this lovely dream. (6) 
I. 
0 
His own surrender to 'the spleridour of the unnatural apparitions' 
is shown by his praise of the stanzas describing the spectre-ships 
one of which he considers to be 'perhaps# the most exquisite 
in the whole poem'. He also quotes at length the passage 
describing the water-snakes, and recognizes their centrality to 
the poem. - His criticisms that the ballad needed to be 
'more 
interwoven with sources of prolonged emotion extending throughout, 
and that 'the relation of the imagery to the purport and essence 
of the piece' should have been closer seem more conventional 
(although 
not altogether unfounded), but are compensated for by the claim 
that 'the effect of the wild-wandering magnificence of imagination 
in the details of the dream-like story is a thing that cannot be 
forgotten. It is as if we had seen real spectresp and were forý-ever 
to-be haunted'. 
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But his response to the poem is not merely emotive. He 
goes on to px: aise the poem's conclusion but not, as one might 
expectq because of its conventional moral that 'He prayeth bestt 
who loveth best All things both great and small'. Instead he 
points out how in the ending of the poem 'The actual surface-life 
of the world is brought close into contact with the life of 
sentiment - the soul that is as much alivet and enjoys, and suffers 
as much in dreams and visions of the night as by daylight'* 
He also redirects our attention to the Mariner who now seems to 
belong to another world: Iwe do not mean a supernatural, but a 
more exquisitely and deeply natural world"(my italics). Such 
comm nts suggest a response to the poem far beyond the ability 
of most of Wilson's contemporaries. 
The discussion of Christabel is not quite so goode 
Wilson makes a false start with a little homily on the need for. 
application and hard work by the poets since 'Language is a 
material which it requires no little labour to reduce into beautýful 
f0ims.... I Howeve'rt the poem is highly praised: 
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Mr, Coleridge is the prince of superstitious poets; and 
he that does not read Christabel with a strange and 
harrowing feeling of mysterious dreadp may be assured 
that his soul is made of impenetrable stuff. 
(9) 
1. 
f 
The first part of the poem is admired for its atmosphere and truth 
of description, but particularly for the way in which the true_ 
I 
character of Geraldine is gradually revealed to the reader (including 
the incident with the mastiff ridicule'd by Moore in the Edinburith). 
It is the contrast between Geraldine's beauty and outward virtue 
and the power of evil present within her that Wilson finds so 
fascinating; but prudently he does: not try to take his discussion 
of the meaning of the poem any further. 
The article concludes with some General comments on 
Coleridge's poetry: 
In his mixture of all the awful and all the gentle 
graces of conception - in his sway of wild solitary 
- dreamy phantasies - in his music of words and magic 
of numbers - we think he stands absolutely alone among 
all the poets of the most poetical age. 
(11) 
But much more perceptivelyt he touches upon one of the essential 
characteristics of Coleridge's work: 
If there be such a thing as poetry of the senses strunp, 
to imagination - such is his. It lies in the sensepp 
but they are senses breathed upon by imagination - having 
reference to the imagizlation though they do not reach to 
it - having a sympathyt not an uniong with the imagination 
- like the beauty of flowers. In Milton there is between 
sense and imagination a strict union - their actions are 
blended into one. In Coleridge what is borrowed from 
imagination or 4ffection is brought to sense - sense is 
his sphere. 
Wilson must have been the first. critic to appreciate the extent to 
which the texture and fabric of Coleridge's verse depended upon 
the perception of the senses. 0 
. 
It is a remarkable review. Wilson's general praise of 
Coleridge's poetry is supported by a perceptive and sophisticated 
reading of The Ancient Marinerv and he displays a sympathetic 
understanding of Christabel and of Coleridge's poetic aims as a 
whole. It is a fine piece of literary criticismt b6t it was 
written by the man who savaged the Biographia Literaria. 
Blackwood's attitude to Coleridge was extraordinarily 
I. 
F 
ambivalentp as shown by Wilson's two articles and by the attacks 
which continued even after the reconciliation with the poet. 
It was also extremely complexp particularly since the Magazine 
I 
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popularized several'of Coleridge's theories despite the attack 
on the Biopraý)hia. We have seen how Townshend in 1829 used the 
second part of Coleridge's book to underpin his arguments about 
Wordsworth, but even more startling was Wilson's consistent use 
of Coleridee's distinction between Fancy and Imaoination. 
1 
That 
the periodical which so blatantly attacked Coleridge at the outset 
should act as a leading exponent of some of his major ideas# serves 
as a concluding co=ent upon the relations between Coleridge and 
his reviewers. 
d 
Southey 
Robert Southey occupies an equivocal position in any 
discussion of the periodicals of his day. Both John Hayden 
2 
and 
3 
Lionel Madden in their sensible and sympathetic accounts of the 
critical reception accorded him recognize his importance as a leading 
literary figure butt however reluctantly, admit his failings as 
a creative writer. In this there can be little disagreement with 
the judgement passed upon him by his contemporariesp and Lionel 
Madden's comment sums up both contemporary and modern attitudes: 
Southey could never absolve himself from his duty to others 
for the sake of his art. For this reason he undertook much 
arduous and soul-destroying work which inevitably dulled 
his imagination and restricted his freedom. In 1807 he 
r 
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1. See my "John Wilson and the Distinction between Fancy and Imagination"t 
Studies in Romanticism xiii (Fallp 1974)p 300-13. 
2. Haydenp. 111-23. I 
Robert Southey: The Critical Ileritatres, 'edo L. Madden (1972). 
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wrote of himselfy perhaps drawing a contrast with Coleridee: 
'No person can be more thoroughly convinced that goodreso 
is abetter thing than genius, and that genius is no excuse 
for those follies and offences which are callcd its 
eccentricities'. The sentiment is worthy and Southey's 
principles were undoubtedly noblo. No reader of his 
letters, indeedv can fail to esteem him very highly as a 
man. Nevertheless, it is clear that, by deliberately 
choosing a lil. fe of oyote-matic application and by shunning 
the exhausting excitement of imaginative involvement in 
favour of calm and dispassionate detachment, Southey effectively 
cruphed his own ambitions of major poetic achievement. 1 
Therefore, unlike Wordsvrorth and Coleridgot Southey does 
not present us with an example of a major writer severely misunderstood 
and mistreated by his reviewers. There is no clash of aesthetic 
theory, either between one periodical and another or between his 
a 
age and our ownp and there ate to be found no extremes of either 
journalistic vituperation or critical insight in the reviews of his 
work. Despite their o6casional severity of tone, the periodicals 
seem remarkablyt even suspiciouslyl fair-minded and accurate in 
their assessments of his strengths and weaknesses. Southey would 
therefore seem to be of limited interest in a study such as thisp 
but in fact he is of some considerable significance for two reasLs: 
the reviews of his work, particularly those which see him as a 
representative Laker, very clearly illuminate some of the central 
prejudices motivating the periodicals, and so help us to understand 
the background against which the reviews of Wordsworth and Coleridge 
must be placed; and Southey is also a central fig-aro in the history 
of the periodicals, To begin with this latter point. 
In the case of the Edinburgh Southey's rolc was that of an 
obdurateg fanatical# and at times formidable opponent. The 
1. Madden, 
I 
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reason for this was the obvious one: *Jeffrey's attack on Thalaba 
and the unfavourable reception he gave to Southey's other long 
-, poems. Southey was a proud and sensiiive man who was acutely 
aware of his own limitations as a poet# and as a reviewer he had 
means of retaliation eventually at hand. Before the founding of 
the 
-Quarterly, 
he refrained from open hostility wit4lthe Edinburgh, 
thanks mainly to the mediating influence of Walter Scottv although 
he refused an offer to join its ranks and instead encouraged 
Coleridge to found an opposition journal which eventually became 
transformed into the ill-fated Friend. 
1 
Once he had become a Quarterly 
reviewer he launched what Geoffrey Carnall has called 'his private 
campaign against the Edinburgh, '. 
2 
Although Southey's animosity can be 
10 J. Simmons, Southey (1945)t 125-6. 
2* G. Carnallt Robert Southey and his Apeo. The Development of a 
Conservative Min_d-'(_1_9607t 130- Certain battles and skirmishes were 
fought in the campaign: Southey's article on the Baptist mission in 
India was as much a reply to Sydney Smith's attacks on such missionaries 
in the Edinburgh as a means of testing the Ouarterly's freedom from 
Church-domination (ibid. p98-9); similarly, Southey's severe review of James Sedgewick's Hints to the Public and the Legislature on the Nature. 
and Effect of Evangelical PreachiM was prompted in part by Sedgewick's 
approving comments on Smith's articles in the Edinburgh (ibid., 130-1); 
Southey's 
I 
advocacy of Bell's system of education and his attack on 
Lancaster s also owed much to his determination to oppose the Edinburgh 
on every frontp and the pamphlet which he published entitled , 
The Originp 
Nature, and ObJect of the New System of Education (an enlargement of 
his original article in the Quarterly supporting Bell) was supposedly 
dedicated to the editor of the Edinburgh, and opened by insisting that 
its purpose was to attack the Review (ibid. r 134-5); a final example is 
Southey's abortive article on Brougham which was to be a vehicle for 
'sundry charge of small shot ready made up for Jeffrey s posteriors1p 
but Southey's friends persuaded him not to publish it 
jibid. 
t165-6). 
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accounted for to some extent on political grounds (he bitterly 
opposed the EdinburrhIs anti-war policy and its later support 
'of parliamentary reform)t the major impulse for it seems to have 
been a personal hatred of Jeffrey. After meeting Teffrey for the 
first time, he made much of his opponent's small s tature* 
I 
and 
this recurs in a letter he wrote to James Hogg in 1814: 
For myself popularity is not the mark I shoot at; if it 
were I should not write such poems as Roderick; and Jeffrey 
can no more stand in my way to famep than Tom Thumb could 
stand in my way in the street. 9- 
There are other examples of Southey's almost childish malice: he 
was incensed with Gifford for excising a reference to Balaam's 
ass in an attack on the Edinburah in his article on ParliamentarY 
Reform in 1816, and he made sure the reference was included when 
he reprinted the article in 1832.3 1 
This kind of animosity is neither surprising nor particularly 
noteworthy. What is important about Southey's reaction is that 
here we have a leading contributor to one periodical engaged in 
a personal vendetta against its rival* On a general level this 
underlines the importance of such rivalrYP andt more specifically# 
it warns us that any article or review by Southey is liable to 
distortion-because of his animus towards the Edinburgrh. Perhaps 
most interestingly of all, however, is how this illustrates the 
way in which a particularly potent bias or prejudice can overrule 
all other considerations* Geoffrey Carnall in his fine biographical 
Carnall, 100. 
2, New Letters, p Curry# iit 112, c 
3- Carnallp 221-3. ' Carnall lists the alterations made by Gifford by 
comparing the original review with the published article. It is an 
interesting example of the way in which editors tailored their 
contributors' reviews. 
I 
t. I 
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study of 230outhey points out hovr the development of what he calls 
Southey's 'co'nservative mind' was a slow and gradual process, and 
how often there was a great deal of affinity between Southey's 
political views and those of the Edinburgh. It is impossible 
to detect any such affinity'from Southey's articles and reviews 
in the Quarterlyl and therefore the distortion that results from 
his campaign against the Edinburph is particularly complex. it 
not only means that his work for the Ruarterly is not always a 
particularly reliable guide to his own thinking, it means that the 
extent. and nature of the rivalry between the two periodicals is 
open to exaggeration if one reiies on Southey's contributions 
for evidence. The extent of Southey's contributions and Gifford's 
editing of them further confuse the issue# and again warn us of the 
danger of making general statements about the periodicals, 
Of more importance than Southey the reviewer for our immediate 
purpose is Southey the reviewed. The Edinburph, insisted on classing 
him as a Lake poet. On the one hand this was obviously a disadvantage, 
and Southey complained bitterly of 'the absurdity of those critics 
who have classed together three writers so utterly unlike as 
[Coleridge] and Wordsworth and myself, for the convenience of 
abuse'. 
1 
But, on the other handt this also gave him a popularity 
(notoriety,, perhaps) which he might not otherwise have enjoyed. 
Also there is the question of just how much discomfort resulted 
from riding to fame on Wordsworth's and Coleridge's coat-tails. 
John Hayden argues that 'Jeffrey in the Edinburgh Review, t for examplev 
was much more tolerant when dealing with Southey than with Wordsworth, * 
Now Letters, t Curry, ii, 52. 
I. 
f 
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and consequently delivered much more intelligent and acceptable 
judgements'. 
1 
Jeffrey would have been hard put to it to find 
. anything 
less intelligent and acceptable than his co=ents on 
Wordsworth,, but in any case Hayden has missed the point. Southey 
was a useful ploy in Jeffrey's attack on Wordsworth and Coleridge. 
Although initially similar to Wordsworth, Southeyt particularly 
in his longer poenst was a very different kind of poet. What 
better way of proving the reasonablhess of your case than by 
Judiciously praising a poet of similar ilk to the one you are 
condemning, particularly when that poet is far less challenging and 
subversive than the real target of your attack? It is a device 
used rather more obviously by Blackwood's when it leavened its 
attack on Keats with praise of Shelley. 
The inferior quality of Southey's poetry invokedg, howevert 
I -ordsworth's a similar inferioritY of critical response. Whereas W 
poetry was often capable of discomforting a reviewer to the point 
where his critical preconceptions and convictions were seriously 
challengedp Southey's allowed those preconceptions to be glibly 
articulated. Therein lies his value to ust since the reviews of 
his poetz7 in the Edinburgh, in particular often reveal in a more 
simplistic inanner the biases and prejudices underlying the response 
to Wordsworth's and Coleridge's poetry. 
They do so in two ways. Firstly there are the Ceneral 
criticisms aimed at all the Lake poets: Southey is taken to task 
for using the ballad form; the sins of singularity, affectationt 
and lack of proportion are also laid at his door; he is accused of 
childishnesso particularly in the descriptive scenes from The Curse 
1. Hayden, 122. 
/ 
p 
of Kehara; and, the greatest sin of all, he is guilty of arrogance 
and ingratitude in not heediný the advice and remonstrationn of his 
reviewers giveng of course# more in sorrow than in anger. Some 
of the more abusive terminology employed against Wordsworth is 
also Present: the tenth section of The Curse of Kehama is described 
as 'namby-pamby'; and there is a reference in the review of The 
Vision of Judgement to 'those who aLnp, or scan in their reading 
(as they are said to do at the Lakes)'. Used with a certain 
amount of malicious cunning against Wordswortht such accusations 
took on a spurious validity; with Southey it seems very much more 
a case of breaking a butterfly-upon a wheel. 
Secondly, apart from demonstating the worthlessness of the 
I 
v 
general criticisms of the Lake poets, Jeffrey's reviews of Southey 
also illuminate the principles which provided the basis (or the 
excuse) for such an attack. As we have already seen, these primarily 
consisted of an appeal to supposedly established and generally 
agreed literary principles which the poet had offended against. 
. 
Much of the terminology employed has a neo-classical ring to it: 
Southey's poetry is accused of lacking both elegance and dignity; 
like Wordsworth, he has sacrificed the true simplicity which is 
the end of all art for that simplicity which is mere affectation 
since it denies the existence of art; no attempt is made to produce 
'just imitations of nature and human characterlt and such poetry 
can only appeal to 
I the I. Voungp the enthusiasticp and the uninstructed' 
since 'nice critics. and fastidious judges, can only condemn Southey 
and the other Lake poets; and Southey and his colleagues are taken 
to task for advocating a system 'that would teach us to undervalue 
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that vigilance amA labour which sustained the loftiness of Milton, 
and gave energy and direction to the pointed and fine propriety 
of Pope,. All this is summed up by a paragraph in the review 
of The Curse Of Kehama: 
(Southey] has come with his whistle# and his gilded book 
of fairy tales, into the assemblies of bearded men, and 
audibly undervalued all other instruments and studies. 
The kind of conceit, indeed, and arroganceg that is visible 
in this author and his associates, is still more provoking 
than their childishnessv - or-rather, is that which makes 
their childishness so offensive. While gravely preferring 
the tame vulgarity of our old ballads, to the nervous and 
refined verses of Pope and Johnson, they lay claim, not to 
indulg6nee, but to admiration; and treat almost the whole 
of our classical poets with the most supercilious neglect; 
while they speak in an authoritative tone of the beauties 
of George Wither and Henry More. With such ludicrous 
auxiliariesq they wage a desperate war on the established 
system of public taste and judgmentt - and waste their 
great talents in an attemptt the success of'which is as 
hopeless as it would be lamentablet and which all their 
genius cannot save from being ridiculous. (434)' 
Here we have the usual complaints against the Lakers clothed in the 
kind of critical terminology that I have just drawn attention top 
I 
complete with the laudatory reference to two leading Augustan poets. 
once again, however, it must be stressed that the appeal to an 
established critical code is more apparent than real. Jeffrey 
L ER# xvii (Feb., 1811), 429-65, The reviews of Southey's work 
in the Edinburgh are as follows: 
ERr i ('Oct., 1802), 63-83. Thalaba the Destroyer (F. Jeffrey) 
ERt iii (Oct-t 1803)t 109-36. Amadis de Gaul transl. (W. Scott) 
ERv iv (April, 1804), 214-30. Works of Chatterton ed. (W. Scott) 
ER9 vii (Oct -9 1805)t 1-28. Madoc 
(F. Jeffrey) 
ERv. xi (Oct-t 1807)v 31-40o Specimens of Later English Poets 
(? Henry Brugham) 
ER., xi (Jan-P 1808)p 370-90. Letters from England (F. Jeffrey) 
Ekt xvii Feb., 1811). 429-65o Curse of Kehnmq (F. Jeffrey) 
ERP xxii 
ýJan.. 
1814)t 447-54. Carmen Triumphale (? F. Je. ffrey) 
ERv xxv (Junev 1815)t 1-31. Roderick: Last of the Goths 
(F. Jeffrey) 
ERP xxvi (June, 1816). 441-49. - Carmen 11uptiale (F. Jeffrey) 
ERt xxviii (Mar., 1817). 151-74o Wat Tyler and Letter to Wm. --Smith (F. jeffrey) 
ER9 xxxv (Julyt 1821)9 422-36. A Vision of Judgment 
(F. Jeffrey) 
ERt I (Jan.,, 1830)9 528-65. Colloqu-I-e-s(T. macaulay) 
/ 
creates the impression that he is. appealing to such a code and the 
terms he empl: oys possess a spurious consistencyp but nowhere in 
the Edinburgh does he define those terms or offer a definition of 
the principles which would seem to underlie them. In his criticism 
of Wordsworth this io disguised by the conflict that takes place 
between his genuine response to the poetry and his instinctive 
consgrvatism that forces him to reject it. Since in Southey's 
case the interest and confusion that resulted from such a conflict 
is missing, the hollowness of Jeffrýyls attack on the Lake poets 
is all. too apparent. 
Such an attack was not; of course, based simply on the 
phraseology normally associated with the Augustan. critics.. The 
paragraph quoted above also demonstrates two more concrete and 
important motives for Jeffrey's attitude: his belief in popularity 
(by which he seems to mean acceptance by received critical opinion) 
as a touchstone of genius; and his dislike of the supernatural. 
The reviewer of Southey's anthology Specimens of the Later English 
Poets (probably Henry Brougham) shows himself fully aware of the 
difficulties involved in using popularity either as a test of merit 
or as a means of evaluating public tastep 
1 
but Jeffrey elevates 
popularity into a phi3rophic principle. This is seen very clearly 
in his review of Eadoc 
2 
where he writes: 
In matters of tastet however, we conceive that there are 
no discoveries to be made, any more than in matters of 
morality. The end of poetry is to please; and men cannot 
be mistaken as to what has actually given them pleasure. 
Accidental associationst indeedv may impose upon them for 
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1. ER, xi (Oct. pl8O7)9 32n. Brougham is hostile 
to Southey and echoes 
many of. Jeffrey's ideasp but he is somewhat more aware of the problems 
posed by the concept of popularity,. 
2. ' ERp'vii (Oct-P1805), 1-28. 
' 
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a seui)n, and lead them to ascribe to the genius of the poet 
an emotion which wasreally excited by the circumstances 
in wýich they perused him: but this illusion can never be 
of long duration; and the emotions which he continues to 
excite under every variation of circumstances, the 
feelings which he commands among every class of his 
readersp and continues to impress upon every successive 
geýnerationg can only be referred to that intrinsic merit, 
of which they afford indeed the sole and ultimate criterion. 
(2) 
The antonym of popularity in this sense is singularityt and Jeffrey 
sees this as the Lake poets' greatest sin. He continues: 
The ancient and uninterrupted possession of the great inheriters-of poetical reputation# must be admitted 
therefore as the clearest evidence of their rightp and 
renders it the duty of every new claimant to contend with 
them as lawful competitorsp instead of seeking to supplant 
then as usurpers. It may still be asserted... that new 
sources of poetical beauty may be discovered, which may 
lower the value of the old; and that untrodden regions 
may still be explored in that vast domaint sufficiently 
splendid and fertile to become the seat of a legitimate 
and independent empire. We have already said, howeverg 
that we have no faith in such discoveries .... Poetryp as 
we have formerly hinted, is in this respect indeed very 
nearly upon a footing with morality. In substance, it 
is the same evei-ywhere.... We should certainly look with 
compassion or contempt on any man who should pretend to 
have discovered a new way to be virtuous; and whop in 
pursuit of supreme moral excellence , should affect to 
put no value upon the vulgar elements of justicet generosity, 
or benevolence; but to rest his pretensions upon some peculiar 
moralities of his own invention, such as ordering his servants 
never to deny him# educating boys without the use of , birchp or keeping an hospital for decayed post-horses. 
(2-3) 
In employing the image of 'the untrodden regions' of the mind Jeffrey 
is using a central Romantic image to deny the existence of that 
movement which eveAtually established 'a legitimate and independent 
empire1q and in his final comment he unwittingly demonstrates that 
morality is no more absolute than literary taste. And yet it is 
in these comments that we find the key to his attitude towards 
literature. Possessed of a genuine literary sensibilityt he lacked 
both the imagination and the self-assurance to do'anything but# in 
Lamb's phraset to 'coast the shores of prescribed sentiment'. it 
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was this, rather than any belief in an Augustan aestheticp which 
formed the basis of his thinking. When popular acclaim determined 
a writer's success# as in Byron's easel-Jeffrey could show 
himself to be alive to the new literary impulses of. his ageg 
but if in doubt he resorted to the position so baldly stated in 
the actracts from his review of Madoc. There can be little doubt 
that he believed in such concepts; equallyp there can be little 
doubt that both theoretically and prictically in terms of his response 
to contemporary poetry they were untenable. 
Jeffrey's dislike of the supernatural is important not only 
in his attack on the Lake schoolp but also in his response to 
Scott's poetry and fiction. Southey is taken to task on several , 
occasions for employing the supernaturalp and Jeffrey's comment on 
Thalaba are representative of his attitude: 
The pleasure afforded by performances of this sortr is very 
much akin to that which may be derived from the exhibition 
of a harlequin farce; where, instead of just imitations of 
nature and human characterg we are entertained with the 
transformation of cauliflowers and beer-barrels, the 
apparition of ghosts and devilsp and all the other magic 
of the wooden sword. Those who can prefer this eternal 
sorceryp to the just and modest representation of human 
actions and passionsp will probably take more delight in 
walking anonig the holly griffinsp and yew sphinxes of the 
city-gardener, than in ranging among the groves and lawns 
which have been laid out by a hand that feared to violate 
naturet as much as it aspired to embellish her; and disdained 
the easy art of startling by novelties# and surprising by 
impropriety. 
(1,75-6) 
Rather than being the measured response of a man of reason to such 
chimeras of the fancy, Jeffrey's comments here and elsewhere have 
a note of alarm about them which. suggest that he Cave much. greater 
credence to such things than he was prepared. to allow publicly. 
If so, it is only further confirmation of that dichotomy which 
existed within him. 
z; a 
The Edinburph's treatment of Southey as a representative 
Laker ended with the review of The Curse of Kehamap and in the 
reviews that followed politics became thb central issue. Praise 
is given to Roderick as the best and most powerful of Southey's 
poems9 and the severe qualifications that are made are no longer 
expressed in the terminology employed against the Lakerse When 
reviewing Carmen Nuptiale Jeffrey made it clear that the issue was 
no longer a poetical one: 
Now, considering that Mr Southey was at all events 
incapable of sacrificing truth to Court favourp it 
cannot but be regarded as a rare felicity in his 
subjectv that he could thus. select a pattern of private 
purity and public honour in the person of the actual 
Sovereign, without incurring the least suspicion either 
of base adulation or lax morality. 
447) 
The appearance of Wat Tyler and Southey's reply in his Letter to 
Ifilliam Smith provided the kind of ammunition that Jeffrey must 
have dreamed of but never dared hope for# and good use was made 
of it. After that, the review of. A Vision of Judp ement is a 
little tame, and the hit at the Lakers which it contains seems 
hopelessly dated and out of place* When the Edinburgh came to 
review Southey againg after a lapse of nine years, the task was 
given-to Thomas Macaulay. His review of Collonuies is perhaps 
the most important review of Southey's work to appear in the 
Edinburphp but the reasons for its importance lie outside the 
scope of this study* 
The Quarterly Review was, naturally$ a supporter of Southey. 
1. The following reviews of Southey's work appeared in the Quarterlv: 
QRP i (Feb. #1809)9 134-153. Chronicle of 
the Cid transl. (W. Scott) 
QR: iv (Nov,, 1810)t 454-74. History of Brazil vol. i. (R. Heber) 
QR v (Feb. tl8ll)940-61. Curse of Kehama 
(W. Scott and G. Bedford) 
QRP xiii (April#1815)p 83-113. Roderick: Last of the Goths 
(G. Bedford) 
QRP xviii (Oct., 1817)t 99-128. History of Brazil vol. ii. 
(R. Heber) 
QR# xxiv Oct., 1820) 1-55. Life of Wesley 
(R. Ileber) 
Q, R V xxix 
ýApril, 
18233P 53-85, D' History of the- Peninsular 
War (W. Croker and 
G. Procter) 
QR, xxxii (oct. tIS25)t 457-67- A Tale of 
PararUaY 
QR# x1i (Julypl829)9 1-27. C olloquies 
QRv x1iii (Oct. #1830)v 469-94, Life of Bunvan 
t 
On one level this manifested itself as somewhat mindless praise of 
a political supporter and leading contributor. Thus in the review 
of The History of Brazil we are told that 
It is by no means easy to mention a style of composition 
which Mr. Southey has not attempted, and it would be still 
harder to point out-one in which his talents might not be 
expected to raise him to distinguided eminence; few authors, 
of the present ageg have written so much as he has donep and 
still fewerp of any agep have written so well. 
(iv, 454) 
Such praise can only be lavished on Southeyp howeverg because he 
has had a change of heart and abandoned his previous 'querulous 
discontent under the existing state of society. Now no one is 
better placed than Southey to act as a moral example to the youth 
of England: 
At present# if we wish to educate in the minds of youth a 
lofty sense of national dignityt a temperate zeal in the 
cause of freedomg and a manly hatred for every species of 
oppression or cruelty, if we desire to raise in them that 
admiration of individual merit, which speaks to the feelings, 
and stimulates the emulation of the soldier or the citizen, 
as well as the statesman or general, and makes the study of 
history a school, not only of national politicst but of 
private virtues: if, in shortq we wish to breed up such men 
in England, as England now most needs to preserve herp fbw 
better manuals can be found than the works of Robert Southey. 
(473) 
Howeverl there are two reviews of Southey's work in the 
Quarterly which are of more interest than this might suggest* Both 
232 
are designed to rebut Jeffrey's attacks on Southey as a Lake poetv 
I 
and the first, written by Walter Scottq is a genuine attempt to 
come to terms with the issues raised by Jeffrey. But Scott 
is 
in some difficulty.. Although he responded more strongly than 
1. QR9 v (Feb. #1811)t 40-61. It is the review of The Curse of 
Kehama. 
0 
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Jeffrey to the new developments in literaturep he was not entirely 
-in sympathy with them and he was writing for a periodical which was 
conservative in its taste as well as its politics. He attempts 
to overcome. this problem by putting the poets and the critics into 
two opposing camps and setting himself up as peacemaker. On the 
one hand the poets argue that their art by its very nature must 
remain unconfined and constantly renew itself whilstv on the other 
handp the critics argue that 'poetryp like all the other fine artsy 
has its general rulesp which# though strictly observedv will still 
leave endless scope for variety' and that 'it does not become the 
poet to assume the licence of framing his effusions according to 
. 
the fantastic dictates of his own imagination'. Scott suggests 
the compromise that 'the critic rests too much upon usage and 
authority, and that the poet allows too little to the general 
principles of taste'. 
Scottq having established this centralist position# is able 
to expound a theory whicht although a refutation of Jeffrey's ideas, 
is neither extreme_nor dogmatic. It is extremely interesting that 
what he offers is an organic view of the development of literature. 
He begins by stressing that 'eternal operation of change, to which 
literature, like the globe itself, is necessarily subjected', and 
continues: 
There are howeverg as [Spenser] proceeds to inform ust, 
laws by which mutability herself is regulated in her various 
and capricious movementsp and which therefore may supply the 
critic with a code independent of her influence. Such laws 
indeed-are to be drawnp not from the mechanical jargon of 
French criticismq but from an accurate cansideration of the 
springs and movements of the human heart. These doubtless 
are changed and modified in the different stages of societyp 
is the outward figure is disguised or altered by the 
progressive change of dress: but the nature of the human 
/ 
t 
mind in the one casep as the conformation of the limbs 
in the othert remains. in fact unaltered; and (making 
alloidance always for the particular stage of society) 
it is that to which we must finally appeal in censuring 
or approving poetical composition. The writings of the 
ancients may be then properly consulted, not as containing 
the authority by which their successors must be regulated, 
but as affording the happiest illustration of those general 
principles upon whidh poetry ought to be written. 
(v, 43) 
Apart from offering a view of literature which eschews L& 
what'the Quarterly's readers might consider to be anarchy but 
which still counters Jeffrey's rigid almost mechanistic and overstated 
attitudet Scott is . concerned with two other interrelated issues. 
As a p'oett and later as a novelist, he employed the supernatural 
and was therefore anxious to defend its use by other writers. 
Jeffrey's attack was obviously in his mind when he wrote: 
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The passages which we have quoted will bear us out in 
asserting that no bard of modern days possesses a more 
abundant share of imaginationt the highest of poetic 
qualities. There is a glowl an exuberancy even in his 
descriptions, indicating a richness of fancy adequate to 
supply the waste not of use only, but of extravagance: 
and perhaps it is a natural consequence of such attributes# 
that, like Collins, 'he loves fairies, genii, giants and. 
monsters; delights to rove through the meanders of enchantment, 
to gaze on the magnificence of golden palaces, and to repose 
by the water-falls of Elysian gardens'. To this taste 
we owe the 'wild and wondrous tale' of Thalabap and the 
still more wild and wondrous Curse of Kehama. (55) 
But praise of the poet's imaginative power was not sufficient in 
itselfj and so Scott suggests that the poem is extremely useful 
since by making use of Hindoo mythology (with all its attendant 
supernatural happenings) Southey acquaints his readers with a major 
world religion. Scott realized that this sounded somewhat lame, 
and hastily refutes any idea of Southey writing a poem simply 'to 
introduce to the worldv The Hindoo inytholor-y made plain nd easy 
to the meanest capacity', and goes on to make a much larger claim 
f 
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for the poem on moral grounds: 
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A work which combines'with circumstances of this [moral] nature 
a powerful imaginative character, has certainly advanced 
far towards perfection in one of the chief objects of 
poetry - the elevation of the human mind; which is thus 
for a time lifted above the sphere of common lifev its 
low pursuits and passionst and carried into an empyreum. 
of'fancy, where it iftay rove at will through blissful regions 
of its own creation. It is impossible for a reader of 
feeling to rise from such a poem without being sensible 
of this abstraction; without a consciousness that he has 
at least enjoyed a glimpse of virtue .... Poetryq indeedv 
cannot create a soil for virtue to take root in; but whenever 
it appears in its loftier character, it seldom fails 
to invigoratetnd enrich that in which it is already implanted. 
(56) 
I. 
f 
The reiationship between imagination and morality that Scott is 
4 
postulating here seems an uneasy onep particularly since he claims 
that all depends on 'the moral character of Kailyal, which is 
perpetually opposed to the inordinate attemptsp and almost 
omnipotent wickedness of the Rajah'. A modern reader of the poem 
may find it very difficult to find the moral ceýtre of the poem 
in the figure of this poorly drawn and hopelessly idealized young 
girl. In any casep Scott has shifted his ground: from defendiný 
the use of the supernatural in terms of imaginative power he has 
uneasily moved on to praise it on conventional moral grounds. 
This illustrates Scott's dilemma very clearly: his innate conservatism 
reinforced by that of the Review for which he is writing does not 
allow him to treat with the poem on its own terms. A far better 
commentp and the most persuasive refutation of Jeffrey's attitude 
to appear in the review, comes with Scott's assertion that there 
is little point in suggesting-that Southey should have written a 
different kind of poem br adhered more strictly to some ideal 
tI 
epic fo=: 
This *is the false gallop of criticism - it is not pointing 
out to an author any reasonable object to be sittained; but 
insidiously hinting at some unknown point of excellence# 
with whose bearings we doubtless are acquaintedt though 
we kindly leave the poet to find them out as he can. In 
this we see neither wit nor wisdom: and shame on our craft 
if this finesse be its excellence! In judging of every 
human production, we can only estimate how far it exceeds 
or falls short of the common exertions of humanity; and it 
shews equal ignorance and injustice to attempt reducing it 
to the imaginary standard of some beau ideal, of which 
neither the author nor the critic. has any distinct or 
accurate perception. 
(60) 
1 The other review of importance in the Quarterlyr of Roderick, 
was by Grosvenor Bedford who probably had a hand in Scott's review 
as well. 
2 
In many ways it is a continuation of the earlier review, 
but this time the issues are more firmly stated and confidently 
handledv partly because the poem itself provides a much better 
basis for what the critic is trying to say. The review begins 
by praising Southey and putting Jeffrey firmly in his place: 
If poetry has any fundamental rules but those which best. 
exhibit the feelings of the human heart, we confess that 
we are strangers to them. It is in proportion to his 
knowledge of thesel and to his power of developing and 
delineating their, action and effects, that the world in 
general will bestow their tribute of approbation upon the 
poet. Whether he lays his scene in heaven or earthp 
his business is with human sympathies, exalted perhaps 
by the grandeur of the objects which excite themp or 
called into existence by the circumstances which he createst 
but still in their nature, progressp and ends, in every 
sense of the wordp human. (83) 
Bedford then goes on to defend the mythological and supernatural 
elements of Southey's poetry in an impiessive and intelligent manner: 
Nature offers a boundless range to observation in all her 
productions animate or inanimate, and it would be bold to 
assert that any of them are below the attention of genius. 
Before Vulgar optics they pass without notice; but the 
poet sees them decked in the forms and colours with which 
QRp xiii (Aprilt 1815)t83-113. 
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2. Grosvenor Bedford was a close ftiend of Southey (Himmonds, 23)9 and 
Ihis must be borne in mind when assessing his reviews. 
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his 'mind's eye' invests them, gives them a body which thoy 
possessed not beforep and presenting them in their new 
characters seems to create and to people a world from his 
own imagination. 
Critics who exercise their trade according to precedents 
onlyq and who would exclude all models but those sanctioned 
by antiquity and use, may deny the existence'of this power, 
or censure the employment of it; but experience tells us that 
it existst and taste and judgment are gratified by the exercise 
of it. They have for ages drawn their canons from these 
examples, and with a notable zeal for the confirmation of 
their dominion, have established a school and promulgated 
its laws in the spirit of intolerance. The unenterprising 
and the dull have not been galled by the restraint; but real 
genius must have felt with indignation the pressure of the 
fetters which art had forged and prescription rivetted. 
Mr. Southey has shewn the validity of his system in 
the poems of which we have thought it due to him to take a 
cursory view; and whether he has drawn from the inexhaustible 
sourcis of his own imagination and created both his personages 
and the world which he has given them to inhabitg or set 
before us pictures of elevated humanity, his principle has 
been true to nature, and his application of it consistent 
through even the wildest of his fables. 
(86-7) 
The foundation of this argument is to be found in the earlier review, 
but there Scott allowed it to become a limited and conventional 
moral statement. Bedford develops a much more sophisticated view 
of the relationship between art and morality, as he shows after 
he has given a r4sumd of the poem: 
Original in its plang true in its fundamental elements, 
and consistent in its parts* it rouses the feelings, 
and stimulates those powers of the imagination, which 
rejoice in the consciousness of exertion. When we rise 
from the contemplation of a work, which has so involuntarily 
called forth the vigilance of attention by its development 
of character, its display of the capabilities of human 
nature# and by the interest which it creates, we are made 
to feel that our intellectual and moral existence is enlarged. 
(110) 
Again, both the stress on the imaginative power of the poem and the 
moral concept that is suggested here were prefigured in the earlier 
review, but flaws in The Curse of Kehama and a certain lack of confidence 
or enterprise oh Scott's part prevented them from being fully arthulated. 
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But whilst Kailyal in Kehama had beezi unable to give the poem the 
moral weight that Scott suggested (either in conventional terms by 
acting as an example of right conduct, 'or, on a different levelp 
by enlarging 'our intellectual and moral existence'), Roderick 
more than fills the bill: 
Whent by an effort consistent with his character, he rises 
above the despair in which he feels it disgraceful to be 
involved, we recognize the salutary workings of repentance 
in the self-devotedness with xhich he seeks to retrieve 
the consequences of his faults. From this point he springs 
into a new state of moral existence# and his progress# 
though rapid, is regular and consistent. In solitude 
and in contemplation he has obtained a knowledge of his 
own heart, and acquired self-controul; the powers with which 
nature has originally endowed him, enable him to controul 
others, and strengthen the influence of his enthusiasm 
over all within the sphere of his example .... Every incident 
in the poem is brought about by his direction, the energies, 
of all the actors are kindled by his influence, and the 
victory, which effects the consummation of his wishes, is 
ensured by his example. 
All in allp Bedford's is the most interesting review of Southey's 
poetry to appear in the major periodicalst and for reasons that 
cannot simply be attributed to his friendship for Southey. it 
builds on the earlier reviewt and together they offer the most 
sustained and perceptive attack on Jeffrey's aesthetic theory to 
appear at this time. 
Finallyt it is interesting to note how Bedford's review 
benefits from the success of Byron's poetry. Roderick has something 
of the Byronic hero about him, and since the appearance of Childe 
Earoldq The Giaourp The Bride of Abydosp and The Corsairt such 
heroes were acceptable. They posed greater moral problems than 
Roderickp but at this time were being dealt with leniently by the 
critics, and in similar terms to those employed by Bedford. But 
there is none of the sense of unease and discomfort that Ellis and 
Jeffrey obviously felt in discussing Byron Is heroes - once again 
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the inferiority of Southey's poetry makes it easier for the 
critic to take up a position which is not seriously compromised 
-by the ambivalence of his response to the work he is discussing. 
1 
The periodicals' response to the Lake poets is the best 
known andt perhapsp most important part of their his, tory. 
2 It 
does notp however# at first sight seem a particularly praiseworthy 
1. Blackwood's contributions on Southey are not sufficiently 
inte3ýesting or _numerous to deserve serious consideration. By 
1817 most of Southey's long poems had appeared, his political 
apostasy was an established factt and his activities as a ouarterly 
reviewer well-known. The most accurate summary of the Magazine's 
view of him comes in a review, probably by Lockhart, of The Life of 
Wesl2Z: 'Had Southey flourished forty or fifty years ago, and written 
half as well as he has written in our time, he might have ranked 
nem. con. with the first of modern criticsv of modern historiansy 
perhaps even of modern poets.... How different is his actual case: 
As a poett an author of imaginative works in generalp how small is 
the space he covers# how little is he talked or thought of! The 
Established Church of Poetry will hear of nobody but Scott, Byron# 
Campbell: and the Lake Methodists themselves will scarcely permit 
him to be called a burning and a shining light in the same day with 
their Wordsworth - even their Coleridge' [BI. Tp xv (Feb. t 1824)p 208-19]. The other contributions in Blackwood's consist of a reprinting of 
Southey's letter to the Courier replying to attacks made upon him 
by William Smith and Lord Byron LBM9 xvit (Dec., 1824)9 711-151; 
an unfavourable review of A Tale of Paraguay [BMp xviii (Sept. # 1825)t ,Aý 370-771; a review by Hartley Coleridge of All for Love; And týe 
Pilgrim to Compostella [BX# xxvi (July, 1829)9 62-71jo which suggests 
that Southey should use the Catholic religion as the basis for a 
long poem (in the same way as he had used the Hindoo religion in 
The Curse of Kehamaj and thus by implication equating Catholicism 
with Hindooism as a superstitious and inferior religion); and two 
reviewst one of ColloSuies on the Progress and Prospects of Society 
[BM# xxvi (Oct., 1829)p 611-3019 and one of Vindiciae Ecclesiae 
Anplicanae [BM, xxvii (Marchg 1830)t 465-71]-, both of which laud 
Southey as part of the Magazine's general attack on the Catholic 
religion and any suggestion of Catholic emancipation* 
2, The reviews of the poetry of Samuel Rogersp Thomas Cdmpbellp Thomas 
Yoore, and John Wilsonp are also part of the debate that took place in 
the periodicals about critical values past and present. I have not 
dealt with them in this thesis because the reviews of their work tend 
to confirm rather than develop the beliefs and concepts at work in the 
reviews of the Lake poets. Also time and space are finite# and even 
a thesis which deals with the periodicals has its limits. 
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one. Faced with challenging and innovator7 literaturet the 
reviewers all too often display an alarmed hostility and seek 
refuge in abuse. Jeffrey's infamous ýttack on Wordsworthp and 
Coleridge's treatment at the hands of Moore# Hazlittq and Wilson, 
provide plenty of evidence for those who would dismiss 
contemporary criticism of these poets as largely worthless. 
But it is not quite as simple as that. There are, after 
allp those reviews which offer something of value even to a modern 
reader. In particularp there are Townshend's articles in 
Blackwood's; admittedly they appeared over thirty years after the 
publication oflyrical Ballads# and they benefited from being 
written to some degree in retrospectp and at a time when Wordsworth's 
reputation was much more secure* None the less, Townshend 
displays a literary sensitivity# a knowledge of the range and 
complexity of the poetryp and a wit and tactp which enable him 
to take his place as one of the first critics to treat Wordsworth 
with the discrimination as well as the sympathy that his work 
demands. We also have Wilson's articles on Wordsworthp andp more 
importantly, his review of The Ancient Mariner and Christabel which 
still'deserves to be read today. There is also Hazlitt's review 
of A LgZ Sermon which has a passion and clarity'that must appeal to 
many readers who have just emerged from reading Coleridge's somewhat 
turgid workp and there is Grosvenor Bedford's review of Southey's 
Roderick. One can also add to these the less convincing but 
sporadically interesting reviews, such as Lamb's of The Excursion 
and T. T. Coleridge's of Remorse. 
Howevert the periodicals cannot really be defended in this 
manner. If the fair-minded, informed, and intelligent reviews 
were to be put in the scales with those that to a lesser or greater 
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extent trade in abuse and prejudicep there can be little doubt 
as to which side the balance would fall. There are some good 
-reviews as I have tried to show, but the real value of examining 
in detail the reasons why the periodicals responded in the way 
that they did lies in a rather different direction. To perceive 
thist we must employ that double focus that I referred to in my 
introduction to this section of the thesis. Viewed from the 
standpoint of the poets concernedq the periodicals' response to 
their work was# with the exceptions I have noted, disappointing and 
often damaging. When we view the matter from the periodicals' 
point of view something much more interesting emergese I do 
not see Jeffrey as a Coleridgean Iago guilty of 'motiveless malignitylp 
nor do I believe that very many of the reviews of the Lake poets 
were the result solely of hostility and malice ( some aret but they 
are outnumbered by those which I believe to be valuable). What 
I think we have is a genuine dilemma - the dilemma which arises 
when any critic is faced with literature which challenges his 
preconceptions and fails to fit into the framework of his critical 
opinions., The reaction of the early nineteenth-century reviewers 
was conservative (something not unprecedented in literary history), 
and they retreated to an apparently traditional butp in factr largely 
imaginary critical position. In doing sog however, they have left 
us with a series of reviews which provide a fascinating picture of 
the way in which the ideas and impulses behind the new literary 
movement gradually came to the forefront of the public consciousness. 
Of course this resulted in conflict and confusion. Jeffrey was 
not alone in the duality of his response to the new emphases in 
literature - Scott also experienced this. What is important is 
/ 
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that in examining the reviews in depth we are able to recapture 
some of the copplexity of the contemporary response to the new 
-literature. ' That response is not as reactionary as might sometimos 
appearg and even when at its most defensivep it often hides an 
ambivalence of attitude which shows that the reviewers were far 
from i=une to the new spirit of the age. 
/ 
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Chapter Eiýht 
ýLentility versus I=orality: 
-Dyron and-Shelley 
Whilst Wordsworth and Coleridge presented the greatest 
challenge to the accepted literary standards of contemporary 
reviewerst Byron and Shelley provided an equally complex but 
rather different problem. It is a problem of particular interest 
to us because it demonstrates very clearly the interaction of 
those biases and pfejudices identified-at the end of Chapter 
Six., aýd shows in particular the conflict between what I have 
called gentility and morality. Both the 
-Quarterly and 
the 
Edinburp, hp which despite the furore it created in its early days 
was a Whig. not a Radical periodical, were fundamentally concerned 
with maintaining the status quo* Byron and Shelley threatened 
thiss but not simply in political terms. Byront in particulars 
inextricably bound together the private and the publict and no 
other poet used his art (and his rank) so provocatively to challenge 
conventional morality. As we shall seet-it is this challenge to 
conventional moralityp and sometimes religion, from men of birth 
and social standing which proved most problematical for the 
reviewers. Obviously political considerations cannot be separated 
from thiss particularly in Shelley's case, but the emphasis in 
the periodicals is not predominantly ideological. We shall also 
see how the literary standards and tastes which are invoked are 
often grounded in political and class attitudes. 
Byron added another dimension to the problem by the 
enormous popularity which he commanded. To some degree this 
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usurped what the reviewers considered to be their rightful function 
(although Jeffrey was quick to point out that they were there to 
guide rather than direct public taste), but it also allowed a 
certain freedom of response since the final decision on whether 
or not Byron would command public favour had been taken out of 
their hands. The reservations that nearly all the reviewers shared 
about his politics and morals only further complicated the situation. 
Byron was reviewed more extensively than apy other writer 
of the timeq and the long section on him which follows is divided 
into four. The first part deals with the Edinburgh's review of 
Hours of Idleness and the two quarterlied reviews of the first two 
cantos of Childe Harold and their reviews of The Giaour, and other 
Eastern tales - all these reviews, with the exception of the one of 
Hours of Idlenessq appeared between 1812-14; the second part details 
reviews by Jeffrey and Wilson in the Edinburgh and by Scott in the 
QuarterlY which appeared Vetween 1816-18 - all are favourable and 
mark the height of Byron's popularity with the quarterliesp and they 
deal with his most important work before he wrote Don Juan; the 
third phase of the quarterlies' reception of Byron occurs between 
1821-23, and is overshadowed by Don Juan (althouSh the poem is not 
directly reviewed) and the disapproval that it occasioned; the 
final section is concerned with Blackwood's treatment of Byron which 
was at once both infuriating and extremely perceptive. 
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Byron 
The firbt review of Byron in the Edinburgh, was of Hours of 
Idleness ,1 and the choice of Henry Brougham as the reviewer, 
particularly since he rarely reviewed poetryp shows that Jeffrey 
saw the matter as a political one. Brougham certainly did: he 
launches a swingeing attack upon Byrong including a ponderous Joke 
about the law of minority which in its legal basis is so very 
typical of the. Edinburph's early reviewersq but he'soon gets to 
the point: 
His other plea of privilegep our author rather brings 
forward in order to wave it. He certainlyp 
hPWeverp does allude frequently to his family 
and ancestors - sometimes in poetry, sometimes 
in notes; %and while giving up his claim on the 
score of rank, he takes care to remember us of 
Dr. Johnson's saying, that when a nobleman appears 
as an authorp his merit should be handsomely acknowledged. 
(285-6) 
Brougham is making a political pointp but the way in which Byron 
Appeared to deny his rank and yet use it to gain a hold over his 
readers is an issue which other reviewers returned too At this 
point in time a young lord writing rather bad poetry was a great 
temptationt particularly when the Review was at its most brash and 
assertivet andByron's coy remarks about his parentage and the 
affectation of'the title help explain the ferocity of Brougham's 
remarks. Possibly a similarity in temperament between reviewer 
and poet added bite to the review: despite. Brougham's remark in 
his review, it is not the privilege only of poets to be egotAs. 
The review is unnecessarily severe: although many 
of the poems are egotisticalt imitativeg and callow, there 
1. ER9- zi (jan;, 1808)9 285-9. 
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are enough good ones to suggest to a perceptive critic that 
Byron deserved-encouragement as well as criticism. Indeed, 
of the sixteen periodicals which also reviewed the volumeg 
eleven were favourable and prophesied a noteworthy future for 
the po et. 
I 
The review in the Edinburgh, was politically -,. 
motivated, but Brougham had got the wrong man. Byron 
considered himself a Whie, and was not a little surprised at 
the attack upon him: 
As an author, I am cut to atoms by the E[dinburghj 
Review# it is just out, and has completely demolished 
my little fabric of fameq this is rather scurvy 
treatment from a Whig Review# but politics and poetr7 
are different thingst &'I am no adept in eitherp I 
therefore submit in Silence,, 2 
English Bards and Scotch Reviewers broke that silence# but 
further confusion resulted from Byron's mistaken belief that 
'Jeffrey not Brougham was the reviewer responsible. 
The first two cantos of Childe Harold mark the beginning 
of serious reviewing of Byron's poetry# and the contributions 
made by both the Edinburgh and the Quarterly have received high 
praise from Andrew Rutherford: 
The traditional accusations of political and literary 
prejudice cannot be brought against their treatment 
of Byron, which is characterized over the years by 
its blend of sympathy and astringency# fairness and 
1. W. S. Wardf "Byron's Hours of Maness and Other than Scotch 
Reviewers", FLN, lix (19-447,547-50. 
2. Byron's Letters and Journalst ed. L. Marchandq i (1973)t 158-9- 
Byron's attitude to the Reviews was a'rather typical mixture of 
assumed indifference (Marchandt it 136 and iiit 220)t exasperation 
The Works of Lord--Byron: Letters and Journalsq edo R. E. Prothero 
1901)t iv, 341 and vt 374J and grudging recognition, by the very 
intensit f hi antipathy, of the importance of the Reviews' good 
opinion 
LB-yoron: % 
Self-Portraitp ed, P. Quennell (1950)t 11,6751. 
0 
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rigourp Jeffrey's own contributions being particularly 
impressive. His judicious assessments, still more his 
continual endeavour to place particular judgments in 
an appropriate historical and philosophical frameworkj 
make his articles rewarding reading even today - and 
they document most usefully one exceptionally competent 
and influential reader's developing response to Byron's 
poetry. 1 
Unfortunately, this is an over-simplification: the attitude of 
the tvo Reviews vas far more subtle and a great deal more 
mixed than Rutherford allows* Wis truep howevert that 
Jeffrey's response is of particular interest. Despite his 
defensive reaction to Wordsworth and Coleridge, he displays 
a surprising receptivity to Byron's poetr7p although this bdght 
be as much due to Byron's simplification of the ideas and themes 
which informed his poetry as to Jeffrey's willinimess to respond 
to them. 
Jeffrey's review of the first two cantos of. Childe Harold 
.1 
is more than somewhat equivocal. 
2 
Byron's poem had been 
instantaneously successful; the first edition was sold out 
L &ron: The Critical Heritage, ed. A. Rutherford (1970), 3- 
2. ERP xix (Feb. # 1812), 466-77. Byron's attitude to Jeffrey is 
of interest. Throughout most of his career, he regarded Jeffrey with 
a condescending affection which stemmed from a mistaken belief that 
Jeffrey's later reviews displayed a magnanimous change of heart from 
the opinions he expressed in the review of Hours of Idleness (written, 
of course, by Brougham). Byron felt great satisfaction at having 
forced a major critic to change his mind (Quennellp it 253). and he 
found Jeffrey's reviews a great boost to his morale (ibid. # it 296). 
By 1817 he realized that Jeffrey's attitude was changingp but he 
still gave him credit for not capitalizing on his 'domestic destruction' 
which had provided such an opportunity for many of his detractors 
(ibid. 
v iit 396). Even in 1822 he was still prepared to forgive 
Jeffrey's comments because of his 'kindness by-gone' (Letters and Journals, 
Prothero,, vi, 81), although he soon became a great deal less equable 
towards his critic (ibid. 9vip 89). See J. T. Dwyert "A Check-list of the primary sources of the Byron-Jeffrey relationship"# N&Qt ccv (July, 
1960)p 256-59 for a fuller account. 
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within three days of its official publication datet March 10.1 
2 By the time the. Edinburgh appeared in May, it could say little 
else but that 
Lord Byron has improved marvellously since his last 
appearance at our tribunal; - and this, though it bear a very affected-titlev is really a volume of 
very considerable power# spirit and originality - 
which not only atones for the evil works of his nonagep 
but gives promise of a further excellence hereafter; 
to which it is quite comfortable to look forward. 
(466) 
Is was to happen with Scott, Byron's success demanded some kind 
of homage from the-Edinburgh. But there were also more pressing 
and Uss apparent reasons for the praise it gave him. By now 
the Edinburgh Imew of Byron's Whig sympathiesp and Childe Harold 
provided substantial evidence of them* It did so by its 
unfavourable comments on Wellington's campaign in Spain and 
t. 
0 
-- its attempt-to-debunk the glorification of warfare. In MS 
the poem was a great deal more inflammatory, but Byron acceded 
to the wishes of Dallas and Murray by removing or altering those 
3 
stanzas which gave most offence. None the lessy the poem had 
important political implications for the Edinbur, -h, t which had 
never been an enthusiastic supporter of the wars against Napoleon. 
The Don Covallos articlet which hastened the founding of the 
Quarterly and frightened Jeffrey into more moderate policies# 
1. L. Marchandp Byron: A Biography (1957)t ip 325. 
2. Theodore Redpathp The Young Romantics and Critical Opinion 
(1973)t 180n, 
The Works of Lord Byron- Poetry, ed. E. H. Coleridge (1922). iip xi. 
9 
had been concerned with the rising in Spain in 1808 which led 
to the Peninsular War. Byronts poem presented an opportunity 
to return to this themep which was obviously welcome since 
from its inception 
th6 Review [had] continued to advocate the necessity 
for attempts at accommodation with Napoleont and 
lived up to its self-appointed role as the Cassandra 
of the Whig party by issuing an unending series of 
gloomy predictions about the outcome of the Spanish 
Revolt and the Peninsular War, and dwelling on the 
ever-increasing invincibility of the French. 1 
Even the Edinburgh's supporters we: ýe not always happy with this 
and its o ponents accused the Review of supportinj; France policy p 
and Napoleon. In 1810 and 1811 Brougham wrote reviews in which 
he rebutted such accusations 
2 but# in Clive's words# 'The Review 
continued to predict doom and to advocate pacific policies at 
every critical juncture.. ** 
3 It was certainly doing so in 1812. 
One would expectt thereforep the Edinburgh, to make 
t. 
political capital out of Byron's poem. At one point Jeffrey' 
refers to the situation in Spain and quotes parts of stanzas 
lxxxv and lrxxvi from Canto I: 
The canto ends with a view of the atrocities of 
the French; the determined valour of the Spanish 
peasantry; and some reflections on the extraordinary 
condition of that'people, 
'Where all are nobler save Nobility; 
None hug a conqueror's chaint save fallen Chivalry! ' 
'They fight for freedom who were never free; 
A kingless people for a nerveless stater 
The vassals combat when their chieftains fleep 
True to the veriest slaves of Treachery. ' (471-2) 
Clive, Scotch Reviewerst 100. 
2. ER, xvi (Auc. p 181O)p 351; and ERf xviii 
(Mayp 1811)p 235-6. As 
quoted-by Clivet 101n. 
3. ' Clive, 101. 
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But that is a somewhat neutral attitude despite the quotationsg 
and it is precqded, by the following passage: 
Lord Byron takes the trouble to caution his 
readers against supposing that he meant to 
shadow out his own character under the dark 
and repulsive traits of that which we have 
just exhibited; a caution which was surely 
unnecessary - though it is impossible not to 
observelthat the mind of the noble author has 
been so far tinged by his strong conception 
of this Satanic personagep that the sentiments 
and reflections which he delivers in his own 
nameq have all received a shade of'the same gloomy 
and misanthropic colouring which invests those 
of his imaginary hero. The general strain of 
those sentimentst too, is such as we should have 
thought very little likely to attradt popularity, - 
in the present temper of this country. They 
are not only complexionally dark and disdainfulp 
but run directly counter to very many of our 
national passions, and most favoured propensities. 
Lord Byron speaks with the most unbounded contempt 
of the Portuguese - with despondence of Spain - 
and in a very slighting and sarcastic manner of 
wars, and victoriesq and military heroes in general. 
Neither are his religious opinions more orthodox, 
we apprehend, than his politics; for he not only 
speaks without any respect of priests, and creedsp 
and dogmas of all aescriptionsg but doubts very 
freely of the immortality of the soul, and other 
points as fundamental* (466-7) 
Although this is merely meant to be part of an account of 
'the disadvantages under which this poem lays claim to the 
public favour', Jeffrey must have been aware of its implications. 
4 
He states quite clearly that any remark made by Byron in 
-propria 
persona is not to be trusted# his tone seems to suggest 
disapproval of theý poet's attitude to the war in Spain, and 
he further undermines Byron's credibility by casting doubt 
upon the soundness of his religious beliefs. This would seem 
to herald a major change in the Edinburph's political stance, 
v 
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if it were not for ;, i review by Brougham in the following 
number 
1 
which is in perfect accord with 'the strong strain 
of appeasement which runs through the Review until the 
2 Napoleonic wars entered their final stage'* 
There are two possible explanations for Jeffrey's 
apparent inconsistency. To some extent he was obviously 
trying to bring the Review more into line with public opinion; 
he had been frightened by the furore created by the Don Cevallos 
article four years previously,, and presumably did not wish 
to run such a risk again. The second possibility is more 
interesting. The main purpos6 of the passage quoted above 
is to disassociate Byron from his hero; Byron had been warned 
that many of his readers would identify him with 'Childe 
Buron't and the alteration to 'Childe Harold' and a disclaimer 
in the preface did little to counteract this danger. Jeffrey's 
tone suggests that he is fully aware of the moral implications 
of too close an identification of poet and hero, and that 
he is. trying to deflect attention away from the more sensational 
aspects of the poem, In doing so, intentionally or otherwise, 
he manoeuvres himself into a position which precludes the 
possiblity of-using the poem for political comment. Indeed, 
he is in some danger of denying those political principles 
with which he must be largely in agreement. It is a fascinating 
t 
example of the way in which the various impulses motivating 
1. ERp xx (July, 1812). 214-34. Quoted by Clivep 101no 
2. Clive# 99. 
f. 
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a Review or reviewer could come into conflict with each other. 
There is a similar conflict of interests in Jeffrey's 
assessment of the literary merits-of the poem. It is a 
conflict between his need to recognize and account for the 
popularity of the poem; his hostility, as demonstrated by 
his response to Wordsworth and Coleridgel towards certain 
aspects of*Romanticism;. and his desire to adhere to certain 
moral conventions. His embarrassment is shown in several ways. 
A central issueg and one with which the reviewers became 
increasingly preoccupiedp was that of the Byronic hero. At. 
the beginning of his review Jeffrey describes the Childe in 
no uncertain terms: 
Childe Harold is a sated epicure - sickened with the 
very fulness of. prosperity - oppressed with ennuit 
and stung with occasional remorse; - his heart 
hardened by a long course of sensual indulgencep and 
his opinion of mankind degraded by his acquaintance 
with the baser part of them. (466) 
None the less, Jeffrey cannot help but recognize the Childe's 
centrality to the poem, and from describing him as a hero 
'as oddly chosen as he is imperfectly employed' he goes so 
far as to ask 
whether there is not something Piquant in the very 
novelty and singularity of that cast of misanthropy 
and univeral scorng which we have already noticed 
as among the repulsive features of the composition. 
It excites a kind of curiosityt at least, to see how 
objects, which have been usually presented under so 
different ah aspectp appear through so dark a medium; 
and undoubtedly gives great effect to the flashes 
of emotion and suppressed sensibility that occasionally 
burst through the gloom. The best parts of the 
poem, accordingly, are those which embody those stern 
and disdainful reflexionag to which the author seems 
to recur with unfeigned cordiality and eagerness - 
and through which we think we can sometimes discern 
the strugglings of a gentler feelingp to which he 
is afraid to abandon himself. 
. 
(467--7-8) 
t. 
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The 'cast of misanthropy and universal scorn' encompasses 
not only the Childe but Byron himself with all tho moral 
implications which that entails. The hopeful reference to 
that 'gentler feeling' which the poet disguises so well is 
obviously*an attempt to retreat to safer ground, and hence 
a recognition that Jeffrey had committed himself further 
thaz; he had intended. His attraction to the Byronic hero 
and the 'dark medium' of Byron's verse can be seen in two 
ways: as a grudging recognition of. the cause of the poet's 
popul4rity, or as a genuine and instinctive response to a 
type of poetry which he might vell have forcibly rejected 
if it had not already become popular. 
Certainly in praising Childe Harold Jeffrey resorts 
to critical terminolog7 which seems somewhat inconsistent 
with his criticism of Wordsworth and Coleridge: 
Its chief excellence is a singular freedom and 
boldness, both of thought and expressiong and 
a great occasional force and felicity of diction, 
which is the more pleasing that it does not appear 
to be the result either of long labour or humble 
imitation. There is# indeedp a tone of self- 
willed independence and originality about the whole 
composition -a certain plain manliness and strength 
of manner, which is infinitely refreshing after 
the sickly affectations of so many modern writers.... 
(467) 
Freedomp boldnesst force, spontaneity and self-willed independence 
and originality had been a matter for censure only ten years 
previously, and this makes the attack on 'the sickly 
affectations of so many modern writers' seem particularly 
dishonest. 
. 
Comparisons of Byron's poetry with that of Scott# 
t. 
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Drýenq and Crabbe seem to be made largely for the sake of 
reassurance# and the summary at the end of the review strikes 
that note of equivocation which has been sounded throughout: 
The worko in shortq bears considerable marks of haste and carelessness; and is rather a proof of 
the author's powersp than an example of their 
successful exertion. It shows the compass of his 
instrument# and the power of his hand; though we 
cannot say that we are very much delighted either 
with the air he has chosen, or the style in which 
it is executed. 
(475) 
Superficiallyl Jeffrey's review is favourable; it could 
be little else given the poem's instant popularity# and the 
political opinions of its author., But there are tensions 
and contradictions within it which make it of particular interest 
to us. It is also important because it confronts all the 
problems which were to concern Jeffrey and George Ellial' the 
reviewer in the Luarterly, for the next two years: Byron's 
, 
yopularity; the moral problem of the Byronic hero; the poet's 
political and religious views; the form and import of his 
poetry; and# in Jeffrey's caset an increasing fascination 
with a poet of whom he is not sure he should approve. 
Byron was as much an embarassment to the Quarterly 
as he was to the Edinburgh: a Whig lord writing poetry which 
was making a fortune for the Quarterly's publisher on the advice 
of its editor 
1 
presented obvious problems. Perhaps 
Gifford felt that a trusted and experienced reviewer was 
1. Byron's attitude towards Gifford is interesting. He had a great 
personal regard for him which is shown in his concern about Gifford's 
reaction to his poems (Letters and Journalsp Prothero# iip 27, and vt 
371-2. )t although he felt that his allegiance was to Jeffrey and 
the Edinburgh 
, 
(ibid., iv, 32 , ý4t and 93)- By 18220 however# the increasing severity of Jeffrey s criticism meant that Byron lost patience 
with the Edinburgh (ibid. tvit 89)p and turned increasingly towards its 
rival. 
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needed to review the first two cantos of. Childe Harold, but 
the choice of týe sixty-ye=4-old George Ellis 
2 
was unfortunate. 
One can forgive the ponderous Joke about aged reviewers and 
'the fascinations of young females' and the pedantic aside 
about the-true nature of 'the Romaunt' which, with a long 
r4sumg of the poem, go to make up the first half of the review, 
but it is difficult to see any justification for Ellis's belief 
that the poem is really a travelogue with great epic potential. 
What begin to emerge, however, as the review continues 
are the kind of biases which we saw at work within Jeffrey's 
review. Not surprisingly they are stated somewhat more forcibly, 
but still without the virulence that might have resulted if 
Byron had not been so fortunately placedq both in his social 
position and in Gifford's choice of reviewer. The figure 
of Childe Harold allows Ellis the usual moral stricturest 
althoughp unlike Jeffrey, he fails to admit how essential the 
hero is to the poem's success. The tone of Ellis's censures 
is caught by the following passage: 
The victim of violent and unrequited passiont whether 
crushed into the sullenness of apathyt or irritated 
into habitual morosenessp may becomet in the hands of 
an able poett very generally and deeply interesting; 
the human heart is certainly disposed to beat in 
unison with the struggles of strong and concentrated 
feeling; but the boyish libertine whose imagination 
is chilled by his sated apetites, whose frightful gloom 
is only the result of disappointed selfishness; and 
'whose kiss, had been pollution'# cannot surely be 
expected to excite any tender sympathyp and can only 
be viewed with unmixed disgust. 
(195-6) 
t. 
0 
I QR, vii (Marcht 1812)t 180-200. Not published until after 
YI;. Y 9 (Hayden, 271). 
2. See Smiles# i. p 126 for account of Ellis's importance in'the 
eaky days of the Ruarterly. 
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It is typical of the review as a whole, and it is interesting 
that Ellis makes moral concern the basis both for his political 
comment - 
It is something to be honoured by those whom we love. 
It is something to the soldier when he returns to the 
arms of a mother# a wife, or a sister, to see in their 
eyes the tears of exultation mixing with those of 
affectiont and of pious gratitude to heaven for his 
safety. These joys of a triumph, it may be saidp are 
, mere illusions; but for the sake of such illusions is life chiefly worth having. When we read the preceding 
sarcasms on the 'bravo's tradelt we are induced to ask# 
not without some anxiety and alarmp whether such are 
indeed the opinions which a British peer entertains of 
a British army 
(195) 
and for his strictures on Byrop's religious opinions: 
The common courtesy of society hasp we think, very justly 
proscribed the intrusive introduction of such topics as 
these into conversation [ he haz just quoted stanzas iii- 
vii from Canto II which describe man as 'Poor child of 
doubt and deathv whose hope is built on reeds']; and as 
no reader probably will open Childe Harold with the view 
of inquiring into the religious tenets of the author, or 
, of endeavouring to settle his own# we cannot but disapprove, in point of taste, *these protracted meditationsp as well as 
the disgusting objects by which some of them are suggested. 
(198) 
Hayden sees these co=ents on Byron's unorthodox religious opinions 
asrlýerhaps the wisest objection to such views on the grounds of 
taste', 
I 
and certainly Ellis cannot be faulted for defending the 
moral and religious values of his day. None the less, the 
rhetoric in defence of the soldier's calling and the appeal to the 
taboos of polite conversation are an attempt to avoid a direct 
confrontation with'the more disturbing asppcts of Byron's poem. 
-The overall impression created, by the review is one of 
amiable but muddled generosity. Ellis goes through the motions of 
41 
1. Hayden# 136. 
t. 
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censuring Byron for his moralp politicalt and religious indiscretions, 
but the poem has made little impact upon him. It is an extremely 
ineffective review, not only because Ellis condemns those elements 
of the poem which give it its greatest strength and lavishes 
praise on its minor featurest but because of his failure to accept 
the challenge offered by the poem. Byron's popularity, his 
- peculiar position in relation to I-Turray and Giffordg and the choice 
of Ellis as reviewerg ensured that the Quarterly's first review 
0 
of Byron was strangely muted. 
During 1813-14 four reviews of Byron's poetry appeared in 
the two major pericdicals. Jeffrey reviewed. The Giaour in 1813P 
and The Corsair and The Bride of Abydos jointly in 1814; Ellis 
wrote two joint reviews in 1814, one of which dealt with The Giaour 
and The Bride of Abydos and the other with The Corsair and Lara. 
Jeffrey's review of The Giaour 
1 
was extremely enthusiastic 
Eýnd complimentary. 
2 
Political considerations were not relevant on 
this occasion, and, since the'Giaour cannot be identified so easily 
with Byron as Childe Haroldthe moral dilemma was not so great. 
None the lessp Jeffrey twice pulls back from committing himself to 
Byron's poetic aims. The first occasion occurs when he tempers 
his enthusiasm for the portrait of the Giaour with a reminder that 
he is a very different character from Childe Harold: 
1. 
- ERt xxi (-TulYs 1813)9 299-309. 
2' Byron found it favourable enough, and wrote to Thomas Moore: 
'; he said article is so very mild and sentimental, that it must be 
written by Jeffrey in love; - you know he is gone to America to marry 
some fair oney of whom he has beent for several uartersp 4perdument 
. amoureuxl. 
(. Letters and Journals, Marchand, i 
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What the. noble author has most strongly conceived and most 
happily expressed, is the character of the Giaour; - of 
which, though some of'the elements are sufficiently familiar 
in poetry, the sketch which is here given appears to us 
in the highest degree striking and original. The fiery 
soul of the Marmion and Bertram of Scott, with their love 
of lofty daring, their scorn of soft contemplation or petty 
comforts# and their proud defiance of law, religionp and 
conscience itself,, -. are combined with something of the 
constitutional gloom, and the mingled disdain and regret 
for human nature, which were invented for Childe Harold; 
while the sterner features of that. lofty portraiture are 
softened down by the prevalence of an ardent passion for 
the gentlest of human beingsp and shaded over by the 
overwhelming grief which the loss of her had occasioned. 
(300-1) 
As this passage unwittingly revealso the Giaour is just as seductive 
an example of the Byronic hero as Childe Harold. The second example 
of Jeffrey's retreating to a safer position occurs whent after 
having initially defined Byron's success in the following terms - 
The whole poemp indeedt may be considered as an exposition 
of the doctrine, that the enjoyment of high minds is only 
to be found in the unbounded vehemence and strong tumult 
of the feelings; and that all gentler emotions are tame and 
feeblet and unworthy to move the soul that can bear the 
agency of the greater passions. It is the force and feeling 
with which this sentiment is expressed and illustrated# 
which gives the piece before us its chief excellence and 
eýfect; and has enabled Lord Byron to turn the elements of 
an ordinary tale of murder into a strain of noble and 
impassioned poetry - (301) 
he writes at the end of the review: 
Energy of character and intensity of emotion are sublime 
in themselves, and attractive in the highest degree as 
objects of admiration; but the admiration which they excite# 
when presented in combination with worthlessness and guilt, 
is one of the most powerful corrupters and perverters of 
our moral nature; and is the more to be lamentedp as it is 
most apt to exert its influence on the noblest characters. 
The poetry of Lord Byron is full of this perversion; and it 
is because we conceive it capable of producing other and 
still more delightful sensations than those of admirationp 
. 
that we wish to. see it employed upon subjects less gloomy 
and revolting than those to which it ' has hitherto been 
almost exclusively devoted. (309) 
t. 
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Even allowing for the somewhat spurious argument about admiration 
rather than emulation, it is still difficult to see how Jeffrey 
can equate these latter sentiments with his assertion that Byron 
had turned $the elements of an ordinary tale of murder into a 
strain of noble and impassioned poetry'. We can see quite clearly 
how Jeffrey's literary judgements clash with the moral stance that 
he wishes to adopt in the Review. His search for that 'gentler 
feeling' which he claimed existed somewhere in Childe Harold and 
his desire for 'subjects less gloomy and revolting' in this review 
are merely pious hopes. They have nothing to do with the 
functioning or impact of Byrones poetry andt as we shall seep Jeffrey 
found that they became increasingly untenable. 
None the less, Jeffrey responded more readily to the poem 
than perhaps even he realized. This is shown by a comparison 
with Ellis's review in the Quarterly which dealt with The Bride of 
1 
Abydos as well as The Giaour. Ellis begins by replying to Jeffrey's 
remark that 'the greater part of polite readers would now no more 
think of sitting down to a whole Epicp than to a whole ox' (itself 
a hit at Ellis's earlier assessment of Childe Harold as a possible 
epi C) :, 
it has lately been discoveredq that poetical fragments mayp 
without inconvenience# be substituted for epic or other 
poems. It is obviousp that to embellish striking incidents 
by splendid descriptiont is the boast of the poetp and that 
from these exertions of his fancy must be derived the 
principal dnjoyment of the reader. Hence it seems to 
follow, that the interests of both parties may be promotedp 
by agreeing to reduce every species of composition to its 
quintessencep and to omit, by common consentp the many 
insipid ingredients which swelled the redundant narratives 
of our ancestors. 
.0 (332)' 
QRI, 
(x 
(Jan 
#1814). 331-54. - Published between March 25 and April 7P 1814 Hayden: 271). 
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Ellis's heavy irony results from something more than a mere squabble 
between rival reviewers; it points to the very basic difference 
between his approach and Jeffrey's. Jeffrey defended the episodic 
structure of The Giaourp and in doing so praised the force and 
originality of the poem; Ellis, on the other handt is not prepared 
to accept anything which strays too far from the traditional norms. 
The same is true of his attitude towards the Giaour. There 
is some truth in his charge that 
It is surely not quite consistent with [the Giaourls] 
feelings of remorsep that he should boast of his inability 
to 'whine or sigh', of his determination to 'obtain or 
die'# and consequently to risk the life of Leila for his 
own gratification; and that he should justify her murder., 
by the avowal that he, himself, would have acted like Hassan 
under a similar provocation. (342) 
' The essence of the Byronic hero lies, of course, in that inconsistency, 
but few reviewers were prepared to explore thisq and contented 
themselves instead with conventional moral disclaimers. We have 
seen how Jeffrey withdrew from too close an identification with 
-1 
Byron's aims# but th at at least was better than Ellis's reaction 
which was to give preference to The Bride of Abydos over The Giaour 
on the grounds that the former 'does not contain a single offensive 
passage' and that its heroine is a far better woman than the 
heroine of the other poem. 
Ellis's dile=a is all too obvious: it is the problem of 
equating Byron's popularity with his dubious morality, coupled with 
a lack of sympathy for the kind of poetry he was writing, He 
takes-refuge in-the tepid but inoffensive The Bride of Abydos and 
hopes for better things to come. 
Jeffrey's review of The CorsUi and The Bride of Abydosp 
t. 
1. ER# xxiii (APrils 1814)-9 198-229, 
r 
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and Ellis Is of The Corsair and Lara, 
I 
mark the culmination of 
what can be seen as the first phase of their periodicals' reviewing 
of. Byron's poetry. Byron's popularity was by now phenomenalp 
and this helped confirm certain traits which, as we have seen, 
were becoming apparent in these early reviews. 
Jeffrey,, in particular, now made a determined effort to 
define the nature of Byron's popularity: 
He has delineatedp with uneqLlled force and fidelity, 
the workings of those deep and powerful emotions which 
alternately enchant and agonize the minds that are exposed 
to their inroads; and represented, with a terrible energyp 
those struggles and sufferings itnd exaltationsp by which 
the spirit is at once t9rn and transportedv and traits of 
divine inspiration, or demoniacal possessionp thrown across 
the tamer features of humanity. It is by this spellp 
chiefly, we thinkp that he has fixed the admiration of the 
public; and while other poets delight by their vivacityq 
or enchant by their sweetness, he alone has been able to 
commard the sympathyp even of reluctant readersp by the 
natural magic of his moral sublimityq and the terrors and 
attractions of those overpowering feelingsp the depths 
and te heights cC whchhe seems to have so successfully 
explored. 
(198-9) 
11 
It is a bold statement and one which goes so far as to credit 
Byron's poetry with $moral sublimity'* In order to explain it 
Jeffrey has to develop his own theory of the development of 
literature and society: in the earliest days 'men's passions are 
violent., and their sensibility dullIp but as society advances all 
'manifestation of strong feeling is soon proscribed as coarse and 
vulgar; and first a cold and ceremonious politenesst and afterwards 
a more gay and heartless dissipationg repressesp and in part eradicates 
the warmer affections and generous passions of our naturep along 
with its more dangerous and turbulent emotionst. However, another 
1. QRs, xi (JulYp 1824) p 428-57. (Hayden, 272). 
Published after October 20tlSI4 
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stage followsp and 
when generations have'passed away, during which all persons 
of education have employed themselves in doing the same 
frivolous thingsp with the same despair either of interest 
or glory, it can scarcely fail to happeng that the more 
powerful spirits will awaken to a sense of their own 
degradation and unhappiness; -a disdain and impatience 
of*the petty pretensions and joyless elegancies of fashion 
will gradually arise: and strong and natural sensations 
will again be sought, without dread of their coarsenessp 
in every scene which promises to supply them. This is the 
stage of society in which fanaticism has its second birtht 
and political enthusiasm its first true development - when 
plans of visionary reformp and schemes of boundless ambition 
are conceivedp and almost realized by the energy with which 
they are pursued - the era of revolutions and projects - 
of vast performancesq and infinite expectations. 
Poetry# of coursep reflects and partakes in this 
great transformation. - It becomes more enthusiastiop 
authoritative and impassioned; and feeling the necessity 
of dealing in more powerful emotions than suited the tranquil 
and frivolous age which preceded, naturally goes back to 
those themes and characters which animated the energetic 
lays of its first rude inventors. The feats of chivalryt 
and the loves of romancep are revived with more than their 
primitive wildness and ardour. For the sake of the natural 
feeling they containt the incidents and diction of the old 
vulgar ballads are once more imitated and surpassed; and 
poetry does not disdain, in pursuit of her new idol of 
-strong emotionp to descend to the very lowest conditions 
of society, and to stir up the most revolting dregs of utter 
wretchedness-and aepravity. (200-1) 
As a description of his own age and contemporary poetry, Jeffrey's 
account is of interest. But what is really important is his 
attempt to explore the reasons for Byron's success by placing him 
within the context of his age. Nor is he unaware of the implications 
that his theory has for other poets, including Wordsworthq although 
the tone of his rerqarks remains equivocal: 
Instead of ingenious essays, elegant pieces of gallantry# 
and witty satires all stuck over with classical allusions# 
we havep in our popular poetry, the dream of convictst and 
the agonies of Gypsey women, - and the exploits of buccaneerst 
freebootersp and savages - and pictures to shudder atp of . 
remorse, revengep and insanity - and the triumph of generous 
feelings in scenes of anguish and terror - and the heroism 
of low-born affection and the tragedies of vulgar atrocity. 
All these various subjects have been found interestingg and 
have succeededv in different degrees, in spite of 
accompaniments which would have disgusted an age more 
recently escaped from barbarity: And as they agree in 
nothing but in being the vehicles of strong and natural 
emotions# and have generally pleased# nearly in proportion 
to the quantity of that emotion they conveyedp it is 
difficult not to conclude2 that they have pleased only 
for the sake of that quality -a growing appetite for 
which may be regarded as the true characteristic of this 
age of the world. 
(201) 
It is a pity that Jeffrey had not been a little more perceptive in 
his earlier dealings with poets writing about 'the dreams of convictst 
and the agonies of Gypsey women'; nor must it be forgotten that 
in the same year as this review he was to piiblish his attack on 
The Excursion. As we saw in his reviews of Childe Harold and 
The Giaourv the need to explain Byron's popularity and the 
attraction he felt for the poetry led him into a position at odds 
with beliefs and attitudes stated elsewhere* 
The review goes on to become almost adulatory. . Having 
explained that it is by the lporýraitures of the interior of 
human nature that the poetry of the present day is distinguished 
from all that preceded it' and perceptively pointing out how 
Byron,, Scott,, and Southey borrow only the 'situations and unrestrained 
passions of the state of society from which they have taken their 
characters - and have added all the sensibility and delicacy from 
the stores of their own experience'# Jeffrey enthusiastically praises 
Byron's descriptions of Greecep his depiction of 'the gentleness 
t 
and submission of the females of these regionsIq and 
a style always vigorous and original, though sometimes 
quaint and affectedt and more frequently strainedg harshp 
and abrupt -a diction and versification invariably spiritedt 
and almost always harmonious and emphatic: Nothing diluted 
in short, or diffused into weaknessp but full of lifep and 
nerve, and activity - expanding only in the eloquent 
expression of stronG and favourite affectionsp and everywhere 
t. 
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else concises energetic, and impetuous - hurrying on 
with a disdain of little ornaments and accuracies, and 
not always very solicitous about being comprehended by 
readers of inferior capacity. 
(205-6) 
The Corsair is preferred to The Bride of Abydos, which seems a 
reasonable judgement. Much is made of Byron's use of the heroic 
couplet in The Corsair, t but any suspicion that Jeffrey liked the 
poem for its eighteenth-century verse-form is partly allayed by 
his statement that its charm lies as much in its subject-matter 
as in its versification. 
)-Ithough this is Jeffrey's most favourable review of Byron's 
poetry to datep. it is not entirely free from that concern with 
moral issues displayed in earlier reviews. The predominant I 
consideration is again the Byronic herog and)although Jeffrey 
shrugs off the problem when discussing Conrad, the hero of 
The Corsafrp he writes at the end of the review: 
We still wish he would present us with personages with 
whom we could more entirely sympathize* At presentt he 
will let us admire nothing but adventurous courage in 
ment and devoted gentleness in. women. There is no 
intellectual dignity or accomplishment about any of his 
characters; and no very enlightened or equitable principles 
of morality. We have made the best apology we could 
for this tribe of heroesp in the remarks we have ventured 
upon at the beginning; and are aware of the difficulty of 
exhibiting strong passions in respectable persons. But 
it belongs to a genius like his, to overcome such 
difficulties; and he will never be thoroughly nor universally 
pleasing, till he learns to bespeak our interest for beings 
a little more like those whom we have been accustomed to 
love and admire. (228) 
But Jeffrey has gone too far to turn back# and followinghis 
earlier remarks this seems a mere taking-out of insurance. - 
Ellis's review - his last one of Byron s#ce he was to die 
in the following year - also demonstrates in a rather different way 
the hardening of attitudes present in previous reviews. 
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As we saw in his reaction to Childe Harold, and his preference for 
The Bride of Abydos over The Ginour, Ellis had never been at ease 
with Byron's poetry. His review of The Corsair and Larap althouGh 
outwardly favourableg has an irascibility about it which confirms 
this. 
Most of the review is taken up by extract and a long r4sumd 
of the plots of the two poems* It opensp howeverp with a 
sarcastic reference to Byron's supposed intention of giving up 
writing poetry: 
When a young man,, ofalively and vigorous mind, is once 
fairly possessed by the demon of poetry, he can no longer 
be considered as a fred agent; but must in equity be 
absolved from the performance of any resolutions., which 
he may have formed without duly weighing the uncertain 
duration of his sane intervalsv and the probable recurrence 
of his paroxysms of inspiration. (428) 
As we know from comments later in the review,, Jeffrey's enthusiastic 
account of the impulses motivating modern poetry was very much 
in Ellis's mindp and the references to the 'demon of poetrylp the 
'uncertain duration of his sane intervals' and the 'paroxysms of 
inspiration', were probably aimed as much at the Edinburgh as at 
Byron. 
Ellis is unimpressed by Lara, but admits that The Corsair is 
'the most finished and the most beautiful of Lord Byron's productions'. 
This echoes Jeffrey's judgementj andt again like Jeffreyp Ellis 
is aware of the similarity that exists between Byron's heroes. He. 
however, goes much further than Jeffrey: 
The objection isp that Conrad is a personage so eccentriev 
so oddly compounded of discordant qualitiest and so remote 
from common naturep that it is difficult to sympathize in 
his feelingsp at-the same time that the affinity of his 
character to those of the Giaour and Childe Harold, is so 
markedt as to do away the merit, whatever it may be, of 
singularityq and to give him the appearance of a mere copy 
from a capricious original. (453) 
t. 
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Ellis then suggests that all Byron's eastern tales in fact 'were 
originally collected for the purpose of being wrought into a 
series of adventuresp tending to illustrate and develop the 
whimsical character of that Childel. Obviously the moral issues 
raised by the Childe come to the fore againp and Ellis points 
out that the reader should not but does sympathize with that 
Iselfishq haughty, merciless villainIp Conradp and forgives if 
not loves 'the criminal' GuInare: 
Nowp whether thist or any other incongruities of the 
same kindp which may be formed in Lord Byron's series 
of talesp arisep as we have supposedg from the original 
plan of Childe Harold, or from any peculiarity in the 
writer's fundamental ndtions of morality, it is equally 
certain that his poetical powers are very great and 
various- . With his subjects we have been often displeased; his lanýuage# we thinkv is not unfrequently obscure# and 
his versification careless: but he seems to us to possess, 
to a degree which must always command admiration?, that 
originality which is the sure attribute of genius. 
(455) 
That is the equivocal judgement which best sums up Ellis's 
attitude to Byron: he cannot deny his popularity, his talentp 
or his originality,, but his doubts about the poet's morality, choice 
of subjectg and technical accomplishment)remain to the end. 
It is not surprisingg therefore, that Ellis attacks Jeffrey's 
cyclic account of literary and social history. In doing so he 
emphasises the -political implications which Jeffrey has refrained 
from making too apparent: 
The last twenty years havet doubtlessp been wondefully 
fertile of crimes and miseriest and there have been some 
. persons in this country who have hailed, with Joy and 
praise, every step of that des6lating tyrannyl which threatened 
to spread over the world,, and awakened in its progress all 
those strong emotions which are pronounced to be so 
delectable. But these persons were not very numeroust and 
certainly not legitimate arbiters of taste# or of poetical talent. 
(456) 
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Once again the Edinburgh has been reminded of its antagonism 
towards the war against Napoleon; not surprisinglyt given the 
views expressed by Byronp and what appeared to be the defeat of 
Napoleon with his incarceration on Elba. Ellis then goes on to 
take issue'with another of Jeffrey's comment-s; that it is by 
the 'portraitures of the interior of human nature that the poetry 
of the present day is distinguished from all that preceded it': 
the writerp who seeks to excite any emotiong will never 
effect this by attempting to analyse its nature and origin, 
but must content himself with describing its effects# because 
it is only*with these that his-readers can be supposed 
to be conversant .... The secret sensibility which lurks 
within our bosoms, which pervades the whole animated framep 
and transmits through it the indications of joy or griefv 
of pleasure or painp but of which the excess is suffocating 
and unutterable# cannot itself become the subject of 
description. To attempt such description is# we think, 
to exceed the legitimate pretensions of poetryp and to 
invade the province of metaphysics. 
(457) 
A legitimate point of viewt perhapst but it illustrates Ell: Vs la k 
of sympathy with Byron's aims, and it also shows how far Jeffrey 
had gone in responding to some of the changes that had taken place 
in contemporary thinkino about literature. 
The second phase of the two leading Reviews' reception of 
Byron's poetry consists of three reviews by Jeffrey and one by W- 
John Wilson in the Edinburgh, and two by Walter Scott in the 
_Q, uarterl. v,,, 
These constitute a new phaset not simply because all 
the reviews are favourable and some particularly perceptive and 
intelligent, but bedause they, deal with Byron's most important 
poems before 'the sad truth which hovers o'er my desk Turns what 
was once romantic to burlesque'. Canto Three of Childe Harold 
and Manfred are his most considerable achievements before he comes 
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to write Don Juan. and. Bappo is important as a transitional poem. 
These# and the final canto of Childe Haroldy are dealt'with in this 
period# which marks the height of Byron's popularity with the 
two Reviews. 
The first of Jeffrey"Is reviews was of Canto Three of 
Childe Harold and The Prisoner of Chillon. Theodore Redpath has 
given it great praise: 
This review of Jeffrey's is admirably sensitive and 
understanding. He picks out unerringly the best passagest 
describes them vividly and accurately., and goes a long 
way with the spirit of the poetry. His review has the 
virtues# but also possibly some of the weaknesses, of 
balance and poise. He is neither as enthusiastic nor 
as fanatically condemnýtory as some of the other reviewers, 
On the other hand, he does rightly retain his own scale of 
moral valuess and makes it felt when it seems relevant. 
How much we value Jeffrey's liberal-minded sanity and 
balance will depend on our whole attitude to criticism,, 
literature, ando indeed, life. 2 I 
The tone of the review certainly creates the impression of fair- 
mindednesst and Jeffrey's refusal to sensationalize Byron's private 
1i fe is commendable. None the less, the review is not as good 
as Redpath suggests, and it needs to be put into the context of 
Jeffrey's reviewing of Byron as a whole. 
To begin withp Jeffrey goes out of his way to make sure 
that his support for Byron and his appreciation of changing 
literary perspectives cannot be misconstrued as in any way lessening 
his strictures on the Lake poets. After placing Byron above all 
his contemporaries lif 'the finest poetry be that which leaves the 
deepest impression on the minds of its readers' and reiterating 
1. ERI xxvii (Dec., l816)p 277-310. 
2, T.. Redpathp The Young Romantics and Critical Opinion 1807-1824 
(1973)9 29. 
f. 
v 
r 
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his by now accustomed remark that 'To produce great effectsq [Byron] 
felt that it was necessary to deal only with the greater passionsto 
Jeffrey launches an attack on the Lake poets: 
But we must say, that it would afford us still greater 
pleasure to find these tuneful gentlemen [i. e. 1-fordsworth- 
and Southey whqý, Jeffrey acknowledges, have been imitated 
by Byron] retuining the compliment which Lord Byron has 
here paid to their talents, and forming themselves on the 
model rather of his imitations, than of their own originals. 
In these imitations they will find thatt though he is 
sometimes abundantly mysticalp he never, or at least very 
rarelyp indulges in absolute nonsense - never takes his 
lofty flights upon mean or ridiculous occasions - and, 
above all, never dilutes hisstrong conceptions and magnificent 
imaginations with a flood of opprespive verbosity. 
(278) 
Jeffrey then moves on to consider Byron's faults; the greatest 
being 'far too great a monotony in the moral colouring of his 
picturesp and too much repetition of the same sentiments and maxims'. 
Ellis too had complained about the similarity of Byron's heroes# 
but Jeffrey is a little more sympathetic in attributing to such 
figures 'a sort of demonia cal sublimity# not without some traits 
of the ruined Archangel'. But enough is enoughq and Jeffrey 
recognizes that Byron is certainly guilty of depicting the same 
hero in a variety of poses. ý 
Jeffrey recognizes that a substantial part of his objection 
to this is a result of moral objectionsp andl in a passage worthy a 
of Hazlitt at his most inspiredv he makes a determined attempt 
to define the nature of those objections: 
A great living poet is not like a distant volcano, or an 
. occasional 
tempest. He is a volcano in the heart of our 
landt and a cloud that hangs over our dwellings; and we 
have some cause to complaint ifp instead of genial warmth 
and grateful shadep he darkens and inflames our atmosphere 
with perpetual explosions of fiery torrents and pitchy 
vapours, Lord Byron's poetryp in short, is too attractive 
and'too-famous to. lie dormant or inoperative; and thereforet 
if. it produce any painful or pernicious effects, there will 
. be murmuýrsq and ought to be suggestions of alteration. (280) 
p. 
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A few lines later he makes his point again, but somewhat more 
soberly: 
These [Byron's claims that couragep affectionp and imagi_nationt 
are 'not only akin to Guiltv-but the parents of Misery'],. 
it appears to us# are not merely errors in tastes but 
perversions of morality; andp as a great poet is necessarily 
a'Moral Teacherp and gives forth his ethical lessons, in 
general, with far more effect and authority than any of his 
graver brethren, he is peculiarly liable to the censures 
reserved for those who turn the means of improvement to 
purposeslof corruption. 
(280-1) 
Presumably this is an example of what Dr. Redpath sees as 'Jeffrey's 
liberal-minded sanity and balance' ýihere he so rightly retains 'his 
own sciLle of moral values, and makes it felt when it seems 
relevant'. There is much justification for such a point of view, 
althought remembering Wordsworth's conception of the role of the 
poetp one wonders how Jeffrey can equate this with his attack on 
The Excursion. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Jeffrey's 
comments is his attempt to define his position rather than merely 
relying on the conventionalg vague, ahd unsubstantiated innuendos 
about the undesirability of Byron's attitudes. The whole question 
of the relationship between art and morality was central to the 
Romantic periodl and was&. -. problem that remained unres. Olved by many 
others at the time. Jeffrey's view is too much rooted in the 
eighteenth century (although not exclusively so) for him to be 
seen as a precursor to Arnold and Leavis in arguing for the high 
moral seriousness qf literaturep and perhaps the best point he 
makes is the one about the artist's public responsibility: 
it is nevertheless truer that a public benefactor becomes 
a debtor to the public; and is, in some degree# responsible 
for the employment of those gifts which seem to be conferrqd 
upon him, not merely for his own delightp but for the 
delight and improvement of his fellows through all generations. 
(280) 
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That does not meanp of coursep that the artist has necessarily 
to conform to conventional moralityp and Jeffrey seems to have 
recognized this in his review of The Corsair when he W ked of 
'the natural magic of [Byron's] moral sublimityt. He returns 
to this again in his comments on Canto three of Childe Harold 
when he claims that the poem is 'substantially a contemplative 
and ethical work' and that its finest parts are those which 
'embody the weight of [Byron's] moral sentimentsp or disclose 
the lofty sympathy which binds the despiser of Man to the glorious 
aspects of Nature', Unfortunately he does not explain what he 
means or explore the problem furtherv and his overall judgement 
on Byron is disappointing but not surprising: 
We do not consider it as unfairp therefore# to say that 
Lord Byron appears to us to be the zealous apostle of a 
certain fierce and magnificent misanthropy# which has 
already saddened his poetry with too deep a shade# and 
not only led to a great misapplication of great talentsp 
but contributed to render popular some very false estimates 
of the constituents of human happiness and merit. (281) 
Fair commentpperhaps; but the suspicion remains, thanks to those 
comments about Byron's poetry having an underlying moral import, 
that this is based on convention rather than conviction. 
This impression is strengthened, and much of the impact of 
the review lost, when Jeffrey discusses Byron's assessment of 
Napoleon in Canto threep and argues against the view, central to 
the concept of the Byronic herop that 'He who ascends to mountain- 
topst shall find The loftiest peaks most wrapt in clouds and snow'. 
This leads him into the extraotdinary statement that 
It will be foundq we believep accordingly# that the master 
spirits of their-age have always escaped the unhappiness 
which i& here supposed to be the inevitable lot of 
ex#aordinary talents; and-that this strange tax upon genius 
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has only been levied upon those who held the secondary 
shares of it. Men of truly great powers of mind have 
generalýy been cheerful, socialy and indulgent; - while 
a tendency to sentimental whining, or fierce intolerancet 
zay be ranked among the surest symptoms of little souls 
and inferior intellects. 
(299) 
It is a pleasant thought$ but hardly one susceptible of proof. 
A great deal of the perceptiveness and intelligence of Jeffrey's 
earlier comments is dissipated by this silly assertion# and the 
even sillier list of men whom he believes'combined greatness with 
happiness. 
Before dealing with the Third Canto* of Childe Harold Jeffrey 
praises Larap The Siege of Corinthp and Parasinat but refuses to 
discuss the shorter lyrics which obviously refer to Byron's marriage. 
The praise is not indiscriminate, and shows an appreciation of the 
*. darker aspects of Byron's poetry which is not altogether in accord 
with his view of the poet as moral teacher. His comments on the 
Third Canto of Childe Harold are generous but predictable: he wonders, 
-as he'did with the first two cantos, that the poem works without 
plot or characterizationp but decidesp as we have seent that it 
is 'substantially a contemplative and ethical work'; he continues 
to believe that some kind of reformation is possible in the 
Childep and that 'his misanthropyp thus softened over by habits 
of calmer contemplationp appears less active and impatientp even 
although more deep-rooted than before'; and he has to acknowledge 
that it is no longer possible to distinguish between the views of 
Byron and his hero. The extracts from Canto Three are well-chosen 
and high ly praised; the remarks on. The Prisoner of Chillon short 
but again favourable; and Jeffrey concludes by co=enting on the 
shorter more personal poems: 
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We cannot maintain our accustomed tone of levityt or even 
speak like calm literary judges, in the mids. t of these 
agonizing traces of a wounded and distempered spirit. 
Even our admiration is at last swallowed up in a most 
painful feeling of pity and of wonder, It is impossible 
to mistake these for fictitious sorrows,, conjured up for 
the purpose of poetical effect. There is a dreadful 
tone of sincerityt and an energy that cannot be counterfeited 
in'the expression of wretchedness and alienation from 
human kind, which occurs in every page of this publication; 
and as the author has at last spoken out in his own person, 
and unbosomed his griefs a great deal too freely to his 
readers# the offence now would be to entertain a doubt of 
their reality. (309) 
Byron wast of courset something of a poseurp and Jeffreyls reaction 
is a little over-emotive* As we shall seet Walter Scott dealt 
with the problem far more realistically. 
During the course of the review Jeffrey also deals with 
the question of Byron's apparent debt to Wordsworthp and quotes 
stanzas lxxiip lxxxviiip and xcvii from Canto Three as examples 
of this. Perhaps it is unfair to expect-anything else, but it 
is a little sad that Jeffrey cannot see how the similarity is 
never more than superficialg and that Byron is distorting and 
exaggerating impulses and ideas used with much greater sensitivity 
and awareness by Wordsworth and Coleridge. 
It is difficult to su=arize Jeffrey's reviewp although 
obviously it is an important part of his thinking on Byron. Its 
greatest strength is the instinctive sympathy with Byron's poetry 
which is shown by the generosity of the praise andp more importantly# 
the judicious choice of quotations: set against that is the attack 
on the Lake poetst-the facile comments about great men and happiness# 
a nd the lingering hopes for the Childe's conversion to a more 
cheerful disposition. At the centre of the review lies Jeffrey's 
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unresolved dilemma about the moral responsibility of the poet: 
his definition of the poet as moral teacher could have been used 
to explore that 'moral sublimity' that he perceives at times 
in Byron's work, but he decides instead to revert to a much more 
conventional position by stressing the more obvious and commonplace 
objections to Byron's attitudes. But the review has served 
an important purposet although,, paradoxically, Byron's popularity 
appears to have made it unnecessary: - 
Wherever a works therefore, is very populart and where 
the general opinion of its merits appears to be substantially 
right, we think ourselves at liberty to leave it out 
of'our chronicle# without I: ncurring the censure of neglect 
or inattention, -A very rigorous application of this maxim 
might have saved our readers the trouble of reading what 
we now writes - and, to confess the truth, we write it 
rather to gratify ourselves# than with the hope of giving 
them much information. (282) 
The last co=ent points to the true function of the review: it has 
enabled Jeffrey to exorcisep although not to resolve, the doubts 
that had been troubling him as he found himself becoming increasingly 
attracted to Byron's poetry* 
Certainly-In his reviews of Manfred and Beppo, Jeffrey appears 
relatively unconcerned by the problems about Byron's poetry which 
had been'worrying him up to this point. When reviewing Manfred 
he makes it quite clear that it is the power of the poem and the 
character of Manfred which he finds most impressive. 
2 He makes 
the obvious point that in Manfred 'we recognize at once the gloom 
and potency of that soul which burned and blasted and fed upon 
1. ERt xxviii (Aug-p 1817), 418-31. 
2. See Hayden, 145t for a rather different reading of this review. 
He recognizes Jeffrey's desire to play down objections to Byron's poem, 
but I cannot agree with him that 'Jeffrey's review itself was far from 
enthusiastic'. 
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itself in Harold, and Conrad, and Lara... It but now the fiercest 
part of. such misanthropy is 'quenched in the gloom of a deeper 
despondency'. . No overt comment is made about the moral temper 
of such a charactert and Jeffrey emphasises instead ýow the poem 
'is a grand and terrific vision of a being invested with superhuman 
attributesp in order that he may be capable of more than human 
sufferings.. *. -. I It is Manfredp 'actor and suffererlt who is 
the centre of the action, and the oth7er characters and the supernatural 
machinery are only a means of centering attention upon him. 
Jeffrey writes: 
If we can once conceive of him as a real existencep and 
enter into the depth and the height of his pride and his 
sorrows, we may deal as we please with the means that have 
been used to furnish us with this-impressiont or to enable 
us to attain to this conception. We may regard them but 
as typest or metaphors, or allegories: But he is the thing 
to be expresseds and the feeling and the izýt-ellect of which 
all these are but shadows. (420) 
This is a remarkable passage,, and one which indicates a genuine 
response to the poem. Manfred contains certain gothic elements 
which might have offended Jeffreyt but he ignores them in his effort 
to strebs the central importance of the hero. 
Jeffrey also readily accepts another controversial aspect 
of the poem. He recognizes that the poem has faults: it 'fatigues 
and overawes us by the uniformity of its terror and solemnity'; 
the subject of incest is 'painful and offensive' and 'not a thing 
to be at all brought before the imagination'; the lyrical songs of 
the Spirits are too long; and there is too much pedantry'in the 
whole poemt particularly in Manfred's namerous classical allusions. 
Howeverl these things would only be relevant if Manfred was to be 
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considered 'as a proper dramap or even as a finished poemlq but 
this is not the. case since*Byron 
. contemplated 
but a dim and magnificent sketch of a subject 
which did not admit of more accurate drawingg or more 
brilliant colouring. Its obscurity is a part of its 
grandeur; - and the darkness that rests upon itv and the 
smoky distance in which it is lost, are all devices to 
increase its majesty, to stimulate our curiosityp and to 
impress us with deeper awe. 
(430) 
So Jeffrey not only praises the unconventional structure of the 
poem; he also uses it to minimise the poem's other faults. 
His review of Beppop 
I 
his last on Byron for three yearsp 
marks the height of his enthusiasm for the poet's work. The poem 
was generally well-receivedp 
2 
although some reviewers, like the 
one in the Eclectic Review, found it 'licentious in its moralp 
occasionally vulgar and profane in its expressionsj and rather 
tedious in its narrative'. 
3 
Jeffreyp obviously aware that the 
anonymously published poem was by Byronp finds little fault with 
ito He concedes that it is 'in itselfp absolutely a thing of 
nothing1t but he responds to its gaietyp frivolityq and enthusiasmo 
He praises its versificationp and has obviously been amused and 
entertained. It is the last time that we see him respond so 
spontaneously to Byron's poetryo 
Before. either of Jeffrey's reviews on Manfred or Beppo appearedt 
Walter Scott had published his review of Canto Three of Childe Harold 
4 in the Quarterly. Scott's review is of. great valuep not because 
ERt. xxix (Feb. vl8l8)p 302-10. 
Hayden, 146-7. 
Rutherfordt. 121. 
4. QRP x*i (Oct. t 1816) p 172-208. published 11-2-1817 
(Hayden, 273) 
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it sheds new light on Byrong but because his equanimity and kindness 
bring a sense of perspective to the discussion - something always 
necessary given Byron's popularityp and the sensational aspects 
of his poetry. Scott's review is also something of a self- 
justification: Hayden has pointed out how Scott's defence of Byron's 
careless style is really a defence of his own; 
1 
and hi's remarks 
about the use of historical and geographical background in imaginative 
literature also reflect his concerns as poet and novelist* 
Balance is. the dominating characteristic of the review. 
He opens the reTiew by admitting that Byron is an example of 
the Muse having descended upon a bard of a wounded spirit, 
and lent her lyre to tell, and we trust to soothep afflictions 
of no ordinary descriptiong afflictions originating probably 
in that singular combination of feeling which has been called 
the poetical temperament, and which has so often saddened 
the days of those on whom it has been conferred. . (173) 
But he has no intention of emulating Jef fiey in redefining the 
nature and progress of English poetry to account for this# and 
instead points to the dangers involved in the poetical temperament, 
particularly in its exercise of the imagination: 
The 'imagination all compact', which the greatest poet who 
ever lived has assigned as the distinguishing badge of his 
brethrens is in every case a dangerous gift. It exaggerates, 
indeedt our expectations, and can often bid its possessor 
hopeg where hope is lost to reason: but the delusive pleasure 
arising from these visions of imaginationg resembles that 
of a child whose notice is attracted by a fragment of glass 
to which a sun-beam has given momentary splendour. He 
hastens to the spot with breathless impatience, and finds 
the object of his curiosity and expectation is equally vulgar 
and worthless. Such is the man of quick and exalted powers 
of imagination. His fancy over-estimates the object of 
his wishesq-and pleasurep famep distinctiong are alternately 
pursued, attainedp and despised when in his power. (173-4) 
It is a sane Augustan view of the matterv and it is particularly 
important in enabling Scott to set the tone for the rdsumd c)f 
T-. - Haydent 144. 
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Byron's career which follows. 
In that-rdsum6 Scott quite deliberately discusses the 
relationship between Byron's poetry and his public and private 
life. Not only was this now inevitable in view of the opening 
stanzas of Canto Three of Childe Harold, but Byron's compulsive 
self-dramatization and the sucAss de scandale of his poetry were 
by this time obvious and legitimate concerns for any contemporary 
reviewer - Scott's realization of this is far preferable to Jeffrey's 
rather prim refusal to discuss Byron's private life. 1816 was 
the year of Byron's separation from his wife and his departure 
from England with all the attendant publicityp and Scott's review 
came at a time when# although the more sensational aspects of 
the affair had faded a little# it was still fresh in his readers' 
minds. 
Having gently chidden the Edinburgh for the reception it 
gave to Hours of Idlenesst Scott goes on to describe the appearance 
of the*first two Canton of Childe Harold, He is particularly 
perceptive in illustrating how this involved Byron in adopting 
a deliberately aggressive and provocative pose towards his 
readers: 
The assuming of such a character as the medium of 
communicating his poetry and his sentiments indicated a 
feeling towards the publicp which, if it fell short of 
contemning their favourt disdained, at least, all attempt 
to propitiate them. Yet the very audacity of this 
repulsive personificationg joined to the energy with which 
it was supported# and to the indications of a boldt powerfulp 
. and original mind which 
glanced through every line of the 
poem, electrified the mass of reader3p and placed at once 
upon Lord Byron's head the garland for which other men of 
genius have toiled longt and which they have gained late. 
1 (175) 
To counteract thisp Scott. then describes Byron's personality with 
sympathy and gengrosity; and the-pdet's youthp beautyp and personal 
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virtues are stressed with a tactful acknowledeement of the 
existence of areal rather than an affected melancholy. Again 
one has. to remember the public controversy surrounding Byron at 
this time to appreciate the value of Scott's comments. 
Scott acknowledges the similarity between Byron's heroes 
and the way in which they constantly mirror certain aspects of 
their author's characterv butv in what may be a reference to the 
rumours about the incestuous relationship*between. Byron and his 
half-sister, he claims that 'falsehood and malice alone can impute 
to him any real cause for hopeless remorse'or gloomy misanthropy'. 
The possible reasons he gives for Byron's self-identification 
with his heroes are interesting: perhaps, Hamlet-liket Byron wishes 
to place himself in 'supposed situations of guilt md danger# as 
some men love instinctively to iread the giddy edge of a precipice 
possibly 'these disguises-were assumed capriciously as a 
man might chuse the cloak# poniardl and dark-lantern of a bravop 
for his disguise at a masquerade'; perhaps he had been carried 
away by his success in portraying such figures; or perhaps it was 
simply in defiance of those critics who had objected to the Childe 
in the first place. Scott is too kind to point it out directly$ 
but all the possibilities involve# to a greater or lesser extentp 
an element of''posturing and self-dramatization on the part of the 
poet. It is an astute assessment on Scott's part. 
Despite his obvious sympathy with j3yronq Scott has no 
choice but to disagree with his political opinionsv although he 
does so with as little acrimony as possible. He takes issue with 
C 
Byron's description of Waterloog and he pays obsequious compliments 
to Wellington (ýo ostentaiiously ignored by Byron). His main 
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attack, however, is not on Byron, but on those 
whose general opinions concerning the policy of Europe 
are so closely and habitually linked with their party 
prejudices at homep that they see in the victory of 
Waterloo only the triumph of Lord Castlereagh; and could 
the event have been reversedp would have thought rather 
of the possible change of seats in St. Stephen'st than of 
the probable subjugýtion of Europe. Such were those who, 
hiding perhaps secret hopes with affected despondence, 
lamented the madness which endeavoured to make a stand 
against the Irresistible whose military calculations were 
formed on plans far beyond the comprehension of all other 
minds; and such are they whop confuted by stubborn facts, 
now affect'to mourn, over the consequences of a victory 
which they had pronounced impossible. 
(193-4) 
That # directed at the Edinburp-h although, as we have seenp its 
comments on the political implications of Byron's poetry were more 
than a little muted. Possibly Jeffrey's refusal to comment upon 
I 
Byron's attitude to Waterloo and the praise he gave to the account 
of Rousseau when reviewing Canto Three of Childe Harold prompted 
Scott's remarks. Certainly Scott attacks Rousseau whom he 
dismisses as 'a frenzied sophistIq and he has little patience with 
Byron's hopes that after the failure of the French Revolution 
*mankind must and will begin the same work anew,, in order to do 
it better and more effectually'. But very astutely he realizes 
that Byron's political views were more than a little inconsistent: 
we cannot trace in Lord Byron's writings any systematic 
attachment to a particular creed of politics# and he appears 
to us to seize the subjects of public interest upon the 
side in which they happen to present themselves for the 
momentp with this qualification, that he usually paints 
them on the shaded aspect, perhaps that their tints may 
harmonize with the sombre colours of his landscape. 
(194) 
It is an important pointv and'one which helps explain to some extent 
the low-key response by*both Reviews to the political ideas in 
13yron's 
W- Poetry. 
Scott's judgement on the literary merits Of Byronts poems 
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are reasonably sound. He acknowledges the popularity of the 
Eastern tales without praising them excessivelyp and he finds 
The Prisoner of Chillon an interesting poemp but inferior to 
Childe Harold. His comments on Canto Threep although not comparable 
to Jeffrey's instinctive'sympathy with the poem and astute choice 
of extractsp show that he realizes its superiority to the preceding 
cantos. 
Although Scott confronts and thereby lessens the unhealthy 
excitement which surrounded Byron and his poetry at this timet 
and although he makes his political point whilst acknowledging 
that Byron is fundamentally apoliticalp his review is finally 
limited. It had to be by its very nature - it depends upon 
co=on-senset sanitys and traditional opinions about the nature of 
Jeffreyq was not prepared literature and society. Scottq unlike 
to recognize that a change had taken place in the political or 
literary consciousness of . his timo which was exemplified, however 
crudely and vulgarly, by Byron's poetry. Consequently Scott was 
in an impossible position; whatever sympathy he felt for Byron as 
a mant and however much he wished to place a discussion of his 
poetry on a more responsible level# he had to acknowledge that Byron 
was writing poetry which he was forced to recognize as immoral and 
destructive. It is not surprising, therefore# that the review 
ends with a very, long and sentimental appeal to Byron to mend his 
ways and behave himself in futtre. It is. a tame ending to what 
in other ways is a valuable contribution to the continuing discussion 
of Byron Is poetry. 
The second stage. of that debate concludes with reviews by 
Walter Scott in the quarterly and John Wilson in the Edinburgh of 
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the fourth canto of Childe Harold. Scott's review does not 
differ greatly # tone and approach from his commentary on 
Canto Three, but it does contain points of interest. His basic 
concerns are the same: to censure Byron's moral stance whilst 
exonerating the poet himself from any suspicion of deliberately 
undermining the moral fabric of his own society; and to disagree 
with his political principlesp but on the grounds that they are 
misguided rather than malicious* 
He is helped by the somewhat muted tone of Canto Four, 
argues that there is 'less of passiong more*of deep thought. and 
sentiment at once collected and general' in this cantop although 
He 
what he really means is perhaps shown by his use of the last stanza 
as an epigraph to his review: 
'Farewell! with him alone may rest the painp 
If such there were - with you, the moral of his strain! ' 
However, he is too honest to pretend that these lines can redeem 
the whole poem. He points out how Byron's weltschmerzp particularly 
when aped by his imitators# leads to a pernicious and depraved kind 
of Epicureanism, and that it is originally founded on the kind of 
self-analysis which can only lead to despondency and madness. Andt 
indeedp his antidote to such an attitude can be given a Wordsworthian 
gloss: 
Nature, when she created man a social beingp gave him the 
capacity of drawing that happiness from his relations with 
the rest of his racep which he is doomed to seek in vain 
in his own bosom. These relations cannot be the source 
of happiness to us if we despise or hate the kind with whom 
it is their office to unite up more closely* If the earth 
. 
be a den of fools and knaves, from whom the man of genius 
differs by the more mercurial and exalted character of his 
xix (Aprilt 1818)t 215-32 
.. 
Published Saptember91818 (ilayden, 274). 
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intellect# it is natural that he should look down with 
pitiless scorn on creatures so inferior. But ifv as 
we beligve, each man, in his own degree, possesses a 
portion of the ethereal flame, however smothered by 
unfavourable circumstancest it is or should be enough 
to secure the most mean from the scorn of genius as well 
as from the oppression of power, and such being the case# 
the relations which we hold with society through all 
their gradations*are channels through which the better 
affections of the loftiest may, without degradationp 
extend themselves to the lowest. 
(229) 
Often in his reviews Scott's apparently conventional sentiments at 
least touch upon much more sensitive and often Wordsworthian modes 
of feeling. He goes on here# however, to retreat to the more 
conventional moral that 'our present life is a state of trial 
not of enjoymentt and that we now suffer sorrow that we may hereafter 
be partakers of happiness'. 
He obviously felt that this was a necessary reminder given 
-the na. ture of Byron's popularityp and it is his comments on the 
nature of that popularity. which prove to be of most interest. -He 
accounts for it in three ways: Byron satisfies the public's demand 
for originality; he is the first poet since Cowper 'whot either in 
his own person, or covered by no very thick disguise, has directly 
appeared before the public, an actual living man expressing his 
own sentiments# thoughtsp hopes and fears'; and his character takes 
on special potency because it is apparent that he 'who despised the 
world intimated that he had the talents and genius necessary to win 
it. - if he had thought it worth while'. Underlying all this is 
ByronIq attitude towards his readers: 
The reader felt as it were in the presence of a superior 
beingg whenp instead of his judgment being consultedt his 
imagination excited or soothedt his taste flattered or 
conciliated in order to bespeak his applause, he was toldt 
in-strains of the. most sublime poetryp that neither hep 
the courteous reader, nor Aught the earth had to shew, was 
worthy ýhe attention of-the noble traveller. (218) 
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This is the crux of the problem - it is not simply what Byron sayst 
but the power and authority with which he says it. Much of that 
authority comes from his character and personalityt but by addressing 
him as 'the noble traveller' Scott recognizes that it is also due 
in part to-his rank in society. Many other reviewers also realized 
that Byron's popularity and the threat he posed to conventional 
morality stemmed from his social position, But Scott also perceived,, 
although much less clearlyt that Byron uses his rank to manipulate 
his readers' response to his poetry: in his review of Canto Three 
he pointed out how the portrait of Childe Harold 'indicated a 
feeling towards the publicp which, iý it fell short of contemning 
their favour, disdainedt at leastt all attempts to propitiate them', 
and in the above extract he makes a similar point. He does not 
take it furthert but obviously much of Byron's popular appeal 
resulted from the spectacle not simply of. a lord disgracing himselfv 
but a lord who had made much of the superiority given him by his 
social position. 
. 
As in his first reviewj, Scott manages to disagree with Byron's 
political Tiews without attacking him directly. He does so in 
two ways: he lavishes praise on stanzas c1xvii-clxx which mourn 
the death of Charlotte Augustap the only daughter of the Prince 
Regentp and so show that Byron is not as disaffected as he pretends; 
and he launches a swingeing attack not on the poem itself but 
John Cam Hobhouse's notes to it. The review ends with this political 
diatribe which seems so curiously unconnected with the rest of 
the review that it might have been added by another hand,, although 
there is no evidence, except perhaps stylisticallyp to substantiati 
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this. 
Although little different from his earlier reviewr Scott's 
defence of Byron on this occasion is less forceful and decisive. 
He warns that novelty and singularity sometimes pass for originality 
in the public's mind# and he is obviously uneasy about the nature 
of Byron's popularity. He also recognizes that Byron subordinates 
style to meaning in his poetryp although an equivocal note is 
again struck, and his own concerns as a poet are brought into playt 
when he defends Byron against the charge that his stanzas are 
often linvolvedp harshp and overflowing into each other beyond the 
usual license of the Spenserian stanza': 
A highly finished strain of versification resembles a 
dressed pleasure groundp elegant - even beautiful - but 
tame and insipid compared to the majesty and interest 
of a woodland chasep where scenes of natural loveliness 
are rendered sweeter and moreiinteresting by the contrast 
of irregularity and wildness. (231) - 
In the end it was the irregularity and the wildness which proved 
too mugh for Scott. 
The same cannot be said of John Wilson in his review in the 
2 
Edinburgh, which has been described by Theodore Redpath as 'one 
of the finest contemporary appreciations of Childe Haroldl. 
3 
It is an extraordinary mixture of brilliance and carelessness, 
but it is of particular interest for the way in which Wilson defends 
Byron by ignoring accepted literary theory and appealing to the 
more. avant &arde ideas of his time. 
1. An interesting comparison can be made between this passage and 
the concluding paragraph of chapter five of Waverley. In the novel 
the 'irregularity and wildness' of Waverley Chase only confirm Edward - 
who like Jane Austen's Emma is an limaginist' -. in what are seen to 
be the weakest elements of-his character. 
2. ER9 xxx (June# 1818). 87-120. 
Redpatht 33- 
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This can be demonstrated most clearly by comparing his 
comments with those of Scott, Scott# although fully aware that 
Byron's poetry depended on the poet's portrayal of himselfy warned 
that 'he who shall mine long and deeply for materials in his own 
bosom will encounter abysses at the depth of which he must 
necessarily tremble' and that Taturet when she created man a 
social being# gave him the capacity of drawing that happiness ftom 
his relations with the rest of the racep which he is doomed to 
seek in vain in hiq own bosom'. This, of course, is the basis 
for Scott's approach to the poetx7p and it is fundamentally a moral 
one. Wilson, however, takes a very different view: 
The personal character of which we have spokent it-should 
be understoodq is not# altogetherg that on which the seal 
of life has been set, - and to whicht thereforet moral 
approval or condemnation is necessarily annexed, as to the 
language or conduct of actual existence. It is the 
character, so to speakq which is prior to conduct, and yet 
open to good and to ill - the constitution of the being# 
in body and in soul .... 
[Byron 
and Rousseau] have gone down 
into those depths which every man may sound for himselfq 
though not for another; and they have made disclosures to 
the world of what they beheld and knew there - disclosures 
that have co=anded and enforced a profound and universal 
by proving that all mankindq the troubled and 
the untroubledv the lofty and the low, the strongest and 
the frailest, are linked together by the bonds of a common 
but inscrutable nature. 
8- 
The moral issue is brushed aside, somewhat unconvincinglyg and the 
emphasis is on the importance of the examination of self. 
The same sense of intellectual speculation is shown in 
Wilson's awareness of the European scope of such a sensibility. 
He opens the review-by comparing Byron with Rousseaup and later 
with Goethe and Schiller. The comparison with Rousseau is 
interesting because it offers another example of a clash of biases 
within a periodical. Rousseau was the epitome of republican 
thouChts, and Scott dismissed him as 'a frenzied sophist' in his 
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review of Canto Three of Childe Harold. Wilson's use of him here 
might appear deliberately provocative if it were not for the fact 
that# as a Toryt Wilson did not approve of Byron's political view. 
He uses Rousseau to make his pointp and forgets or'disregards the 
political implications attached to him, 
Wilson also shows himself to be particularly in tune with 
the more advanced thought of his time when he arguest obviously 
with the moral objections to Byron's poetry in mind# that 
when we seem to see the poet shadowed out in all those 
states of disordered being which such heroes exhibit, 
we are far from believing that his own mind has gone 
through those states of disorderp in its own experience 
of life. We merely conceive of it as having felt within 
itself the capacity of such disordersv and therefore 
exhibiting itself before us in possibility. This is not 
general - it is rare with great poets. Neither Homert 
nor Shakespeare, nor Milton, ever so show themselves in 
the characters which they portray. Their poetical personages 
have no reference to themselves; but are distinct# independent 
creatures of their mindsp produced in the full freedom 
of intellectual power. In Byronp there does not seem this 
freedom of power... *[His poems] are merely boldt confused, 
and turbulent exemplifications of certain sweeping energies 
and irresistible passions. They are fragments of a poet's 
dark dream of life. 
(94) 
This s. tatement is--"remarkably similar to Keats's famous definition 
of his oWn 'poetical Character', and it is possible that Wilson's 
words were fresh in Keats's mind when he contrasted his belief in 
I negative capability with the 'wordsworthian or egotistical sublime f. 
1 
1. Keats wrote his letter to Richard Woodhouse on 27 October 1818 (The Letters of John Keatst ed. H. E. Rollins (1958)t it 386-68)]. He 
had been interested in the concept of the 'characterless poet' certainly 
since he had heard Hazlitt lecture at the Surrey Institute the preceding 
winter [W. J. Bate, John Keats (Cambridge Mass., 1963), 259-60], and one 
would expect him to have read the quarterlies' reviews of Byron's latest 
poem. Although he does not mention Byron himselfo it is interesting 
that Woodhousep when writing to John Taylor about Keats's letterp comments 
ýthat ILd., Byron does not come up to this Character. He can certainly 
conceive & describe a dark accomplished vilain in love -&a female 
tender & kind who loves him. Or a sated 4: palled Sensualist Misanthrope 
& Deist - But here his power ends, - The true poet can not only conceive 
this - but can assume any Character Essence idea or Substance at pleasure. 
& He has this imAginative faculty not in a limited manner# but in full 
universality' (Letterst Rollins, it 390)- 
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Wilson does not defend Byron; he asserts his greatness by 
showing how he-exemplifies a particular zeitgeist. It is very 
different from Jeffrey's struggle to come to terms with Byron's 
popularity and his own somewhat reluctant response to the poetry, 
and from Scott's magnanimous approach which vacillates between 
the acceptance of the conventional and an awareness of new currents 
of thought and response. Wilson's approach means that he veers 
wildly from the perceptive to the foolish in his assessment of 
Byron's poetry# and he never resolves the moral dilemma posed by it. 
His praise of Manfred; his realization that the function of 
the Childe gradually changest and that the heroes of the Eastern 
tales take over the role of 'ideal human beingss made up of certain 
troubled powers and passions' whilst the Childe increasingly 
becomes a means for Byron to explore his own personality; and his 
impressive if somewhat rhetorical description of Byron's poetry. in 
terms of sculpture are perceptive and important. But the review 
is marred by an extravagance and exaggeration of both style and 
statement, and Wilson over-estimates the value of Canto Four: 
It is a nobler creature who is before us. The ill-sustained 
misanthropy, and disdain of the two first Cantos, more faintly 
glimmer throughout the third, and may be said to disappear 
wholly from the fourtho which reflects the high and disturbed 
visions of earthly gloryp as a dark swollen tide images the 
splendours of the sky in portentous colouringt and broken 
magnificence. (94) 
Although Wilson's greatest strength is his refual to allow the-moral 
problem. posed by Byron's poetry to dominate his responsep it affects 
his judgement of Canto Four and results in his criticizing Byron 
in the last part of the review for being more enamoured of intellectual 
power than of 'the luxuries of quiet virtue... 
[and] the serenity of 
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home'. He redeems himself by concluding with an extremely 
perceptive account of contempbrary literature and its reliance on 
the operation of the imagination. 
It ist however, the opening of the review which has most 
impact. Despite the rhetoric$ which found an echo much later 
in Matthew Arnold's description of Byron in Memorial Versest 
Wilson shows very clearly how Byron's power and appeal comes# like 
Rousseau'sp from depicting himself. But he adds a warning: 
Posterity may make fewer allowances for much in himself 
and his writingsp than his contemporaries are willing to 
do; nor will they, with the same passionate and impetuous 
zeal# follow the wild voice that too often leads into a 
haunted wilderness of doubt and darkness. To themp as to 
usp there will always be something majestic in his misery 
- something sublime in his despair. But they will not, 
like us, be withheld from sterner and severer feelings9 
and from the more frequent visitings of moral condemnationp 
by that awful commiseration and sympathy which a great poet 
breathes at will into all heartst from his living agonies... * 
(93) 
Again moral considerations come into playp and an earlier attempt 
by Wilson to excuse Byron's soul-baring on the grounds that poetry 
is a p#vate not a public art is far from convincing. None the 
leass it cannot be doubted that Wilsong like Arnoldt has 'felt' 
that $fount of fiery lifelp and it is the expression of this rather 
than the intellectual stringency of his argument which informs 
the whole review. 
And it is this which allows Wilson to make his most perceptive 
point. It comes in two statements: the first deals with the 
relationship between Byron and his readers: 
But though he speaks to the publict at all times, he does 
not consider them as his judges. He looks upon them as 
sentient existences that are important to his poetical 
existencep -. but, so that he command their feelings and 
passions# he cares not for their censure or their praisep 
- for his fame is more than mere literary-fame; and he 
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aims in poetry, like the fallen chief whose image is so 
often before himp at universal dominiont we had almost 
said# universal tyranny, over the minds of men. 
(99-100) 
And later he writes: 
19vron has chosen too often to be the undoubting adorer 
oi*Power. The ided of tyrannic and unquestioned sway 
seems to be the secret delight of his spirit. He would 
pretendp indeedp to be a republican, - but his heroes are 
all stamped with the leaden signet of despotism; and we 
sometimes see the most cold, secluded, immitigable tyrant 
of the wholep lurking beneath the 'scallop-shell and sandal- 
shoon' of the Pilgrim himself. 
These comments staie with much greater-force something that Scott 
had been reaching towards when he wrote of Byron's attitude towards 
his publicýand the apolitical nature of many of his apparently 
political comments. Wilsonp a Tory writing in a Whig periodical 
which had already shown itself to be uneasy with the radical opinions 
of a supposedly Whig lordj, obviously found this a convenient way 
of dealing with those 'confused and turbid stan as [filled] with 
political retrospects and prophecies'. But he has made an important 
point: much of Byron's success comes from the superiority he claims 
for himself over ordinary humanity. Largely it is a superiority 
of sensitivity and sensibilityt but it is inextricably bound up 
with his social position. The Reviews recognized thisp and Scott 
and particularly Wilson perceived the reactionary basis for many 
of his apparently radical statements. 
Wilson's review ends the Edinburgh's and Quarterlyts most 
1. Four years later Hazlitt made the same point but for different 
political ends: 'If the poet lends a grace to the nobleman, the 
nobleman pays it back 'to the poet with interest. What a fine 
addition is ten thousand a year and a title to the flaunting pretensions 
of a modern rhapsodist .... In fact, his Lordship's blaze of reputation 
culminates from his rank and place in society. He sustains two 
lofty and imposing characters;... we equalise his' pretensionst and take 
it for granted that he must16-w superior to other men in genius as he is 
in birth'. FThe Complete Works of William Hazlitt, ed. P. P. Howe 
(1930-4), 
viiis 209-101. 
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fruitful and favourable criticism ýf Byron's poetry. We have 
seen how Jeffrey came to reassess both the nature of contemporary 
poetry and the relationship between poetry and morality in his 
attempts to come to terms with Byron's workq and how Scott lessened 
the sensationalism surrounding the poet in coming to a considered 
assessment based on his own beliefs and attitudes. Moral and 
political considerations obviously play a major partq but of most 
interest perhaps is the awareness by Scott and Wilson of Byron's 
manipulation of his readers by the way in which he stresses his 
special position as manp poett and lord, 
If it is Childe Harold who stands over the first two stages 
of the relationship between the quarterlies and Byront it is Don 
Juan who dominates the last. The first two cantos were published 
in 1819g and John Hayden has documented the response from the minor 
periodicalst which was a mixture of praise and moral condemnation. 
1 
No review of the poem itself appeared in the two quarterliest and 
Jeffrey was the first to review Byron after its publication. The 
review was of Marino Faliero and The Prophecy of Dante, 
2 
and Jeffrey's 
change of tone and approach is marked. 
It is immediately apparent that Byron is no longer to receive 
the consideration which he had previously enjoyed. Jeffrey informs 
his readers that whilst, Marino Faliero possesses considerable 
beauties and would certainly_have established the reputation of a 
1. Haydent 148-9. 
2. ER', xxxv (July# 1821), 271-85. 
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young poetp it is unworthy of Byron and fails both as poem and play. 
One reason for its failure is its choice of subject-matter. 
Instead of exercising his gifts of 'exquisite tenderness and 
demoniacal sublimity', Byron has written a work which depends for 
its success on 'the elaborate representations of conjugal dignity 
and domestic honour, - the sober-and austere triumphs of cold and 
untempted chastityt and the noble propriety of a pure and disciplined 
understanding'. Jeffrey seems to have forgotten that it was 
just such 'sober and austere' virtues that he had asked for in the 
earlier poems. This suggests that he is intent on attacking Byron 
whatever the merits of the work ubder reviewp and this is confirmed 
by his use of techniques normally used to deflate minor, or pretentious 
authors. Some lines are rendered in prosep and an unfavourable 
comparison is made with Otway Is Venice Preserved. The only point 
of interest is his assertion that 
-Altogetherp [the work] gives us the impression of a thing 
worked, out against the grainp and not poured forth from the 
fulness of the heart or the fancy - the ambitious and elaborate 
work of a powerful mind engaged with an unsuitable task - 
,. not the spontaneous effusion of an exuberant imaginationg 
- 
sporting in the fulness of its strength. 
(284-5) 
Any Wordsworthian echo is accidental, and Jeffrey goes on to attack 
The Prophecy of Dante. He sees it as a 'very grandt fervidl, turbulentp 
and somewhat mystical composition - full of the highest sentimentst 
and the highest poetry; - but disfigured by many faults of 
precipitation, and overclouded with many obscurities', The 
objection to lobscurities' is a reviewing commonplacep as is the 
censure of 'the General crudity and imperfect concoction of the 
bulk of the composition'. The review as a whole quite obviously 
lacks the responsiveness and constructive critical interest which 
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so distinguished Jeffrey's earlier reviews of the poet's workp 
particularly of Beppo. 
Its effect is to destroy the sense of connection found in 
those reviews. Jeffrey is distancing himself from Byron's workq 
as the tone of the review shows, and it is a tone which is found 
again in his penultimate re view of Byron. 
1 
Ostensibly it is a 
review of Sardanapalus, The Two Poscarit and Cain, but its purpose 
is to provide a carefully constructedv almost clinical statement 
of Jeffrey's refutation of Byron's poetry and what he felt to 
be its implications. 
It opens with a lengthy discussion of the history and 
nature of dramap in which Shakespeare and the early seventeenth- 
century dramatists are given high praise. This is interspersed 
with some sardonic and cutting remarks by Jeffrey: he points out 
that Byron 'has not certainly been very tractable to advicep nor 
very patient of blame'; that he has 'too little sympathy with the 
ordinary feelings and frailties of humanity, to succeed well in 
their representation'; that the world is growing weary of pictures 
of 'misanthropes and madmen- outlaws and their mistresses'; that 
'Lord Byron, in Shakespeare's place, would have peopled the world 
with black Othellos! '; and that of all men he is the last who should 
defend the dramatic unitiesp since he "if ever man wasp is a law 
to himself - 'a chartered libertine; ' - and nowp when he is tired 
of this unbridled license, he wants to do penance within the Unities! '. 
The impact of such remarks should not be underestimated; Juxtaposed 
with the apparently measured and balanced discussion of English 
1. ER*, xxxvi (Feb., 1822)p 413-52, The review is sometimes attributed to 
Hazlitt [P. P. Howep Life of William flazlitt (1947)' t 3109 and H. Baker, 
William Hazlitt (1962)p 216n. and 413n. j, but the review as it stands 
could not have been by him. Jeffrey claimed it as his, and stylistically 
it belongs to him. 
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drama they take on added force and point. 
Although this bite r6mains in the review, the emphasis 
changes to a reasoned and logical statement of Jeffrey's objections 
to Byron's poetry. These are twofold: the first returns to the 
problem of the relationship-between art and moralityq and this 
time Jeffrey's views are very explicit: 
We therefore think that poets ought fairly to be confined 
to the established creed and morality of their countryp or 
to the actual passions and sentiments of mankind; and that 
poetical dreamers and sophists who pretend to theorise 
according to their feverish fancies, without a warrant 
from authority or reason, ought to be banished the common- 
wealth of letters. In the courts of morality,, ' poets are 
unexceptionable witnesses; they may give in the evidencet 
and depose to facts whether good or ill; but we demur to 
their arbitrary and self-pleasing simming up; they are 
suspected Judges, and not very often safe advocatesy where 
great questions are concerned, and universal principles 
brought to issue. 
(438) 
His second objection is more specific: the effect of Byron's poetrYs, 
whatever its intention# is pernicious and immoral: 
The charge we bring against Lord. B. in short is, that his 
writings have a tendency to destroy all belief in the reality 
of virtue - and to make all enthusiasm and constancy of 
affection ridiculous; and that this is effected, not merely 
by direct maxims and examplesp of an imposing or seducing 
kindt but by the constant exhibition of the most profligate 
heartlessness in the persons of those who had been transiently 
represented as actuated by the purest and most exalted 
emotions - and in'the lessons of that very teacher who had 
been, but a moment before, so beautifully pathetic in the 
expression of the loftiest conceptions. (448) 
Here Jeffrey is 
-not 
talking of Childe Harold, the heroes of the 
Eastern talesp or characters in the plays under review. He has 
already claimed that Byron has ignored t6 advice given him about 
the moral tenor of his work and 'only took leave of Childe Harold 
to ally himself to Don Juan', and it is Don Juan that is conditioning 
his resýonse here. The last few pages of the review refer directly 
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to the poem andq after quoting the episodes of Donna Julia 
secreting Juan in her bedo 'the low humour and buffoonery$ so ill- 
suited to the shipwreck,, and the scenes in the seraglio after the 
touch#g death'of Haidgeg Jeffrey writes: 
Thus all good feelings are excited only to accustom us to their speedy and complete extinction; and we are brought 
back, from their transient and theatrical exhibition# to 
the staple and substantial doctrine of the work - the 
non-existence of constancy in women or honour in men, and 
the folly of expecting to meet with any such virtues, or 
of cultivating themp for an undeserving world; - and all this mixed up with so much wit and cleverness, and knowledge 
of human naturep as to make it irresistibly pleasant and 
plausible - while there is not only-no antidote supplieds 
but every thing that might have operated in that way has 
been anticipatedp and presented already in as strong and 
engaging a form as possible - but under such associations 
as to rob it of all efficacyp or even turn it into an auxiliary 
of the poison* 
(450-1) 
It had simply come to this: Don Juan in Jeffrey's eyes (and in the 
view of other contemporary reviewers) put Byron outside the pale. 
Moral considerations# alwdys close to dominatine the reviewers' 
responsev now took precedence* Possibly Jeffrey cannot be blamed 
for this# and much of his review consists of clear and logical 
exposition far removed from the vehemence of his younger days. 
But if one remembers the earlier reviews in which Jeffrey accepted 
the poetry on its own terms, then his final judgementp however 
understandable and even predictablep is disappointing. 
There are two other aspects of his review which deserve 
comment. The first is Byron's accusation, as quoted by Jeffrey# 
that it is 'chiefly because he is a Gentleman and a Nobleman that 
plebian censors have conspired to bear him down'. Jeffrey points 
outp quite correctly, that it is because of Byron's social rank 
that the RuarterlX has refrained from dealing with him far more 
severely; he does not, however# acknowledge the part played by 
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such considerations in his own response to the poetla work. 
Bound up with this question of social bias are political 
considerations. Byron, despite Scott's recognition that his 
political views were far from consistent, was always a source of 
embik7mAsment to the Edinburgh, and he proves so to the end* In 
his preface to The Two Foscari he gives Southey a severe mauling 
in the course of which he makes some political statements with 
which the Edinburgh is forced to concur. These are quoted and 
some capital made out of themp but Southey is spoken of more 
with sorrow than with angert and Byron is reminded that 'his 
antagonistp whatever may be his failings, was a person of respectable 
talents, and, in private life# of irreproachable character'. The 
changed political situation from 1822 onwards meant that the 
Edinburgh wished to disaasociate itself even more clearly from 
Byron's political viewsq and moral considerations are one means. of 
doing so. Certainly the Edinburgh no longer wished to be seen 
*as the*champion of Byron. 
1 
1. One further review of Byron appeared in the Edinburph [ER9 xxxviii 
(Feb. 
vl823)j 27-481. It was a review of Bvron'ý Heaven and Earth 
and Thomas Moore's Loves of the Angels, and was written by either 
Hazlitt or Jeffrey. Stylistically it could belong to either, but 
the opening paragraph congratulates both poets on the impeccable 
moral and religious tone of their works and thanks them for 'saving 
us a world of roralizing -a tone in criticism we do not much affect# 
unless when it is forced upon usp and which we would gladly leave to 
the Pulpitp or to the Chairs of Moral Philosophy'. This suggests 
Razlitt as the reviewer: the reference to 'a world of moralizing' 
could have been directed at Jeffreyq and the remark about 'Chairs of 
Moral Philosophy' is a hit at John Wilson which was more likely to 
come from Hazlitt given the attacks upýn him in Blackwood's although 
Jeffrey also suffered at its hands, Whoever was resPonsiblet the 
review adds nothing to the discussion of Byron's workp and throws 
little light on the issues we have been discussing. 
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The. Quarterly's final review was of Marino Falierot 
Sardanapalusp The Two Poscariv and Cain, p and there is a strangely 
antiquated and stagnant air about it. One always suspected that 
virginst Christianst and Englishmen were regarded with particular 
favour by the Quarterlyt but it is somewhat alarming to find them 
established as arbiters of literary merit. The first half of the 
review# in particularp is interesting as an example of the kind 
of ossified attitudes that Blackwood'sI, the exponent of a new 
and very different kind of Tor7ismp. took great delight in parodying. 
. 
The review opens by regretting that Byron has not seen the 
error of his waysq and deploring the 'increasing prostitution of 
those splendid talents to the expression of feelingsp and the 
-promulgation of opinionsl whichp as Christians, as Englishmen, and 
even as meng we were constrained to regard with abhorrence'. The 
-Quarterly, 
had kept silentp fearing that nothing could 'reach the 
faults or purify the taste of Don JuanIq and had hoped that Byron 
would eventually turn to better things. Surprisinglyt the reviewer 
feels that he has done so in these playst and displays a remarkable 
ability to distinguish between kinds of evil when he suggests that 
evn Caint 'wicked as it may be# is the work of a nobler and more 
daring wickedness than that which delights in insulting the miseries# 
and stimulating the evil passions, and casting a cold-blooded 
. 10 QR# xxvii 
(Julyp 1822)9 476-524. The reviewer was either Reginald 
Heber or John Ireland with revisions by Gifford. Six years later a 
review of Leigh Hunt's Lord Byron and some of his Contemporaries appeared 
in the Quarterly LQRP xxxvii (March, 1828), 402-26J. It largely 
consists of an attack on Hunt whose book is described as 'the miserablp 
book of a miserable man4; the basis of the attack is-again political 
and class prejudice. The Quarterly is loathe to speak ill of the 
dead, and little is added to its discussion of Byron* 
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ridicule over all the l0ftY and generotis feelings of our nature,.,, ' 
The uneasiness-created by the opening paragraph is confi=ed 
as the reviewer displays in full his political prejudice and his 
chauvinism. The first becomes apparent with his statement that 
those speculations which [Byron] designed for the educated 
ranks aloney are thrown open to the gaze of the persons 
most likely to be influenced by themt and disseminated# 
with remorseless activity, among the young, the ignorant, 
and the poor, - by the efforts of the basest and most 
wicked faction that ever infested a Christian country.... 
(478) 
And he returns to this theme later in the review, when he discusses 
the political effects of Cain: 
And though the intention is evident which has led the 
Atheists and Jacobins (the terms are convertible) of 
our metropolist to circulate the work in a cheap form, 
among the populace, we are not ourselves of opinion 
that it possesdes much power of active mischief, or that 
many persons will be very deeply or lastingly impressed 
by insinuations which lead to no-practical result, and 
difficulties which so obviously transcend the range of 
human experience. 
(514) 
By 1822 the term 'Jacobin' was more than a little dated (as witnessed 
by the rarity of its appearance in the pages of Blackwood's); thisp 
coupled with the ponderous prose stylep helps give a moribund air 
to the review. 
This is accentuated by the reviewer's chauvinism, already 
made apparent by his appeals to those standards held dear by all 
Englishmen. In a very lengthy discussion of the dramatic unitiest 
which has neither the. sensitivity nor the breadth of reading displayed 
by Jeffrey's comments# the reviewer declares that 
if we are to be pelted with the epithets of lincorrectlt 
funcivilizedlp and we know not-whatt. for saying that we 
prefer a Play of Shakespeare's to a drama of Racine's or 
Alfierils; if all merit or beauty is to be appreciated 
by a French critic in a Grecian maskt and if the noblest 
models of writing are to be abandoned and despised, because 
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they do not tally with rules arbitrarilY-imposedq and 
customs which no more concern us than the droit d'aubaine; 
when# lastly, these usurpations find an advocate in one 
who is himself among the most illustrious living ornaments 
of English poetryt it is time to make up our mindsp either 
to defend the national lawst'or to submit to the 'Code 
Napolgon'.... 
(479) 
Again one has to remember that it was nearly eight years since there 
was any danger of succ=bing to the 'Code Napoldon', 
The discussion of the literary merits of the four plays 
is not very perceptive: Marino Faliero is found to be 'neither 
sustained nor impressive'; Sardanapýlus is praisedt excessivelyt 
as the'most splendid example of English neoclassical traSedyt and 
a great deal of time is spent in an almost Bradleian analysis of 
Sardanapalus; The Two Foscari is peremptorily dismissed; and 
Cain is recognized to contain some passages of great beauty. The 
only criticism of real interest is the warning to Byron that if 
he really wants to write dramas in accordance with classical rules# 
then he must write dramas of incident not character; otherwise his 
practice will contradict his theoryp as it does in the case of 
Sardanapalus. 
The review concludes with a lengthy discussion of Byron's 
attitude towards the Christian religiong obviously written by some 
one well-versed in the subject (probably Reginald Heber). it is 
a great deal more sensible than the rest of the review, which 
strengthens the impression that the review may have been the work 
of several hands. But the reviewer is more interested in the 
issues raised than in relating them directly to Byron, and the 
review fades away into a rather poor sermon. 
The Quarterly's contributions to the public discussion*, 
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of Byron's poetryp apart from the two reviews. by Scottp was not 
distinguished. ' Perhaps this was due in part to Byron's relationship 
with Xurray and Giffordl but this final review points to a more 
important reason. The Quarterly was founded by men whose political 
education took place before the turn of the centux7, and by 1822 
Gifford's reign was coming to an end. The Review was no longer 
ableto respond to changing events in politics and literature, 
and Byron posed a particularly severe problem in the way in which 
morall social, and political considerations were bound up with his 
poetry. The Edinburgh was only saved by Jeffrey's critical 
intelligepcep but he too eventually allowed these considerations 
to shape his response. We must now examine the way in which the 
youger generation of reviewers handled these problems. 
Blackwood's treatment of Byron can be divided into three 
phases: reviews of his poems up to his death in 1824; articles and 
reviews of books occasioned by his death; andq most significantly 
of all, the Magazine's reaction to Don Juan. There is the usual 
measure of inane and sometimes malicious humourp manifest insinceritiesp 
and Journalistic rhetoriev but this should not be allowed to detract 
from what is essentially a valuable and perceptive response to Byron's 
work. 
The reviews of Byron's poetry up to 1824 were written by 
John Wilsong with the exception of two by Lockhart dealinL, with 
Beppo and the three tragediesp and two anonymous notices of 
Werner, - To be, & with ýIilsonl s contributions: - by 1821 he had 
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reviewed Manfred, The Lament of Tassog Canto Pour of Childe Harold, 
Mazeppa, v and Marino Faliero; and from these reviews certain 
fundamental ideas and concepts become apparentq some of which we 
have already seen in operation in the pages of the Edinburgh and 
Quarterlyl 
The predominant issue is again the moral one. Wilson 
apprpciates the implications of Byron's enormous popularity, 
and at various times acknowledges the threat that he poses to 
conventional morality. Howeverp he is also concerned with the 
status. and nature of the poet: 
To no poet was there ever given so awful a revelation 
of the passions of the human soul. He surveys, with 
a stern delight, that tumult and conflict of terrible 
thoughts from which other highly-gifted and powerful 
minds have involuntarily recoiled; he calmly. and fearlessly 
stands upon the brink of that abyss from which the 
soul would seem to shrink with horrorg and he looks down 
upon# and listens to, the everlasting agitation of the 
howling waters .... And even those whose lives have had little experience of the wilder passions, for a moment 
feel that an unknown region of their own souls has been 
revealed to thems and that there are indeed fearful mysteries 
in our human nature. (iq 289) 
He goes on to argue in his review of Canto Four of Childe Harold 
that the power of the poet is divinet and whilst admitting that 
it is impossible to speak of'Byron's poetry $without also speaking 
of himself, morally, as a manIq he comes to the important realization 
that 
In his poetry# more than any other man's, there is felt 
a continual presence of himself - there is everlasting 
self-repreantation or self-reference; and perhaps that, 
which to cold and unimpassioned judgment might seem the 
essential fault of his poetry# constitutes its real 
1. BM9 i (June, 1817), 289-95; 11 (Nov., 1817)p 142-4; 111 (Mayt 1818). 
216-26; v (Julyp 1819),, 429-32; ix (Apriltl821)t 93-103. 
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excellence# and gives it power, sovereign and despotical. 
(iiip 216) 
Other reviewers had recognized the importance of self-depiction, 
some had even seen it as 'the real excellence of his poetry', 
but few were prepared to concede that the success of his poetry 
could be quite so independent of its moral import. (And once 
again, Wilson, as he does in his review in the Edinburghp points 
to the 'sovereign and despoticall power of Byron's poetry*) 
Wilson goes on to make the point that 'Byron's creations 
are not so much poemsq as they are glorious manifestations of a 
poet's mindlo and this means that whilst his heroes are indeed 
portraits of himself they are so in the sense that they are 'either 
what he is, or has been, or what he would wish or fear to be' (my 
italics). It is a sensitive correction to the simplistic 
identification of Byron with his heroes which other reviewers 
indulged in. In an earlier review he had also argued that the 
heroes 
though all the sameg yet are they all strangely different. 
We hail each successive Existence with a profounder sympathy; 
and we are lost in wonder, in feart and in sorrow, at the 
infinitely varied struggles, the endless and agonizing 
modifications of the human Passionsp as they drive along 
through every gate and avenue of the soult darkening or 
brightening, elevating or laying prostrate. 
(iiP 142) 
Even with the rhetoricv the point is an important one: Byron's 
poems are an exploration of a manifold and sensitive personality. 
-But Wilson is not unaware of the dangers involved in giving 
too much-credence to self-dramatization. In his review of Childe 
Harold he writes: 
We must'all feel that Byron, with all his mighty faculties, 
is. at times only shielded from contempt, by the conviction 
that many of his miseries are self-inflicted. They are 
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often imaginary; and therefore is it that our imagination 
redeems him who awakens it. lie exasperates his soul into 
agony* He sinks it down into despair. But genius breathes 
forth the profoundest sighs that disturb us# and often converts 
themt in an instant# into an exulting hymn. (iiit 217) 
once againp despite his reservationsy Wilson stresses the imaginative 
power of what he calls Byron's 'life of passion'. 
But he is also aware of another aspect of his character. 
Jeffrey argued in his final review of Byron that it was the mixture 
of fine feeling with calculated cynicism which made his work so 
pernicious and morally corrupt. Wilsong without coming to the 
same conclusionp is also aware that 
many passages are to be found in his poetryt of the most 
irresistible and overpowering pathos, in which the depth 
of his sympathyp with common sorrows and common sufferersp 
seems as profound as if his nature knew nothing more 
mournful than sighs and tears. (it 289) 
In his review of The Lament of Tasso Wilson becomes almost maudlin 
in his account of Byron's reluctance to give in to these softer 
emotions. One wonders, however, what moral importance Wilson 
finally gave to this element of Byron's workr since his most perceptive 
comments relate to the more passionate expression of Byron's 
personality. 
One other thing is worthy of comment in these reviews by 
Wilsonp and that is the comparison he makes between Byron and Wordsworth. 
In his review of Manfred he goes so far as to give precedence to 
Byron: 
In the third canto of Childe Haroldv accordinelyt he has 
delivered up his soul to the impulses of Naturep and we 
have seen how that high communion has elevated and sublimed 
its. e. He leapt at once into the first rank of descriptive 
poets, He came into competition with Wordsworth upon his 
own groundp and with his own weapons; and in the first encounter, 
he vanquished and overthrew him. (it 289) 
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Howeverv Wilson realized that he had gone too farp and in his 
review of Childe Harold acknoWledges that it was 'cold and unmeaning 
to sayp that in the thýrd canto of Childe Haroldv he imitated 
or competed with the author of the Excursion'. However, he 
persisted in making a comparison whichp whilst at least referring 
to Wordsworth with admiration and respect, in the end disregarded 
his much more subtle and complex response to Nature. It is 
possible that again the desire to make Byron morally acceptable 
lies at the heart of Wilson's argument: 
we fear not that we shall soon see the dayp when Byrong 
escaping from the too severe dominion of his own passionsv 
shall look abroad over nature with a wider sweep of 
specvlation, - become a happierv a betterv a greater man, 
as the benign influences of nature are suffered to enter, 
unopposedo into the recesses of his heart ... 9 (iii 
.v 
218) 
This is no better than Ellislsq Scottlsv and Jeffrey's hopes that 
Rvron would mend his ways and become a reformed character. W- 
None the lessf despite the rhetoric and the exaggeration 
(the disadvantages of his somewhat impressionistic approach which 
otherwise allows him a commendable freedom and creativity of response) 
of many of his stat ementss, his remarks on Byron show many of the 
virtues to be found in his review in the Edinburgh. Although moral 
considerations are always apparent (in his review of the third 
Canto of Childe Harold he spends a great deal of time pointing out 
the danger resulting from such poetry to 'souls of fine aspirations# 
but unsteadfast wills')t they do not dominate or restrict his 
response to the poetry. 
These five reviews represent Wilson's most serious attempt 
to discuss Byron's poetrye He went on to review Heaven and Earthl' 
1. *BMI xiii (Jan. 91823)t 72-7. 
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and The Age of Bronze; in both he attacks Byronp and John Hayden 
has described the latter review as 'a masterpiece of abuse'. 
2 
3 Neither they, nor the two anonymous notices of Wernery offer anything 
of value# and they show Blackwood 
Is 
at its most irresponsible. 
Apart from Wilson's contributions, Blackwood Is published in 
June 1818 'A Letter to the Author of Beppol, probably written by 
4 
Lockhart. Theodore Redpath dismisses it as one of Blackwood's 
stuntsp particularly since later Lockhart was to prove himself 
favourably disposed towards Don Juan. But like many of Blackwood's 
stunts, it had a point to it. The letter addressed directly to 
Byron is superbly declamatox7j, and accuses him of having 'done little 
more than exhibit to the world, the melancholy spectacle of a 
great spiritp self-embittered, self-wastedp and self-degraded'. 
It contrasts him with other great poets and finds him 'a pigmy among 
giants?; it claims (inaccurately given the reputation of Byron's 
ancestors) that the poet's*private life has placed a stain upon 'the 
purej, the generousl the patriotic, the English name of Byron'; and 
it laments that Byron has never taught us 'to despise earthly sufferings, 
in the hope of eternal happiness'. 
This is a letter addressed to Byron and as such is dramatic 
in formq and Lockhart enjoys indulging in outraged moral feelings. 
By doing so he achieves two effects: he reminds his readers of the 
moral objections to Byron's poetry somewhat played down by Wilson 
(in a letter to the editor which prefaces his remarks to Byron# 
1. My xiii (Aprilq 1823)p 457-60. 
2. Haydenp 159. 
13M,, xii (Dee., 1822)p'710-199 4nd 782-85. 
4e Us iii (Juile, 1818) p 323-29o 
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Lockhart censures Blackwood's for not taking a stronger moral 
line); and he allows the bombast and rhetoric of the letter to 
undermine what he is saying. It is. a good example of the way 
in which Wilson and Lockhart fed off each other to provide 
differing Vlews of the same'problem# and of how the 'letter' form 
could be used to put forward conflicting views simultaneously. 
That. the 'letter' is not merely an attempt at confusion is shown 
by two arguments which deserve serious consideration. The first 
of these is the assertion that great poets other than Byrony 
Instead of raving with demoniacal satisfaction about the 
worthlessness of our motives and the nothingness of our 
attainmentst ... strovep by shewing us what we might be 
and what we had been# to make us what we should be. 
. 
(325) 
And the secondp that with Byron 
heroism is lunacy, philosophy folly, virtue a cheatp 
and religion a bubble. Your Ilan is a sternt cruelv 
jealous# revengeful, contemptuous, hopelessp solitary 
savageo Your Woman is a blindt devotedp heedless, 
beautiful minister and victim of lust. (326) 
Essentially these are the points that Jeffrey makes in his final 
review about the constructive nature of poetry and the destructive 
effect of Byron's cynicism. Jeffrey, in facts is taken to task 
for not having appreciated the threat posed by Beppo to 'that pure 
domestic morality# on which the public prosperity of his country 
is foundedIp and one wonders whether the remark went home* 
Lockhart also reviewed Sardanapalus, The Two Foscari, p and 
Caint and aGain the tone is hostile. Little is said about 
the plays themselves except the usual comments that Sardanapalus 
1. BM# xi (Jan. #1822)p 90-4. 
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possessed some virtues but no dramatic powerp and that Cain was 
'a wicked and blasphemous. performancel. The rest of the very 
short notice is taken up with the notes to the playsp andl in 
particular# Byron's praise of Lady Morgan's Italy ( an authoress 
also disapproved of on moral: and political grounds) and his attack 
on Southey. Both are refuted by Locichartp and Southey's reply 
(which first appeared in the Courier) is reprinted in full. 
Blackwood's treatment of Byron's poetry up to his death, 
excluding Don Juans, is therefore mixed. John Wilson's first five 
reviewsp despite their rhetoric and exaggerationt offered a sensible 
and perceptive approacht but this is offset by Lockhart's contributions 
and Wilson's silly but characteristic comments on Byron's later# 
more minor work. After his deathq Blackwood's, like most of the 
periodicals, treated Byron more handsomely. Mostly this meant 
defending Byron from the plethora of books written by those whop 
however tenuouslyt could claim to have had some personal knowledge 
of the dead poet. 
I 
The one exception is a long article by Lockhart 
which appeared in 1825.2 
From the outset Lockhart makes it clear that his purpose 
is to defend Byron. Ke. dismisses attacks upon the poet in the 
Universal Review and the London Magazinep and takes issue with 
I 
Hazlitt s portrait of Byron in The Spirit of the Age. The usual 
political invective is levelled at the Cockneys en Passant, and the 
jibe about their 'despairing imbecility and plebian spite' underlines 
the social prejudice inherent in this, Lockhart also makes the 
1. BMp xvi (Nov. 91824)t 530-40; xviii 
(Aug. 91825)9 137-55; and 
xxvii (Feb.,, 1830)s, 389-420. 
2s, BM, xvii (Feb. #1825)9 131-51. 
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point that Byron really belonged to no political party: his 
literary success had all along been regarded with infinite 
gall by the minor Tories, and... the elevation of his 
personal manners and feelings had always prevented him from 
being an object of anything like real attachment among the 
miserable adherents of that degraded faction to which he 
sometimes too much lent himself. (131-2) 
He also. suggests that the 'minor Tories' only kept quiet because 
Murray was Byron's publisher. 
Blackwood's own record isq of course, seen as unblemished. 
This is patently untruep butg as we shall seep one has to concede 
Lockhart's claim that although the Magazin criticised the morality 
of Don Juan it was always alive to 'the extraordinary merits of 
that poemp as it grew up and expanded itself into one of the most 
remarkable works of English genius'. In the discussion of Byron's 
work that followst two points of real interest emerge. Firstt 
Lockhart criticises the tendency of the public to take the word 
for the deed, and assume that everything recorded in Byron's poems 
refers to actual experience. It is the old problem of the 
identification of Byron with his heroes which the quarterlies 
struggled with# but Lockhart argues that this has now gone t. oo far 
and that on every occasion the 'poet damn the nanp and the man the 
poet'. Expanding this ideap he makes his second point of importance: 
We tell [Byron] in every possible form and shapep that the 
great and distinguishing merit of his poetry is the intense 
truth with which that poetry expresses his own personal 
feelings. - We encourage him in every possible way to dissect 
his own heart for our entertainment - we tempt himp by every 
bribe most likely to act powerfully on a young and imaginative 
manp to plunge into the darkest depths of self-knowledge, 
to madden his brain with eternal self-scrutinies, to find 
his pride and his pleasure in what others shrunk from as 
torture - we tempt him to indulge in these dangerous exercises, 
until they obviously acquire the power of leading him to 
the very brink of phrenzy - we tempt him to findv and 
to see 
in this perilous vocation, the staple of his existencep 
the 
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food of his ambitiong the very essence of his glory - 
and the moment that, by-habits of our own creatingg at 
least of our own encouraging and confirmingt he is carried 
one single step beyond what we happen to approve of, we 
turn round with all the bitterness of spleen# and reproach 
him with the unmanliness of entertaining the public with 
his feelings in regard to his separation from his wife. 
This was truly the conduct of a fair and liberal public! 
(136) 
Though it was Lockhart himself who had most bitterly attacked 
Byron for the satiric portrait of Lady Byron as Donna Inez# his 
point is an important one. It is the second time that Blackwood's 
has had the perception and humanity-to realize that Byron was as 
much sinned against as sinningg and that in some ways he was the 
victim of his own public. 
The same kind of sensitivity is evident in Lockhart's co=ents 
on the poems. He recognizes the superiority of the last two cantos 
of Childe Harold to the first twov althought followine Wilson, his 
praise of Canto Four is a little excessive. He praises the 
'colossal, mysteriousq heart-felt gloom of ManfredIp and follows 
Jeffrey and ignores his own earlier comments by describing Beppo 
as 'a very clever jeu. dlesprit'. He also recognizes the superiority 
of The Giaour to the other Eastern tales. But it is his praise 
of Don Juan, which is most impressive: 
the keen and searching observation - the perfect knowledge 
of human nature in very many of its weakestp and in very 
many of its strongest points - the wit - the humour - the 
really Shakespearean touches of-character scattered over 
every page - these are excellencies which lie sufficiently 
on the surface of this extraordinary poem. The profound 
philosophical truth displayed in the conduct of the work 
- the gradations of the incidents, and the fine developement 
of the principal character - these are matters demanding 
more study, and surep if that study be givent to reward it 
abundantly. (149) 
These comments help make this perhaps the finest critique of Byronts 
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poetry to appear in Blackwood's, although more praise is normally 
given to his review of September 1823 which we must examine as. -we now 
move-on to consider Blackwood's response to Don Juan. 
In fact, Blackwood's, and particularly Lockhart'st reaction 
to Don Juan deserves special praise. Lockhart was the first to 
review the poemp 
I 
and he made his position quite clear: 
there is unquestionably a more thorough and intense infusion 
of genius and vice - power and profligacy - than in any poem 
which had ever before been written in the English, or indeed 
in any other modern language. (512) 
He sternly denounces the immorality of the poem; particularly 
Byron's portrayal of his wife as Donna Inez. He also deplores 
Byron's apparent rejection of all human feeling, and claims that 
he has now become 'a cool unconcerned fiendq laughing with a 
detestable glee over the whole of the better and worse elements 
of which human life is composed'. None the less,, he recognizes 
some of the poem's merits: 
What the immediate effect of the poem may be on contemporary 
literature, we cannot pretend to guess - too happy could 
we hope that its lessons of boldness and vigour in languagep 
and versificationg and conception# might be attended top 
as they deserve to be - without any stain being suffered to 
fall on the purity of those who minister to the general 
shape and culture of the public mind.... 
(513) 
He also gives-lengthyp if censored# extracts from the poemp and there 
is justification for his claim that 'our indignation2 in recard to 
the morality of the poem, has not blinded us to its manifold beauties'. 
This was particularly commendable since this was Blackwood s first 
major pronouncement on the poem. 
le Ex. v'(Aug-v 1819)9 -512-22. 
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The next two articles in Blackwood's on Don Juan are less 
interesting. The first 
1 
was Wilson's reply to the Letter to the 
Right Hon. Lord Byron, by John Bull which wasp although published 
anonymouslyp written by Lockhart. The Letter is remarkable for 
its support of Don Juan# but Wilson uses it to launch an extremely 
funny attack on Jeremy Benthamp and he concludes by reiterating 
the usual moral strictures against Byron's poem. However, this 
was followed the next month by an article on the third,, fourtht 
and fifth cantos of the poem. 
2 
The. article is signed by onev 
Harry Franklin$, and is in the form of a letter to the editor; 
the author is not knownt but the import of the article is thatt like 
ever7thing else in this worldp Byron's poetry is 'partly good, 
and partly badt , and that 
Only infants can be shown naked in company, but his Lordship 
pulls the very robe de chambre from both men and womeng 
and goes on with his exposure as smirkingly as a barrister 
cross-questioning a chamber maid in a case of crim. con. 
/ (3-15) 
But the author of the article does not appear to mind very mucht 
and by use of long extracts he allows the poem to speak for itself. 
The note of moral censure returns in two other articles; 
the first of which makes an interesting point by comparing Byron 
to Chaucer# and so traces the tragi-comic manner of Don Juan much 
further back into English literature* But the author's attitude 
to*the poem follows the line established by Lockhart. On the one 
BM, ix (July# 1821),, 421-46. 
2* BMp x (Aug*91821)9'107-15. 
3- BMq x (Oct. #1821)p 295-8; and xi 
(Feb. tIS22)9 212-17. 
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hand he declaims that 
Disgusted by the charlatan exhibition of Byron in 
Don Juah - his tossing up his feelings to public 
view, and catching them as they fell# writhing on 
the prongs of ridicule - we treated the production 
in a tone which enhanced its merits a great deal 
too much. (295) 
But, on the other handv he admits that it is a poem which 'sets 
one half of the world laughing at the other'. Colonel John 
Mathews# in the article which followed, even goes so far as to 
suggest that the faults of the poem had been 'much exaggerated 
by the prudery of ths agel with its laffectation of superior sanctity' 
and its attempts 'to preserve the appearance of greater delicacy 
and decorum'. He spends most of his timet howevert discussing 
Sardanapalus and the other drama, and one only hopes that he proved 
to be a better soldier than he did a reviewer. 
The most impressive comments on Don Juan, apart from those 
in the article we looked it when considering the contributions that 
A 
appeared in Blackwood's after Byron s deaths come in Lockhart's 
contribution to the number for September 1823ý The article is a 
reply to an attack on the poem which had appeared two months earlier 
written by Lockhart with the help of KaGinn. 
2 Suchipings-on do not 
encourage us in our search for responsible literary criticism, but 
it would be a mistake to be too severe in this instance. Admittedly 
the earlier article is only of interest because it uses as its basis 
Byron's connections with the so-called Cocýmeysq and the political 
and social prejudices at work in it have more to do with the Magazin Is 
discussion of Hunt than of Byron. But it is interesting that 
xiv (Se ptpl823)9' 282-93.. 
BM9 . xiv (Julyp 1823)p 88-92o 
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not more is made of the friendship between Hunt and Byront and 
perhaps it is another example-of Byron being protected by his 
rank. 
Lockhart's reply to the attack is somewhat tongue-in-cheek. 
He boasts that the Magazine's chief claim to merit has always 
been its Ijustice to INTELLECTIv andv since the article is in the 
form of a letter to 'Christopher North', he writes: 
Do not let it be saidt that even in one instance you 
have suffered any prejudices whatever, no matter on 
what proper feelings they may have been bottomedq to 
interfere with your candour as a judge of intellectual 
exertion. - Distinguish as you please: brand with the 
mark of your indignation whatever offends your feelingsp 
morall politicalt or religious - but "nothing extenuate". 
If you mention a book at allp say what it really is. 
Blame Don Juan; blame Faublas; blame Candide; but blame 
them for what really is deserving of blame. Stick to 
your own good old rule - abuse Wickednessp but acknowledge 
wit. 
(282) 
That is a fine definition of what we have*been looking for in the 
Reviews, and Lockhart triumphantly fulfils his own dictum. He 
insists that Don Juan is Byron's finest work; that it is his most 
original in conception and tone; that it contains specimens of both 
his finest tragic as well as comic poetry; and that it will always 
'hold a permanent rank in the literature of our country'. He 
also argues that Byron is no more obscene than Voltaire# Fieldinfft 
or even Richardsont and that, although this is no excusep he is 
really guilty of nothing more than 'playing mad tricks' on his 
readers. He gives very long extracts from Cantos IX, X, and X2t 
and despite strictures about Byron's moral and political statementsp 
he concludes by arguing. that almost 'any one canto of Juan - certainly. 
any one of these three - contains more poetry and more genius 
than any three of Byron's recent tragic attempts have done'* The 
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tone and approach of the article go a long way towards justifying 
Theodore Redpath's claim that it 'is the best of all the accounts 
of the spirit and status of Don Juan, printed in any periodical 
of the timelo 
I 
although to my mind the later article of 1825 is 
as good. John Hayden shares Redpath's viewp and suggests that 
this review 'by itself almost compensates for the stupid and mean 
criticism in which Blackwood's so often dealt',. 
Whilst not denying that Blackwood's could be both stupid 
and mean# it is unfair to suggest this in relation to their treatment 
of Byron. There are examples of typical Blackwood's Jokes which 
are both silly and damaging$ but Wilson's reviews of Byron up to 
1819, the assessments of him after his death, and the willingness 
to respond to the wit if not the wickedness of Don JRanq more 
than compensate for such lapses. The major bias at work remains 
the moral onet although political considerations come into play 
with Byron's collaboration with Leigh Hunt. The problem of 
Byron's social position. (and the use he made of it) is discussed 
by Wilson, who points to the 'sovereign and despoticall power of 
his poetry,, and by Lockhart. But unencumbered by such problems 
as the need for consistency or logic of argumentp Blackwood'st unlike 
the quarterlies, could every so often step aside from such 
considerations and respond simply and directly to the poems as 
they stood. As was so often the case, the Magazinets greatest 
weakness was also its greatest strength. 
1. Redpatho 48. 
2. Hayden# 158. 
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Shelley 
Shelley needs to be considered along with Byron for 
several reasons* Although he did not command Byron's popularityp 
his reviewers felt that his advanced and revolutionary beliefs 
posed as great a threat to the stability of their society. 
Consequently the biases and prejudices motivating their responses 
are similar to those found in their commentaries on Byron: moralt 
religiousp and political considerations all come into playt and 
are overlaid by an ambivalent reaction to Shelley's social position. 
As with Byronp this is particularly pronounced in the case of 
Blackwood's Marazine. And as well as tracing the interaction of 
these prejudices, "our search for literary criticism of lasting 
value is rewarded by Hazlitt's review in the. Edinburghv'which 
deserves praise for its balanced assessment of the poet. John Hayden 
has a very find chapter on Shelley# 
1 
and I find myself in agreement 
with many of his comments. However, our difference in emphasis 
leads me to account for Blackwood's treatment of Shelley in a 
rather different way# andp whilst agreeing with his praise of 
Walker's review in the Quarterly and Hazlitt's in the Edinburrhv 
my concern is with those forces that shaped those judgements. 
It is fitting to begin with Blackwoodis. Newman Ivy White 
in his biography of Shelley gives great praise to the Magazin 
's 
reviews of the poet's workv and claims that the 
jersistent and extraordinary wooing of Shelley by the most 
powerful monthly of the day was a more significant thing 
than either Shelley or his biographers have realized. it 
was clear evidence that a genius like Shelley's could not 
Hayden, 161-75. 
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be wasted, no matter how dull or biased the majority 
of the reviewers might be. It showed also that in 
1819, before his best works were publishedp it was 
possible for Shelley to achieve a fairly general 
recognition as a great poet. 1 
White is far too sanguinep and we shall see that Blackwood's support 
for Shelley was far more appaýent than real. 
Lockhart wrote the first four reviews of Shelley's work 
to appear in the IlMazine; after reading the first Shelley wrote 
to Charles Ollier, his publisher: 
Do you know, I think the article in Blackwood could not 
have been written by a favourer of Governmentp and a 
religionist. I don't believe any such one could 
sincerely like my writings. After all is it not-some, 
friend in disguise, and don't you know who wrote it? 2 
Shelley's surprise is understandable; no Tory Review could have 
been expected to condone his political and religious views# and# 
of all thingsp this first review by Lockhart was of The Revolt 
#3 of Islam. 
Lockhart attempted to overcome the considerable difficulty 
facing him by distinguishing between the ideas of the poem and 
'the vehicle in which these opiniond are conveyed'. It was a 
well-worn reviewing techniquep but it had little chance of 
succeeding with a po*em so firmly committed to political allegory;, 
Lockhart attempts to dismiss this allegory by claiming,, with some 
justifications, that it is often unskilful and obscurep but his 
refusal to discuss the poem's powerful opening suggests that at 
least some of it was all too clear. 
None the less# he perseveres in the distinction-he has made 
1. N. I. Whiteg Shelley (1947)9 iiP 161. 
2e Letters of P. B. Shelleyo ed. F. Jones (Oxford, 1964)t ii, 163. 
39, BM9 iv (Jan., 1819), 475-82. 
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between content and form. Although as a philosopher Shelley 
Is held to be 'weak and worthlesslo Lockhart claims that as a 
poet 'he-is strongr nervoust original; well entitled to take his 
place near to the great creative masterst whose works have shed 
its truest glory around the age wherein we live'. That is 
all very well, but having dismissed the philosophy Lockhart has 
some difficulty in substantiating this claim. He attempts to 
do so by praising Shelley's description of the love of Laon 
and Cynthiap and claims that 'it is in the pourtraying of this 
intense, overmastering, unfearing, unfading love,, that )1r Shelley 
has proved himself to be. a genuine poet'. In fact the relationship 
between the two can only be understood within the allegorical 
structure of the poem, and it becomes somewhat ludicrous if read 
on a-. reaiistic level. Nor is it any more helpful to claim 
that the poem's interest lies not in plot or narrative but in 
'a very rare strength and abundance of poetic imagery and feeling 
As Lockhart himself makes abundantly clear in reviews of minor 
writers such as Barry Cornwall, this alone does not make a great 
poet. Lockhart's increasing embaýssment becomes more apparent 
when he follows an admission that the poem contains no outstanding 
passages with the lame afterthought that $neither does it contain 
any such intermixture of prosaic materials as disfigure eren 
the greatest of [poems]'. He finally overcomes his difficulties 
by stating in a manner more than a little reminiscent of the 
_Quarterly's 
that IMr Shelleyp whatever'his errors may have been, 
is a scholarp a gentlemant and a poet.... I As we shall seep it 
was the second of these which was to prove of particular importance* 
The problems created by censuring the meaning whilst praising 
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the structure of the poetry continued to bedevil Blackwood s 
criticism of Shelley* In Lockhart's second reviewt this time 
of Rosalind and Helen, 
1 
the inconsistencies of this approach 
become even more apparent. Lockhart begins by attacking Shelley's 
philosophy: in words similar to those used about Byronp we are 
told that the poet possesses a 'fierce and contemptuous scorn of 
those sacred institutions which nature protects and guards for 
the sake of her own worth and dignity'; Lockhart refuses to accept 
that such an attitude has any foundation in systematic thoughtv 
and suggests (with some truth, perhaps) that Shelley 'often writes 
like a man angry and dissatisfied with the worldt because he is 
angry and dissatipfied with himself'; finallyq Shelley's attack on 
religion is. dismissed as the outpourings of 'an inconsiderate and 
'- thoughtlesý scofferlt and it is said that in attempting to offer 
an alternative to religion he makes himself appear to be 'an obscure 
and cheerless moralist'. Most perceptively of allp Lockhart points 
out that the 
finer essence of his poetry never penetrates [his 
philosophical ideas] - the hues of his imagination 
never clothes them with attractive beauty* 
(274) 
Unfortunately Lockhart takes no further what is one of the central 
problems in evaluating Shelley's work* 
Whatever the validity of such co=entsp Lockhart has placed 
himself in a position where he is forced into excessive praise of 
the poem in an attempt to justify his earlier favourable statements. 
Rosalind'and Helen is not a good poem# and although the debt to 
Byron and Wordsworth is obvioust it is ridiculous for lockhart to 
claim that it rivals their best work. Rosalind's story is forcedp 
le BM, v (Junep 1819)t 268-74. 
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conventionalp and insipidv and one looks in vain for Lockhart's 
'great animation and force of passion'. It is easier to agree 
with his dislike of Helen's long and laboured. account of Lionel# 
although political considerations may have played a part in this 
judgement. Lockhart's assertion that Helen's tale is a little 
too fantastic but is obviously written by a poet has an unintentional 
ambiguity which sums up the whole poem. That he should exaggerate 
the qualities of sfich a mediocre work suggests that his concerns 
were other than simply literary. After all, The Revolt of Islam 
had shown the real promise, and as such had needed-the Mg&azine's 
full. support. 
Extra-literary considerations also dominate Lockhart's 
review of Alastor which was reviewed by Blackwood's in 1819 
1 
although published three years earliere It is perhaps Shelley's 
first important poem and showed signs of a remarkable but 
undisciplined talent -ap- oint taken by Lockhart who describes 
its author as a 'gifted but wayward young man'. 
Part of the review is spent in denouncing the Quart 
and a comparison is made of "the vis inertiae of [the Quarterly 
reviewer's] motionless prose with the 'eagle-winged raptures' of 
Mr Shelley's poetry". We should-be wary, howeverp of taking this 
review altogether at face value - as the championing of a promising 
young poet despite his uncongenial politics. Some such calculation 
as the following may well have been in Lockhart's mind. The 
Luarteriy had not increased its reputation by its attack on Keats# 
and it would be an advantage to Blackwood's to seem more receptives, 
Up vi (ITov 1819) p1 48-54. 
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less biased, than its staid and elderly rival. Moreover, Shelley 
was a young man of good family,, who might well discard his 
extreme political opinions as Wordsworth# Coleridge and Southey 
had done. To praise his poetryt thereforep while denouncing 
his views must have seemed (wLtever its merits as criticism) a 
sound journalistic strategy. If Shelley later acquired a great 
reputation with the reading publicp as Byron had donep Blackwood's 
would congratulate itself on its critical acumen; if not, it 
only had to increase the severity of its condemnation of Shelley's 
poetry. 
As one would expectq therefore, the review's specific 
criticism is a mixture of praise and censure. Some of it is 
quite perceptive, as for example in the suggestion that 
Mr -Shelley is too fond of allegories; and a great genius 
like his should scornp now that it has reached the 
maturity of manhoodt to adopt a species of poetry in 
which the difficulties of the art may be so conveniently 
blinked, and weakiiess find so easy a refuge in obscurity. 
(148) 
Other warnings are leavened with vague assurances about Shelley's 
disbelief in his own theories, and the existence of 'the lieht of 
poetry even in the darkness'of Mr Shelley's imagination'. There 
is a warning about the usual Cockney sin of extravagance, althought 
as we shall see, Shelley was exempt from the more extreme attacks 
on the Cockneysp and Lockhart also warns that IMr Shelley's imagination 
is enamoured of dreams of death; and he loyes to strike his harp 
among the tombs', But there is also further praise of The Revolt 
of Islam, and Lockhart's assertion that it 'is not in the power 
of all the critics alive to blind one true lover of poetry to the 
splendour of Mr . Shelley's'genius.... Unfortunately it remains 
an assertionp and Lockhart never explains the nature of that 
laplendourl. 
Given Lockhart's dislike of Shelley's philosophy and use 
of allegoryt it is not surprising that he found himself in 
difficulties when he came' to review Prometheus Unbound. He 
somewhat modifies his position on the use of allegory: he begins 
by insisting that the only thing that Aeschylus in Prometheus 
Bound symbolized was 'the native strength of human intellect 
itself - its strength of endurance above all others - its sublime 
power of patience'; but he then refers to the tragedy as 'this 
simple and sublime allegory',, and admits that Christianity also 
utilizes symbols of suffering and redemption. The trouble with 
Shelley's poem, howeverp is that he has given his own meaning to 
the Prometheus myth, and it is this which makes the poem a 
'pestiferous mixture of blasphemyp seditionp and sensuality.... ' 
Obviously moral and political considerations are now becoming more 
importintt although there is a great deal of truth in Lockhart's 
comment that all Shelley has to offer in place of religious and 
moral codes is 'a certain mysterious indefinable kindliness'. 
It is far more sensible a comment than his denunciation of horrors 
occasioned by Shelley's 'evil ambitions'. 
Despite quoting examples of the poet's 'detestable 
principles', Lockhart continues to apply his distinction between 
form and meaning by praising Shelley's Ivery extraordinary powers 
of language and imagination', He also recognizes the importance 
of Prometheus Unbound in the Shelley canong and he believes that it 
BM, v# (Sept. tl820),, 679-87.. 
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will be considered by all that read it attentively# as 
abounding in poetical beauties of the highest order - 
as presenting many specimens not easily to be surpassed, 
of the moral sublime of eloquence - as overflowing with 
pathost and most magnificent in description. 
1 (680) 
Further praise is given to otter poems in the volumep in particular 
'The Sensitive Plant'. Lockhart prefers this to the better-known. 
'To a Skylark' and 'Ode to the West Wind' although both are spoken 
of favourably. But as so often happened with Byront this generous 
iraise is obscured throughout the review by moral posturing. 
The remainder of the review is taken up with further 
abuse of the Cockneyst a slightly less severe judgement on Keatst 
and a reaffirmation of Shelley's superiority to both Keats and 
Hunt. These last two points strengthen. the suggestion that the 
favourable reception given to Shelley had much to do with the 
attack on Keats. Another reason is also touched upon when the 
London Magazine is taken to task for its allegation that Blackwood's 
only preferred Shelley to his fellow poets because of his superior 
social standing. 
Prometheus Unbound was extremely provocativet and naturally 
political and moral considerations loom large in Lockhart's review. 
None the lessq Blackwood's was giving substantial support to 
Shelley's poetry. By 1821 this had changed, and it is perhaps of 
significance that it was also at this time that the three periodicals 
were treating Byron with much greater severity* This change is 
seen in a review of Adonais written by George Crolyq which is spiteful 
and unprincipled even by Blackwood's standards, He begins by 
10 BMp x (Dec. #1821), 69.6-700. 
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comparing the Cockneys to the Della Cruscans, and mocks Imilliners' 
maids and city apprentices [who] pined over the mutual melancholies 
of Arley and Matilda'. He then adds that at least the Della 
Cruscans 'kept their private irregularitLes to themselveso and 
a 
sought for*no reprobate popiilarity by raising the banner to all 
the vicious of the community'. 
The comments on Adonais are not worth repeating. An 
unpleasant and sneering r4sumg of Keats's career is followed by 
a parody of the elegy which is in thoroughly bad taste. Some 
lines gre then quoted from The Cenci to show-that 
This raving is such as perhaps no excess of madness ever 
raved, except in the imagination of a Cockneyt determined 
to be as mad as possible, and opulent in his recollections 
of the shambles. 
(698) 
Finally ShLley is denounced as 'the only verseman of-the'dayp who 
has daredv in a Christian countryp to work out for himself the 
character of direct ATHEISM'. Obviously political considerations 
are now uppermostt and this becomes even more apparent with the 
accusation that Shelley's Ilanguage against the death-deaL: LnE 
Quarterly Review# which has made such havoc in the Empire of 
Cockaignet is merely malignantpmeanp and peevishly personal'. 
Blackwood's now thought the time had come to side with its more 
respectable rival. 
Shelley's fall from grace is confirmed in a brief note on 
Epipsychidion which appears in Charles Ollier's article 'Letter from 
London'. 
I 
Not surprisingly (since Ollier was Shelley's publisher) 
his own comments are fairly innocuousp but a footnote is added 
by 
1. BM9 xi (]Feb. tl822)p 236-39. 
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'Christopher North': 
Percy Bysshe Shelley has now published a long series of 
poems# the only object of which seems to be the promotion 
of ATHEIS11 and INCEST; and we can no longer hesitate to 
avow our belief, that he is as worthy of co-operating with 
the King of Cockaigne, as he is unworthy of co-operating 
with Lord Byron. Shelley is a man of genius# but he has 
no sort of sense or judgement. He is merely "an inspired 
idiot"! 
(237) 
Seven years later Blackwood Is wrote of Shelley more kindlyt 
I 
and 
their attacks on him should not obscure the early support they gave 
him. 
But it was support which was, at bestt equivocal. It was 
rarely backed up by sustained intelligent criticismt and too 
often consisted of vague and perfunctory praise. That Blackwood's 
should support Shelley at all was surprising, but I have suggested 
two reasoný for this. One is the need to balance the attack 
on Keats, and the other Shelley's social standing. Both stem from 
Blackwood Iq obsession with the so-called Cockneys, and in 1826 
2 
the Magazine tried to jutify its treatment of them: 
That we did smash that pestilent sectv we acknowledge with 
pleasure. A baser crew never was spewed over literature. 
Conceited# ignorantg insolentp disaffectedp irreligious, 
and obscene, they had, by force of impudence, obtained a 
certain sway over the public mind .... That we did our work 
roughly, we acknowledge; they were not vermin to be crushed 
by-. a delicate finger. That we did our work personally, 
we deny; unless their own consciences applied to their 
persons what we said of their books .... We positively assert, 
that our hatred and disgust to these scribblers, was 
political and literary. How# in fact, could it be personalp 
against men whom we never saw, and who moved in such a 
sphere of life as to render it impossible for us to meet 
. 
them? 
(xv-xvi) 
Blackwood's hatred was undoubtedly political and literary, but the 
BM9 xxiii (March# 1828) t 402.. 
29 BM, xix (1826)p i-xxix. 
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most insidious bias can be seen in the sneer of. the last sentence. 
This could not apply to Shelley# who was at least the social equal 
of his reviewerap and since the abuse of the Cockneys was based 
on class prejudice he escaped rather more lightly. Howevert with 
the hardening of attitudes against Byron in 1821p Blackwood's 
decided that even token support for Shelley was no longer possible. 
It is something they overlooked when they summed up their treatment 
of him: 
Percy Bysshe Shelley was a man of far superior powers 
to Keats* He had many of the faculties of a great 
poet. He wasp howeverp we verily believe it nowp scarcely 
in his right mind. His errors in private life had been 
great, but not prodigiousp as the Quarterly Review represented 
them .... He had many noble qualities; and thus giftedj, thus 
erringg and thus an outcastv we spoke of him with kindness 
and with praise. 
(xxvii) 
But Blackwood's was always good at embroidering the truth. 
The first review of Shelley in the Quarterly is remark4ble 
not for any unexpected support of the poetp but for the virtuosity 
. WW 
and subtelty of its denigration of him* It is normally ascribed 
to J. T. Coleridge; but it is a great deal more shrewd And Machiavellian 
than his usual contributionsp and one wonders if Gifford had a 
hand in it. It was a review of T he Revolt of Islam. 
The Quarterly's objections to Shelley are quite simply 
polltical and moral: 
The existence of evilt physical and moralt is the grand 
problem of all philosophy; the humble find it a trialp- 
the proud make it a stumbling, -block; Mr Shelley refers 
-it to the faults of those civil institutions and religious 
creeds which are designed to r6gulate the conduct of man 
here, and his hopes in a hereafter. In these he seems 
to make no distinction, but considers them all as bottomed 
1. QRt xxi (Aprilp 1819)9 460-71ý. There is an earlier but somewhat 
confused reference to Shelley in the review of Hunt's Foliam 
[QR, 
xviii (MaYt 1818)t 324-35-1 
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upon principles pernicious to man and unworthy of Godp 
carried into details the most cruel, and upheld only 
by the atupidity of the many on the one handt and the 
selfish conspiracy of the few on the other* 
(463) 
The 
-Quarterly naturally cannot accept any of 
these conclusions, 
and the review sets out to destroy their credibility and that 
of their perpetrator. 
For onceg howeverp invective and satire are eschewed; 
Coleridge appears to write more in sorrow than in angerp and the 
coolp level tone of the review makes it extremely effective. 
Particularly so since this is in marked contrast to the treatment 
normally given to the Cockneys, the tone of which we are reminded 
of at the very beginning of the review: 
[Shelley] is one of that industrious knot of authorst 
the tendency of whose works we have in our late I-lumbers 
exposed to the caution of our readers - novel, poemp 
romanceg letterst tours, critique, lecture and essay 
follow one another, framed to the same measurep and 
in subjection to the same key-note, while the sweet under- 
song of the weekly journal [i. e. the Examiner], filling 
up all pauses, strengthening all wen nesses, smoothing 
all abruptnesscsharmonizes the whole strain. 
(460) 
But Coleridge goes on to argue that Shelley, paradoxically, is 
the lwast dangerous of them: 
there is a naivet6 and openness in his manner of laying 
down the most extravagant positions, which in some measure 
depriv6s them of their venom; and when he enlarges on 
what certainly are but necessary results of opinions more 
guardedly delivered by othersp he might almost be mistaken 
for some artful advocate of civil order and religious 
institutions. 
(460) 
It is also a point made, surprisinglyt *by Hazlittp who mistrusted 
Shelley for constantly adopting a 'pernicious extreme on the 
liberal side, and so hurting it'. 
1 
But Hazlitt meant what he said; 
The Correspondence of Leigh Huntv edited by his Eldest Son 
(1862), 1,166. 
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Coleridge's aim is to belittle Shelley, and he does so by pretending 
that his extremism renders him impotent. 
That Coleridge did not believe this is shown by his use of 
another technique sometimes employed by reviewers when dealing 
with a potentially dangerous work. We are told that The Revolt 
of Islam 
has not much ribaldry or voluptuousness for prurient 
imaginationst and no personal scandal for the malicious; 
and even those on whom it might be expected to act most 
dangerously by its semblance of enthusiasmp will have 
stout hearts to proceed beyond the dirst canto. As a 
whole, it is insupportably dull, and. laboriously obscure; 
its absurdities are not of the kind which provoke laughter, 
the story is almost devoid of interest, and very meagre. **. 
(462-3) 
That is the classic wayp still co=only used, 
1 
of persuading a 
. 
reader not, to read a book that the reviewer in reality disapproves 
of. 
A variety of other-techniques are used. Class prejudi6e 
is latpnt in the sorrowful claim that Shelley was one 'whom nature 
had intended for better things'. The Quarterly's customary 
chauvinism is also in evidence: 
The laws and government on which Mr. Shelley s reasoning 
proceedsq are the Turkish, administered by a lawless despot; 
his religion is the I-10hammedang maintained by servile hypocrites; 
and his scene for their joint operation Greecev the land 
full beyond all others of recollections of former glory 
and independence, now covered with shame and sunk in slavery* 
We are Englishmen, Christianst freeg and independent; we 
ask Mr. Shelley how his case applies to us? or what we 
learn from it to the prejudice of our ow7n-institutions? 
(466) 
Ana, in the same vein, a reference is made later to 'that store-house 
le George'Orwellp in an-unpublished foreword to Animal Parmt wrote: 
'Naturally.. those reviewers who understand the art of denigration 
will not attack it on political grounds but on literary ones. They will 
say that it is a dull, silly book and a disgraceful waste of paper'. 
(TLS9 1-5-9-1972). 
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of cast-off mummeries and abominationsp the French revolution'. 
On a different tack, a comparison is made with Wordsworth: 
Mr. Shelley indeed is an unsparing imitator; and he draws 
largely on the rich stores of another mountain poet [his 
debt to Southey having already been noted]t. to whose 
religious mind it must be matterp we thinkp of perpetual 
sorrow to see the philosophy which comes pure and holy 
from his penp degraded and perverted, as it continually 
isp by this miserable crew of atheists or pantheists, 
who have just sense enough to abuse its termsp but neither 
heart nor principle to comprehend its import, or follow 
its application. a (461-2) 
This is not an unusual tactic (it occurs in the reviews of Byron)t 
and Wordsworth must have been extremely irritated to find himself 
becoming a weapon in the reviewers' armoury, 
Although the review deliberately avoids the emotionalism 
11 
normally generated when the, guarterly, or Blackwood's dealt with 
a 'Cockney', Shelley's personal character still comes in for some 
rough-handling. Reference is made to his expulsion from Oxfordt 
and laterp after comparing him to Hunt and conceding that he is at 
least a gentleman, Coleridge states: 
he is really too young, too ignorantp too inexperienced# 
and too vicious to undertake the task of reforming any 
worldp but the little world within his own breast; that 
the task will be a good preparation for the difficulties 
which he is more anxious at once to encounter. There is 
a, book which will help him to this preparationp which has 
more poetry in it than Lucretius# more interest than Godwint 
, and 
far more philosophy than both. (470) 
It is the condescending and patronizing tone of this passage which 
must have been most irritating for Shelley. But Coleridge is not 
content merely. to belittle himp and he concludes by revealing the 
steel just beneath the surface of the quarterly's ineffable superiority: 
if we might withdraw the veil of private-lifet and'tell 
what we now know about him, it would be indeed a disgusting 
picture that we should exhibito but it would be an unanswerable 
comment on our text; it is not easy for those who Zeaj_2n1Z) 
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to conceive how much low pride) how much cold selfishness, 
how much unmanly cruelty are consistent with the laws of 
this 'universal' and Ilawless love'. But we must only 
use our knowledge to check the groundless hopes which we 
were once prone to entertain of*him. 
(47: 0 
Innuendo ist of course# much more effective than a bald statement# 
and again the considerable cunning of the reviewer is in evidence. 
It is not surprising that Shelley was extremely annoyed by the 
review. I 
Ostensibly it is a review of The Revolt of Islam (first 
published as Laon and Cythna)p but the extent and quality of 
literary criticism is negligible. Like Lockhartt Coleridge 
makes a distinction between form and contentp and he concedes 
that the poem 'is not without beautiful passages, that the 
language is in general free from errors of tastev and the versification 
smooth andharmonious'. But that is damning with faint praisep 
and at least the dismissal of Rosalind and Helen has the virtue 
of honesty. Despite the hopes that the Quarterly pretended it 
had for Shelley's reformationt it is obvious that the purpose 
of this. review is to dispose of him as efficiently as possiblep 
and a considerable number of reviewing tricks are employed for just 
that purpose. 
1. Shelley wrote to Charles Ollier in October 1819: 'The only remark 
worth notice in this piece is the assertion that I imitate Wordsworth. 
It may as well be said that Lord Byron imitates Wordsworth [it was, 
by all three periodicals] .... A certain similarity all the best writers 
of any particular age inevitably are marked withg from the spirit of 
that age acting on all. This I had explained in my pretacet which the 
writer was too disingenuous to advert to. As to the other trash, and 
particularly that lame attack on my personal character, which was 
meant so illp and which I an not the man to feel, Itis all nothing.. ** 
I was amused, too# with the finale; it is like the end of the first 
act of an operat when that tremendous concordant discord sets up from 
the orchestra, and everybody talks and sings at once'. 
(Lette v Jones, 
iij 127-28). 
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Three years later W. S. Walker reviewed Prometheus Unbound, 
1 
and the tone is-even brisker: 
So Mr, & Shelley may plume himself upon writing in three 
different styles: one which 
, 
can be generally understood; 
another which can be understood only by the author; and 
a third which is absolutely and intrinsically unintelligible. 
Whatever his command may be of the first and second of 
these stylesp this volume is a most satisfactory testimonial 
of his proficiency in the last. 
(168-9) 
This looks like the opening of a slashing review of Shelley; less 
subtlep perhapsg but no less virulent than Coleridgels* The 
ending of the review confirms this impressionp and the reasons 
for it made apparent: 
Mr. Shelley saysq that his intentions are pure. Pure! 
They may be so in his vocabulary; for, (to say nothing 
of his having unfortunately mistaken nonsense for poetry, 
and blasphemy for an imperious duty, ) vice and irreligion, 
and the subversion of society aret according to his system, 
pure and holy things; Christianity, and moral virtuet and 
social order, are alone impure... *He professes to write 
in order to reform the world. The essence of the proposed 
reformationis the destruction of religion and governmebt. 
(179--80) 
Given these sentimentsq it is somewhat surprising to discover that 
Walker reviewed Shelley's Posthumous Poems extremely favourably in 
Knight's Quarterly Magazine. 
2 
His authorship of the review in the 
Quarterly is beyond doubtp and Theodore Redpath when discussing 
the issue concludes that 'If Walker wrote the later review (in 
Knightts Quarterly Magazine] alsop he may have changed his mind 
about Shelley, or Gifford may have influenced or tinkered with 
the review in the. Quarterly'. 
3 
Both are possiblev and the joke 
1. QRt xxvi (Oct. pIS21)t 168-80. 
2. Knipht's Ruarterly Magazine, iii (Aug., 1824). 
Redpatht 41.1 
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which opens the review and the diatribe which concludes it could 
well have been added by Gifford. However, if one looks more 
closely at the review, Walker's later support for Shelley does 
not quite appear so inconsistent* 
4P 
This does not mean that he softens his attitude towards 
Shelley, and indeed unlike Lockhart and J. T. Coleridge he refuses 
to make a spurious distinction between the poetry's pernicious 
meaning and its form. In fact it is the form that he takes 
issue with: 
The predominating characteristic of Yx. Shelley's poetry, 
however, is its frequent and total want of meaning. Par 
be it from us to call for strict reasoningp or the precision 
of logical deductionsp in poetry; but we have a right to 
demand cleart distinct conceptions. The colouring of the 
pictures may be brighter or more variegated than that of 
reality; elements may be combined which do not in fact 
exist in a state of union; but there must be no confusion 
in'the forms presented to us. Upon a question of mere 
beautyp there may be a difference of taste .... But the 
question of meaningp or no meaning, is a matter of fact on 
which common sense, with common attention, is adequate to 
decide.... 
(169) 
That is a perfectly legitimate critical position clearly and 
honestly stated. Walker might be accused of a -lack of sympathy 
with Romantic poetry as displayed by his appeal to what were so 
often the Quarterly's domestic deities of plain common-sense and 
immediate intelligibility, if it were not for the sensible and 
telling examples from Shelleyts poetryp particularly 'The Sensitive 
Plant'. with which he supports his argument. And in comparing 
Shelley's supporters with converts to Methodismt he arrives at the 
most pressing critical problem raised by Shelley's poetry: 
In the same way (as the words of the Methodist preacher]p 
poetry like that-of Mr. Shelley presents every where 
glittering constellations of words, which taken separately 
ha'Ke a meaningg and either. communicate some activity to the 
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imagination, or dazzle it by their brilliance. Many 
of them relate to beautiful or interesting objects, and 
are therefore capable-of imparting pleasure to us by the 
associations attached to them. The reader is conscious 
that his mind is raised from a state of stagnation# and 
he is willing to believev that he is astounded and bewilderedt 
not by the absurdity# but by the originality and sublimity 
of 
. 
the author. 
.0 
(176) 
And later he makes the same pointpbut even more strongly: 
If the poet is one who whirls round his reader's brain, 
till it becomes dizzy and confused; if it is his office 
to envelop he knows not what in huge folds of a clumsy 
drapery of splendid words and showy metaphorsp thenv 
without doubtp may Mr. Shelley place the Delphic laurel 
on his head. But take away from him the unintelligible# 
the confused, the incoherentp the bombasticp the affected, 
the extravagantp the hideously gorgeousp and 'Prometheuslp 
and the poems which accompany it, will sink at once into 
nothing. 
(177) 
It is a severe judgementt and one which might on a superficial 
reading reinforce the impression of the review as an onslaught 
on Shelley's poetry. But in essence it is a judgement that has 
been arrived at by most critics who have written on Shelley 
although perhaps not. to the same degree of severityp and certainly 
in Walker's case it is founded on consistent critical principles 
and a very real connection with the poetry. Obviously the 
Quarterly's policy was to attack Shelley, and there is no way of 
telling whether Walker designed his review with this aim in mind, 
or whether it was reworked by Gifford. The perception and 
intelligence displayed in the review suggests that Walker was quite 
capable of playing the devil's disciple and concentrating only 
on the weaker aspects of Shelley's work. Later, after Shelley's 
death and in a periodical less conscious of its public responsibilities, 
he could take a more balanced approach. But even within the 
confines of the Quarterlyp his co=ents deserve more consideration 
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than might at first appear. 
The 'Quarterly's final comment on Shelley appeared in a 
review of Gower's Translation of 'Faust: 
I 
Mr. 
* 
Shelley had af ine ear f or harmonyt and a great 
command of poetical language, although he was often 
seduced by bad example into licenses both of expression 
and versification at once mean and extravagant. He 
had# moreover, a fine liveliness both of feeling and of 
imagination, and in short, wanted little to be a distinguished 
original poet, but distinctness' of conception, and 
regulation of taste. 
(148) 
But this was in 1826v and the guarterly rarely spoke ill, of the 
dead. obviously its response to Shelley was conditioned by the 
threat he posed to religion and societyt but. as Walker's review 
shows, it was not simply a case of condemning him becauue he 'flew ýýco-k 
\IV 
2 in the face of [these] two almost hysterical fears'. 
In October 2824 Mary Shel2ey hAd written to Marianne Hunt: 
[Hazlittl wrote an article in the E. R. on the vol. of 
Poems which I published -I do not know whether he meant 
it to be favourable or not -I did not like it at--all - 
but when I saw him I could not be angry. 3 
1. QR, xxxiv (June, 1826), 148-53- 
ko 
2* N. I. White, The Unextinguished Hearth In fact DurhamtX. C. 91938)- Shelley's views were not quite so extreme as the periodicals, though 
understandablyt imagined. In a letter to Hunt he wrote: 'I fear that 
in England things will be carried violently by the rulers, and that they 
will not have learned to yield in time to the spirit of the age. The 
great thing to do is to hold the balance between popular impatience 
and tyrannical obstinacy; to inculcate with fervour both the right of 
resistance and the duty of forbearance. You know my principles incite 
me to take all the good I can get in politics, for ever aspiring to 
something more. I am one of those whom nothing will fully satisfyt 
but who am ready to be partially satisfied by all that is practicable'. 
(Letters, Jones, ii, 153). A. S. Walkerg, "Peterlo? j, Shelleyp and Reform"t 
IPMLA, x1 (1925), 128-64, also argues that Shelley s political aims were 
not so extreme as so often thoughtq and draws attention to The Philosophical 
View of Reform which was written in 1819-20 but not publish-ed until 1920. 
3, The Letters of Mary Shelley, ed. F. L. Jones (Oklahoma# 1946) p it 90. 
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Mary's anger was checked by Hazlitt's wretched state of health; but 
her anger does not do justice . to a review 
I 
which balancled Shelley's 
faults and merits as a poet whilst eyoking the essential spirit of 
his work - it isp perhapsv this attempt to arrive at a balanced 
W 
assessment which provoked MAry Shelley to remark naively that she 
was not sure whether the review was meant to be favourable or not. 
2 
John. Hayden has praised the review and quoted from it at length, 
but certain points need amplification. 
The first is the very favourable light it throws on 
Walker. 's review. Although sharing many of Shelley s political 
views and also appearing to be more in tune with the essential spirit 
of Shelley's poetryt Hazlitt's strictures on the poet's work are 
very similar to those expressed by Walker: 
Mr Shelley's style is to poetry what astrology is to 
natural science -a passionate dreamt a straining after 
impossibilities, a record of fond-conjecturest a confused 
embodying of vague abstractionsp -a fever of the soul, 
thirsting and craving after what it cannot have, indulging 
its love of power and novelty at the expense of truth 
and naturet associating ideas by contrariest and wasting 
great powers by their application to unattainable objects. 
(494) 
He goes on to develop this line of reasoningp and at times his 
co=ents more than equal Walker's in their severity. But a hint 
of admiration usually underlies his disapprovalp and he acknowledges 
more fully the positive aspects of Shelley's work: 
He has single thoughts of great depth and force, single 
images of rare beautyt detached passages of extreme 
tenderness; and, in his smaller piecest where he has 
attempted littlep he has done most. (495) 
By the poet's own standbrds this would have been a limiting judgementp 
lo - ERp X1 (Julytl824)t 494-514. 
Haydenp . 171-3. 
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but it is one echoed by succeeding generations of critics. 
But Hazlitt's review'is not only valuable because many others 
have agreed with his literary judgements. It offers an account 
both of the poet and the man which appears to be stringent and honest, 
and so relatively free from-ýhe prejudices and biases which 
motivated other reviewers* At times it is perhaps too impressionistic, 
but the general picture that emerges is one that has found a 
resemblance in the work of such modern biographers as Richard 
Holmes. 
. 
The review does not consist solely of general statements 
about the nature of Shelley's poetic abilitiesq and there are 
commentaries on individual poems. Hazlitt finds Julien and Uaddalo 
$full of that thoughtful and romantic humanityt but rendered 
perplexing and unattractive by that veil of shadowy or of'glittering 
obscurity, which distinguished Kr Shelley's writingsIq although 
he still thinks it is a good example of Shelley at his 'least- 
mannered'. He is more severe with The Witch of Atlas, The Triumph 
of Life and Marianne's Dream, all of which in his view show how 
#(Shelley's] Muse chiefly runs riotp and baffles all pursuit of 
common comprehension or critical acumen'. All this is hardly 
lavish praisep but in preferring The Witch of Atlas to Alastol: 
he defines both as 'being a sort of mental voyage through the 
unexplored regions of space and time'. Few other contemporary 
reviewers were capable of such a commentt and it demonstrates Hazlitt's 
awareness of the nature and spirit of Shelley's work even though 
by temperament he disliked what was vague and abstract. His 
understanding of Shelley's actual achievement is shown by his 
praise'of the shorter poems and translatiOrls- Not surprisingly 
he dislikes the oppressive and heavy-handed Ginevrap but he 
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finds the Ode to Naples, 'a fair specimen of PIr Shelley's 
highest powers' - as he made clear earlier in the review, he 
feels that these are best exemplified by the shorter poems. 
It still seems a valid judgement. 
4P 
Thiere is one other issue which ought to be considered,, 
and that is the political implications of the review. At one 
poiný Hazlitt writes: 
We wish to speak of the errors of a man of genius with 
tenderness. His nature was kind.. and his sentiments 
noble; but in him the rage of free inquiry and private 
judgment a6ounted to a species of madness. Whatever 
was new, untried, unheard of, unauthorized, exerted a 
kind of fascination over his mind. The examples of 
the world, the opinion of others, instead of acting as 
a check upon him, served but to impel him forward with 
double velocity in his wild and hazardous career. Spurning 
the world of realities, he rushed into the world of 
nonentities and contingenciesp like air into a vacuum. 
If, a thing was old and establishedp this was with him 
a certain proof of its having no solid foundation to rest 
upon: if it was new, it was good and right. Every 
paradox was to him a self-evident-truth; every prejudice 
an undoubted absurdity. The weight of authority, the 
sanction of ages, the common consent of mankind, were 
vouchers only for ignorance, error, and imposture. 
Whatever shocked the feelings of others, conciliated his 
regard; whatever was light, extravagant, and vaing was 
-to him a proportionable relief from the dulness and 
stupidity of established opinions. 
(497) 
John Hayden quotes the same passage, and then comments: 'Thus wrote 
a contemporary who was both a personal acquaintance of Shelley 
and a radical'. 
I 
But it was not quite as simple as that. The 
Edinburgh was not a radical periodical# and; even though Hazlitt 
managed to get away with a great dea4 a full-. scale defence of 
Shelley was probably impossible. In any case# as we have seen# 
Hazlitt felt that Shelley's extremism damaged the radical cause# 
and it is a point he makes in the review when he states that 'The 
martello-towers with which we are to repress* if. we cannot destroyt 
1. Haydenj 164. 
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the systems of fraud and oppression should not be castles in the 
air# or clouds in the verge of the horizong but the enormous 
and accumulated pile of abuses which have arisen out of their 
own continuance'. His reluctance to support Shelley is a matter 
of expediency rather than ideological disagreement. 
But his review remains an important contribution to the 
discussion of Shelleyo although Walker provides us with stringent 
and soundly based criticism of Shelley's poetry. The praise in 
Blackwood's amounts to very little in substancep and eventually 
the Magazine emulates the Quarterly in giving predominance to 
politicalp religious, and moral considerations. None the less# 
Shelley fared far better at the hands of his reviewers than 
either Keats or Coleridge. 
4 
In the case of Byron and Shelley the major biases and prejudices 
at worý are i=ediately apparent. What I have tried to show 
in this chapter is not only their development but their interaction, 
and how this could prove to be a great deal more complex and even 
contradictory than at first appears. I have also tried to show 
the importance of class prejudice# and how this motivated the 
periodicals' response to two poets of gentle birth but egalitarian 
ideals - this proves particularly revealing in Byron's case, but 
it also helps explain in part Blackwood's reception of Shelley. 
. My pursuit of significant literary criticism is rewarded 
by Hazlitt's and possibly Walker's reviews of Shelley, and by the 
criticism of Byron by Jeffreyv Scott, and Wilson. In Jeffrey we 
Bee a critic attempting to come to terms with poetry with which he 
feels some affinity,, but in doing so he is forced to confront some 
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of his literary and extra-literary preconceptions. Scott and 
Wilson attempt to disentangle Byron from the problems created 
by his enormous popularity, and both offer a perceptivep and in 
Wilson's case -a challenging$ assessment of his achievement. 
4P 
These thingsp in particular, show the value of the periodicals 
as a record of the complex and intricate pressures which must 
always lie behind the reception given to new literature, not only 
of the early nineteenth century but of any period. 
i 
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Chapter Nine 
Politics and Class: Hunt, Keats, and Hazlitt 
Leigh Hunt 
With Leigh Hunt we come to one of the most extraordinary 
episodes in the history of periodical reviewing# and one which 
provides an embarrassment of riches for anyone attempting to 
unravel the skein*of cause and effect in these Reviews and 
magazines. Hunt's importance is of course secondary to that 
of Keats and Shelleyt but their treatment can only be understood 
in relation to his. The villain of the piece is Blackwood's 
MaRazine, and it was Lockhart who christened Hunt "King of Cockaignellp 
and cast Keats and Shelley as his misguided subjects. "Cockaigne" 
not only carried the social stigma of "Cockney" (which at this 
time possessed implications of false refinement)v but also referred 
to 'an imaginary countryt the abode of luxury and idleness'. 
Before Blackwood's began its campaignq reviews of 
The Story of Rimini. (1816) had appeared in both the Edinburgh 
and the Quarterly. John Wilson Croker wrote the Quarterly's 
review, but there has been some confusion over the authorship 
of the one in the Edinburgh. Hazlitt wrote to Leigh Hunt claiming 
that he had praised him in the Edinburghp 
2 
and Blackwood's thought 
le O. E. D. 
2. H. Bakerl William Ifazlitt (1962)v 208n. 
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Hazlitt was the reviewer. But Jeffrey listed the review 
I 
as his 
own# and stylistically it is his and must remain so in the absence 
of any conclusive evidence to the contiary. 
_e 
Story of Riminip that 'compound of grace-and vulgarity' 
as Herschel Baker calls it, is as mixed as its author. Jeffrey 
adopts a tolerant attitude towards the poem, and is kinder than 
it deserves* Political considerations probably played a part 
in this. Whilst not in any sense supporting Ifunt's more extreme 
views,, Jeffrey may well have wished to signal the Edinburgh's 
political position by pointedly refraining from attacking such 
a notorious figure (he had been out of prison for only just over 
a year). The years after Waterloo were particularly turbulent, 
and at this time Jeffrey was still advocating some kind of 
alliance between Whigs and Radicals in an effort to achieve a 
modicum of reform and so avert revolution. If this was the case# 
it was only the most cautious of gestures since the Edinburgh did 
not review Hunt again. Hunt commented on this silencep and 
politics were uppermost in his mind: 
far# thereforey am I from supposinglthat the silence 
of the Whig critics respecting me was owing to any 
hostile influence which Lord Holland would have 
condescended to exercise. Not being among the visitors 
at Holland Housep I dare say I was not thought of, I 
was regarded as a person who, in shunning Whig connectiont 
and perhaps, in persisting to advocate a reform towards 
which they were cooling,, might be supposed indifferent 
to Whig advocacy. And, indeed, such was the case, till 
I felt the want of it.... I think the Edinburgh Review 
might have noticed my books a little oftener. I am 
sure it would have done me a great deal of worldly good 
by itp. and itself no harm in these progressing days of 
criticism. But I said nothing on the subject# and may have 
been thought indifferent. 2 
Is 
2. 
ER9 
The 
xxvi (June, 
Autobiograp 
1816), 
hy of 
476-91. 
Leigh Huntp ed - J, E. Morpurgo 
(1949), 227-28. 
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The review gathers in enthusiasm as it continues: Hunt is 
commended for capturing the spirit of his original sincep although 
it would have been impossible for him to have imitated Dante's 
mannerp. 'the loversp whose me%ory the muse of the Italian poet 
had consecrated in the other world# are here restored to eartht 
with the graces and the sentiments that became them in their 
lifetime'; complimentary comparisons are made with Boccacciot 
Ariosto, and Watteau; and in his r4sumd of the poem Jeffrey stresses 
Hunt's uniqueness: 
Mr Huntp as we have already intimated, does not belong 
to any of the modern schools of poetry .... His poetry 
is not like Mr Wordsworth's, which is metaphysical; 
nor like YIr Coleridge's, which is fantastical; nor like 
Yr Southey'sp which is monastical. 
(482) 
Eowever# the praise is tempered with some adverse criticismt 
ýnd Jeffrey suggests that the poem's style is its weakness as well 
as its strength: 
we think there is a good deal of affectation in his 
homelinessp directnessp and rambling descriptions, 
He visibly gives himself airs of familiarity, and mixes 
up flippant, and even cant phrases, with passages that 
bear, upon the whole, the marks of considerable labour 
and study. In generalo howevert he is very successful 
in his attempts at facilityp and has unquestionably 
produced a little poem of great grace and spiritp andp 
in many passages and many particularsq of infinite beauty 
and delicacy. 
(477) 
The critical terminology employed here is significant: the censure 
of affectation and the praise of Ilabour a4d study' and 'facility' 
are reminiscent of those references to. the cannons of literature 
which Jeffrey appealed to but never defined in his comments on 
Wordsworth. Jeffrey's praise of the poem is very nebulousp and 
the ambivalence in the review is not restricted to terminology. 
0 
Although ostensibly favourablet it remains an unsatisfactory 
review. 
If Jeffrey's review is unsatisfactory because of its lack 
of conviction in praising the poemy Croker's review in the 
Quarterly is unsatisfactory because his condemnation of Hunt also 
lacks any sense of connection with the poem itself. He begins 
by combining the two weapons consistently used against Hunt by 
the two major periodicals - politics and class: 
A considerable part of this poem was written in Newgate, 
where the author was some time confined, we believe for 
a libel [against the Prince ReCent] which appeared in a 
newspapert of which he is said to be the conductor. 
Such an introduction is not calculated to make a very 
favourable impression. Fortunatelyl however, we are as 
little prejudiced as possible on this subject: we have 
never seen Mr. Hunt's newspaper; we have never heard any 
particulars 'of his offence; nor should we have known 
that he had been imprisoned but for his own confession. 
We have not, indeed, ever read one line that he has written, 
and are alike remote from the knowledge of his errors 
or the influence of his private character. 
(473) 
Thus the Quarterly's readers are reminded of Hunt's undesirable 
politicsp and the reviewer's tone of effortless superiority not 
only allows him to claim a spurious impartiality (it was impossible 
for Croker not to have known of the Hunts' trial)p but allows him 
to stress Hunt's social inferiority. 
The tone of Croker's review is very much that of a headmaster 
reporting on an unsatisfactory pupil from an undesirable home 
backgroundt and this analogy is reinforced by the co=ents that 
follow the opening paragraph. Hunt is ridiculed for lapses in 
grammar and style, and is accused of writing in 'the most strangep 
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1. QR, xiv (Jan., 1816),. 473-81. 
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labouredp uncouth, and unintelligible species of prose that 
we ever read, only indeed to be exceeded in these qualities 
by some of the subsequent verses.... Vulgarity not only of style 
but also of sentiment is seen as perhaps Hunt's greatest sin, 
and Croker underlines this by quoting those famous lines: 
The two divinest things this world HAS GOT, 
A lovely woman in a rural spot! 
However sound in theory, Hunt's lines seem to deserve Croker's censurep 
although Coventry Patmore offered a rather more telling criticism 
with his parody: 
The two divinest things the world can grab, 
A handsome woman in a hansom cab. 
Croker's objection is not simply to Hunt's practice, but 
also to his theory# and the arrogance with which, he claimsq Hunt 
attempts to put this forward as a pattern for imitation: , 
Mr. Hunt's first canon is that there should be a great 
freedom of versification - this is a proposition to which 
we shoUd have rea dily assented; but when Mr. Hunt goes 
on to say that by freedom of versification he means 
something which neither Pope nor Johnson possessedo and 
of which even 'they knew less than any poets perhaps 
who ever wrotell we check our confidence; andv after a 
little consideration, find that by freedom Mr, Hunt means 
only an inaccurate, negligent, and harsh style of 
versificationt which our early poets fell into from want 
of polishp and such poets as Mr. Hunt still practise 
from want of easep of expression, and of taste. 
. 
'License he means, when he cries. libertyl. 
(474) 
Once again political prejudice is being activated since license 
rather than liberty was the charge levelled against the Radicals 
(as it had beeng earlier, against any supporter Of the French 
Revolution). Also the defence of Pope and Johnson suggests an 
appeal to tradition which emphasises the determination of the 
Ouarterly to detend the status quo be it literary or politicalt 
although ofie has to recognize the silliness of Hunt's comment. 
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At the end of the reviewq Croker returns to the most 
important aspect of his attack on Hunt: 
Mr., Hunt prefixes to his work a dedication to Lord Byront 
in which he assumes a high tone, and talks big of his 
'fellow-dignity' and independence: what fellow-dignity 
may mean, we know notý perhaps the dignity of a felloW; 
but this we will*sayp that Mr. Hunt is not more unlucky 
in his pompous pretension to versification and good 
language# than he is in that which he makest in this 
dedication, to proper spiritp as he calls itv and fellow- 
dignity; for we never, in so few linesp saw so many clear 
marks of the vulgar impatience of a low mant conscious 
and ashamed of his wretched vanity'. and labouringv with 
coarse flippancy# to scamble over the bounds of birth 
and education, and fidget himself into the stout-heartedness 
of being familiar with a LORD. (481) 
Hunt's sycophcýncy is a recurring theme in the periodicalsp and 
ont. which is difficult to repudiate. In the case of Byrono 
howeverg we must take into account Edmund Blunden's words: 
Ift',,. Hunt's *dear Byron" manner is to be condemned 
as tactless and artificialt Byron himself is partly 
to blame for it; clearly he did not choose to be 
irritated by it until other persons had educated him 
into that feeling. l 
The Qu&rterly certainly helped in his education. 
The guarterly's other major contribution on Hunt was a 
review of Poliape by either Croker, J. T. Coleridge or Southey. 
2 
Croker had reviewed The $tory of Rimini, but stylistically it 
belongs to Coleridge. It opens facetiously: Hunt is twitted 
for the dedication to the volume of poems since 'a certain 
beautiful and indefinite vagueness in the expression has made 
it difficult for us to understand parts'; and other errors in 
expression and grammar are ridiculed. - But the tone of the review 
soon changes# and becomes more sombre as the net is spread to 
E. Blundent Leigh Hunt (1930),. 80- 
2. QRP Xviii (kay,, 1818). 324-35. The quarteiliz also reviewed Hunt's 
Life of Byron [QR, xxxvii (Marcht 1828)t 402---2-6j-tbut the review is of 
little interest to us. 
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include not only Hunt but# by implication, Byron and Shelley (who 
is referred to specifically in a footnote): 
It may seem a wild apprehension to talk of the systematic 
revival of Epicureism amongst us in this age of the 
world; yet something yery like it both speculatively and 
practically, and-that too in its most dangerous because 
least offensive form, seems to be inculcated in all the 
writings we have alluded to. (327) 
The reviewer warns that whilst Hunt tmay flatter himself with 
possessing a finer eyep and a warmer feeling for the loveliness 
of nature, or congratulate himself on the philosophic freedom 
with which he follows her impulses5 the tplain and beaten' path 
of conduct is far betterpsince 
We should'not, for instance.. commend as singularly 
amiable the receiving great and unmerited favours 
to be returned with venomous and almost frantic hatred; 
welare at a loss for the decency which rails at 
marriagel or the honour which pollutes it; and we 
have still a reluctance to condemn as a low prejudice 
the mysterious feeling of separation, which consecrates, 
and draws to closer intimacy the communion of brothers 
and sisters. We may be very narrow-mindedg but we 
look upon it still as somewhat dishonourable to have 
been expelled from a University for the monstrous absurdity 
of a 'mathematical demonstration of the non-existence 
of a God': land] according to our understandings, it is 
not proof of a very affectionate heart to break that of 
a wife by cruelty and infidelity.... (328-9) 
The tone of this is more measured and authoritative than Lockhart's 
invective in Blackwood's (although this review may help explain 
the reasons for that invectivet particularly since the last point 
made in the above extract obviously refers. to Byron)q and the 
reasons*for the reviewer's objections to Hunt are made very clear. 
There is little of the class superiority displayed by Croker in 
the earlier review, and the analogy this time is not with the 
headmaster but with the domine anxious to keep one of his flock 
from-bad company*. But by the end of the review rhetoric replaces 
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sensep and Hunt is warned that if he continues to t1low his 
present course. - 
Henceforth all will be wormwood and bitterness to him: 
he may write a few more stinging and a few more brilliant 
periodst he may slander a few more eminent charactersq 
he may go on to deride venerable and holy instititions, 
he may stir up more discontent and sedition, but he will have no peace of mind withint he will do none of the. good 
he once hoped to do, nor yet have the bitter satisfaction 
of doing all the evil he now desires; he will live and 
die unhonoured in his own generation, and, for his own 
sake it is to be hoped, moulder unknown in those which 
are to follow. 
(335) 
This was to find a verbal echo in J. T. Coleridge's review of Shelley's 
The Revolt of Islam, and much of this review is aimed not specifically 
at Hunt but the moral and religious doctrines of his more 
prominent friends. 
Bui4t's poetx7,, however, is not ignored altogetherp and 
an attempt is made to assess both his faults and virtues as a 
poet: 
Mro Hunt's faults are a total want of tastep and of ear 
for metrical harmony; an indulgence of cant terms to a 
ridiculous excess, an ignorance of common languagep a 
barbarous and uncouth combination of epithetsp an affectation 
of language and sentiment, and what is a far more serious 
charget though it occurs but seldom, an impurity of both. *. * 
Mr. Hunt's merits are a general richness of language, 
and a picturesque imagination; thin last indeed, the 
faculty of placing before us, with considerable warmth of 
colouring, and truth of drawing, the groups which his 
fancy assembles, he possesses in an eminent degree... * (329-30) 
It may be harshpbut it is the only attempt to arrive at a balanced 
judgement which appeared in any of the three major periodicals. 
This in itself demonstrates the extent'to which extra-literary 
criteria determined the response to Hunt's worksq and suggests 
that his true importance-derived not from his poetry but from his 
editorship pf the Examiner. 
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Howeverp one must not overrate the nature of Hunt's literary 
achievement, and so needlessly denigrate his reviewers. John 
Hayden's-point is an important one: 
Vulgarityt familiarityO bad taste: as terms of critical : disapproval these are,, * I believe, valid and meaningfult 
although it is not often necessary to call them into 
use; for the occasion seldom arises when dealing with 
works of any literary value. When dealing with Hunt's 
works, some of which are well worth reading, the need for 
applying such terms is constant. They may at first seem 
to be mere abuse when encountered in contemporary reviews; 
but it is difficult to tell a writer he is being vulgar 
without sounding abusivey just as it is difficult to point 
out familiarity without resorting to humourous comment. 
Blackwood's, as usual, went too far. and indulged in personal 
abuse, thereby creatiye a one-sided image of Hunt's 
contemporary critics. 
Blackwood's is quite rightly singled out as the exception to the 
point that Hayden is making, but the reasons for the Magazine's 
. excessive personal abuse, of 
Hunt are far more complex and a great 
deal more interesting than either Hayden or his fellow commentators 
on the periodicals have allowed. 
Blackwood's treatment of Hunt consists of a series of eight 
articles 'On the Cockney School of Poetry' which sometimes took the 
form of a review of a specific workq two spoof letters# two 
occasional articlesv and three reviews. It falls into three periods: 
the first four articles on the Cockney School (one of which is an 
article on Keats and does not concern us here) and the two 'Letters' 
by IZI appeared between October 1817 and August 1818 - all were 
written by Lockhart, and all display a remarkable venom and 
irresponsibility; a further three articles in the series on the 
Cockney School and an article entitled 'Cockney Poetry 
and Cockney Politics' all by Lockhartand a review of The Literarz 
1* Hayden# 188. 
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Pocket-Book by Wilsonr appeared between April 1819 and December 
1822 - on the whole these are*still unreasonably severep but they 
lack the unbalanced intensity of their forerunners; and, finallyt 
between January 1824 and March 1828 three contributions by Wilson 
and a collection of parodies- by William Hay Forbes appeared in 
0 
the pages of the Magazinev and their severity of tone is even 
further diluted. 
Lockhart Is obviouslY the major figure in the attack 
launched by Blackwood's (although presumably he carried it out 
with the full connivance of Wilson and Blackwood), and the most 
notable aspect of his onslaught is the sustained virulence which 
it displays# as exemplified by this extract from the second 
Letter of Z. to Mr. Leigh Hunt: 
you may unblushingly expose yourself and your namd to 
the scorn and disgust of the wise and the good - you 
may endeavour to sap the foundations of civil society 
and of social life - you mayp as you have often done 
in prose, eulogize prostitutes and kept-mistressesp and 
sneer at that dull thing a wife - you may, as you have 
done in something that is not prose, hold up to the lovep 
and pity# and admirationt and worship of virgins, the 
. incestuous and adulterous wretchv who took to her polluted 
embraces her husband's brother, for no other cause than 
because he was a handsome man... - you may# as you have donep 
abet murder and assination, by blaming the general principlep 
and yet applauding or extenuating each particular instance 
of it - and to all these enormities you may affix% with 
an imperial flourisht the sign manual of LEIGH HUNT. 
But is that any reason why Z., or any other man, should 
voluntarily offer himself to the filthy abuse of a crew 
of Jacobins and incendiaries? 
(iii, 198) 
In some ways this violent nonsense is not much worse than the 
abuse employed by such eighteenth-century satirists as Juniusp 
but there is a vehemence and pruriency about this which is exceptional 
even by Blackwood's standards. 
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Lockhart opens his first article'On the Cockney School 
of Poetry' 
I 
with a general attack, but his main target is more 
specific: 
Its chief Doctor and Professor is Dir Leigh Huntv a 
man certainly of some-talentsp of extravagant pretensions 
both in wit# poetry, and politics, and withal of 
exquisitely bad tastep and extremely vulgar modes of 
thinking and manners in all respects. (38) 
Hunt's lack of breeding is only matched by his lack of educationt 
but it is his lack of social standing which is constantly harped 
upon by Lockhart, Thus, although at one point we are told that 
'The story of Rimini is not wholly undeserving of praise', we 
are informed at another that in the poem 'Every thing is pretencet 
affectationg finery, and gaudiness' typical of the drawing-room 
of 'a little mincing boarding-school mistress'. There is also 
-the somewhat inaccurate claim that 
All the great poets of our country have been men of 
some rank in societyp and there is no vulgarity in 
any of their writings; but Mr Hunt cannot utter a 
dedication, or even a note, without betraying the 
Shibboleth of low birth and low habits. (39) 
But class prejudice is not the only weapon employed by 
Lockharto andp not content with having defined poetic achievement 
in terms of classp he claims that 'The two great elements of all 
dignified poetryp religious feelingg and patriotic feeling, have 
no place in [Hunt's] mind'. He believes that the poet's religion 
is instead a dilution of the. EncyclopXg*die. and his patriotism 
nothing'but a form of Jacobinism. But Lockhart is writing in 
1818p not 1793t and the resurrection of these particular bogeymen 
BMt iý (Oct. 91817)t 38-41- 
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only seems to show the paucity of his invective, as do his 
derisive comments on Hunt's hAir-style and yellow stockings. 
His only sensible criticism is of Hunt's aspirations to become 
a pastoral poetp although Hunt's incapacity to see nature as 
anything more than picturesque is even more fundamental than 
he allows. 
Moral depravity becomes the central issuet and in a 
passage for which he had to apologise Lockhart claims that 
[Hunt's] poetry is that of a man who has kept company 
with kept-mistresses. He talks indelicately like a 
tea-sipping milliner girl. (40) 
He makes much of the adultery and incest in The Story of Rininip 
and uses the yardstick of Philistine common-sense in referring 
to Hunt's 'want of respect for all that numerous class of plain 
j 
upright men, and unpretending women, in which the real worth and 
excellence of human society consists'. Hunt belongs to the type 
of man exemplified by Voltaireq Lord Hollandt and Haydonp and 
Lockhart does not believe that he can claim kinship with Wordsworth, 
Moore, or Byron, - 
The reference to both Wordsworth and Byron is important. 
Blackwood's, as we have seeno was an early admirer and supporter 
of Wordswortho and in this review of Hunt he is given praise 
by contrast: 
How such a profligate creature as Mr Hunt can pretend 
to be an admirer of Mr Wordsworth, is to us a thing 
altogether inexplicable. One great charm of Wordsworth's 
noble compositions consists in the dignified purity of 
thought, and the patriarchal simplicity of feeling, with 
which they are throughout penetrated and imbued. 
(40) 
And as for Lord Byron: 
How must the haughty spirit of Lara and Harold contemn 
the subaltern sneaking of our modern tuft-hunter***. We 
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dare say I-Ir Hunt has some fine dreams about the true 
nobility being the nobility of talentv and flatters 
himself)that with those who acknowledge only that sort 
of rank, he himself passes for being the 32eer of Byron. 
He is sadly mistaken. He is as completely a Plebian 
in his mind as he is in his rank and station in society. 
0 (40-1) 
In those two comments we have a clue to at least part of the 
reason for Blackwood's treatment of Hunt. By over-emphasising 
its political and class convictions the Magazin is, in the case 
of Wordsworth# quelling any doubts in its readers' minds that 
it might be abandoning its basic tenets by supporting the Lakers; 
andpin Byron's casep it is overcoming the problem of the possible 
immorality of his poetry by directing the attack not at Byron but 
at Hunt - how can the Magazin be accused of countenancing immoral 
poetry when it is doing so much to counter it in its attacks on 
Hunt and his ilk (Byront by reason of his social rankl stands aloof 
from such low-bred men). . 
If such reasoning seems a little too' 
ingenious on my partv one must remember the way in which Lockhart 
overstates his social and political preconceptions almost to the 
ýoint of parody,, and how he utilizes so many of his readers' fears 
and prejudices (however dated) in his attack. Hunt's politics 
account for some of thist but the intensity of Lockhart's attack 
and the curious use of sexual innuendo make far more sense if Hunt 
is being used for another purpose - the furtherance of the Magazin 
's 
support of two controversial poetsp one of whom poses a specific 
problem. of sexual morality. 
The second article on the Cockney School ostensibly concentrates 
the attack on The Story of Rimini. 
1 
It begins by discussing 
le BMq ii (Nov. -P 1817)v 194-201. 
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the use of incest as a literary theme: 
The awful interest ex6ited by the contemplation of 
passions abandoned to the extreme of infamy, has tempted 
many illustrious poets to indulge themselves in such 
unhallowed themes. But they themselves were at all 
times aware, that in so doing they have done wrong; 
and we know of no great poemp turning on such a subjectp 
which does not contain within it some marks of the 
contrition of the author. 
(194) 
Having made this moral position quite clear, Lockhart then considers 
Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, p Euripides' Hippolytusp Alfieri's Mirrap 
and Schiller's Die Braut von Messinat all of which, he claims, 
eschew any attempt to make incest attractive# and concentrate 
instead on the horror and pity of the situations which they describe. 
Lockhart also belietes that the same is true of the work of 'the 
first. of all living poetst: 
Th6 daring spirit of Byron has twice ventured to tread 
upon the same awful ground, He has representedv both 
in ManfredardiaParasina, the mutual love of conscious 
incest. 
(196) 
Lockhart then writesi 
To none of these poemst however, does the subject of 
Rimini bear so great a resemblance as to Parasina, and 
it is this very circumstance of likeness which brings 
before us in the stragest colours the difference between 
the incest of Leigh Hunt and the incest of Byron. In 
Parasinap we are scarcely permitted to have a single glance 
at the guilt before our attention is rivetted upon the 
punishment. 
(196) 
This is the point of the review - Byron's plays are morally suspect 
and Lockhart is defending them here by showing hows in comparison 
with Hunt's poem which is disturbingly akin to one of themp 
they are in fact morally potent: 
In all these productions of immortal poets [Byron included 
we see the same desire to represent incest as a thing 
*too awful to spring up of itselfp without the interference 
of some revengeful power - the same careful avoidance of 
luxurious images - the same resolution to treat unhallowed 
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love with the seriousness of a judge, who narrates only 
that he may condemn the guilty and warn the heedless. 
(197) 
Hunt, of course, must be seen to be the opposite ýo this, and 
Lockhart makes quite sure that this is so. He also brings into 
play the class prejudice we s; w in the first article by claiming 
that he never yet saw a lady lift (the poem] upt who did not 
immediately throw it down again in disgust',, but tYat it might 
spread its pernicious influence amongst Imilliners and apprentice- 
boys' - if Blackwood's was going to defend Byron, it was going to 
do so from a position of utmost respectability. 
Lockhart's third article is extremely virulent in tone. 
Part of týe impetus underlying it is political: 
'Our hatred and contempt of Leigh Hunt as a writert is 
not so much owing to his shameless irreverence to his 
aged and afflicted king - to his profligate attacks 
on the - character of the king's sons - .... as to the odious and unnatural harlotry of his polluted muse. 
(453) 
In fact Hunt's attacks on the Regent and the royal family were a 
very important reason for Blackwood's opposition to him. But 
there is another factor involvedp and again I would suggest that 
it concerns Byron. The following extract is significant: 
The world is not fond of ingenious distinctions between 
the theory and the practice of morals. The public are 
justified in refusing to hear a man plead in favour of 
his character, when they hold in their hands a work of 
his in which all respect to character is forgotten. We 
must reap the fruit of what we sow; and if evil and unjust 
reports have arisen against Leigh Hunt as a man# and 
unluckily for him it is so# he ought not to attribute the 
-rise of such reports to the political animosities which 
his virulence has excited, but to the real and obvious 
6ause - his voluptuous defence of crimes. revolting to 
Nature. 
(454) 
10 BM,, 'iii (JulytIS18)9 453-6. - 
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Taken in isolation such a passage might have been taken from a 
review of Byron's workt probably after the appearance of the 
first cantos of Don Juan. And yet the virulence-of Lockhart's 
tone in t he review as a wholep his denunciation of Hunt's political 
views (the periodicals were very concerned to show the apolitical 
nature of Byron's poetry)p and the continual emphasis on Hunt's 
lack of breeding, would have prevented the majority of Blackwood's 
readers from making th e connection between Hunt's case and Byron's. 
Again the stance taken by the Magazin is irreproachableý both 
politically and morallyp but it still does not involve jettisoning 
Byron who is seen as belonging to a different world to that inhabited 
by the miserable Hunt* It is also of importance that this article 
of Lockhart's appeared shortly after the review of Foliage in the 
Quarterly in which Hunt's behaviour is seen as less culpable than 
that of Shelley and Byron - it is a view that Blackwood's seems to 
be trying very hard to implicitly refute. 
The two letters from IZ. 1 also belong to this time, 
I 
but 
they are of very little interest to us. They are even more 
viruleht than the articlesp and their purpose seems to be to 
rehearse the moral, politicalp class, and sexual prejudices which 
Lockhart makes such use of in his other pieces on Hunt. 
Eight months elapsed between the third and fifth article 
2 
'On the Cockney School of Poetry' the fourth was an attack on 
Keats)* This fifth article initiates the second phase of 
1. BMt ii (Jan. p 1818)t 414-17t and iii 
(may, 1818), 196-201. 
2. BM, v (April# 1819)t 97-100. 
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Blackwood's treatment of Hunt, but it is strangely truncated and 
disparate. Lockhart begins by claiming that the 'two greatest 
egotists of the present day are absque omni dubiot Mr Wordsworth, 
and Mr Leigh Hunt'. Again we seem to have an example of the 
technique used in the earlier articles when he was defending Byron: 
(Wordsworth's) genius came down to us like a beautiful 
unknown bird of heavenp wheeling around usq and courting 
us in its innocencep with colours we had never seen 
beforep and wild sweet melodies to. which our ears were 
strangers. But we repelled the visitor .... It is no 
wonder that he should have learned almost to forget the 
existence of those who rejected him; and that egotism 
is pardonable in him, which would infallibly expose any 
other man of his genius to the just derision even of his 
inferiors. 
(97) 
Lockhart even goes on to defend the egotism of what he considers 
to be the more minor members of the Lake school, and a comparison 
is made beiween their forgivable and understandable egotism and 
that of the Cockneys. 
The Cockneys are attacked on some of the lines that we 
have come to expect: 'they are lecturers of the Surrey Institution, 
and editors of Sunday paperst and so forth'; and Hunt is accused 
of self-adulation and complacency. But the sexual emphasis has 
now disappeared (Wordsworth after all did not have to be defended 
from charges of immorality), and the use of class prejudice has 
to be turned on its head: 
What can fine ladies understand about Ruth? or fine 
gentlemen about Michael? Whop that wears black silk 
breeches or a crimson sattin petticoat, cares a farthing 
about the gray headed pedlar with his substantial coat 
of Galashiels cloth, or for Lucy Fell with her "little 
gray cloak"? (97) 
Whilst it was relatively-easy to defend Byron by turning Hunt 
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into a bogeyman and playing upon the political and class prejudices 
of his readerst Lockhart found it much more difficult with 
Wordsworthq and the article fades away with a very long extract 
from Hunt's dramatic criticism. 
Lockhart's penultimatj article on Hunt is the sixth in 
the series on the Cockney school, and is a review of Foliam. 
The change that we saw taking place in the previous article in 
the series is now more apparent; the article is maliciously funny 
in places ("'My dear Byron', was quite a bright thought")p but 
the intensity of the earlier articles has been replaced by somewhat 
routine twitting of an author opposed largely on political grounds. 
The review is rather macabre in that Lockhart pretends that he 
is reviewing a posthumous volume of poemsp and Hazlitt and Haydon 
come in for some abuse. The emphasis on class prejudice is still 
therep but only as another stick with which to beat Hunt who was 
well inured to such blows by this time. 
Before Lockhart's final articlep Wilson reviewed The Literary 
2 
Poclot-Book: 
we propose now doing a truly wonderful thing - namely, 
in good earnest to laud a production of Mr Leigh 
Hunt's. 
(235) 
But Hunt has not really been forgivenp and we are told that his #other 
sins of immoralityt sedition, and impietyp we leave for the present 
to those dread twinst REI-TORSE and REPENTANCE'. Hunt's poems are 
given some praise: 'The Calendar of Nature' is 'often lively and 
1. BM, vi (Oct.,. 1819). 70-6. An article by Lockhart entitled 
tCockney Poetry and Cockney Politics' appeared before this [BM9 v 
(Sept., 1819), 639-421, but it is an extremely boring practical Joke 
which links Leieh Hunt with Henry Hunt (the Hampstead Hunt and the 
Bristol Hunt). 
BM,, vi (Dec. p 1819) p 235-47. 
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descriptivelp and 'Slimmer in 18181 'really amiable and pretty'. 
However two sonnets by Keats come in for rather rougher handling, 
and Wilson writes of him: 
He is at present a very amiablep sillyt lispingg and 
pragmatical young gentleman - but we hope to cure him of 
all that - and should-have much pleasure in introducing 
him to our readers in a year or two speaking the language 
of ths countryq counting his fingers correctly, and 
condescending to a neckcloth. (240) 
A comparison is made between Keats and Shelley with the intention 
of disparaging the former, since 'A bird of paradise and a friezeland 
fowl would not look more absurdly, on the same perch' - Blackwood's 
was obviously determined to pursue its attack on Keats and its 
defence of Shelley. On the whole, howevert Wilson provides a 
facetious and whimsical review of a collection of ephemera, which 
gains some-importance thanks to a handful of poems by authorsof 
note, 
Lockhart's final article on Huntt a review of the somewhat 
inept prose tale The Florentine Loverst is a return to his earlier 
manner, The energy and passion of the earlier articles is again 
apparentp as is the emphasis on sexual innuendo and lack of 
breeding: 
Joking apart, we now consider Leigh Hunt the most 
contemptible little capon of the bantam breedt that 
ever vainly dropped a wing, or sidled up to a partlet. 
He can no more crow than a hen; and his gallantry 
betrays him into the most awkward predicament. (775) 
The tale itself affords Lockhart plenty of opportunity to indulge 
in this kind of invectivev again with a largely sexual emphasis. 
This return to the earlier manner of attacking Hunt is also 
BMp xii (Dec. 9 1822)p 775-81. 
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accompanied by a return to Lockhart's concern with Byron: 
Whatt in the name of katerfeltog can Byron mean by 
patronizing a Cockney? A. Bear at College was all very 
well; - butp my lordp think on it, -a Cockney at 
Pisa! - Fie, my lord! This is by far the greatest 
outrage you have ever yet committed on manners, and morals, 
and intellectuals. As to Don Juan and Caing, we . 
pardon you them; but-this sin is beyond the reach of our 
forgiveness.... 
1 (781) 
As I have tried to showp Hunt was the means by which Lockhart 
attempted to pardon such poems as Cain and Don Juano but possibly 
he now felt that the stories of Byron's life-stYliý in Italy and 
the hostility of so many of the other periodicals no longer made 
this possible. And yet the technique is still effective - although 
the reference to Byron quoted above is the severest that we have 
met in these articles on Huntp it still places him in a far better 
light thanHuntp as an individualp as a poetp andp above all,, as 
a gentleman. 
The remaining items on Hunt are of no great interest. ' 
They consist of reviews by Wilson of Ultra-Crepidarius; A Satire 
on William Gifford_ 
1 
BacchuM in TuscanY ( the eighth and 
2 
final 
article in the series 'On the Cockney School of Poetry' p and 
Lord Byron and some of his Contemporaries* 
3 
There is also a 
collection of parodies entitled Cockney Contributions to the 
First of April by William Ray Forbes. 
4 
They continue the attack 
on Huntj but in a half-hearted and emasculated fashion. 
1. BMp xv (Jan., 1824). 86-90- 
2. BM, xviii (Aug., 1825)p 155-60. 
3. BMp xxiii (Marchp 1828)p 362-408. 
4* BMt xvi (Julyp 1824)t 67-73. 
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Hunt is of particular interest because all the prejudices 
and biases we find in the periodicals are at work in their 
treatment of himp and because of the light he throws on the 
reception given to other writerso Politics are obviously the 
central issue: most simply this meant that the. Edinburgh, was prepared 
to countenance him at a time when it was supporting a possible 
coalition between the Whigs and the Radicalsq but then very 
studiously ignored him; whereas the Quarte . rly and Blackwood's 4ttacked him with 
varying degrees of severity. The use of class prejudice and the 
charges of immorality were also politically motivated to a large 
extent. As regards other writersp Hunt was the means of preparing 
the ground for the abuse of Keats and Hazlitt; but he also has to 
be seen in relation to Byron and Shelley, particularly with regard 
to the problems of class prejudice and the relationship between 
literature and morality. But perhaps the most interesting aspect 
of the periodicals' treatment of him is the way in which Lockhart 
used him as part of Blackwood's general defence of Byron and# to 
a lesser extent# Wordsworth - it is a further example of the devious 
way in which the periodicals operated# and of the need to see their 
treatment of an individual author within the broader context* 
'o, Keats 
The reception given to Keats's poetry by his contemporary 
reviewers has been closely documentedt one of the most perceptive 
studies being G. M. Mathews's volume in the Critical Heritam, series. 
Little would be. gained from reworking such well-known material 
if it were-not that a study of the: Reviews in general illuminates 
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several issues raised by Keatsian- scholars. 
At times Keats's relationship with his reviewers takes 
on the air of a macabre comedy: the gift of C25 by an anonymous 
benefactor angered at the Quarterly's attack on the poet; Gifford's 
use of Croker as reviewer who was as notorious as Brougham for 
his love of unprincipled abusev and who (for his boorishness) had 
been nicknamed 'the talking potato'; and the mythr gleefully 
retold by Byron# that the Ouarterly had been responsible for 
Keats's death, all help create this impression. Fortunately 
the Reviews are no longer held responsible for hastening Keats's 
death, ' but G. M. Mathews is obviously correct in suggesting that 
I the poet s early resilience to their attacks gave way to despondency 
as his health deteriorated - certainly his letters suggest that 
this was the case. 
2 
3 
Only a review apiece appeared in the three major periodicalst 
and despite their official publication dates Lockhart's article 
in Blackwood'slappeared before that of Croker's in the Quart 
Both were extremely hostilep but they were followed two years 
later by Jeffrey's favourable commentary in the EdinburPh- One 
has to re-member that of over eighty items which appeared in other 
periodicals only fifteen were entirely hostilet 
4 but this does not 
compensate for the damage done to Keats's reputation by the two 
1. See H. E. Briggs, "Keats's Conscious and Unconscious Reactions to 
Criticisms of Endvmion" PIMA Ix 9 -) 
(1945)t 1106-29, for an interesting 
account of Keats's reaction to contemporary criticism. 
2. The Letters'of John Keats 1814-21, ed. H. L. Rollins ( 1958)'t 
1.180,294,374,394; and ii, 9#l5v220* 
3, BM9 iii (Aug., 1818), 519-24 ; QR, Xix (Aprilt 1818)9 204-8 
(published 
September 1818); ER Tz iv (Aug. , 1820) v 203-13- 
4. G. I. Yarsh and N. I. Whitep "Keats and the Periodicals of his Time".. 
LIZ p xxxii 
(1934-5)p 37-53. 
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major Tory Reviews. Despite Keats's own optimistic belief 
that the 'Reviews have had their day - that the public have 
been surfeited', 
1 it was the three majoi periodicals which 
continued to fashion public opiniong and no other major poet 
with the exception of Coleridge suffered such violent and 
unsubstantiated abuse. 
Lockhart, towards the end of his attack on Keatsp remarks 
with affected carelessness that 'We had almost forgot to mention, 
that Keats belongs to the'Cockney School of Politicsp as well as 
the Cockney School of Poetry'. It is normally thoughtt with 
justificationtthat the two Tory periodicals attacked Keats's 
politics because of his association with Leigh Hunt# and the 
article in Blackwood's is one of a series on the Cockney School 
whicht as we have seeng was a concerted attack on Hunt* ' 
Lockhart makes specific mention of Keats's sonnet 'Written on 
the day that Mr. Leigh Hunt left Prison', and makes it quite clear 
that he believes both poets to be tarred with the same brush* 
Jeffrey carefully. avoids the political implications of Keats's 
poetry: he was no fonder of Leigh Hunt than the Ruarterlyq and 
his refusal to make capital out of the obvious bias of his rivals 
demonstrates how very far from that of the Radicals the conventional 
Whig position was (apart from the short-lived idea of a coalition 
which exercised Jeffrey's mind). 
As well as the political biast we have the social prejudice 
of the Tory periodicals. We have seen how Lockhart deliberately 
exaggerated this in Hunt's caseq both in an effort to paint his 
victim in the blackest colours, and also to reassure his readers 
Letterst Griggs# iip 15- 
/ 
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that the Magazine was defending the riaht"values. Keats does 
not offer the s'ame provocation. as Hunt (although some of the poems 
in the 1817 volume contain vaguely republican sentiments)v 
1 
but 
class prejudice is still apparent. We find Lockhart complaining 
that 
our very footmen compose' tragediesp and there is 
scarcely a superannuated governess in the island 
that does not leave a roll of lyrics behind her 
in her band-box. 
(519) 
But Croker in the Quarterly also writes of 'Cockney poetry; which 
may be defined to consist of the most incongruous ideas in the 
most uncouth languagelp and which is inimicable to 'harmonious 
and sublime poetry'. Although class prejudice is often used 
as a form of propaganda (both political and literary)p it is 
ýsomething which is very firmly embedded in the collective 
consciousness of the major periodicals. We saw it work in Lyall's 
review of Wordsworth and Heber's review of Byront but this was 
an expression of the conscious superiority of the governing classes. 
In the years following the Napoleonic Wars any danger to such 
classes was more apparent than real thanks to harah political 
repressionp but there was felt to be a more insidious danger from 
what Byron called the 'shabby-genteel'. Blackwood's attack on 
the Cockneys feeds off thisp and there is a great deal of justification 
for Hazlitt's claim that Shelley was let off more lightly than- 
2 
Hunt or Keats because he was a gentleman by birth and they were note 
1. H. G. Wrightt "Keats and Politics", E&Sxviii (1932)9 7-23 gives 
an account of Keats's political thinki49--. 7 
2, The Compleie Works of William Hazlitt, ed. P. P. Howe (1930-4)t 111,208. 
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Certainly class prejudice influences literary theory in 
Keats's case. One of the major objections made by Croker and 
Lockhart to the theory underlying Keats's poetry was that it 
deliberately and maliciously denigrated the poetry of Pope and 
his followers - poetry which helped to defend a civilized and 
sophisticated social code. In Croker's case this was probably 
a genuine responsetin so far as a man of his poUtical persuasion 
was obviously going to find it easier to defend poetry of the past 
that supported the status quo than to praise poetry of the present 
which apparently did not. Lockhartp however, is up to his old 
tricks, and he pretends horror at seeing 
The purestq the loftiestp and, we do not fear to say it, 
the most classical of living English poets, joined together 
in the same compliment with the meanestt the filthiestp 
and the most vulgar of Cockney poetasters.. (520) 
This 'most classical of living English poets' is in fact Wordsworth, 
and we have another example of Lockhart using the Cockneys as a 
raeans of defending one-of the two controversial poets that Blackwood's 
had decided to champion. Reference is made to Pope but only as 
a means of heaping more abuse on Keats's unfortunate head# as is 
demonstrated by Lockhart's qualified assessment of Pope's importance: 
although Pope was not a poet of the same high order with 
some who are now living# yet, to deny his genius, is just 
about as absurd as to dispute that of Wordsworthp or to 
believe in that of Hunt. 
(520) 
In fact it was the two Tory periodicals' attitude towards Hunt andy 
in Blackwood's case, Wordsworth which fashioned their response to 
Keats. 
Jeffrey's review. in the Edinburr_, h is very different from that 
of his rivals. In many ways it ip badly flawedt but it is still 
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an important corrective to the earlier attacks on Keats. 
G. M. Mathews has. suggested that the review was written two years 
prior to its publicationg and then withheld until Jeffrey was 
I 
sure of sufficient public support for his views. Without denying 
that Jeffrey was quite capable of such circumspection, Mathew's 
theory seems unlikely. It is true that the treatment of the 
Lamia volume is very cursory and somewhat haphazardly added to 
the discussion of Endnjon, but the same fault is evident in a 
great many other reviews. Pressures of time and space often 
resulted in a work or part of a work being treated perfunctorily 
or even ignored altogetherp and as editor Jeffrey was particularly 
aware of the need to tailor reviews to the demands of individual 
numbers. Although these factors may help to explain the 
* unsatisfactory nature of Jeffrey's reviewv they do not ofcourse 
excuse his failure to realize that it was the Lamia volume which 
contained Keats's most important poetry. 
-As a review of Endymion, 
Jeffrey Is article is good. His 
assessment of Keats is guarded but free of any suggestion of bias: 
Mr Keatsp we understandp is still a very young man; and 
his whole worksq indeedp bear evidence enough of the fact. 
They are full of extravagance and irregularityt rash attempts 
at originalityr interminable wanderingsp and excessive 
obscurity. They manifestly requirep thereforet all the 
indulgence that can be claimed for a first attempt: - but 
we think it no less plain that they deserve it; for they 
are flushed all over with the rich lights of fancy, and 
so coloured and bestrewn with the flowers of poetry, that 
even while perplexed and bewildered in their labyrinths, 
it is impossible to resist the intoxication of their 
sweetness, or to shut our hearts to the enchantments they 
so lavishly present. (xxxivt 203-4) 
This recognizes the appeal as well as the faults of Keats's early 
poetry. 
I* Keats: The Critical Heritagep ed. G. M. Mathews (1971)9 26-7. 
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Jeffrey's comments on Keats's debt to the poets of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are particularly important. 
Reviewers in the minor periodicals had already appreciated the 
significance of Keats's use of these poetsl but Lockhart and Croker 
had looked'no further than his rejection of Dryden and Pope. 
Jeffrey believes that Keats has modelled himself on Fletcher 
and jonsonp and 
like his great originalst [he] has also contrived 
to impart to the whole piece that true rural and 
poetical air which breathes only in them and in 
Theocritus ;- which is at once homely and majestic, 
luxurious and rude# and sets before us the genuine 
sights and sounds and smells of the countryp with 
all the magic and grace of Elysium. (204) 
It is this comparison between the country and Elysium which raises 
the whole problem of art and nature in Keats's poetrye Jeffreyp 
continuing the comparison between Keats and his predecessors, 
believes that 
The great distinctionp howeverv between him and these 
divine authorsg is, that imagination in them is 
subordinate to reason and judgment, while, with himt 
It is paramount and supreme... 
(204) 
Jeffrey sees this supremacy of the imagination as a mixed 
blessing. He has no doubt that Keats is fully in touch with 
'the true genius of English poetry',, which is to be found 
whereq without much incident or many charactersp and 
with little wit, wisdom, or arrangementp a number of 
bright pictures are presented to the imagination, and 
a fine feeling expressed of those mysterious relations 
by which visible external things are assimilated with 
inward thoughts and emotions,, and become the images 
and exponents of all passions and affections. 
(205-6) 
But Keats is not always able to live up to this ideal. His style 
is often extravagants with the result that he produces 'an 
interminable arabesque of connected and incongruous figures'. 
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Alsop 
the scope and substance of IMr K. 's poetry is rather 
too dreary and abstracted to excite the strongest 
interest, or to sustain the attention through a work 
of any great compass or extent. 
(206) 
These are not unreasonable criticisms of Endymionv particularly 
as Jeffrey makes it quite clear that anyone who 'would represent 
the whole poem as despicable, must either have no notion of 
poetryq or no regard to truth'. 
The rest of the review is unzatisfactory. The comments 
and extracts from the Lamia volume are perfunctory, and the 
concluding summary is conventional and meaningless. This is 
all the more disappointing because the criticism of Endymion 
shows a basic sympathy with Keats's poetry. 
Ln 1823 William Hazlitt's article on 'The Periodical 
I 
Press' appeared in the Edinburph. It contained a defence of Keats 
which deserves quoting because it is not generally knownp and 
because of certain implications underlying it: 
A young poet comes forward: an early and favourable 
notice appears of some boyish verses of his in the 
Examinert independently of all political opinion. 
That alone decides his fate; and from that moment he 
Is set uponppulled in pieces, and hunted into his 
grave by the whole venal crew in full cry after him. 
It was crime enough that he dared to accept praise 
from so disreputable a quarter. He should have thrown 
back his bounty in the face of the donort and come with 
his manuscript in his hand. to have poetical justice 
dealt out to him by the unbiassed author of the Barviad 
and Maeviad! His tenderness and beauties would then 
have been exalted with faint praise, instead of being 
mangled and torn to pieces with ruthless, unfeeling 
rage; his faults would have been gently hinted attand 
attributed to youth and inexperience; and his professiont 
instead of being made the subject of loud ribald jests 
by vile buffoonst would have been introduced to enhance 
the merit of his-poetry. (376) 
ER, xxxviii (Igayp 1823). 349-78. 
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It was, of course, Jeffrey not Gifford who damned with faint 
praise; bearing in mind the uieasy and hesitant friendship between 
Jeffrey and Hazlitt (and the Edinburgh's equivocal attitude 
towards the Radicals)$ it is possible that the reviewer is 
intending an innuendo at his editor's expense. 
However, it was the Edinburgh which provided the only 
reasonable criticism of Keats's poetry in the three major 
periodicals. Politicst reinforced with class prejudicet 
dominated the response of the two Tory periodicals - Keatsts 
association with Leigh Hunt made that inevitable from the outset. 
Hazlitt 
I 
The response to Hazlitt Is work tells us far more about 
the periodicals than it does about Hazlitt. John Hayden points 
out how Hazlittls writings 'were =ch more provocative than were 
Hunt'sl, perhaps nore than any other writer in the period'; 
1 
the 
reasons for that provocation lay not simply, as Hayden claimst in 
Hazlitt's"assertive personality which took advantage of such an 
outlet for his highly individualized beliefs and prejudicesIt but 
also in the abrasive way in which he attempted to define the ideas 
and impulses underlying the period as a whole. Although moral 
indignationp political bias, and class prejudice play a part, the 
reaction of the periodicals was fundamentally a conservative one; 
a defensive response to a man-who so perturbingly attempted to 
capture the spirit of the age. 
Haydent 204. 
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In the case of the Edinburgh matters were further confused 
by Hazlitt's connection with the Reviewp and by his. political 
partizanship. He became a contributor in the autumn of 1814, 
lost contact with Jeffrey after the unfavourable review of 
The Spirit of the Age in*1824, but again contributed to the Review 
after Macvey Napier took over the editorship in 1829. He did 
not meet Jeffrey until 1822 and# although the two men were never 
on terms of easy intimacyr a mutual respect seems to have existed 
between them. Hazlitt certainly felt sufficiently at ease to ask 
Jeffrey to review favourably Characters of Shakespeare's Plays: 
I take the liberty of troubling you with a copy of 
a-work I have just finished relating to Shakespear. 
I thought. perhaps if you approved of it you might 
take a brief notice of it in the Edinburgh Review. 
I should not make this abrupt propositionp but from 
the necessity of circumstances. My friends may praise 
what I write, but I do not find that the public read 
it# & without that# I cannot live. 1 
Jeffrey eventually reviewqd the book, and Crabb Robinson described 
it as 'a vez7 puffing review,. 
2 
It was the first review of Hazlitt's 
3 
work to appear in the Edinburphq and was not as puffing as 
Crabb Robinson claim6d. 
It hovers between excessive praise and severe qualification: 
Hazlitt's book is no dry disquisition upon Shakespeare, but rather 
tan encomium*;. thisp howeverp results from excessive love rather 
than from excessive knowledge of Shakespeare's plays; but the 
book is very pleasinig and shows 'considerable originality and genius'; 
none the lessp the tendency is towards idolatry although the 
1. H. Bakerv William Hazlitt (1962), 214. 
2. Henry Crabb Robinson. on Books and their Writers, ed. E. J. Morley 
(1938)t 
ip 210. 
3. ER9 28 (Aug**vl8l7)p 472--88. Hazlitt's Reply to Malthus is listed 
in an Edinburph article on Populationg but the work itself is not 
discussed LER, xvi (Aug., 1810)9 464-761. 
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reviewer is prepared to forgive this since he shares the author's 
enthusiasm*' A paragraph praising Hazlitt's perception and 
sympathy is followed by the warning that 
When we have said that his observations are generally 
right, we have said, in substance, that they are not 
generally original; for the beauties of Shakespeare 
are not of so dim or equivocal a nature as to be 
visible only to learned eyes - and undoubtedly his 
finest passages are those which please all classes of 
readerst and are admired for the same qualities by 
judges from every school of oriticism. 
(472-73) 
Not pnly does this kind of equivocation nullify the effect of the 
praise, but in his earlier use of *enthusiasm' in a pejorative 
sense and by his appeal to common but ill-defined common standards 
(as in his reviews of Wordsworth) we see Jeffrey's uncertainty 
in his approach to Hazlitt's work. 
The review improves when Jeffrey points to what he sees 
as the two strengths of Hazlitt's book: his discussion of Shakespeare's 
heroes and heroinest and his illustration of the rich texture of 
Shakespeare's poetry. Jeffrey spends several pages expounding 
his own views on the effectiveness of the verse; then# remembering 
that his business is supposed to be with Hazlittp contents 
himself bý quoting at great length but without- comment from Hazlitt's 
book. It is by no means unusual for a reviewer to quote at great 
length, or to use the work under review as a starting point 
for his own thinkingo but in this case these thinv, taken in 
conjunction with the equivocal opening paragraph, result in an 
unsatisfactory and unconvincing review. 
Given that he had already reviewed Hazlitt once, and also 
the controversial nature of Hazlitt's work and personalitvt it 
is significant that it was not Jeffrey but T. N. Talfourd who reviewed 
/ 
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Lectures on the Dr=ati. - Literature of the Age of ShakeREeare. 
I 
Jeffrey was reviewinig as normal in 1820p but Hazlitt contributed 
two reviews to the Edinburgh in that year 
2 
and it was perhaps this 
which prompted Jeffrey to allocate the review to someone else. 
Once again an equivocal note is struck despite a great 
deal of flattering praise. The opening of the review illustrates 
this quite clearly: the first paragraph claims that it is Hazlitt 
himself with his carelessness towards public opinion, his love of 
paradoxg and his political invective, who is most responsible for 
his own unpopularity; this is followed, howeverp by an eloquent 
almost lyrical passage which out-Hazlitts Hazlitt in describing 
how the 'knowledge co=unicated in his Lecturesp breaks no sweet 
enchantment, nor chills one feeling of youthful joy* His Criticisms# 
while they extend our insight into the causes of poetical excellence, 
teach usl at the same timep more keenly to enjoyt and more fondly 
to revere it'; and, then, in the most interesting part of the review, 
Talfourd returns to the reasons for Hazlitt's unpopularity. 
The reasons. he gives, apart from the issues of party politics 
and personal animosity which he has already touched upon, bear a 
striking similarity to those advanced against Coleridge. Hazlitt's 
abilities are seen to lack proportiont arrangement# and harmony; 
he possesses the 'deepest feelingsIq 'the profoundest sentiments 
of humanity I, and I the lof tiest aspirations af ter ideal good I; but I there 
are no great leading principles of taste to give singleness to his 
aimsIp and there is 'no sufficient distinction between his 
intellectual and his imaginative faculties'. The lack of general 
le ERp xxxiv (Nov. 9 1820). 438-49. 
2. These were reviews of Spence's Anecdotes [ER, xxxiii (Mayt1820)t 
302-3019 and of Joseph Farrington's The Life of Sir Jonhua Reynolds 
[ER9 xxxiv (Aug., 1820)9 79-108J. 
I 
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principles and the sacrifice of the intellect to the imagination 
lead to inconsistency of doctrine and style, the result of which 
is that 
Instead of conductine. us onward to a given objectr he 
opens so many delicious prospects by the way-sidep and 
suffers us to gaze at them so long, that we forget the 
end of our journey. He is perpetually dazzled among 
the sunbeams of his fancyq and plays with them in 
elegant fantasy, when he should point them to the spots 
where they might fall on truth and beautyp and render 
then visible by a clearer and lovelier radiance than 
had yet revealed them. (440-1) 
Such c*omments could well have come from a review of Coleridee's 
works, and the Edinburgh was only prepared to go a little way 
down the road pointed out to it by such authors. 
This caution is manifest throughout the review. There is 
one amu ing example where Hazlitt is upbraided by Talfourd for 
imagining himself actually coynniining with Jonsont Chapmanp Webster 
and Heyvood, whilat Milton is only represented by Paradise Lost 
which 'lies on the table as on an altar, never taken up or laid 
down without reverence': 
we wonder that )Ir Hazlitt should commit so great an 
incongruityg as to represent the other poets around 
him in person, while Milton, introduced among the rest, 
is used only as the title of a book. (444-5) 
14iltonp along with Shakespearep always offered a safe anchorage 
to reviewers in distress; Hazlitt, by relegating him. to the status of 
ghost at the feastp underlines his own basic unsoundness* 
As well as this fundamental disagreement with Hazlitt's 
literary beliefs and aimsq Talfourd displays other grounds for 
mistrust. Hazlitt attributes the rise of Elizabethan dramA 
partly 'to the Reformationg one of the effects of which was to give 
the figure of Christ a much greater imaginative validity for the 
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common people once the Bible had been translated into their own 
tongue: Talfourds, perhaps bearing in mind Hazlitt's Unitarianism 
and the -digma of -4thdsm attached to the 'Cockney school' 
by 
Blackwood'sP hastily repudiat4ýs the suggestion that Christ was 
ever denied to the ordinary people. He is equally as concerned 
with the future as with the pasts, ahd he warns against Hazlitt's 
excessive reverence for antiquity since 'There remains yet abundant 
space for genius to possess; and science is rather'the pioneer 
than the impeder of its progress'. This seems to'be part of the 
Edinburgh's general optimism and belief in progress which was 
becoming marked at this times, but it stands in opposition to a 
major impulse in Romantic 3-iterature and to the much more 
questioning and complex attitudes to past and present which. were 
: being explored by the major writers of the time. 
Although overtly favourablep the underlying tone of 
Talfourd's review, like Jeffrey's earlier onep remains equivocal 
and mistrustful. Howevert there is no mistaking the open 
hostility of Jeffrey's review of The Spirit of the Age which appeared 
five years later. 
2 
There is the usual acknowledgement of Haz2itt's 
great but misused talents (an extremely hackneyed convention dating 
back to the early attacks on the Lake poets)t but the opening of 
the review makes Jeffrey's position quite clear: 
His besetting sin is self-sufficiencyp ana this in all 
its branches, whereof dogmatism is among the most 
prevailing. Whatever he writes is likely to be readq 
and either praised or censured beyond its deserts. But 
it is his own fault that he dýes'not write much better 
than he ever has done. Let him only be somewhat more 
humble and diffident. Let him reflect, that fine writing 
really cannot exist without good senset and an earnest 
pursuit. of 'whaisoever things are justy and whatsoever 
1. ER, xlii (Aprils 1825)p 254-60. 
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things are true'; let him be assuredp that the first 
object with every rational writer is to be in the right# 
rather than to strike by novelty; an4 that no degree 
of brilliancy will ever make up for want of sense and 
nature; and with his talentsp nay, with far less than 
his talents, far more valuable books*will be produced, 
(254-5) 
Jeffrey's comments on the individual portraits are niaither 
perceptive nor interesting, although a certain amount of grudging 
praise is given to the account of Wordsworth. But he concludes 
the review with a remark about Hazlitt which is significant: 
To his infinite honourp he isp on all 6ccasionsp 
the advocate of liberty and human improvement, and 
the fearless antagonist of those poor, but pernicious 
creaturesp whop loving darkness rather than lightp 
are ever found at work in the regions of their choice$ 
and at vile and congenial occupations. 
(259) 
It is a reminder of the political significance of Hazlitt's 
work and reputation, and of the fact that the Edinburgh was 
- in a position in which it not only'had to recognize thist but 
also to make some kind of acknowledgement of their acceptancb 
of the ideals behind it. Thisq along with the Review's inability 
to respond to the impulses of the age so brýlliantly sketched 
v by Hazlitty account for its embatssment and unease with the 
majority of his works. 
The Quarterly, on the other handt suffered frod no such 
inhibitions. It reviewed Hazlitt five times in all compared with 
the Edinburgah, ls three, which in itself suggests both the reluctance 
of one and the eagerness of the other to come to grips with him. 
As Herschel Baker points out: 
For bro years Hazlittv 'with the Examiner as weapon, had 
been smiting patriot bards, the party ýhey supportedt and 
the principles they espoused, and generally he had kept 
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them off their balance in a posture of defense. But 
then he wrote a bookp and the hour of retribution was 
at hand-. 1 
Thd book was The Round Table, and it was reviewed by James Russell 
2 
with extensive revisions by Gifford. 
The animus displayed towards Hazlitt is politically motivatedt 
but this is not openly acknowledged until half way through the 
review when he is described as a 'sour Jacobin't and at the end when 
disparaging comments are made about Hunt's contributions to 
the book, As so often with the Tory periodicals, the political 
point is made through an appeal'to class prejudice: much fun is 
made of the essay on washerwomen (writtenp in factp by Hunt): 
Ae professes more than oncep with a laudable though 
unnecessary caution, that he is not used to 'fashionable 
manners'; and in perfect conformity with these 
protestationsg he is sparing, even to abstemiousnessp 
of all remarks upon gentlemen or gentlewomen: butt to 
make amendsp when he gets amongst 'the tub-tumbling 
viragoes', as he playfully calls themt he is quite 
at home.... (155-6) 
Fun is also poked at the diction employed by Hazlitt in his essays: 
There is one. merit which this author possesses besides 
that of successful imitation - he is a very eminent 
creator of words and phrases. Amongst a vast variety 
which have newly started into life we notice Ifiresiderlp 
- Ikitcheny', - 'to smooth upIp -'to do off' - and 'to 
tiptoe down'. 
(157) 
Blackwood's was to make exactly the same point about Hunt and Keats 
in an effort to prove their 'Cockney' ancestory. 
There is one further point worth making about the review* 
I . It opens by quoting Hazlitt's own combent that his essays were 
1. Baker# 364-5. Baker's comments on Hazlitt and the Quarterly are 
helpful, but he'does not appear to have consulted the Shines' 
bibliography when attributing reviews. 
2. QRt xvii (Aprilt 1817),, 154-9. James Russell (1790-1861) was a 
barristerv and, with his brother John, editied the Annual Register 
-for a period. 
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intended to be written 'in the manner of the Spectator and Tatlerl; 
not surprisingly, the reviewer makes capital out of the comparison: 
we were about to rise from 'the Round Table' heavily 
bppressed with a recollection of vulgar descriptions# 
silly paradoxes, flat truismsp misty sophistryv broken 
English, ill humour and rancorous abuse, when we were 
first informed of the*modest pretensions of our host. 
Our thoughts then reverted with an eager impulse to the 
urbanity of Addison, his unassuming tonet and clear 
simplicity; to the ease and softness of his stylep to 
the cheerful benevolence of his heart. The playful 
gaiety toop and the tender feelings of his coadjutorp 
poor Steelev came forcibly to our memory. The effect 
of the ludicrous contrast thus presented to ust it 
would be somewhat difficult to describe. 
(154-5) 
It is interesting that even at this stages, in a work which makes 
no directattack on eighteenth-century literature, Hazlitt should 
provoke this kind.. of response. 
It is a response which is much more sharply defined in the 
review of Characters of Shakespeare's Plays which was a6ain written 
by Russell and revised by Gifford, The review opens with a defence 
of Johnson's Preface to Shakespeare - 'one of the most perfect 
pieces of criticism which has appeared since the days of Quintilian' - 
which Hazlitt had attacked in his book, Bearing this in mind 
and the fact that the reviewer's first specific attack is directed 
at Hazlitt's comments on Cymbelineq it is worth quoting the remarks 
of a recent editor of that play: 
Hazlitt's commentsp many of which are excellentp are 
thus directed by recognition of the romantic nature 
of Cymbeline and of the technical brilliance of the 
last actv and may be said to reflect a temperate Romantic 
attitude just as Johnson's reflect'a moribund Augustanism. 
They represent the best that ppofessional. criticism had 
to offer until Harley Granville-Barker published his 
preface to the play. 2- 
19 QRt xviii (*Mav P1818)'p 458-66. 
2. The Arden Shakespeare: Cymbeline, ed. J. M. Nosworthy (1955)t xlii- 
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There is no need to labour the point (whatever one may think of 
Johnson's criticism): moribund Augustanism was very much the 
order of-the day as far as theýQuarterly was concerned. 
But the major objection to Hazlitt remained political. 
There are again references to washerwomen as well as other minor 
criticisms, some valid others not. The main attack comes in 
reply to Hazlitt's disinclination to feed his countrymen's 
'pampered egotism, by quoting John olGaunils speecb from Richard 119 
and his suspicion that Shakespeare 'seems to have had a leaning 
to the arbitrary side of the question, perhaps from some feeling 
of contempt for his own origin; and to have spared no occasion 
of baiting the rabble'* The reviewer's rebuttal of this leaves 
no room for doubt: 
Shall we not be dishonouring the gentle Shakespeare by 
answering such calumnyt when every page of his works supplies 
its refutation? .... It is true he was not actuated by an 
envious hatred of. greatness; he was not at all likely, - 
had he lived in our timey to be an orator in Spa-fieldsp 
or the editor of a seditious Sunday newspaper; he knew 
what discord would follow if degree were taken away; and 
therefore, with the wise and good of every age, he pointed 
out the injuries that must arise to society from a 
turbulent rabble instigated to mischief by men not much 
more alightenedp and infinitely more worthless than themselves. 
(464-5) 
This is related directly to Hazlitt at the end of the reviewp and 
the final sentencep in directing attention to Hazlitt's moralsp 
echoes one of the devices used by Blaclwood'se 
Presumably the Quarterly felt that it had made its point 
1 
because the review which followedp of-Lectures on En, -, lish_Poe p 
avoided the more obvious political implications of Hazlitt's 
1 QR,, xix (D6 C-v: L818)9'424-34* . 
This was written by E. S. Barrett 
(1786-1820)p a minor poet, with revisions by'Gifford. 
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work. None the lessp it is one of the most unpleasant reviews 
that we have encountered so far. Its insidious and equable 
tone only masks its venomous attack on Hazlitti, and it is quite 
obviously looking for the most expedient way of destroying his 
credibility as writer ahd thinker. Its terms of reference are 
familiar: it concentrates on Hazlitt's discussion of poetry, 
and insistaon the 'principles' and 'chief rules of art'. but 
this time Pope not Johnson is defended: 
The truth is that Pope's unpardonable faultt in the 
estimation*of those who decry him at the present dayt 
consists in his being very perspicuous; he is always 
intelligible; every line has its meaning; every idea 
which he communicates has its boundaries distinctly 
marked; and he is supposed to want feelingg because 
he abounds in sense. Were some of his finest passages 
to be translated into the mystical language of the 
modern school# the eyes of many would be openedt who 
are now blind to his superlative merits. 
(432-3)' 
The emphasis on intelligibilitys clarityp-and sense as opposed to 
$the mystical language of the modern school' provides a clear 
example of one of the issues which determined the-Quarterly's 
reaction to Hazlitt's work which so uncompromisingly defended 
the spirit of that modern school. 
But the issue is a complex one; it is not simply a 
question of retreating into the past and invoking earlier 
critical theories. Classical philosophy stressed the essential 
unity and universality of knowledgeg and this may have been in 
Talfourd's mind wheng in his review in the Edinburgho he claimed 
that 'There remains. yet abund ant space for genius to possess; 
and science is rather the pioneer than the impeder of its progress'. 
In answering Hazlitt's claim that science has injured poetry# 
Barrett Bays something very Bimilar: 
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We do not conceive that poetry has suffered any loss 
by the change [in scientific thought]p nor would she 
be a gainer by the total extirpation of science. 
Among every people, who are in a state approaching 
to civilization, systems of doctrines upon certain subjects 
must exist: they who devote their lives to the study of 
these systems will not be poets; but they will not be 
the less likely to be sog because the systems which they 
study have been erected cautiously on a firm foundation. 
The progress of true science is favourable to poetical 
genius in two ways: it supplies an abundant store of 
new materials for the poet to work upon; and there is 
a sublimity in its views, far superior to any thing that. 
the framers of fanciful hypotheses can inventp which 
exalts the genius and trains it to lofty contemplations. 
4 
(431) 
This is more than a hurried attempt to bridge the gap between the 
two cultures - it is an honourable attempt to deny that any such 
division existed. The prestige that science enjoyed throughout 
the eighteenth century provided the authority for Barrett's commentp 
but it was Hazlitt who was to prove more sensitive to the changes 
in attitude that were now beginning to take place. 
Barrett's review ends spitefully by dismissing Hazlitt's 
book as 'an incoherent jumble of gaudy words'. our indignation 
aroused by this review must be weighed against the provocation 
that Hazlitt had given the Quarterlyp and by his ability to hold his 
own in any battle of words. He had been sniping at the guarterly 
from the pages of the Examiner throughout the Review's campaign 
against himp and he replied to the review of Lectures on Enalish Poets 
with his Letter to William Gifford Esq,. Baker describes it 
as 'both an ýUologia pro vita sua and a triumph of invective'. 
It is certainly the latter, and destroys any belief that the 
art of public abuse died with the eighteenth century. 
It seems to have been effective. Baker tries to argue 
Bakert 368. 
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that the review of Political Essays which next appeared in the 
Quarterly was Gifford's reply to the Letterp but he has to admit 
that if so it was both Imuted and delayed'. 
2 
There is some doubt 
about Gifford's authorship of the review# 
3 
but in any case it 
never rivals Hazlitt's attack. By comparison it is predictable 
and pallid: Hazlitt is likened to 'the sphinx atroposp or death's 
head hawk-moth'; the appropriate disgust and horror is registered 
at the passage in which he states týat 'To be a true Jacobin a man 
must be a good hater'; the Letter, is referred tot but merely as 
an example of 'the ludicrous egotism which has driven this forlorn 
drudge of the Examiner into a belief that it is his prerogative 
to abuse whom he willp and the privilege of all the world to submit 
in silence'; a few rather damp squibs are thrown at Hunt, and his 
possession of 'the Throne of Cockney'; Hazlitt's attacks on such 
people as Paley and Wellington are naturally deprecated# and his 
enthusiasm for Napoleon ridiculed; andt finallyp the reviewer 
returns to his entomological conceit, and concludes that Razlitt 
as insect 'does not belong to our climate# nor can multiply 
here; 'but that its presence is owing to the late extraordinary 
seasonst which have brought us so many new plagues'. 
The insect turns out to be 'a slangwhangerl (according to the 
reviewer an American term meaning 'one who makes use of political 
or other gabbleg vulgarly called slangj, that serves 
QRt xxii (Nov. p 1819), 158-63. 
2* 'Bakert 369* 
3. It was probably written or rewritten by Giffordt but it is 
sometimes ascribed to Edward Jacob. 
/ 
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to amuse the rabble') in the final review of Hazlitt's work 
to appear in the Quarterly* 
I 
Written by John Mathewsp who 
like Barrett was a minor poet who wrote in imitation of Pope, 
it was of Table Talkt and. adds little to the Quarterly's 
discussion of Hazlitt's work. Jacobinsp Spenceanst Radicals, 
and Americans are all condemned as 'pestilent vermin'; Hazlitt 
is likened to Satan; and we are treated to the following account 
of the social structure of Great Britain: 
The rich in Great Britain have been ever found to 
have hearts and hands 'open as day to melting 
charity'; and the lower ordersp the continual objects 
of their bountyt have always, except when enlightened 
by the care of some active demagogue of the Hazlitt 
schoolt received their liberalityt and their indefatigable 
efforts to ameliorate their conditionp with a laudable 
degree of gratitude. 
(106) 
The political issues have become so ossified as to be meaninglessp 
and Hazlitt emerges as a somewhat muddied victor from the battle 
of abuse which had raged for nearly six years. 
Blackwood'sp howevert presented Hazlitt with a foe much 
more accomplished in the art of public abuseq and one supposedly 
intent on destroying anybody connected with Leigh Hunte In fact 
the Magazine's treatment of HazUtt is rather curious$ and its 
initial response to him-was favourable. This consisted of three 
articles which formed a detailed abstract of his lectures at the 
Surrey Institute (eventually published as Lectures on the English 
Poets). 
2 
The reporter was P. G. Patmore who*refrained from commenting 
directly on the lectures until the thii-d, articlep by which time 
xxvi (Octet 1821)v 103-8. 
2. BMt ii (Feb. 91818)t 556-62; 
(March# 1818)t 679-84; and iii (April# 
1818)p 71-5. 
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the sympathetic tone he adopted had led to a situation in which 
'our own opinions have been strangely supposed to be identified 
with those who we have done nothing more than detail'. A certain 
amount of back-pedalling is then engaged upon (in which Hazlitt 
is described as the very best but alsq the very worst of living 
critics), but the predominant tone is favourable: 
His sincere and healthful perceptions of truth and 
beautyp of falsehood and deformityp have a clearnesss, 
a depth# and a comprehensivenessp that have rarely 
been equalled. 
(75) 
This is followed by a short article by John Wilson, who compares 
Hazlitt with Jeffreyp they 'being at present the two most 
eminent speculators on literary topicsIq and offers a very balanced 
and interesting account of the two men's critical abilities. 
The tone changes, howevert two months later with an article 
2 
by an unknown contributor entitled 'Hazlitt Cross-Questioned . 
It bears all the signs of being a forerunner to a sustained attack# 
and lists a series of 'charges' against Hazlitt which include 
ingratitude to Wordsworth (the infamous incident in which Hazlitt 
had to flee the Lake District is referred to)q plagiary# and 
downright dishonesty. The epithet'Cockney' is used for the first 
time in relation to Hazlitt, and the abuse which follows is 
extremely predictable. 
But the attack that this would seem to herald does not 
really materialize. Various derogatory references are made about 
Hazlitt in Lockhart's series 'On the C6ckney School of Poetry' and 
1. BK9 iiý (June# 1818)v 303-6. 
2. BMp ii. i (Auc.,. 1818)p 550-2. 
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in other articles in the Magazinet 
1 
but it was four years before 
Blackwood's devoted a full article to him. It was a review of 
Table Talk, 2 and employs the weapons. normally used by Blackwood's 
against the Cockneys. It has some of the nastiness of Lockhart's 
attack on Hunt: 
Now.. it is one thing to feel sore# and a bad thing it 
is there is no denying; but to tell all the world the 
story of one's sorenesso to be continually poking at the 
bandagesp and displaying all the ugly things they ought 
to cover# is quite anothert and a far worse affair. The 
one is a misfortunev the other is a fault. 
(157) 
On thet whole, however, the review lacks real venom and spitep 
and simply rehearses the arguments against the Cockneys employed 
elsewhere (it does refute Hazlitt's charge that Byron rece. ived 
preferential treatment from his reviewers because he was a lordt 
but on the somewhat inadequate grounds that more important and 
noble lords who took up their pens did not fare so favourably). 
Not many men can have handed themselves over to their 
enemies in quite the'way that Hazlitt did when he published Liber 
Amoris. - The two major quarterlies ignored itt wisely letting it 
speak for itselft but Blackwood's reviewed it in June 1823.3 
The reviewer, possibly J, G. Lockhartp seems somewhat overcome by 
the extent of Hazlitt's self-revelation (Hazlitt after all christened 
his protagonist in the story H. ), but he makes the obvious points: 
we have long wished that some of this precious brotherhood 
would embody in a plain English narrativeg concerning 
plain English transactionsv the ideas of their school 
concerning moralityg and the plain household relations 
of society, - (641) 
1. One example is John Wilson's review of Hogg's Three Perils of 
lomen [BDI, xiv (Oct. t 1823)t 427-37. 
Bit xii (Aug. 1,1822)t 157-66. 
BMp xiii (June# 1823)v 640-4. 
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And: 
This book is printed for the same JOHN HUNT who is 
the publisher of The Liberal and The Examinerv and 
the brother of Leigh Hunt, the author of Rimini, and 
the "Letters from Abroad", The elegantp politep 
chivalrousp pure, high-spirited Five-guinea-per-sheet 
gentleman of the. presi, who writes this book, and tells 
this story, is a fair specimen of the tribe of authors 
to which he belongs.... - 
... we call down upon his head, and upon the heads 
of those accomplished reformers in ethicsv religion, and 
politics, who are now enjoying his chef-d'oeuvrep the 
scorn and loathing of every thing-that bears the name 
of MAN. 
(646) 
But this is commonplace rhetoric: possibly the reviewer spoke 
more truly than he realized whenp in a spoof beginning to the 
article, he pretended that 'He who writes under such an unexampled 
accumulation of woes# may well disarm criticism'; perhaps the kind 
of attack launched by Blackwood's against the Cockneys worked 
better with innuendo and suggestion than with such obvious and 
ready-made material; or perhaps it was a case of Lockhart graduýlly 
. 
disentangling himself from his more unsavoury Blackwood's escapades 
in preparation for his taking up the editorship of the Quarterly, 
Whatever the reasons, it is surprising that the attack on Hazlitt 
is not more specific and damaging than these empty and predictable 
commonplaces. 
Something of the energy and violence of the attacks on 
Hunt and Keats returns with Blackwood's final piece on Hazlittp 
a review of The Spirit of the Age. 
1 
Probably written by Lockhart 
(stylistically it is far more his than the previous review)t it 
vilifies Hazlitt for his politics, his vulgarityp and his i=orality. 
BM# xvii (flarchg 1825)t 361-65. 
. 
Its concluding paragraphs contain the following strongly pictorial 
illustration of the final flight of Hazlitt from Nemesis (a role 
often favoured by Blackwoodts): 
The old Germans used to enclose certain criminals in 
wicker creels, and sink them in mud and slime .... Vlho,, if that punishment*were carried into effect by the 
hands of a mud-larkp would not laugh at the incurable 
culprit as he wriggled himself, in laborious 
extricationp from the penal ordure, andt dropping at 
every faultering step filth from his body almost as. 
loathsome as that which he had discharged from his 
soul, rushed for refuge into some obscene receptacle 
of the infamous and excommunicated, in. the pestilent 
regions of Cockaigne? 
(365) 
The proper antecedents to that are the caricatures of 
Hogarth, Gillray, and Rowlandson, and in some ways this is the 
tradition to which Blackwood's attack on the Cockneys belongs. 
Certainly the central technique employed by the caricaturists - 
the identification and distortion of certain characteristics - 
is used by Blackwood's in its attacks on the Cockneys* The very 
name 'Cockney' implies thist and vulgarity and low-breeding are the 
supposed traits seized upon. The invention of a 'Kingdom of 
Cockaigne' with Hunt as reigning monarch also adds the touch of 
fantasy nearly always to be found in caricature. There are even 
pictorial elements employed in the attack (Hunt's yellow stockings, 
for example)t and the emphasis on sexual licentiousness andt in 
particulart physical brutishness is something found very obviously 
in the work of Gillray with its scatological emphasis. 
This analogy with caricature helps explain to a large extent 
c 
Blackwood's treatment of Hazlitt. Hunt was very much the focal 
point of the attack upon the Cockneyst and so comes in for more 
virulent treatment (partly becauset as I have arguedt he is being 
used as a means of implicitly defending Byron and Vordsworth). 
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Hazlitt, whilst in fact posing a far more serious and effective 
threat than Hunt to the social and political beliefs of the 
'Magazine# is used mainly as a subsidiary weapon in the battle 
igainst the Cockneys. 
It was a battle which was little to the credit of the Quarterly 
and Blackwood's. Hunt and Hazlitt came in for some rough handling 
from the reviewersp but both were able to defend themselves in 
this kind of journalistic warfare. The motives underlying the 
reviews of their work are more than usually devious, and literary 
considerations are often secondary. The victim of all this was# 
of course, Keats* The treatment he received from the reviewers 
was unforgivable, and of all the major poets of the period his was 
the poetry which received the least recognition. 
/ 
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Chapter Ten 
The Problems of Popularity: Scott and the Novel 
The periodicals' response to the literary form which was 
to become so dominant in the nineteenth century is one of the 
most fascinating and also least-well documented aspects of their 
history. 
I 
One recent commentator has suggestedp more boldly than 
wiselyp that the response to the novel at the end of the eighteenth 
and in the first three decades of the nineteenth centuries lacked 
both vitality and imagination: 
In the monthly reviews there was surprisingly little 
of interest. The situation continued until after 
1800# and even the novels of Scott failed td stimulate 
new thinking. 2 
This is simply not true: Derek Roper in his study of the earlier 
periodicals has disproved the first-part of this assertion; and 
an examination of the later Reviews reveals not only a serious - 
butq in certain casest an extremely stimulating attempt to discuss 
what the periodicals themselves came to realize was a major literary 
genre* 
Scottq as the most popular and influential novelist of his 
dayp demands a prominent position in an account of the periodicals' 
I 
1. Surprisingly little has been written about the periodicals' reaction 
to the novel, but the following books and articles have been consulted 
and. found of some importance: 
M. Butler, Maria Edgeworth (1972). esp. 338-51. 
W. F. Gallaway, "The Conservative Attitude Toward Fiction. 11770- 
1830" P -Pl-. 
']LýA Iv (1940) P 1041-59. Gal2away pays little attention to 
the periodicals. 
J. T. Hillhousep The Waverley Novels and Their Critics (Minneapolis9l936). 
J. T. Taylorp Early Opposition to the English Novel: The_Popular 
Reaction from 1760-1830 (New Yorkq 1943)- 
2. I. Williamsp Novel and Romance (1970)v 3- 
/ 
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response to the novel. 
' 
But the reaction to his work can only be 
fully understood within the context of the critical attitude 
towards the genre as a whole - an attitude whicht of coursep he 
helped to fashion both as critic and novelist. The only way of 
recreating this attitude is to examine the reviews of fiction that 
appeared in the three major periodicals, and to deduce from them 
the principles or (since periodical criticism is a great deal more 
pragmatic than such a word suggests) underlying habits of thought 
which informed their comments on the genre as a whole. In doing 
this we might appear to be moving away from the raison dletre of 
this thesis, in that much has been made of the need to see every 
review in the light of. the many and very complex forces which helped 
I 
to fashion it. On this occasion, howe7ert the benefits of a more 
general approach outweigh the disadvantagest and the creation of a 
context in which to place the reviews of Scott's novels makes any 
4ivergence from the purpose of this thesis more apparent than real. 
Three issues must dominate any discussion of the periodicals' 
reaction to the noTel as a genre: the status of the novel; the 
relationship between fiction and morality; and the relationship 
between fiction and reality. I wish to begin by considering thesep 
and then'to move on to important but more minor issues such as the 
place of the supernatural in fictiong and the role of women both as 
writers of and characters in fiction. Iýy evidence for the fint 
part of this chapter will be drawn from the hundre d or so reviews 
of fiction which appeared in the pages of the three major periodicals. 
1, Scott's poetry is not dealt with in this thesis. The subject 
is more than adequately dealt with by J. H. Alexanderp Two Studies in 
Romantic Reviewing: The Reviewing of Walter Scott's Poetry 1805-1817 
(Salzbý-rg, 1976). 
-/ 
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In extracting comments and statements from a large number of 
reviews there is always the d=ger of falsifying or misrepresenting 
the arguments put forward by individual reviewers; needless to 
sayp I have done my best to minimise this danger. ' 'There is also 
the attendant risk of ignoring the peculiarities and characteristics 
of each individual periodical; I have tried to overcome this by 
devoting some time to examining the general character of the response 
of each of the three periodicals to the novel as a genre. This 
movement from the-general to the specific is continued with the 
second part of this chapter which consists of an account of the 
reception given to Scott's novels which willp. I hopes refocus the 
discussion of the general aspects of the periodicals' response to 
the novel with which this chapter opens. 
The issues of morality and realism tended to do . nate the 
minds of the early nineteenth century reviewers# as had been the 
case with their immediate predecessors. It is discernible# howeverp 
that the discussion of these issues became more subtle and 
sophisticated as the century progressed, and by the 1820s significantly 
better ways of talking about the novel had been evolved. But 
this would not have been possible if there had not been a significant 
improvement in the status of the novel# and it is with this issue 
that we must begin. 
The poles between which a reviewer could oscillate when 
discussing fiction in the early years of the nineteenth century 
were represented on the one. hand by the acknowledged achievement 
of such writers as Richardsonp Fielding, and Sterneq and on the other 
by the ouýpourings of the circulating librariesp particularly in the 
shape of 'fashionable' tales or Gothic novels. All three periodicals 
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paid tribute to the major eighteenth-centurj novelistsp although 
occasionally they voýced some misgivings in true Johnsonian style 
about the moral effects oft in particidart Tom Jotes. But whilst 
accepting such novels as serious literature# they quite rightly 
and properly objected to treat as such much of the popular fiction 
which appeared at this time. Unlike the earlier monthliesp the 
Edinburgh and the QuarterjZ felt no obligation to review everything 
that appearedp and they severely limited the amount of space they 
allocated to reviews of novels. 
Some of the novels dealt with by the reviewers were dismissed 
out of handq and in terms that did little to enhance the prestige 
of the genre as a whole. John Wilson Croker in the Quarterl_y wad 
particularly hostile. On one occasion he dismissed Fanny Burney's 
The Wanderer, by stating that the novel 
cannotq in our judgment, claim any very decided superiority 
over the thousand-and-one volumes with which the Minerva 
Press inundates the shelves of circulating librariesp and 
increasesp instead of divertingt the ennui of the loungers 
at watering places. (QRt xil 124) 
On another occasion he hit out at the gothic novelt the b6te noire 
of both the Edinburgh and the Quarterly, and dismissed Ylaturin's 
Women; or Pour et Contre with the words: 
. 
The great object of the author is to turn this species 
of writing into ridicule - to show with how little talent 
or ingenuity three volumes may be concocted - to exhibit 
the monstrous, the impossible absurdities which can be 
passed off as a plot - and to expose the raving nonsense 
which novel readers are content to receive as sublimity 
and pathos. 
kQ, Kt Xlxv ý)iee) 
I 
It was a point he came back to when he reviewed Haturin a much 
better novelp Melmoth the Wanderer: 
Indeed, Mro Maturin has contrived, by a curiosa infelicitas'p 
to unite in this work all the worst particularities of the 
worst modern novels. Compared with itp Lady Morgan is almost 
-intelligible - The Monk, decent - 
The Vampiret amiable - and 
]Frankenstein, natural. (QRP xxivP 303) 
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Other critics were less venomousp but still made use of the 
obvious prejudice that Croker is playing upon. Thus Scott, 
much more cheerfully# announced that 
Af ter some consideration, we sent to our Publisher for 
an Assortment of the newest and most fashionable novelst hoping to find among the frivolous articles of domestic 
manufacture something to supply the want of foreign 
importation. It is from a laborious inspection into 
the contents of this packett or rather hamper, that we 
are now risen with the painful conviction that spirits 
and patience may be as completely exhausted in perusing 
trifles as in following algeb; aical calculations. 
(QR, 111,340) 
Scott, in fa. Ctp goes on to list various kinds of novel in 
descending order of merit, allocating the imitators Of Mrs* 
. 
Radcliffe and M. G. Lewis to the Limbus Patrum. But Scott's 
objections are not to the novel as such, but the novels that 
were appearing in 1810. In thatt unlike Croker, he was-much 
more in line with what was becoming the periodicals' general 
attitude towards fiction. 
Reviewers in the Edinburgh and the Quarterly tended to be 
cautious on matters of literary taste (although not so timid in 
denouncing authors once they had grounds which they felt cormanded- 
some kind of concensus), and given the low standing of the - 
novel their response is commendably adventurous. -Obviously 
some caution was inevitable. Thus in the second number of the 
-Qýarterly we 
have what looks very much like a statement of 
policy: 
ýr- 
If the. importance of a literary work is to be estimated 
by the number of readers which it attractsp and the effect 
which it produces upon character and moral tastep a novel 
or a tale cannot justly be deemed a trifling production. 
For it is not only that a novel even of the lowest order. 
always finds more readers than a serious work# but that 
it finds readers of a more ductile cast whose feelings 
are more easily interestedt and with whom every impression 
/ 
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is. deepert because more new* of this kind, 
thereforep are by no means beneath the notice of the 
reviewer# but fall very peculiarly within his province. 
The customers of the circulating library are so numerous, 
and so easily imposed upon, thai it is of the utmost 
importance to the public, that its weights and measures 
should be subject to the inspection of a strict literary 
policep and the standard of its morality and sentiment 
kept as pure as the nature of things will admit. (QR, iiq 146) 
The reference to morality and the need to establish a $11terary 
police' refLect the customary unease with the novel as a form# and 
underlying the whole statement is an uneasy recognition of the 
problem that is posed when popular acclaim either forestalls or 
contradicts the pronouncements of the public critic. It isp 
however, significant that at the outset of its career the Quarterly 
acImowledged the necessity of reviewing novels. 
The note of caution struck in this early review is often. sounded 
in other reviews both in the Quarterly and the Edinburgh (which, 
as we shall seep was even more conservative in its attitude towards 
ihe novel). Thus Lord Dudley., when reviewing Maria Edgeworth's 
Patronage in the Quarterlypays tribute to the novel as the most 
remarkAble additiOfi that the moderns have made to literaturet but 
then goes on to add a proviso: 
We, 
/ 
doubtq howeverp whether the dignity of this species of 
composition has quite kept pace with its popularity .... If 
Ahere is a strong trste in favour of novelsq there are-also 
some prejudices against them. There is something undignified 
In their name and origin. The germ of them is to be found 
in those entertaining, but extravagant and unprofitable 
histories of giants, enchanters, knights and damsels... *It 
happened too that the earliest of those compositions to which 
we have now agreed to confine the name of novels, that is to 
sayp the earliest fictitious accounts of probable events 
in private lifeg were-of such a tendency that all grave 
persons were obliged, and all moral persons were disposed to 
discountenance them .... 
[And also] whilst the ancients were 
considered (and, for some time, justly considered) as the 
great and only models of excellenceg and whilst the successful 
imitation of their worls was regarded as the highest point of 
literary ambition, a species of composition wholly unknown to 
them was not likely to be fairly appreciatedp whatever its 
intrinsic merit might be. 
(QR# x. 302-3) 
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Similarly, another reviewer in the -Quhrterly as 
late as 1827 felt 
obliged to apologise for reviewing a novel since 'we have of late 
devoted more space to novels and roman6es than most of our readers 
may be disposed to approve of.... I(QR, xxxvi, 269). - But this 
kind of caution was often offset by an awareness of the novel's 
possibilities. Lord Dudley in the review quoted above putthe 
final emphasis on the new respectability of the novelp and Francis 
0 Jeffreyt admittedly referring to the one rather than the many# 
when reviewing Maria Edgeworth's Tales of Fashionable Life insisted 
on the need to 'separate her from the ordinary manufacturers of 
novelsp and speak of her Tales as works of more serious importance 
than much of the true history and solemn philosophy that comes I 
daily under our inspection'(ERg xx, 100-CO. Four years later 
Walter Scott in his famous review of Emma 
1 
began by suggesting 
that there are some vices which however harmless are concealed 
from public knowledge, and that 
One would almost think that novel-reading fell under this 
class of frailtiesp since among the crowds who read little 
else, it is not common to find an individual of hardihood 
sufficient-to avow his taste for these frivolous studies. 
(QRP xivo 188 
But he thýn goes on to state that a novel like Emma proclaims 
'a knowledge of the human heartp with the power and resolution 
to bring that knowledge to the service of honour and virtue'. 
In such co=ents and the general tenor of his review he recognizes 
the importance and significance of the genre. 
1. W. Reitzel in his "Sir Walter Scott's Review of Jane Austen's Emma", 
jLMAjxli. IL-I (1928)9 487-93, argues that the review of Emma was written 
by Richard Whately, the author of the other review of Jane Austen's novels 
to appear in the Quarterly. This, however, is disproved by C. B. Ilogan 
in 
his "Sir Walter Scott and . Emma", PMLA xlv (1930). 1264-66. 
/ 
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And it was-this recognition of-the serious literary 
achievement of the novel which was to become the dominant note 
in the periodicals' reviews of fiction. - Thus in 1815 Hazlitt 
could write in the Edinburgh that there were 'few w9rks to which 
we oftener turn for profit or delight)than to the standard 
productions in this species of composition' (ERy xxiv, 320 )p 
and three years later an unknown reviewer in plackviood's claimed 
that the novel was one of the most r; markable 'literary improvements 
of the present time': 
Latterly this department of literature has assumed a 
very superior stile; and under the guidance both of 
male and female genius, has risen to a rank in the world 
of letters, little. if at all inferior to the most 
dignified productions of scholars and poets. Nor does 
there seem, in the nature of that sort of compositionp 
any reason why this place should not be assigned it. 
(Bmp 11,402-3) 
Richard Whately in 1821 also pointed to the increased respectability 
of the novel., although the note of caution returns with his comment 
that this improvement was due to the fact that novels now contained 
'more solid sense; they may not afford higher gratificationg but 
it is bf a nature which men are less disposed to be ashamed of 
avowing' (QR, xxiv, 352 Two years laterp however, Lockhart in 
Blach. rood's was far more fulsome: 
'We consider it one of the advantageous changes in the 
public opinion in letters, that the Novel has now 
attained a rank in literature much above what it was 
some time ago allowed to assume. It was formerly 
looked upon as a kind of reading only fit for the idle 
among the young, who might skim over the pages of a 
novel in the moments of hair-dressing, (when hair- 
dressing was the fashion); and, if not positively 
hurtful and demoralizing, was set down as a waste of 
time, as a relaxation enfeebling the-mindl destructive 
of those commcn-zense views of life which-its romantic 
or sentimental fictions wished to discredit, as opposed 
to practical wisdom or useful benevolence, (BM, xiiiv 548) 
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In 1826 Thomas Moo. re looked back upon the progret: s made by the 
novelt and attempted to assess the improvement: 
The quality, however, of these productions is still more 
remarkable than their quantity. If we were to 'call 
for. the returns, of the Circulating Libraries for thirty 
or forty years back, we should find thatt for every one 
good novel then in the market there are now a dozen* 
Even the lowest class of such works has risen considerably 
in the scale, *- the Minerva Press itself has been obliged 
to 'marcher avec son siecleleode 
(ERj x1iiiP 356) 
from the occasional grumble or note of caution it is possible 
to see in the paGes of the periodicals from 1815-16 onwards (the 
-years of Hazlitt's review of Fanny Burney's Wanderer in the 
Edinburgh, and of Scott's of Emma in the Quarterly 
1 
an increasi ng 
awareness of the novel's importance and increasing respectability* 
One reason for this is touched upon by Moore in the review 
quoted above: 
The impulse towards Novel-writing, which is# at present, 
all over Europet driving the current of imaginative talent 
into this channelt - leaving the fair springs of Poesy 
dry and deserted, - may be traced, no doubtt to the example 
and success of our own inimitable Romancer of the North. 
(ER, Ixiiit 356-57) 
Certainly Scott's success provoked a host of imitators which was 
seen as an advantage by some reviewers: - 
it is not a little creditable to the genius of our 
beloved country# thatt even in those gay and airy 
walks of literature from which she had been so long 
estranged, an opening was no sooner madet by the 
splendid success of one gifted Scotsmanvthan many 
others were found ready to enter upon them... a- 
and-as a distinct disadvantage by others: 
(ER# xxxixp 160) 
The exiraordinary success of what (for want of an author's 
name) we are obliged to designate as the Scotch novelsp 
has produced a crowd of imitators# without a single rivalj 
1. The number in which'the review of Emra appeared is dated October 
1815, but it w4s not published until Mii; ýh-1016. 
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and we have not thought it respectful to our readers 
to notice a shoal of copies and parodies which have 
but one meritv that of proving the popularity# and, 
we may addq the inimit&bility of their prototype. 
(QRP xxv, 147) 
But Scott's influence was not simply a creative oneý His 
extraordinary success presented the public critics of literature 
with a. fait accomplit and they were forced to accept the public's 
verdict (albeit somewhat huffily in the Edinburp-his case). But 
as we have seen# novels had been taken seriously before Scott 
published Waverleyv and eventually the two quarterlies found 
little difficulty in accepting the novel as a serious literary 
genre. None the less, the impact of Scott's novels made this 
easier for the reviewers. Certainly by the time Blackwood's 
appeared there was a general feeling that novel writing had moved 
on to a new plane. Bad novels still appeared in abundance and 
those that were reviewed were treated accordinglyp but there was 
a greater sense of ease and security when a hovel was praised. 
Blackwood'sp much less concerned with intellectual respectability 
than the quarterlies, took advantage of this, not new but more 
settled climatep and some interesting comments on the novel appeared 
in its pages. Two examples will serve: the first is a comment 
by Lockhart, ostensibly on the nature of genius in the novel, which 
describes the most fundamental aspect of the experience of reading 
a novel. He claims that the greatness of a novel can be 
recognized 
because itp and it alone# takes possession of those 
that contemplate its energiesp and fills and inspiies 
them for the time, whatever of themselves they may 
beg with the actual presence and enjoyment of a state 
of mind that is felt always while it lastst and often 
after it is gone, to belong, as it werev to the beings 
of another sphere. (BM, xviiP 518) 
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The second example is more specific. ' Caleb Williams was a 
novel praised in retrospect by most nineteenth-century periodicals, 
and Blackwood's was no exception: 
The impression which his story makes upon us, is 
like that of a dismal dreamp which we feel to be 
a fictiont and from which we are anxious to escape, 
but which sitsp with a gloomy pertinacity, inflexible 
upon our breastv and compells us, in apite of reason 
and volition, to keep our eyes fixed and stedfast on 
its gliding phantoms and unearthly horrors. (BMt iiv 270) 
The rhetoric sounds oddly to modern earst and Lockhart's Judgement 
is impressionistic rather than analyticalt but there can be 
little doubt that the novel has played a part in Lockhart's 
imaginative lifep and that he is willing to acknowledge the fact. 
This must be the starting point for all literary criticism, and 
it shows how far the attitude towards the novel had changed from 
the days when Croker could dismiss the whole Genre by a reference 
to the Minerva Press. 
To a modern readers, the most obtrusive feature of the 
periodicals' reviewing of works of fiction is the concern with 
the mQral nature of the novel under review. This was a much 
more complex matter than might at first appear. All three 
I 
-periodica I ls condemned novels that offended against conventional 
standards of sexual and social morality, although external factors 
might influence the severity of such censure. There was also a 
consensus that the novelist had a responsibility to make sure 
that the moral tenor of his or her novel was unexceptionalt although 
what this meant in practice-was heavily dependent on the individual 
periodical* Thus the EdinburKh, found little wrong with Charles 
Maturin's early novels, whilst the Quarterly fulminated against 
yman. such profane nonsense emanatini; from the pen of a clergZ 
/ 
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In the same way, the Edinburgh, enthusiastically praised Maria 
Edgeworth's novels for their moral utility, whilst the quarterly 
objected to the rationalist, non-Christian basis of her teaching. 
Most (but not all) reviewers agreed that novels should have a 
moral purpose, but a great deal of space was devoted to a 
discussion of how overt this should beg and whether or not it 
was necessary for the moral meaning of the book to be fully 
integrated into its artistic whole. 'And, just occasionally, a 
reviewer would let drop a remark whichp in its implications about 
the function of the novel, moved the discussion on to a different 
plane, and suggested a very much more complex relationship between 
morality and fiction. 
Rejection of a novel on the most superficial of these moral 
grounds is evident in both the Edinburgh and the Quarterl An 
early example occurs with Sydney Smith's review of Madame de Staells 
Delphine: 
Our general opinion of this book ist that it is 
calculated to shed a mild lustre over adultery; 
by gentle and convenient 
' 
gradation, to destroy 
the modesty and caution of women- to facilitate 
the acquisition of easy vicest 
;; 
d encumber the 
difficulty of virtue. What a wretched qualification 
of this censure to add# that the badness of the 
principles is only corrected by the badness of the 
style, and that this celebrated lady would have 
been very guiltyp if she had not been very dull! 
I (ER, 11,177) 
This is matched by Croker's comments on Mary Shelley's Frankenstein 
(disapproved of on other than moral groundsq of course): 
Our taste and our judgment alike revolt at this kind of 
writing, and the greater the ability with which it 
may be executed the worse it is - it inculcates no 
lesson of conduct,, manners, or morality; it cannot 
mendp and will not even amuse its readersp unless 
their taste have been deplorably vitiated - it 
fatigues the feelings without interesting the 
understanding; it gratuitously harasses the heartp 
and wantonly adds to the store, already too greatt 
of painful sensations* (QR* xviii, 385) 
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The reviewers' attitude here is quite simple: a novel which 
attemp . ted to subvert conventional moral standards (whether 
sexual or more j; enerally social) had to be condemned out of 
hand. What came into that category depended upon the response 
of the individual reviewer and the general attitude of the 
Review for which he was writingg since an attack on the moral 
content of a novel was one way of condemning a work that was 
disapproved of on political grounds. This seems to be the 
case, for examplet in the Quarterly's review of the notorious 
Lady Morgan's novel Woman: 
Such is the story; which may be dismissed as merely 
foolish: but the sentiments and language must not escape 
quite so easily, The latter is an inflated jargon, 
composed of terms picked up in all countries, and wholly 
irreducible to any ordinary rules of grammar or sense. 
The former are mischievous in tendency, and profligate 
in principle; licentious and irreverent in the highest 
degree. 
(QR9 is 52) 
The reviewers' reaction to any suggestion of sexual or 
social impropriety in a work of fiction often seems excessive 
and exaggerated, -and one 
is reminded of Byron's comment that 
$the reading or non-reading of a book never kept down a single 
petticoat'. However# underlying this concern with the specificý 
and apparently trivial is the more general belief that the function 
of a novel is to inculcate certain moral lessons. Thus Croker 
in the Ouarterly states that 'A novel# which is not in some 
_ 
I 
degree a lesson either of morals or conduett ist . we thinkv a 
production which the world might be quite as well without.... 
(QRp vii. 331 )t and Francis Jeffrey in a review of one of Maria 
Edgeworth's novels claims that all 'writers of fictitious history' 
(a significant turn of phrase) since Romer have aimed at moral 
improvement (ER, ivP 329). The same attitude is implicit in 
John Wilson's strictures on Thomas Hamilton's novel Cyril 
Thorntonp since in delineatizig the hero's father as a man 
devoid of all paternal feeling, Hamilton arouses in th6 reader 
$such feelings of repugnance and disgust as should never be excited 
in any bosom. Their excitation is in direct hostility to the 
end of all fictitious narrative' (BMv xxiis, 86). Those who held 
that the end of fiction was indeed the inculcation of moral values 
were particularly incensed by what they considered to be the 
deliberate perversion of that"endt and thus we find Croker writing 
in the Quarterly: 
we are convinced that the gay immoralities, the 
criminal levitiest and the rewarded dissipation 
of Tom Jones and Peregrine Pickle have contributed 
to inflamet and we will venture to addq to debauch 
many a youthful imagination. (QRP viis 332) 
And even those who felt less strongly about the moral character of 
fiction acknowledged its power to impair the moral fabric both of 
.. 
society and the individual: 
We-are not belýievers in the efficacy of inculcating the 
greater moralsv in works of fiction; though we think 
great mischief may be done by making such works the 
medium either of depravityv or of a false or sickly morality. 
(QRP xxxiiit 482) 
One way in which a novel could corrupt the mindsp particularly 
of young readers was by confusing the actual with the imaginedt the 
real with the ideal. It is a point made by Richard Whately in 
his review of Jane Austen's novels in the Quarterlyq and he argues 
that in this respect the novel is far more pernicious than the 
romance: 
But it is otherwise with those fictions which differ 
from common life in little or nothing but the improbability 
/ 
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of the occurrences: the reader is insensibly led 
to calculate upon some of those lucky incidents 
and opportune coincidences of which he has been 
so much accustomed to readp and which, it is 
undeniable, may take place in real life; and to 
feel a sort of confidence, that however romantic 
his conduct may bep and in whatever difficulties 
it may involve him, all will be sure to come riaht 
at lastp as is invariably the case with the hero 
of a novel. 
(QRr xxivP 354) 
It is a point that had been made twelve years before in the first 
number of the Quarterly: 0 
But real life is the very thing whic'. i novels affect 
to imitate; and the young and inexperienced will sometimes 
be too ready to conceive that the picture is true, in 
those respects at least in which they wish it to be 
809 Hence both their tempert conductt and happiness 
may be materially injured. For novels are often 
romantic, not indeed by the relation of what is 
obviously miraculous or impossible, but by deviatingt 
though perhaps insensiblyp beyond the bounds of 
probability or consistency. 
(QRI it 305) 
However# in the hands of someone determined to use fiction as 
a means of moral instructiong the novel was seen as a powerful 
instrument-, and Maria Edgeworth as the main exponent of this came 
in for high praiselalthough most of her reviewers were a little 
uncomfortable with the didactic tone of some of her work. 
This simplistic view of the moral function of the novel was 
reflected in the view of the relationship between novel and 
novelist. In the case of such authors as Maria Edgeworth,, where 
moral didacticism is obviously the raison d'Atre of their work, 
the novelist can be expected to exercise a very strict 
control over his or her novel; in fact this makes it easier 
for the Quarterly to attack Maria Edgeworth for her failure to 
promote Christianity.., since she 'leads her readers to suppose 
that they are receiving a complete lesson of morality# by 
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neglecting to remind them that there are duties more sacred than 
those which she prescribesp and motives more commendable 
than those which she inculcates' (QRP. iis 448)- But even in 
works of more pure imagination, the author's control over his 
fictional characters is seen as absolute: thus Croker in 
his review of Melmoth the Wanderer pointed out ver7 forcibly 
that Maturin's hero 'is the child of his own imagination# and 
that he is responsible for the scandal which every pious mind 
must feel at such idle and gratuitous profanation' (QRP xxivP 311)- 
Even reading Frankenstein did not alert Croker to the possibility 
of a more complex relationship between creator and created. 
It will be seen that the reviewers were much exercised 
by the relationship between fiction and moralityp and often saw 
it in unsophisticated terms. Some reviewers were prepared explicitly 
to give precedence to moral over artistic worth# as in the case 
of H. J. Stephen's review of Florian's William Tell: 
Though he never reaches that full power of pathos which 
characterizes some of the sentimental writers of the 
French schoolp he is raised above the great majority 
of them by a much prouder distinction. The feelings 
with him are never exalted at the expence of Virtue... 
In his exhibitions of correct moral feeling, he displays 
the same beauties which many of his rivals exhibit in 
the effusions of a vicious sensibility.... 
(QRP iiP 349) 
More oftent thoughp a balance is struck between conflicting claimst 
as in Scott's reaction to. Caleb Williams: 
But although the story of Caleb Williams be unpleasing, 
and the moral sufficiently mischievousv weacknowledge 
we have met with few novels which excited a more powerful 
interest. 
(ERp vit 182) 
And a reviewer in the Quarterly, when reviewing-one of Maria 
Edgeworth's novelsq ruefully admitted his failings: 
I 
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To our shame,, however, we must acknowledge that we 
always think her most agreeable when she deviates a 
little from her rigid realitiesp and concedes to the 
corrupted taste of her readers some petty sprinkling 
of romantic feeling and extraordinary incident. 
(QRP iiP 147) 
In fact a reasonably intelligent discussion of the extent to 
which the moral purport of a novel should be integrated into 
the work as a whole took place in the pages of the periodicals. 
Those who placed a great deal of emphasis on the moral teaching 
of the novel lamented that 'readers cfnovels insist upon being 
entertained in the first place, and merely submit to as much 
instruction as can be insinuated int6 their mindst without putting 
them to any trouble' (ERO viii9210 )sp and dismissed those 
novels that simply grafted a moral ending on to a tale which 
otherwise showed little concern for such issues. But even the 
Edinburgh, which in its early years in its mpport of Maria 
Edgeworth extolled novels in terms of moral utilityl drew the 
line at unvarnished tales of moral instruction, When he dismisses 
Hannah More's OL-lebs in Search of a Wife (the Edinburgh's 
Campaign against Me'thodism played a part in this)v the reviewer 
draws an interesting threefold distinction: 
There are books however of all kinds; and those may 
not be unwisely planned which set before us very pure 
models. They are less probable, and therefore less 
amusing than ordinary stories; but they are more 
amusing than plaing unfabled precept. 
(ER, xivt 146) 
Few if any reviewers praised 'plain, unfabled precept', but there 
was more divergence of opinion with regard to the relative merits 
of 'Pure models' and 'ordinary stories'. The reviewer quoted 
abovep writing in the Edinburgh, in 1809p hesitated to make an 
evaluative assessmentt but ten years later William Howison 
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writing in Blackwood's was prepared to go a little further: 
The manners and concerns of the middle classes have 
also been handled in workst which are not written 
like the highest novels, for th. 6 sake of recording 
the developements exhibited by the human mindq but 
which may be called moral novels; because they have 
generally a didactic purposet relating to existing 
circumstances# and are meant to show the causes of 
success or failure in life, or the ways in which 
happiness or misery is produced by the different 
manageme 
. 
nt of the passions and affections. 
(BM9 ivt394) 
Maria Edgeworth wasp of course# the greatest exponent of this 
0 
secondaz7 or 'moral' kind of novel that Howison describesp and 
not surprisingly the debate about the balance that needed to 
be struck between artistic integrity and moral teaching centred 
upon her work. And# despite the reviewers' general agreement 
that a 'certain portion of moral instruction must accompany 
every well-invented narrative' (QR9 xxiVP358 )P most of them 
found that Maria Edgeworth 'comes forward sometimes too 
ostentatiously in propria persoWas a moral teachere*ot(BMt it 635). 
Therefore# while all agreed that a novel should have a strong 
moral elementp most echoed Howison in Blackwood's who# as we 
have seen, refused to give novels of moral instruction the 
highest praise, and reserved it instead for those novels whose 
function was the recording of 'the developements exhibited by 
the human mind I 
Such a comment moves us away from the more limited 
discussion of the moral function of the novelp and suggests an 
approach of greater sophistication, The idea that the novel's 
purpose is not only the inculcation Of standard moral values 
but the exploration of human character is suggested by Richard 
Whately in his review of Jane Austen's novels: 
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T . 1hose, againp who delight in the study of human 
nature)may improve in the knowledge of it, and 
in the profitable application of that knowledge, 
'by the perusal of such fictions as those before 
U'S 0 (QR# xxivt 376) 
Six years later a fellow reviewer in the 
_Quarterly quoted 
Goethe: 
Goethe, hirself one of the true masters of romancep 
says somewhere, that that is a bad romance the moral 
drift and scope of which may te extracted in the form 
of one distinct, proposition: and he is no doubt 
justified in so far by the practice of the most 
eminent writers in this line, whose works are very 
seldom found to be capable of any such analysis. 
(QRt xxxvi# 271) 
There is still an element of caution in both remarks: Whately 
still sees the novel in terms of moral usefulness although in 
a less simplistic fashion than some of his colleagues; and the 
later Quarterly reviewer insists that he is talking only'of 
'the most eminent writers in this line'. No such caution# 
however, is present in Wilson's comments in Blackwood's in 1827: 
1 
The great moral of all works of fiction should 
permeate the whole living masss not merely evolve 
itself in an unexpectedo perhaps unaccountable 
corruscation at the close .... One continuous master 
emotion must have been with us from the uplifting 
to the letting down of the curtain, making usp if 
we 
, 
have looked and listened aright, better because 
wiser men# with more power over the passions of our 
individual selvesp because with more knowledge of the 
passions that belong to human nature at large. 
There can be no distinction bet-deen poetical justice, 
as it is dealt out by geniust to the creatures 
moving along Fancy's enchanted floor, and that justicet 
that from highest heaven, is, day and night, )seen 
smiting the children of men. Have not all the events 
of real life, great or smallt each its own moral - 
that speaks either with a still small voicev or 
trumpet-tongued, the whisper and the blast equally 
intelligible, and easy to be understood? How is this 
to end? is a question thatp in reading any wise fiction,, 
is seldom, if ever, distinctly put by the awakened 
mind to itself, but the passion with which it peruses 
continually involves the forward-looking hopes and fearst 
from which such a question would spring. 
(BM, xxiit 401-02) 
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The rhetoricv maddening in its mixture of nonsense and enthusiasmt 
should not blind us to the significance of Wilson's co=ents. 
Instead of primly praising a novel for its moral utility or 
damning it-for its pernicious effects on the minds of the young# 
Wilson talks of fiction and morality in much wider and far- 
reaching terms - not only must the entire novel be imbued with 
a moral sense (as opposed to lesson)v that sense involves not 
simply right doing but right thinking since it requires a 
widening of our moral perceptions instead of a bolstering of 
our social habits. That is in itself a considerable step forward 
from the earlier discussions of the moral workings of the 
novelo and it echoes an earlier but even more positive statement 
made by Hazlitt in 1815: 
The most moral writers, after *allp are those who do 
not pretend to inculcate any moral: The professed 
moralist almost unavoidably degenerates into the 
partisan of a system; and the philosopher warps the 
evidence to his own purpose. But the painter of 
manners gives the facts of human nature# and leaves 
us to draw the inference: If we are not able to do 
this, or do it ill, at least it is our own fault. 
(ERp xxivp 321) 
Such comments are the exception rather than the rulep and many 
reviewers confined themselves to very simple considerations 
of moral propriety. Other reviewers thought more deeply 
and as the confidence in the novel as a respectable literary 
form increased so they began to ask the kind of questions 
that were to become so pertinent later in the century. Just 
occasionallyl as with Hazli . tt and Wilson, they began to supply 
some interesting answers. 
In the same way that the discussion about the 
/ 
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relationship between morality and fiction was becoming more 
sophisticated and forward-looking (although still largely 
based on the premises employed by earlier reviewers)p so the 
debate about realism and the novel took on a new life and 
significance. Realismq of courset is one of those terms 
which is easier to use than define, but Ioan Williams in 
his book The Realist Yovel in Enpland (1974) offers a rather 
simplified but useful working defini; ion: 
The origin of the term Realism, howeverp and the 
origin of the Realist fiction we are concerned with, 
both take us back to the eighteenth centuryl to 
the moment when artists and intellectuals in Europe 
abandoned the idea that art should show truth to 
nature and started to think in terms of using it to 
establish the nature of truth - finding truth within 
experience rather than making experience conform to 
some authoritative and arbitrary pattern derived from 
philosophy or theology. At this point art took on 
a new status and a new function, and although it has 
de7eloped through successive generations as the idea 
of Reality itself has changed# it has rested on this 
fundamental assumption and developed along lines laid 
down at this time. (xi) 
It seems to me that this concern with-fiction establishing the 
nature of truth through an examination of experience is very 
clearly illustrataiin the pages of the periodicals. 
Admittedly some reviewers still employed the older 
I 
concept. Thus we have a reviewer in the Edinburgh praising 
Mrso Opiels Simple Tales because the characters in them 'are 
strictly due to general naturelt and he goes on to insist that 
For more serious sympathy, we must be made to feel 
that the sentiments and actions of the characters 
are suchp as must inevitably belong to all persons- 
in their situation; and it is on the delicate 
adaptation of their language and conduct ' 
to their 
circumstances, and not to any supposed peculiarity 
in their character, that the success of the writer 
will generally depend. (ERt viiis 466) 
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He considers, thereforep'that the best pieces of literature 
'derive their whole beauty from this perfect and beautiful 
conformity to general and universal nature'; that $there is 
no need for the presentation of ideal individuality (since] 
the general conception of a delicate and affectionate girl - 
of a gallant and warm-hearted young man... - are quite sufficient 
- to call forth our sympathies .... 1; and that if we look at 
Shakespeare we shall find that 'what have often been quoted as 
examples of originality in the conception of character# are 
nothing more than the exquisite adaptation of common and familiar 
feelings to peculiar situations', This isp perhapsv the most 
extreme example in the periodicals of the use of neo-classical. 
attitudes when discussing the novel, but even in the 1820s some 
of the terminology used by reviewers seems reminiscent of an 
earlier age, as, for examplep when Washington Irving's Sketchbook 
As praised because 'natural feelings expressed in the language 
of nature and good sense must always be contemplated with interest 
and pleasure' (QRP xxv, 52); or when Hope's novel Anastasius is 
criticized for containing too many surprizes, since 'these attempts 
are too often made at the expense of nature and probability' (QR, 
Xxivo 528). Such comments came to look extremely dated: much 
more representative is Hazlitt's criticism of Richardsont in whose 
novels 'All actual objects and feelings are blunted and deadened 
by-being presented through a medium which may be true to reason# but 
is false in nature' (ERP xxi_vt 332; my italics). 
Hazlitt's comment appeared in his review of 1815. In 
March of the following year ScottIs review of Emma appeared in the 
-Quarterly, and 
he too recognized the change that had taken place 
1. QRg, xiv (Oct. 0 1815)p 188-201. 
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in the development of the novel. In the eighteenth century 
the novelist was 'expected to tread pretty much in the'limits 
between the concentric circles of probýbility and possibility; 
and as he was not permitted to transgress the latterp his 
narrative., to make amends, almost always went beyond the bounds 
of the formerl - alsop the 'novelist professed to give an 
imitation of natiiie, but 'it was, as Ilie-Trench sayt'-Ia belle 
nature. Human beinest indeedp were presentedp but in the 
most sentimental mood# and with minds purified by a sensibility 
which often verged on extravagance'. Howeverv Jane Austen's 
novels 'belong to a class of fictions which has arisen almost 
in our own times,, and which draws the characters and incidents I 
introduced more immediately from the current of ordinary life 
than was permitted by the former rules of the novel', and this 
new kind of fiction which had appeared within the previous 
fifteen or twenty years involves 
the art of copying from nature as she really exists 
in the common walks of lifeg and presenting to the 
readerp instead of the splendid scenes of an imaginary 
. worldp a correct and striking representation of that 
which is daily taking place around him. 
(QR# xiv, 193) 
From this point on we find novels increasingly being 
praised for their adherence to reality. John Wilson claims 
of one novel that 'we do not know that we ever read any piece 
of fictitious biography with a stronger feeling of all its 
chief transactions being founded in truth. Its power lies in 
its reality' (BM# xxii, 83 Another is praised because its 
characters Ilookp and speakp and act, as is natural to their 
situationv and are not . forced into attitudes either of the 
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picturesque that may attract admiratibnq or the ludicrous that 
may excite ridicule' (My ixp2O4 Also within this novel 
'the pathetic is that of ordinaryg'not high-wrought feelingp 
and its language the natural expression of affliction without 
the swell of tragedyp or the whine of sentiment', whilst the 
description is 'simply of what he seesp and what we believe 
he could not but see'* It is this adherence to and depiction 
of reality that allows one commentator to write in Blackwood's 
0 
in 1818: 
The novel is the epic of comedy, or perhaps I should 
rather sayt the epic of ordinary life. Its range 
is among the passions as well as the manners of men; 
and a skilful delineation of theset in a walk which 
can be understood as well as judged by every one of 
a tolerably liberal education, is certairly entitled 
to no mean place in the ranks of literature. 
(BMj, iip 403) 
And three. years later Richard Whately wrote in the quarterly 
that 
a novel? which makes good its pretensions of giving 
a perfectly correct picture of common life, becomes 
a far more ' 
instructive work than one of equal or 
superior merit of the other class; it guides the 
. 
Judgmentp and supplies a kind of artificial experience. 
QR# xxiv,. 353) 
Not all reviewers agreed with Whately. As we have 
seenp those most concerned with the effect of the novel on 
I 
the morals of society sometimes argued that novels were more 
pernicious than romances because, by blurrinS the boundaries 
between life and fictions they misled the young and inexperienced 
and made them dissatisfied with their lot. Others, howe-, ýerr 
thought those novels far less damaging which were intent on 
'describing the emotions of the human heartv rather than that 
of astonishing the reader by the accumulation of imaginary 
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horrors, or the singular combinations of marvellous and perilous 
adventures'(ER, xxx#235 )p and Maria Edgeworthplin particular, 
was praised for offering an antidote not only to the gothic 
but also to the sentimental novel: 
To supportp howeverg in any degreev the interest of 
a tale of fiction, and yet to divest it of the 
romantic tone to which fiction seems always to have 
owed its chief allurementp implies powers of no 
ordinary kind. *.. (QRy ii, 147) 
However# this was written in 18090 and the increasing emphasis 
on realism in the novels themselves as our period progressed 
was reflected in the comments of the reviewers. 
The discussion about the relationship between fiction 
I 
and reality, as with that about the relationship bottfeen 
the novel and moralityp did at times move on to a more . 
., sophisticated 
level than has perhaps been suggested so far. 
This can be approached most fruitfully by noting an analogy 
11 
which became increasingly popular in the pages of the periodicals 
when novels were being discumsed. In Blackwood's a reviewer 
drew & comparison between two of Maria Edgeworth's novelsp 
Harrington and Ormond: 
Týe one is a fancy-piece, in which the powers of the 
artist are evidently exerted to impart to her figures 
a magnitude and colouring beyond the reality of life: 
- the other is a study from natures in which the 
portraiture is in general correctv but in which the 
pencilling is perlips too minutes and some things are 
brought forward to view, which might have been more 
discreetly thrown into shade. (BMs 19 520) 
The analogy is, of course, with sketching: it is one we find 
used again by Thomas Moore in the Edinburph,, who-writes of 
Ireland that 'it would be difficult to name any country in 
/ 
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which the sketcher of human nature could expect to find more 
original subjects for his pencilp more mixture of lights and 
shadows.... I (ER, 1xiii, 359 ); and Scott, who likens the new 
kind of realistic novel he describes in his review of Emma, 
to the work of the Plemish school of paintingp and who refers 
to Tobias Smollett as $the literary Hogarth' (QRp iiip 341 ). 
The importance of the nnnlogy can be seen by the way in which 
it operates in the extract from Blackwood's quoted above: 
Ormond is described as 'a study from nature' and so by implication 
closer to 'the reality of life' than Harrington; but Ormond 
is then criticized because some of the pencilling is too 
minute and things are given prominence which should have been 
more muted. In other wordsv the novelistj, like the painterv 
whilst drawing from nature also shapest modifiesp and selects 
according to the workings of his imýagination. 
It is the proper working of this faculty of imagination- 
.e 
that concerns John Wilson when he writes: 
Where every thing is to be bent and moulded to meet 
our idea of ideas of proportiong fitnessp beauty, and 
so forth, in a compositionp our mind is apt to feel 
that art and nature are two different things, and that 
the latter is sacrificed to the former - the stronger 
to the weaker - that of which we care littlet for that of 
which we care everything. (BMp xiii, 78)' 
And he returns to the problem when reviewing a novel by Lockhart: 
The current of deeper emotion is too often checked 
or diverted; and although the book may not# on that 
accountp be a less true picture of human lifeg never- 
theless we expect human life, in all its varietiesp 
to be something differentp in a work of imagination# 
from what it is in reality. (BM, xvt 103) 
At first sight these two comments seem contradictory: in the first 
Wilson is complaining of the sacrifice of life to art; in the 
second of art to life. What he is concerned with in both casest 
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however, is the proper relationship between the t; wo. It is 
something which exercised the mind of the reviewer of Godwin's 
Cloudesley (possibly Mary Shelley) who comments upon the kind 
of fiction represented by Bulwer Lytton's novel, Pelham: 
Mr Bulwer does not take the materials of the world 
aroundp first separatingt and then, by aid of the 
inventive facultyp moulding them into a new formp 
whose exact appearance depends on a preconceived 
notion of what must be, to fulfil his idea; but he 
gives us rather himself# hispxperience, his opinionst 
his emotions. 
(BM, xxvii, 711) 
But the reviewer does not believe that the 'merely copying from 
our own hearts will form a first-rate work of art..... '# and. 
that 'a certain degree of obedience to rule and law is necessary 
for the completion and elevation of our nature and. its 
productions'. This is particularly evident in Godwin's casep 
I 
since when he begins to write a novel 
Re. sketches in his own mind, with a comprehensiveness 
and bold imaginationp the plan of his work; he digs at 
the foundationst and learns all the due bearings of his 
position; he examines his materials, and sees exactly 
to what purpose each is best fitted; he makes an incident; 
he unerringly divines the resultsp both of the event 
and passi on, which this incident will bring fortho 
(BMt xxviip 712) 
But this in itself is not sufficient, since the transforming 
power of the imagination must finally take over# and* as in the . 
case of Cloudesley, 
we begin to feel the just proportions and promising 
beauty of the plan# till the tantalizing work of 
preparation finally yields to the full manifestation 
of the conception of the artist. (Bm# xxviip 713) 
It is a point made rather more succinctly by a reviewer in the 
-Quarterly: 
/ 
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All the classics of this branch of literature have 
drawn largely upon their own personal observation 
and experience in life; but these would have availed 
them little had they not possessed high faculties 
of imagination, and been, through themo enabled to 
fuse their materials of all kinds into an artist-like 
unity of form and purpose; investing actual even"%, 's 
and real persons with the colours of, poetry, and 
blending old things with new so thoroughly as to 
merit the praise of creation. 
(QRp xxxvip 269) 
It is this recognition of the way in which the creative imagination 
must fashion its materials from the surface of reality if the 
novel is to fulfil its potential that seems to me to be one of the 
major achievements of the periodical critics at this time. 
In fact the whole discussion of the role of the imagination 
in both the writing and reading of fiction is of coýsiderable 
interest. On the whole, the reviewers recognized that the 
- appeal of 
fiction lay in its imaginative powerg however much 
issues of morality and realism might exercise them in their 
theoretical discussions. It is this which prompts Scott to 
write of Haturin's Fatal Revenge: 
In truth we rose from his strange chaotic novel romance 
as from a confused and feverish dreamt unrefreshedp and 
unamusedq yet strangely impressed by many of the ideas 
which had been so vaguely and wildly presented to our 
imagination. 
(09 iiit 347) 
11 And it similarly inspires Lockhart to comment upon Godwin's 
Caleb Williams, in an extract quoted earlier in this chapter: 
The impression which his story makes upon tts is like 
that of a dismal dream, which we feel to be a fiction, 
and from which we are anxious to escape, but which sits# 
with a gloomy pertinacity# inflexible upon our breast, 
and compells us, in spite of reason and volitiong to 
keep our eyes fixed and stedfast on its gliding phantoms 
and unearthly horrors. (BMt iit 270) 
In more general terms, the imaginative power of fiction is 
4.14 
. 
celebrated againt probably by Lockhart but this time in a review 
of Tremainep when he writes of. the way in which one recognizes 
genius at work in the novel: 
it, and it alone# takes possession of those týat 
contemplate its energies, and fills and inspires 
them for the time, whatever of themselves they may 
be# with the actual presence and enjoyment of a 
state of mind that is felt always while it lasts, 
and often after it is gone# to belongp as it weret 
to the beings of another sphere. 
(BM, xviit 518) 
It is a point picked up and given even greater'force two years 
later by John Wilson (and it is significant that Coleridge is 
mentioned later in the review): 
The mindt when moved by the imaginationg will hold 
each strange tale devoutly trueg that genius 
consecrates to falsehood. That only this one 
every-day apparent and palpable world of ours exists, 
is to the mind stupified by pure intellect a 
melancholy truth. But, to the mind sublimed by 
the*ether of imaginationg that creed is a self- 
evident contradiction; the sole entities are then 
felt to be thoughts; systems on systemsq not the 
less real because transitory# are created as at 
a breath# sub-naturalt super-naturalp preter-natural 
- yet all formed on the model of what we call naturet 
and intelligible to all who know anything, however 
dimlyp of what nature is, and received among our 
persuasions, and beliefst and convictionsp which are 
in themselves immortal# though at times asleepp and 
although often disappearingv never extinguished or 
destroyed. 
(BMt xxiiP 386) 
Howeverj, although contemporary reviewers were prepared 
to recognize the functioning of the imagination in the creation 
of fiction and to acknowledge the novel's imaginative power even 
at times at the expense of considerations of moralityp they were 
generally agreed that it had to operate within the circumscribed 
bounds of realism. This can be seen very clearly in their treatment 
of the heroes of the novels they reviewed. Whereas reviewers 
of poetry were prepared to tolerate and event as Byron's reputation 
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grew, to greet with some enthusiasm the appearance of the Byronic 
hero, such a figure found less encouragement when appearing in the 
pages of a novel. We find Henry Mathdws in the Quarterly 
remarking rather sardonically that the hero of Hope-Is Anastasius 
seems to belong entirely to that modern school of 
worthies, who, by the aid of a white forehead, a 
curling lip, raven hair and eyesp and the Turkish 
costume, have contrived to excite so powerful a 
sympathy in their favour. 
a 
(QR9 xxiv, 511) 
Others also objected to the appearance of Byronic heroes, and 
Lockhart notes that with Godwin as with Byron 'gloominess and 
desolationp and Satanic sarcasm, are the ground-work of their 
fictions.... ' (BM, iit 270). But this does not mean that 
reviewers failed to recognize that the novel as it was by now 
beginning to emerge was primarily concerned with the exploration 
of the individualt and Lockhart in 1817 pointed out how 
The hero of a modern romance is not the victim either 
of implacable destiny, or of outward injury; the 
revolutions of his fate are all engendered within 
himselft and he has to contend with no assaults but 
those of his own wishesq prejudicest principlest and 
passions. 
(BMt iit 269) 
Howeverg this has to be kept within boundsp as Wilson points out 
when he makes an astute comment about Scott's novels: 
In the works of the Author of Waverleyo accordinglyq 
we find no one leading spirit influencing and 
stamping the destinies of all, towards one great 
consummation. Each does his own workp and sometimes 
the work of each is the most important and dignified. 
The want of a herog therefore, is, we think, a 
great excellencet in all works of this kind; for, 
therebyp they are liker realityp and keep us among 
our own experiences. - (BM9 xiii, 78) 
It is a statement which demonstrates how fully the reviewers 
had come to realize that the novel's business wasq in Ioan Williams's 
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Wordst not to Chow truth to naturev but $to establish the nature of 
truth'. 
All three of the central issues that we have considered 
so far - the status of the novelt its relationship to moralityp 
and to reality - there is a gradual but perceptible improvement 
in the attitude of the reviewers. In trying to demonstrate thist 
I may have been guilty of simplifying the chronology or overstating 
the extent of the changesp and I fully acknowledge the fragmentary 
nature of my evidence. Howeverp I think it is undeniable that by 
the 1820s the status of the novel had improved considerably; partly 
thanks to Scottp but also to a general improvement in the quality 
of fiction and the reviews of it. Moral considerations of the 
most superficial kind recur throughout our period in the periodicals' 
discussion of fictionp but I have tried to draw attention to 
those examples which seem to point to a much more interesting and 
far-reaching notion of the moral function of the novel. I 
also think that the most impressive achievement of the periodical critics 
of the novel lies in their discussion of the way in which the realist 
novel was beginning to emerge at this timep and how some of them realized 
that however much the novelist took his materials from the surface of' 
reality the success of the novel still depended on the workings of the 
creative imagination. In terms of chronologyj none of these 
things can be plotted with certainty; but 1815 and early 1816 
are important datesp with the publication of Hazlitt's review 
of Fanny Burney's The Wanderer in the Edinburgh and Scott's. of 
Emma in the guarterly. The appearance of Blackwood's-Marazine 
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two years later was also significant since it made full use of 
the improved atmosphere with regard to the novelp and played 
an important part in the changes in the ways of talking about 
the novel that I have tried to outline here. 
There are two other general issues which deserve discussion: 
the first is the response of the periodicals to the use of the 
supermatural in fiction; and the second their attitude towards 
womeng both as characters in and writers of fiction* As far 
as the supernatural is concernedt one would expect a more or 
less general condemnation of its use in respectable fiction. 
The damage done to the status of the novel by the gothic romancep 
the increasing importance that the reviewers gave to realism, 
and the hostility towards the use of the supernatural in poetry 
displayed by such critics as Jeffreyy are all factors which would 
suggest thist and there were plenty of critics who did indeed 
condemn anything that smacked of the supernatural or the improbable. 
But support-for its use in fiction came from two sources. The 
first of these,, not. aurprisinglyt consisted of the reviews written 
by Walter Scott# and his remarks display his normal acumen and 
good sense. He dismisses, in one review, those imitators of 
Mrs. Radcliffe and M. G. Lewis 'who to all the faults and extravagancies 
of their originals# added that of dulness.... I since all too 
often 'the terrors of this class of novel writers are too accumulated 
and unremitting' and the 'vivacity of emotion also depends upon 
surprizel and surprize cannot be repeatedly excited during the 
perusal of the same work' (QRP iiiP 346). 
in an early review in the Quarterly: 
He clarifies his position 
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We are no defenders of ghost-seeing and diablerie. 
- That mode of exciting interest ought to be despised 
as too obvious and too much in vulgar use: but, 
when the appeal is made to naturep we must recollect 
that there are incredibilities in the moralp as 
wel 
.1 
as physicalp world. 
(QRt it 347) 
His longest and most interesting discussion of the role of the 
supernatural in fiction comes in his review of Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein which appeared in Blackwood's Mn!: azine in 1818. 
He divides novels and romances whichmake use of the supernatural 
into. three classes: earlier works in which both the author and 
his audience believed in the supernatural; those in which the 
'marvellous is itself the principal and most important object', 
and so allows the reader to luxuriate in a make-believe world; 
andp thirdly, a 'more philcsophical and refined use of the 
supernatural' whereby natural laws are altered 'to shew the 
probable effect which the supposed miracles would produce on 
ýhose who witnessed them', with the purpose of such stories being 
to open new trains and channels of thouchtp by 
placing men in supposed situations of an extraordinary 
and preternatural character, and then describing the 
mode of feeling and conduct which they are most 
likely to adopt. 
(BMp ii, 614) 
In this kind of novelt Scott argues, the author asks for a belief 
in the supernatural, but in return he makes sure that his 
characters conduct themselves 'according to the rules of probabilityp 
and the nature of the human heart'. I 
Blackwood's, mainly in the person of J. G. Lockhart, provided 
the other major source of support for the supernatural. Lockhart's 
rost sustained defence comes in his review of E. T. A. Roffmann's 
The Devil's Elixir, and in a trenchant attack on the prevailing 
critical attitude he remarks that 
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whatever small men, accustomed to move in one very 
small sphere of intelleett may say, the horrible 
is quite as legitimate a field of poetry and romance, 
as either the pathetic or the ludicrous. 
(BMt xvit 55) 
In ascending order of importance he praises Mrs. Radcliffev 
Haturins Godwinv and Schiller, and claims that 
Nothing that is a part, a real essential partp of 
human naturep ever can be exhausted and the regions 
of fear and terror never will be so. Human flesh 
will creep to the end of timee,., 
(BM, xvi, 56) 
But it is not simply a question of making the flesh creep# and 
he goes an to point out that 
From infancyp in whatever quarter of the globe we are 
born# we are sure to be nourished with the same 
unvarying provender of talesp dream , and visions# 
all connected with this belief; and it acquites over 
us a power too deep ever entirely to be shaken .... We 
are equally of opinionp that so long as this feeling, 
this painful feelingp as to the reality of such things 
continuesp the buman mind will continue to receive a 
tragic pleasure from the skilful use made of them in 
works of imagination. 
(BMP xvit 56) 
It is a point he had made in his review of Maturin's Melmoth the 
Wanderer, where he. had pitied those who through 'extreme delicacy 
of taste' or 'extreme indulgence in the habits of strict criticism' 
could not enjoy such novels# particularly since there was no 
'lover of imaginative excitementp that ever laid down one of 
(Maturints] books unfinished' or who could fail to recognize the 
'truth of true poetz7 diffused over the thickest chaos of his 
abou: rdities' (WIp viiiq 161). Similarlyq although W. Mudford's 
The Five Nights Of St- Alban's is full of magicp those who decry it 
for that reason are in a position whereby 'a very great portion Of 
what the world considers best in the imaginative literature of 
every tonguep. dead or livingt can afford then no pleasure (BM, mcvit 563)- 
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It is something that John Wilson had already commented upon 
in his article Some Remarks 
_on_the 
Preternatural in Piction 
in 1818p where he stated that 
surely poets should be permitted to feign all wonders 
which cannot be proved to be impossible, and which are 
not contradictory to the spirit of our religion. (BMp ijiv 649) 
His article is particularly important because, having stated 
this and concluded that in Britain there existed 'a strength of 
imagination which delights in the feeling of superstitious 
horror' as proven by the ancient dramatists and the success of 
the Gothic novelt Wilson draws attention to the use of the 
supernatural in the works of Scottp Wordsworth, Byron, and 
Coleridge. He cites Christabel as the best model for the 
proper use of the supernatural in contemporary literature. 
Scott# Lockhartt and Wilson are, on the whole, unu-sual 
in their defence of the use of the supernatural in fiction; 
Scottp of coursel had a vested interest in the mattert and Lockhart 
and Wilson were writing at a time when the increased respectability 
of the-novel allowed greater freedom of comment. But, although 
the exception rather than the rulet it is of importance that 
some defe I nce of the supernatural is to be found in the periodicals' 
revievisof novels, particularly since it is lackine in the far 
more numerous reviews of poetry with the resultant refusal to 
recognize or examine a major impulse of the Romantic period* 
The second general issue I wish to discuss concerns the 
role of women in fiction, and is of importance because of their 
increasing significance both as heroines in and-writers of novels. 
But however much the likes of Fanny Burney# Maria Edgeworth, and 
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Jane Austen might come to dominate the writing of novels, the 
writing of reviews was very muph a male preserve: of the known 
reviewers of the hundred or so reviews of fiction that we have 
been concerned with in this chapter only one, Mary Shelley, was a 
woman, and the evidence for attributine the review of Godwin's 
I Cloudesle. X to her is far from conclusive. Given thisp the 
rampant male chauvinism displayed by the reviewers is not surprising. 
Francis -Jeffrey wrote of Mrs. Opie's Simple Tales: 
There is something delightfully feminine in all Mrs* 
Opie's writings .... She does not reason well; but she 
hasp like most accomplished womeng the talent of 
perceiving truth, without the process of reasoning, 
and of bringing it out with the facility and the effect 
of an obvious and natural sentiment. (ERP viiit 467) 
This is more than matched by Hazlitt's comment in his review of 
Fanny Burney's novel The Wanderer (appropriately sub-titled 
Female Difficulties): 
Womeng in general, have a quicker perception of any 
oddity or singularity of character than meng and are 
more alive to every absurdity which arises from a 
violation of the rules of society, or a deviation from 
established custom. This partly arises from the restraints 
on their own behaviourt which turn their attention 
constantly on the subject9 and partly from other causes. 
The surface of their minds, like that of their bodies, 
seems of a finer texture than ours; more softv and 
susceptible of immediate impression. They havo less 
muscular power, - less power of continued voluntary 
attention, - of reason - passion and imagination: But 
they are more easily impressed with whatever appeals 
to their senses or habitual prejudices. The intuitive 
perception of their minds is less disturbed by any 
general reasonings on causes or consequences. They 
learn the idiom of character and manner, as they acquire 
that of language, by rote merely, without troubling 
themselves about the principles. Their observation is 
not the less accurate on that accountp as far as it goes; 
for it has been well saidp that 'there is nothing so true 
as habit'. (ER# xxivP 336-37) 
Howeverv Blackwood's was probably the worst offender. 
1. BM, xxvii (Mqy, -1830)9 711-16. 
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The reviewer of Susan Perrier's The Inheritance states quite 
simply that 
The books of women are as unlike the books of men, 
as women themselves are unlike the lords of the 
creation. 
(BM# xv, 660) 
And the reviewer continues: 
if (women] do feel as deeply as we dot there is some 
ineradicable principle of reserve about their nature, 
which prevents them from confessing that they do feel 
SO* "0) 
Such comments were not confined to women novelistsp and William 
haginn in a review of Kiss Landon's poetry (BM, xvit ; 89-93) asserts 
that women are only capable of wrilting about love, and that the 
attempts to break away from this restricted field of interest 
made by HIrs. Hemansq Madame de Staelp and the Misses Holfordt 
Mitford, and Porden# have all failed miserably. John Neale, 
in an article simply entitled Men and Women, which appeared in 
1824 (BM, )jadmits that contemporary reviewers had 
made fun of the intellectual abilities of women, but the ingenious 
and thoroughly spurious distinction that he makes between the 
intellect and sensibility of the sexes only helps confirm the 
inferiority of women. 
A feminine mind was not always seen as a major handicap 
to a novelist. Lord Dudley. in a review in the Quarterly ) even 
went so far as to attribute social as well as literary progress 
to-the influence of women, since in ancient times 
thatsteady settled influence of women upon society was 
utterly unknownp which in modern times has given grace, 
variety,, and interest to private lifev and rendered the 
delineation of it one of the most entertaining and one 
of the most instructive forms of composition. (QR9 xf 301) 
/ 
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The Blackwood's reviewer of Susan Ferrier's Marriagelsomewhat 
atoned for his colleagues' attitude by admitting that women 
novelists' 'real importance lies in the way in which they have 
made men acquainted with the minds of womenlp and thbt 
"Marriage" is at once discovered to be the work of a 
female hand# both by the minute accuracy of its 
ordinary detailsp and by the exquisite originality 
and instinctive fidelity of its. female portraits. 
a (BMt 111,, 286) 
But such comments in no way balance the very obvious prejudice 
against women outlined earlier, and which is again at work in 
the following summary of the relative merits of contemporary 
women novelists which appeared in Blackwood's in 1824: 
She has all that Miss Austin had - but she is not merely 
a Scotch Miss Austin. Her mind is naturally one of a 
more firm# vigorousp and so to speak# masculine tone; 
and besides, while nothing can be better than Miss Austin's 
sketches of that sober, orderlyp small-townp parsonaget 
sort of society in which she herself had spent her life# 
and nothing more feeble than Miss Austin's pen, whenever 
she steps beyond that walkp either up the hill or downwards 
- this ladyg on the contrary, can paint the inmates of 
the cottage, the farm-house, the manse, the mansion-house, 
and the castle .... In this particular respect she is far 
above not only Miss Austint but Miss Burneyp and confesses 
equality with no female author our country has as yet 
producedt except-only the great novelist of Ireland* 
(BM# xv, 659) 
Howeverp it is as a female author that Miss Perrier has been 
judged# and it is an important and limiting distinction., The 
attitude of the periodicals towards women novelists is something 
that has to be kept in mind when discussing such issues as 
the status of the genre as a wholep and when reading reviews of 
iýdividual female authors. 
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It would be wrong to close the discussion of the 
--periodicals' response to the novel on a negative note. They 
were not oblivious to the genre's importancev or to the way 
in which it was developing. The odd review taken at random 
might well appear extraordinarily dismissive or obsessed with 
facile moral issuest and even the overall picture is at times 
misty and inconclusive. But it is my belief that one can 
see the beginnings of an awareness of the importance of realism 
and a wider concept of morality emerge at this time in the 
pages of the periodicals. It could be nothing more than this 
the reviewers, after all# stood at the begimning not at the 
end of a great tradition. 
So far we have considered the response to the novel as a 
piece without paying much attention to the policies, attitudes, 
and idiosyncracies of the individual periodicals. As a preface 
to such a discussionp it is worth considering to what extent 
the three major kinds of prejudice or bias 
(moral, political, and 
social) identified earlier in-the thesis played a part in the 
reviewing of the novel. 
0 
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T 7he moral issuep as we have seen, was a dominant one. 
In this respect the reviewing of the novel is in complete accord 
with the reviewing of poetry. Contemporary reviewers believed 
very strongly in the need for literature to conform strictly to 
the moral standard3 of the day. We only have to remember the 
trials this century involving The Rainbow, Lady Chatterley's Loverv 
andt most recently, Gay News, to find that unexceptional. 
Howeverp unlike Byron and Shelley, the major novelists of the 
day did not pose a major threat to conventional moral standardst 
and we find none of the complexity (not to say confusion) that 
resulted when reviewers had to face up to the problem of PoetrY 
that insidiously or overtly challenged such standardst and yet at 
the same time commandedg in Byron's case, enormous popularityp and 
possessed an appeal and force to which the reviewer himself was 
not wholly immune. 
Political bias also operates in the reviews of the novelso 
but again in a simplified form and is normally overt and predictable. 
Thus we find Croker in the Quarterly attacking Godwin's Mandeville 
and Maz7 Shelley Is Frankenstein with political issues obviously 
uppermost in his mind. 
1 
Similarly, he responds to Fanny Burney's 
tribute to Napoleon in the preface to The Wanderer and Parnell's 
attack on Adam Smith and the English administration of Ireland 
in Y'aurice and Berrhetta with all the virulence we would expect 
from him. 2 Ireland also features in Lord Dudley's review of 
Maria Edgeworthl, s Patronagel and in rebuking her for her unflattering 
QR, xviii(Oct., 1817). 176-7; xviii (Mayl 1818)p 379-35. 
2e QRp xi (Aprilt 1814)t 123-30; xxi (Aprilt 1819). 471-86. 
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portraits of the King and his Chief Justicet he remarks severely: 
The cabinet of the reigning sovereign is no fit place 
for the scenery of a novel. We say nothing of any 
other considerations that might forbid their introductiont 
it is sufficient that it is contrar7 to some of the 
most obvious rules of propriety and good taste which 
govern the species of composition.... 
(QRP xt 313) 
The belief that literary interests should be subordinated to 
. concerns of morality or politics 
(here the latter is disguised as 
the former as was often the case) should be commonplace to us by now. 
The Quarterly wasq of coursej, not alone in the political 
implications of some of its reviews of fiction. Hazlitt in the 
Edinburgh uses his review of Fanny Burney's The Wanderer to 
1 
attack the King, and Blackwood's made various attacks on the 
Whigs., including the mischievous comment that the Tories could 
take heartsince 'though the Whigs of our day can write reviews 
enough none of them (at least there is scarcely an exception) 
can write books'. 
Class prejudice is also present in the reviews of fiction in 
a rather simplistic formp but at times it provides points of more 
interest. At its most crass it results in such comments as 
Wilson's that Hogg is guilty of Ivulearityl in some of his stories 
(BM, vii, . 154 
), and Jeffrey's extremely unpleasant comment (in 
11 a manner used later by Blackwood's in its attacks on the Cockneys) 
that 'we dare say that there is still a good deal of raving about 
tideless blooded soulst overwhelming emotionsq and narrow preJudicest 
among the abij; ails and dealers in small millineryp who read novelst 
and sip ratafia upon the borders of prostitution' (ER, viii,, 207). 
lo ER9 xxiv (]Peb., 1815)9 335. 
/ 
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More interesting is the discussiont admittedly a fragmentary 
and limited onet centred on the development of the middling 
classes and the importance of this for the rise of the novel. 
It is a point made most clearly by Hazlitt, ýwho# looking back 
to the eighteenth century, writes: 
It is remarkable that our four best novel writers belong 
nearly to the same age. We also owe to the same period, 
( the reign of George II)t the inimitable Hogarth, and 
some of our best writers of the middle style of comedy. 
If we were called upon to account for this coincidencev 
we should wave the consideration of more general causesp 
(asp that imagination naturally descends with the progress 
of civilization)p and ascribe it at once to the establishment 
of the Protestant ascendancy, and the succession of the 
House of Hanover. These great events appear. to have given 
a more popular turn to our literature and geniusp as 
well as to our Government. It was found high time that 
the people should be represented in books as well as in 
parliament. They wished to see some account of themselves 
in what they read, and not to be confined always to the 
vicesp the miseries and frivolities of the great. 
'(ER9 xxiv, 334) 
The other critics were not prepared to go as far as Hazlitt does 
, 
in this reviewp and normally contented themselves with praising 
novels for their moral utility in instructing the various classes 
of society. Unfortunately the patronising complacency that this 
suggests was all too evidentp as witnessed by comments from 
such contrasting figures as Jeffrey and Lockhart: 
It is for this great and most important class of society ['that great multitude who are neither high-born nor high-' 
bredIJ that the volumes before us have been written; and 
their object is, to interest, amuse and instruct them by 
stories founded on the incidents of common life, and 
developed by the agency of ordinary characters; to withdraw 
their attention from those dazzling displays of fashionable 
ranners, with which they have no natural connexiono and 
to fix it upon those scenes and occurrences which have an 
immediate application to their own way of life; and in this 
way to impress upon their minds the inestimable value and 
substantial dignity of industryt perseverancet prudencep 
good humourt and all that train of vulgar and homely virtues 
that have hitherto made the happiness of the worldr without 
obtaining any great share of its admiration. 
(ER, ivP 329-30) 
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This [John lVilson's The Trials' of MnrpArpt Lyrdsayl is 
certainly a useful species of composition: if it can 
extend the empire of virtue and religion# and bring their 
excellencies into contact with the humble ranks of society, 
traced through scenes with whicý the higher classes of 
mankind are often but littlet too little, familiar, it 
may profit both. 
(BM. 9 
. 
xiiiP 549) 
Other examples of novelists beine praised for the benefit they 
confer upon society by their portraits of the lower'and middle 
classes can be found in reviews of mvels by Mrs. Hamilton, 
Jane Austen, John Wilson, and# of course, Maria Edgeworth. 
1 
Although the three major kinds of bias or prejudice are 
4 
at work in the reviewing of fictiong they are of a less complex 
nature than in the cases that we have looked at in earlier 
chapters. This is partly due to the nature of the novel itself 
and of its practitionersp and partly due to the status of the 
genre. -I have already suggested that the major novelists of the 
time reinforced rather than challenged conventional moral beliets. 
Also the emphasis on realismt reinforced by approval of moral 
utility, made it easier for the reviewers to accept# for examplet 
depictions of low and rustic life. John Galtts peasants may 
have existed in a fictional world but it was one which had a 
i 
clear and obvious relationship to realityg unlike Wordsworth's 
rustics, who had a much more tanCential connection with roali. ty 
since they belonged as much to the world of Wordsworth Is imagination 
as to that of the Lake District. Similarly, it was much easier 
for the reviewers to discuss, sayp Emma Woodhouse than. the Giaour 
I 
or Childe Harold. The relatiw lack and Ceneral predictAbility 
of the political bias is due to some extent to. the status of the 
14 ERt xii (Julyt 1808), 401-10; QRp xiv (Oct. t 1815)p 188-201; 
BMt xiii (Flayp 1823)p 548-57; ERp xiv (JulYp 1809)p 375-88. 
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novel: many of the fiercest political battles had been fought 
before the novel achieved a level of genuine respectabilityp 
and inihose earlier days reviewers tended to keep their powder 
dry until more prestigious targets hove into view. Finally, 
there is a consideration which affects all three kinds of bias, 
and also brings a sense of perspective to our discussion as a 
whole - although over a hundred reviews of fiction appeared in 
the periodicals, that is still a fa; smaller number than those 
that appeared on poetry and prose. Quality may make up for 
quantity in matters of literary interest, but in terms of detectina 
the forces motivating the reviewers there is simply less evidence 
to go on. 
Howeverp this must not be. exaggerated, and the relative 
sparseness of reviews does not prevent identifiable and 
important distinctions existing between the three periodicals. 
The Edirburph, although it started publication well before the 
Cuarterly and Blackwood's contains the fewest reviews 
of novelsp but two points of major importance emeree from a 
consideration of the thirty or so reviews that did appear. The 
first of these is the way in which the Edinburgh fiercely 
championed the work of Maria EdGeworth. Marilyn Butler has 
quite recently drawn attention to this, and prefaces her remarks 
with sore general comments about the periodicals' reviewing of 
fiction: 
The EdinburiTh reviewers who superseded the publisherst 
hacks of jo;; Fnals like the British Critic werep or soon 
becamet men of some literary standing, but in the novel 
(if not in poetry) their scope was at first limited by 
1. mautlnr, Maria Edgeworth (1972). 
f 
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the scarcity of novels worth viriting- about. Maria 
Edgeworth was lucky therefore that from about 1804 
until 1812 or 1814 she received a respectful attention 
that in a richer period no single minor artist would 
have been able to command. Foý intelligent reviewerst 
looking for something of significance to write about, 
the unusual interest of the subject-matter and the manner 
of treatment in Maria Edgeworth's Irish tales in particular 
was a godsend. Being rather more concerned with the 
novel as a form than Maria wast they saw aesthetic implications 
in what she was doing. While she merely worried about 
how far her stories reported reality, her early reviewers 
began to draw certain conclusions about realism. They 
took up the challenge with enthusiasm. Indeed, for the 
Edinburgh and more particularly for the Ruarterlyp 1809 
and 1812, the years in which Ennui and The Absentee were 
publishedp were landmarks in the history of the novel. 
(339) 
Whilst in full agreement with Mrs. Butler's comment about the 
reviewers and realismt I do not think that a scarcity of good 
novels is a sufficient reason for the Edinburgh's very fulsome 
praise of Maria Edgeworth 
Is 
workp and nor do I think that 1809 4nd 
1812 were. landmarks in the history of the novel (or ratherl in 
this contextv the history of the novel's critical reception). 
In fact, Mrs. Butler goes on to point veryperceptively to the 
true cause of the Edinburgh s admiration; Jeffrey wrote five out 
of the six reviews of Maria Edgewctthls work that appeared in the 
Edinburgh, and Marilyn Butler writes: 
Jeffrey's views are worth dwelling on because of their 
representativeness. He writes as a humane, forward- 
looking, but essentially philistine bourgeoisp and so 
mirrors the tastes of the average cultivated middle-class 
reader of the early nineteenth century. His Scottish 
background places him within the liberal* rationalp 
practical tradition which is broadly characterized as 
utilitarianism. And in Englandp despite unrepresentative 
opposition from many of the best poetsy the Anglo-Scottish 
empirical tradition is beyond question the dominant intellectual 
movement of the period. Jeffrey is a liberal but'not a 
radical. In aesthetic matters he is a conservative because 
like the Edgeworths and their friends among French intellectuals 
he is frightened of the social and moral evils which he 
associates with the introspection of the great poets. No 
doubt he particularly admires Maria Edgeworth's novels because 
ýr 
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they direct the reader's attention to the recognizable 
'real' 
* 
world, andt by implication, urge him to make the 
best of it. This is to be 'progressive' as Jeffrey 
understands it. 
(340-1) 
Much of that is in accord with what I have written-of Jeffrey 
earlier in this thesisp but the important point here is that 
the Edinburgh was spending much of the time it devoted to fiction 
in praising novels that were morally useful and unexceptional. 
This resulted from conviction ( Jefirey's belief in Scottish 
Realist philosophy) and caution (the insecurity of the novel's 
reputation). Cauiion was to continue to dominate the Edinburgh's 
response to the novelf but by 1817 the debate about the nature 
of the novel had reached a state which allowed Jeffrey to 
dispense with Maria Edgeworth, scold her for 'her excessive care 
for the moral utility of her works', and suggest that fiction 
could indeed stimulate the moral feelings without the assistance 
of such didacticism. 
I 
It is a useful mark for gauging the proCress 
of the debate about the status and moral function of the novel. 
MarilyA Butler argues that the reason for such progress 
was an improvement in the quality of the novels under reviewl and 
I have already drawn attention to Scott's importance in this respect. 
However# and this takes me to the second point I wish to make with 
regard to the Edinburgh,, in the same volume in which Jeffrey's review 
of Waverle appeared Hazlitt wrote his review of Panny Burney's 
The Wanderer. Although it deals with an inferior novel, Hazlitt's 
is the most important review to appear in the Edinburph It is so 
1- Mo, xxviii (Aug-, 1817), 390-418. 
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for three reasons: Hazlitt gives a sensitive and perceptive 
account of the eighteenth-century novel (he refers to. uncle 
Toby as 'one of the finest compliments ever paid to human naturel)t 
and shows a fundamental awareness of the development of the 
genre; he relates this development to changes in the nature 
. 
of society# although he is admittedly making a political point 
at the same time; and he is in advance of his time in stressing 
the importance of realism and# even more importantly, in offering 
a view of the moral function of the novel which transcends the 
immediate concerns of sexual and social morality. The review 
appeared before Scott's succes's could radically alter attitudes to 
the novel, and so suggests that the improved climate surrounding 
fiction owed at least something to the critical acumen of some 
reviewers. (Scott's review of Emma which rivals Hazlitt's 
in perception and forsesightappeared a few months later). 
In co=enting upon the quarterly's reception of fiction. 
Harilyn Butler writes: 
The great rival to the Edinbureh Revi2ýwt the Quarterly, 
begins only in 1809. Since it sets out to repair the 
deficiencies of the Edinburgh Review, the Quarterly tries 
to improve on Jeffrey's treatment of new writing, and it 
is-disposed to be nore sympathetic to experiment. if 
the interests of Church and State seem threatenedp the 
Luarterly's Tory critics can on occasion be vituperativep 
and the notorious excesses of John Wilson Croker are too' 
well known to need recallinff. But on most literary 
subjects the Quarterly's reviewers are more sensitive and 
open-=*nded than the Edinburf! hIs. During the first decade 
of the_Quarterlyls existence, until Blackwood's Mapazine 
and the London Yagazine, appear in often successful rivalry# 
an able group of critics use its pages as a forum for 
determining what the novel is and can be. 
(341) 
I would certainly take issue with Mrs. Butler over the suggestion that 
the guarterIZ Was more sensitive and open-minded 'on most literary 
subjects', but as regards the novel there can be little disagreem&nt. 
/ 
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The reviews of Maria Edgeworth's novels by Crokerp II. J. Stephenp 
and Lord Dudley; the review of Haturin's Fatal Reven= by 
Scott; and Scott's and Whately's reviews of Jane Austen's works, 
are all remarkable for their perception and acknowledf; ement 
I 
of the novel's capabilities and potential. Howevert taken as 
a whole, the Quarterly's reviews of fiction show a very strong 
concern with moral issues, and any novel which seriously deviated 
from the quarterly's moral and poli; ical norms was censured. (The 
degree of censure depended on the individual reviewer - Croker 
was particularly severe, but Scott usually let literary concerns 
take precedence although a rider concerning the novelts immorality 
or sedition would be added). Consequentlyt we find Maria Edgeworth. 
taken to task for the rationalist, non-religious basis of her 
teaching; Maturin dismissed out of hand (except by Scott)t with his 
ains compounded by the very fact of his being a clergyman; and any 
., 
quasi-Byronic hero, such as Moore's Anastasiust given ve3y short 
shrift indeed. Against this excessive concern with moral issues 
we havet in the person of Scott, a major practising hovelist 
who takes the opportunity to explore and discuss the theoretical 
aspects of his art. Thisq and the reviews already listedt helped 
the Quarterly make an important, if at times limitedg contribution 
to the contemporary discussion about the development of the novel. 
Arguably the greatest contributiont howeverp came not 
from the quarterlies but from Blackwood's Marazine. To some 
extent this was to be expec ted: the status of the novel had 
1. QR, vii (Juney 1812)p 329-42; ii (Aug., 1809), 146-54; x (jan. #1814), 
301-22; 111 (May, 1810)t 339-47; xiv (Oct-P 1815)p 188-201; xxiv 
(Jan., 1821)p 352-76. 
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improved considerably by 1817; Austen and Scott had produced 
major novels by this timet and Scott's had commanded enormous 
popularity; and the better reviews in the Quarterly and the 
Edinburgh, with their recognition of the importance of realism 
and discussion of other central issues, provided a fertile 
climate for a continuing discussion of the novel's potentialities* 
The excesses that Blackwood's was always prone to still occur in 
its reviews of fiction: at one extr6me we find irritating and 
juvenile practical Jokes; at the other, high-flownp sometimes 
incomprehensible, rhetoric. And yet despite this (ort as so 
I 
often with Blackwood sp because of the imaginative freedom*that 
this refusal to conform to the sober consistency of its rivals 
sometimes allowed it)t there are reviews and arti6les which make 
a major contribution to the new understanding of the novel that 
was beginning to emerge. 
I 
In particular, Lockhartand Wilson 
(both practising if not particularly successful novelists) 
recognized the function of the imagination in the creation of 
even the most realistic novels. This enabled them to move 
the discussion of the moral function of the novel from the level 
of the keeping or not keeping down of petticoats to something 
approaching the statement by a much later critic that great 
novelists are great because 'of that human awareness they promote; 
awareness of the possibilities of life' and that in so doing 
they bring 'to an intense focusp an unusually developed interest 
1. Reviews-of Godwin's Mandeville [BM, ii (Dec., 1817), 268-79-It 
Mary Shellef, Frank 
' enstein 
LBMv ii kMarchp 1818)v 613-20], John Galt's 
The Entail xiii (Jan. p 1823)t 77-861, John Wilson's The Trials Of 
Parfraret Lindsav LBM,, xiii (ITay: 1823)9 548-5719 and Thomas Moore's 
The Epicurean LBDI, xxii (Sept. 1827)9 374-402], are of particular interest. 
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in life.... they are all distinguished by a vital capacity for 
experience, a kind of reverent openness before lifev and a marked 
moral intensity$. 
I 
Lockhart and Leavi; may be poles apart in 
many ways, but in their differing uses of rhetoric*they both 
try to advance our understanding and comprehension of the great 
nineteenth-century tradition of realistic fictiom 
Obviously, exaggerated claims must be avoide'd. The 
Edinburgh, obsessed in its early years with the moral utilitarianism 
that was promoted. by its belief in the Scottish Realist philosophical 
tradition, can only really boast Hazlitt's review as a unified 
rather than fragmented statement about the future of the novel. 
The 
-Quarterly's record 
is-more impressive, but its High Church 
principles and concern with sexual morality limit even the half- 
dozen or so important reviews that appeared in its pages* And 
Blackwood's can all too easily be discredited. But even bearing 
, 
this in mindp and admitting the relatively few reviews of fiction 
that appeared in the periodicalsq I think it is possible to detect 
a perceptible and. major shift in critical attitudes which began 
to take definite shape between 1814 and 1816. The most important 
and consistently expressed feature of this was the discussion 
of the new realism. Less clearly expressed but also present was 
an awareness that the moral function of the novel did not have to 
be confined to the support of existing social moresp and the 
realization that the power and truth of fiction stems from the operation 
of the imagination of both the reader and the novelist. 
1. F. R. Leavisp The Great Tradition (1967), 11-17. 
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The central problem confronting the contemporary reviewers 
of Scott's novels was created by his enormous popularity. it 
is summed upp perhaps a little too sympathetically, by John Ilayden: 
The contemporary reviewers Of Scottfs works had much to contend with. They confronted a careless, indifferent, 
and anonymous writer who ground out novels at an 
unprecedented flow for a voracious public which would 
not likely pay much attention to adverse critics anyway. In one sense$ the reviewers weie facing for the first 
time a modern phenomenon - the best-seller. 1 
In fact this is not strictly true since Byron had commanded a 
similar popularity several years before the appearance of 
'Waverleyp and Scott's own poetry had also enjoyed a very large 
- and favourable public response. 
2 
But Byron and Scott were 
writing in a genre which the reviewers felt instinctively at 
home withp and, after acknowledging the favourable judgement 
passed by the public upon both poetst they went on to review 
them as they thought fit. Scott as a novelist was employing 
a genre whichp as I have tried to show earlier in this. 
Chapterg not only initially puzzled the reviewers, but on the 
whole provoked their displeasure -a situation which was only 
just b eginning to change immediately prior to the publication 
of Waverley. The dilemma which therefore faced the periodicals 
casts an interesting light on their relationship with their 
readers. The air of omniscience which so often surroundedt in 
10 Scott: Th6 Critical Feritage, ed. J. Hayden (1970). 5-6. 
2. Jeffrey discusses the significance of Scott's popularity as a poet 
in his review of The Lady of the Lakep and defends the privileged position 
of the critic: 'It would not be quite correct, we fear, to say that 
those are invariably the best judges who are most easily pleased. The 
great multitudep even of the reading world, 1mi t necessarily be 
uninstructed and injudicious; and will frequently be found, not only 
to derive pleasure from what is worthless in finer eyes, but to be quite 
insensible to those beauties which afford the most exquisite delight 
to more cultivated understandings. True pathos and sublimity will 
indeed charm every one: butp out of this lofty sphere, we are pretty 
well convincedp that the poetry which appears most perfect to a very 
refined taste, will not turn out to be very popular poetry'. [ER, xvi 
(Aug., 1810), 2641. 
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particulart the pronouncements of the Edinburgh and Qu-nrterly 
was in fact extre=ely insecurely founded. It is something 
noticed by John Clivel not in a literary but a political context# 
when he writes of thegdinburph's attitude towards Catholic 
emancipation: 
And on this question the Review never wavered - though 
in 1807, after the fall of the Talents, it was forced 
to concede that opponents of the Catholic claims unfortunately 
comprehended too large a portion of the public to be 
reviled or turned into ridicule -a wonderfully revealing 
comment on the self-imposed limits of the Review ' 
Is function 
and method. For its implication appears to be an admission 
that those weapons were to be employed only when 
minority views were clearly involved, with reader opinion 
automatically assumed tp be in harmony with editorial views; 
and that sweet reasonableness must be resorted to when 
this was not the case. When the absurdity he ridicules 
is taken seriously by the majority, it is only too easy 
for the critic himself to appear absurd - and to lose his 
readers. The favourite Edinburp_h device of setting timeless 
common sense against temporary absurdity had its limitations. 1 
The Edinburph's 'timeless common sense' was certainly matched by 
the Quarterly's air of ponderous authorityp and so it is not 
surprising to find both periodicals exhibiting signs of uncertainty 
and strain when confronted with the phenonenon of 'The Great 
Unknownle 
Jeffrey# nicknamed the 'Little Known' by Blackwood's, was 
the sole reviewer of Scott's novels in the Edinburgh, and his 
reviews display signs of the general unease occasioned by Scott's 
novels, the attitudes normally adopted by the Edinburgh towards the 
novel, and his own critical attitudes and habits of mind, In fact 
the'FdinburP, -h, 's reception of Scott1s. novels can only be fully 
understood wit hin the context of-all threep as is immediately 
1. J. Clive, Scotch Revievrerst 91. 
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apparent in Jeffrey's review of Waverleyl: 
It is wonderful what genius and adherence to nature 
will do, in spite of all disadvantages. Here is a 
thing obviously very hastilyg andp in many placesp very 
unskilfully written - composedl one half'of ' 
it# in a 
dialect unintelligible to four-fifths of the reading 
population of the country - relating to a period too 
recent to be romantic, and too far gone by to be familiar 
- and publishedp moreoverp in a quarter of the island 
where materials and talents for novel-writing have been 
supposed to be equally wanting; and yet, by the mere 
force and truth and vivacity of its colouring, already 
casting the whole tribe of ofdinary novels into the 
shadet and taking its place rather with the most popular 
of our modern poemsp than with the rubbish of provincial 
romances. 
(208) 
The uneasy coupling ofIgenius' with 'adherence to naturelt the 
promotion of the novel to the ranks of 'the most popular of 
our modern poemsIq and the reference to 'the rubbish of provincial 
romances'# illustrate both Jeffrey's perplexity and the unease of 
the Review with the novel as a genre. This continues throughout the 
reviewp but Jeffrey finds a life-line in the historical basis 
of Scott's fiction: 
It requires no ordinary talent, indeed, to choose such 
realities as may outshine the bright imaginations of the 
-inventive, and so to combine them as to produce the most 
advantageous effect; but when this is once accomplishedi 
the result is sure to be something more firm) impressive, 
and engagingg than can ever be produced by mere fiction. 
There is a consistency in nature and truthp the want of 
which may always be detected in the happiest combinations 
of fancy; and the consciousness of their support gives a 
confidence and assurance to the artist, which encourages 
him occasionally to risk a strength of colouring, and a 
boldness of drawingt upon which he would scar/cely have 
ventured in a sketch that was purely ideal. The reader, 
too, who by these or still finer indications, speedily 
comes to perceive that he is engaged with scenes'and 
characters that are copied from existing originals,. naturally 
lends a more eager attention to the story in which they 
are unfolded, and regards with a keener interest what he 
no longer considers as a bewildering series of dreams and 
1. ER, xxiv (Nov-p 1814)9 208-43. 
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exaggerations - but an instructive exposition of human 
actions and energies, and of all the singular modifications 
which our plastic nature receives from the circilm tances 
with which it is surrounded. 
(208-09) 
Far be it. for Jeffrey to be seduced by even the 'happiest 
combinations of fancy's and one only has to remember hissupport 
for the moral utilitarianism of Maria Edgeworth's work to see 
why 'an instructive exposition of human actions and energies, 
should be preferable to 'a bewildering series of dreams and 
exaggerations'. (It is perhaps indicative of Jeffrey's unease 
with Scott that he had already turned away from Maria Edgeworth by 
this time, and accused her of an obsessive concern with moral 
utilitarianism; and had himself developed a somewhat more 
sophisticated argument about the moral nature of the novel). 
The criticisms of Scott's 'considerable carelessness and 
haste'# and of his excessive nationalism as demonstrated by his 
use of dialect and settings were to be repeated on many occasions 
by other critics. Rather more interesting, although equally 
prevalent in other commentaries on the Waverley novelsp in Jeffrey's 
praise of 'those dramatic or picturesque representations to 
vhich (Scott's] genius so decidedly inclines'. This recognition 
of the dramatic element in Scott's novels eventually turned to 
a plea that he should turn his talents to drama. The reasons for 
the reviewers' preoccupation with this are several: dramatic 
adaptations of the Waverley novels abounded; the periodicals had 
a genuine interest in the revival of English drama as witnessed 
by their interest in Shakespeare and the drama of the seventeenth 
century; 
1 
and they had perceived that the dramatic was an important 
1. See N. Bawcuttp "The Revival of Elizabethan Drama and the Crisis Of 
Romantic Dram " in Literature of the Romantic Period 1750 - 1850, ed. 
- R. T. Davies and B. G. Beatty ( iverpoolt 1916), 96 - 113- 
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mode within the novels the=selves. One cannot help feeling, 
however, that one of their reasons was also an attempt to. divert 
Scott's energies into a form where the relationship between 
author and audiencev fact and fiction# and reviewer and reviewed, 
was more clearly established. The frequent comparison with 
Shakespeare may also result from this, and not simply from 
. 
admiration for Scott's facility and inventiveness* 
Two and a half years elapsed before the Edinburph reviewed 
Scott again (a considerable and significant gap, given that both 
Guy Man-rering and The Antiquary had appeared during this'time). 
Howeverp the opening of the second review shows that little had 
changed: 
We have often been astonished at the quantity of talent 
- of inventiong observation, and knowledge of character, 
as well as of spirited and graceful composition, that 
may be found in those works of fiction in our language, 
which are generally regarded as among the lower productions 
of our literature, - upon which no great pains is 
understood to be bestowed, and which are seldom regarded 
as the titles of a permanent reputation. If Novelsp 
howeverp are not fated to last as long as Epic poems, 
they are at least a great deal more popular in their 
season; and, sligInt as their structure, and imperfect as 
their finishing may often be thought in comparisong we 
have no hesitation in saying, that the better specimens 
of the art are incomparably more entertainingp and considerably 
more instructive. The great objection to themp indeed, 
isp that they are too entertaining - and are so pleasant 
in their reading, as to be apt to produce a disrelish for 
other kinds of reading which may be more necessaryp and 
can in no way be made so agreeable. (193) 
The equivocation sbout the status of the novel is very evident here, 
and is a--ain apparent whenp in praising Scott, Jeffrey claims that w 
his novels 'not only show great. talent, but infinite good sense 
1. SIR9 xxviii (FIlarchp 1817)p 193-259- The review is ostensibly of 
The Black Dwarf and Old Yortality,, but it also refers to the precedin6 
novels. 
/ 
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and good naturej -a more vigorous and wide-reaching intellect 
than is often displayed in novels, and a more powerful. fancy,, 
and a deeper sympathy with various passion, than is often combined 
with strength of understanding'. 
In the assessment of Scott's strengths and weaknesses as 
a novelist which follow, it is this quality of 'infinite good 
sense and good nature' which is given predominance. Having 
praised Scott's powers of character1lation and descriptiong 
Jeffrey writes that the true inte2ot of Scott's novels is 
for the most part a moral interest - that the concern 
we take in his characters is less an account of their 
adventures than of their amiableness - and that the 
great charm of his works is derived from the kindness 
of heartp the capacity of generous emotions, and the 
lights of native taste which he ascribes... even to the 
humblest of his favourites. (194-95) 
Whilst one cannot deny that Jeffrey has instinctively touched upon 
a major quality of Scott's work (and one which is echoed later, 
although with much greater intellectual depth and emotional 
clarity, in the novels of George Eliot), one wonders how much Vis response 
is conditioned'by Jeffreyls knowledge of Scott's character and his 
personal friendship for him. That Scott's compassion might also 
be soft-centred is unwittingly suggested by Jeffrey's comparison 
of him with the Lake poets: 
The temper of [Scott's] writings, in short, is precisely 
the reverse of those of our Laureates and Lakersp whop 
being themselves the most whimsical of mortals, make it 
a conscience to loathe and detest all with whom they happen 
to disagreep and labour to promote mutual animosity# and 
all manner of uncharitableness among mankindp by'referring 
every supposed error of taste, or peculiarity of opinion, 
to some hateful corruption of the heart and understanding. 
(195) 
It is not surprising that Jeffrey should find Scott more congenial 
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company than the Lake poets, but his approval is not unqualified 
and he rebukes Scott (and demonstrates the Calvinist streak in his 
own character) for being 'something of'a latitudinarian both 
in morals and religion' and reserving his admiration 'for those 
graceful and gentleman-like principles which can generally be 
acted upon with a gay countenance and do not imply any great 
effort of self-denialt or any deep sense of the rights of others, 
or the helplessness and humility of 
; 
ur common nature'. However# 
unlike the Lake poets with their jacobinical views (it is implied), 
Scott's aristocratical principles do-not prevent him from 
drawing convincing pictures of 'rustic and homely characters': 
The great merit of all these delineations, is their 
admirable truth and fidelity - the whole manner and 
cast of the characters being accurately moulded on 
their condition ... they are made interesting and even 
noble beings, without the least particle of foppery 
or. exaggeration, and delight and amuse us without 
trespassing at all on the province of pastoral or 
romance. 
. 
(196) 
Jeffreys having buried the Lakers by praising Scott, continues 
by listing the. faults of the novelist. On the wholet his criticisms 
are unexceptional: generally he finds Scott's description of women 
and love 'lame and mawkish'; he believes that the novelist's 
love of the ludicrous 'betrays him into forced and vulgar exaggerationsp 
and into the repetition of common and paltry stories'; he argues 
that Scott is guilty of taking the descriptions of some of his 
more 'striking and highly-coloured' characters to excessiVe length; 
and that the strong 'national and Scottish' cast of his novels 
makes it impossible for him to be fully understood other than in 
his native land- 
Jeffrey's review of Waverley was exceptional for its lack 
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of specific co=ent on the novel itself, and in this second 
review he tries to rectify the balance. He is not particularly 
successfult however: he admits to looking upon Waverley- with 
'all the fascination of a first lovelo and suggesti that 
Guy MannerinL, and The Antiquarr show 'quite as much power and 
genius in the author'. But he finds The Antiquary less interesting 
than the others# although he pays tribute to the descriptive 
power of the storm scene and the 'striking and pathetic' nature 
of Steenie's funeral. He was also perhaps the first., although 
by no means the last. critic to fail to realize that the fact that 
Oldbuck himself 'is the great blemish of the work, - at least 
in so far as he is an Antiquary' (W italics) is the point on which 
the novel's entire discussion of the proper relationship between 
past and present depends. 
The review is specifically intended as a review of the first 
peries of Tales of My Landlord which consisted of The Black Dwarf 
and Old Yortality. Jeffrey dismisses the introduction to the 
Tales as 'foolish-and clumsy$ which however defensible on grounds 
of taste shows little awareness of the problems of narrative 
technique, and like other contemporary reviewers he has little 
good to say about The Black Dwarf. Old I-Tortality, however, posed 
a more interesting problem. 
Usually, the discussion of Scott's use of history got little 
further than a debate about the propriety of using fact in fiction 
with the honours normally going to fact. The dismissive. implications 
of that for fiction are evident in Jeffrey's reviews. Old 
Mortality deals with events in Scotland just prior to 1688, and 
Jeffrey comments that 'the piece would have been too full of 
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distress and humiliationp if it had been chiefly engaged with 
the course of public events, or the record of public feelings. 
So sad a subject would not have suited many readers - and the 
author# we suspect, less than any of them'. And latert when 
touching upon the debate occasioned by Scott's accurate or 
otherwise portrayal of the Convenanters, Jeffrey remarks that 
it 'is a sing-41ar honourp no doubt# to a work of fiction and 
amusement, to be thus made the themý of serious attack and 
defence upon points of historical and theological discussion 
It is difficult for us# we confesst to view the matter in so 
serious a light.... Howeverg despite this, Jeffrey still 
manages to make one of the most sensible comments to appear 
in the periodicals about the relationship of Scott's characters 
to their historical setting: 
and though nothing lends such an air, both of reality 
and importancep to a fictitious narrativeg as to connect 
its persons with events in real history, still it is 
the imaginary individual himself that excites our chief 
interest throu&. outp and we care for the national affairs 
only in so far as they affect him. In one sensep indeedp 
this is the true end and the best use of history; for as 
all public events are important only as they ultimately 
concern individualst if the individual selected belong 
to a large and comprehensive classp and the events# and 
their natural operation on him, be justly representedt 
we shall be enabledq in following out his adventuresq to 
form no bad estimate of their true character and value. 
(217-18) 
Jeffrey's view of the nature and function of history might be 
debatable, but at least he has understood Scott's concern with 
the action of historical forces on the individual and the need 
to depict the interaction between the two. 
The review of Rob Roy that followed in 1618 is neither 
1. ER# xxix (Feb. 91818), 403-32. 
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very interesting nor very enthusiastic. Again the unease 
occasioned-by the usurpation of the reviewers' role by public 
acclaim is all too evident: 
This is not so goodq perhapst as some others of the 
family; - but it is better than any thing else; and 
has a charm and a spirit about it that draws us 
irresistibly away from our graver works of politics 
and science, to expatiate upon that which every body 
understands and agrees in; and after setting us 
diligently to read over again what we had scarce 
finished readingp leaves us 4o choice but to tell our 
readers what they all know already, and to persuade 
then of that of which they are most intimately convinced. 
(403) 
The remarks about the novel itself-are equally ill-at-casel 
and this nullifies the conventional and unsubstantiated praise 
of Scott which occurs in the review. 
The next reviewp ostensibly of Ivanhoe but with reference 
t. o The Heart of Vidlothianp The Bride of Lanmermoorp and The Legend 
of Yontrosel is of more interest to us Jeffrey feels it 
'incumbent upon him to apologize for his failure to review Scott's 
novels more regularly, again on the grounds 'that in reality all 
the world thought-just what we-were inclined to say of them'. 
His judE; ement on the individual novels is sound but 
conventional. The Heart of Nidlothian is criticized for the 
'extravagant and unpleasing' portrait of George Staunton, the 
'needlessly improbable and startlingt final catastrophet and the 
way in which the extension of the story beyond its apparently 
natural conclusion makes Saddletreet and Davie Deans seem in the 
end 'tedious and unreasonablet. little more surprisingly 
1. ERt xxxiii (Jan. p 1820)p 1-54. 
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he finds the opening description of the Porteous riots 'heavily 
describedlp and one can only regret that instead of praising 
the scenes as 'full of spirit' in which the Duke of Argyle appears# 
he failed to make some political capital out of Sco. tt's 
sycophancy. He doesp howevert accept that Jeanid Deans provides 
the true centre of the book, and finds nothing incongruous in 
the choice of such an unconventional heroine: 
But the great boast of the p: Cecep and the great exploit 
of the author - perhaps the greatest of all his exploits 
- is the character and history of Jeanie Deans .... The 
singular talent with which he has engrafted on the humble 
and somewhat coarse stock of a quiet unassuming peasant 
girlp the heroic affection# the strong sensel and lofty 
purposes, which distinguish this heroine - or rather the 
art with which he has so tempered and modified those 
great qualities# as to make them appear noways unsuitable 
to the station or ordinary bearing of such a personp and 
so ordered and disposed the incidents by which they are 
called out, that they seem throughout adapted and native 
as it were to her conditionp - is superior to any-thing 
we can recollect in the history of invention; and must 
appear, to any one who attentively considers it, as a 
remarkable triumph over the greatest of all difficulties 
in the conduct of a fictitious narrative. 
(4) 
Jeffrey also praises The Bride of Lammermoor; a judeement echoed 
by other contemporary reviewers. 
In discussing Ivanhoet Jeffrey is aware of a change in kindt 
I 
since in comparison with the earlier novels it is obvious that 
we are passing in a good degree from the reign of nature 
and reality, to that of fancy and romance. o.. A far greater 
proportion of the work is accordingly made up of splendid 
descriptions... - while the interest of the story is 
maintained far more by surprising adventures and extraordinary 
situations, the startling effect of exaggerated sentiments, 
and the strong contrast of exaggerated characters, than by 
the sober charms of truth and reality, - the exquisite 
representation of scenes with which we are familiar, or 
the skilful development of affections which we have often 
experienced. 
These bright lights and deep shadows - this succession 
of brilliant picturesp addressed as often to the eye as to 
the imagination# and oftener to the imagination than the heart 
- this preference of striking generalities to homely details, 
all belong more properly to the province of poetry than of 
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pro se; and Ivanhoe accordinCly seems to us much more 
akin to the most splendid of modern poemsp than the 
most interesting of modern novels .... For our part we 
prefer, and we care not who knows itt the prose to the 
poetry.... 
(8) 
11 
The preference for the prose to the poetry signals a major chance 
of heartt since Jeffrey in an earlier review had praised Scott's 
novels by elevating them to the level of 'the most splendid of 
modern poems'. He praises the portrait of Rebecca and admits 
that Ivanhoe, displays as much genius and interest as the previous 
novels, but he does not believe that it delights 'so deeply' or 
that it will endure so long. .. It ist in factt a 'splendid pageant' 
rather than 'a reality', andp in a passage which demonstrates a 
heightened awareness of the importance of realismas it was 
beginning to emerge in the novel as a genre# Jeffrey turps back 
to Waverleyt The Antiquary, and Old Mortality, and so renews 
acquaintance 'with our neighbours and ourselvesp and our duties 
and dangers and true felicitiest in the exquisite pictures which 
Our author there exhibits of the follies we daily witness or 
display# and of the prejudices.. habits and affectionsp by which 
we are hourly obstructedp governedv or cheered'* This view 
of Ivanhoe, shared by the Quarterly but opposed by Blackwood's, 
shows some signs of an awareness of the changes that were taking 
place in the development of contemporary fiction. 
Jeffrey's final review of Scott does not develop. that 
awareness in any way. The T-Tonasterv and The Abbot are not o* 
Been (quite properly) as Scott's weakest novels to date, but for 
once as not even superior to the general run of contemporary fiction* 
ERq Xxxvii (June, 1822)p 204-25. 
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It is a measure of Jeffrey's surprising tolerance of the 
supernatural in the Waverley novels that he asserts that "we 
do not think the Vhite Ladyp or the other supernatural agencyt 
the worst blemish of 'the Monastery"', and even argues that the 
White Lady's first appearance (borrowed, he believes, from Byron's 
Witch of the Alps in 1-Tanfred is 'very beautifully imagined'. 
He does, howevert draw the line at the descent into the alabaster 
cave and the seizure of the stolen Bible from an altar blazing 
with a cold flame, which he believes 'looks very like an unlucky 
combination of a French fairy tale and a dull German romance'* 
His co=ents on Kenilworth and The Fortunes of ITipel 
demonstrate again the equivocal nature of his response to Scott's 
work. He finds Kenilworth almost as good as Ivanhoe, q but 
complains that 
almost all the lower agents in the performance have a 
sort of demoniacal character; and the deep and disgusting 
&uilt by which most of'the main incidents are developedt 
make a splendid passage of English history re-d like the 
Newgate Calendar, and give a certain horror to the story# 
Yhich is neither agreeable to historical truth, nor 
attractive in a work of imagination. ( 207) 
So again we find Jeffrey limiting the scope of the novel. by 
implying that topics which do not conform to moral or social 
stereotypes are unfit 'in a work of imagination'. However, 
when he comments on The Fortunes of TITirel he is forced to admit 
that 'while it certainly presents us with a very brillianto andt 
wo'believe, a very faithful sketch of the manners and habits of 
the time, we cannot say that it -either embodies 
them in a very 
interesting stox-J, or supplies us with any rich variety of 
particular characters'. Rather like some of the characters in 
Venilworth which seemed to be 'copied rather from the quaintness 
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of old plays, than the reality of past and present nature', 
Jeffrey finds that the characters in The Fortunes of Firel 
seem borrowed from 'written memorials of the age to which they 
refer'. However, if Jeffrey is advocating a greater realism 
in the portrayal of such characters, it is still one based on 
'eternal and universal nature' and that 'nature [which] alone 
must be the source of all natural interestle 
Overall, Jeffrey's response fo Scott's novels is emba osed ir 
and equivocal. Superficially his reviews are very favourable, 
but much of the praise seems to be simply posturing in the face 
of the fait accompli represented by the immediate success of the 
novels. Doubts about the status of the novel and the nature and, 
source of realism in fiction added to his problems. To his 
credit, his praise of what he called Scott's 'kindness of heart' 
points td an important aspect of the author's work, althouch 
he seems to fail to realize that this could easily become a 
disadvantage. Perhaps, most significantly, his praise of Jeanie 
Deans# and his realization that Scott's concern vras not simply 
with the popularization of history but with the inpact upon and the 
interaction between historical forces and the individualp show 
a degree of sympathy and understanding that should not be entirely 
overlooked. 
The reviewing of Scott's novels by the ýuarterlv falls 
into four sections: three reviews by John Wilson Croker; the 
famous and important review by Scott himself which he wroto in 
collaboration with William 
irskine; three favourable but, .I would 
argue, limited reviews by William Nassau Senioxý; andp finallyp 
two reviews which are of interest to us for their Ceneral comments 
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about the novel as a genre. 
1 
These fiEve all been accurately 
2 
summarized by James T. Hillhouse , but since he has not studied 
either the periodicals themselves or týe development of the 
novel's reputation'in any detail, there are points of interest 
which he has overlooked. 
Croker's name appeared on several occasions in the earlier 
part of this chapterv and always in connection with the hostile 
reaction to the novel which is to be found at times in the paces 
of the periodicals. It is not surprisinS, thereforep to find 
the tone of his comments on Scott less than adulatory. J. T. 
Hillhouse writes: 
The Ruarterlyp like the Edinburphq noticed all the Waverley, 
novels for many years. The first threet Waverleyt Guy 
Mannerinp, and The Antiquary, were reviewed as they came 
out by Croker in papers that add little glory to him or 
the periodical. Lukewarm and cautiousp they show little 
understanding or appreciation of the newly revealed genius 
which Jeffrey had rushed to meet with open arms, but take 
refuge only too often in pointing out the faults and 
weaknesses which it required no great critical acumen to 
recognize., Of these reviews# Lockhart saidt having just 
praised Jeffrey's Edinburgh essayst they "will bear the 
test of ultimate opinion as badly as any critical pieces 
which our time has produced. They are written in a captious, 
cavilling strain of quibble which shows as complete blindness 
to the essential interest of the narrative as the critic 
betrays on the subject of the Scottish dialogue which forms 
its liveliest ornament. " And when some of the later novels 
were entrusted to ITassau Senior (according to Lockhart, "a 
critic second to few") Iockhart fancied that Gifford was 
convinced that he had made a grievous mistake in the matter 
of the first three reviews. 
(47) 
1. The reviews in the Quarterly were as follows: 
QRr xi (July, 18109 354-77 - Wavýrley. 
QR, xii (Jan., 1815) p 501-09'- Guy Mannerin 
QRq xv (Aprilp 1816)p 125-39 - The AntiquarZ. 
QR# xvi (Jan. #IB: L7)9 430-80 - The Black Dwarf and Old Mlortality* 
Qk# xxvi (Oct. 11821)p 109-48 - Rob Rqyq The Heart of Midlothiant The Bride 
of Lammerroor, The Legend of Montrose, Ivanhoe, The VonasteEy. The Abbot, 
and Kenilworth. 
QR, xxvi (Jan., 1822), 454-74 - The Pirate. 
QRt xxvii Julyp 1822) 337-64) - The-Fortunes of Nifrel. ý 
QR# Sept. q 1826ý, 349-78 - Lives of the 11ovelists. xxxiv 
QRq xxxv (I'llarch, 1827), 518-66 - Historical Romnnces. 
2. J. T. Hillhouset The Vlaverley Novels and their Critics (Minneapolistl936). 
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I do not agree with Hillhouse's assessment of Jeffrey's reviews 
nor with Lockhart's of Seniorls, but there can be little 
disagTeement over the united stand they take against Croker. 
once again, howeverp the immediate popularity of Scott's 
novels ; resented a problem. Most of Croker's earlier attacks 
on the novel as a form had appeared in reviews of works of 
. obvious literary inferiority or of dubious moral or political 
inferencep and he had used this as an excuse for engaging in 
abuse rather than argucent. In the case of the Waverley novels 
greater care was needed, and any objection to the novel as a 
genre would have to be substantiated in some way or other. 
In his review of Waverley, Croker does this by referring 
back to the achievement of the eighteenth-century novelists (as 
we have seent all three periodicals praised the found ing. -ýfathers 
even when attacking the more recent products of the genre): 
The characters in Gil Blas and Tom Jones are not 
individuals so much as specimens of the human race; 
and these delightful works have been, are, and ever 
will be popular, because they present lively and 
accurate delineations of the workings of the human 
souls and that every man who reads them is obliged 
to confess to himself, that in similar circumstances 
with the personages of Le Sage and Fielding, he 
would probably have acted in the way they are described 
to have done. 
(Xit 354-5) 
Croker then argues that the novel has gone to move from the 
general to the specifict from an examination of the human 
soul to the depiction of the individual: X 
The general operations of nature are circumscribed 
to her effects on an individual charactert and the 
modern novels of this classt compared with the broad 
and noble style of the earlier writersp may be considered 
as Dutch picturesp delightful in their vivid and 
minute details of common lifep wonderfully entertaining 
to the close observer of peculiaritiesp and highly 
creditable to the accuracy, observation and humour of 
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the paintert but exciting none of those more exalted 
feelings, giving none of those higher views of the 
human soul which delight and exalt the mind of the 
spectator of Raphael, Co rreggioO or Murillo. 
(xit 355) 
This is an extremely limiting judgement on the novels of Croker's 
own time which deliberately sets its face against the emphasis 
on realism which was becoming apparent by this timep and he 
attempts to qualify it somewhat: 
We mean only to say, that the lines of writing which 
they have adopted is less comprehensive and less sublimet 
but not that it is less entertaining or less useful 
than that of their predecessors, On the contraz7v so 
far as utility constitutes merit in a novelp we have 
no hesitation in preferring the moderns to their 
predecessors. We do not believe that any man or woman 
was ever improved in morals or manners by the reading of 
Tom Jones or Peregrine Pickle, though we are confident 
that many have-profited by the Tales of Fashionable Life# 
and (Mrs. Hamilton's] the Cottagers of Glenburnie. 
(Xit 355) 
This only makes matters worse from Scott's point of view since 
Waverley does notp fortunatelyt possess the moral didacticism of 
either Maria Edgeworth's or Mrs. Hamilton's novels. 
Croker's lack of sympathy with the moving force behind 
Scott's work becomes very apparent at the end of the review where 
he makes no attempt to conceal his preference for fact over 
fiction: 
We confess that we have, speaking generally, a great 
objection to what may be called historical romance, in 
which real and fictitious personages, and actual and 
fabulous events are mixed together to the utter confusion 
of the readerp and the unsettling of all accurate 
recollections of past transactions; and we cannot but 
wish that the ingenious and intelligent author of Waverley 
had rather employed himself in recording historically the 
character and transactions of his countrymen Sixty years 
sincep than in writing a workp whichp though it may bep 
in its factst almost true, and in its delineations perfectly 
accurate, will yetp in sixty years hence# be regardedt or 
rather, probably, disregarded, as a mere romancei and the 
gratuitous invention of a facetious fancy. 
(Xip 377) 
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The ostensibly favourable tone of much of the review cannot 
hide Croker's hostility to contemporary fictionp nor his 
misgivings about the genre as a whole. His preference for Fielding 
and Smollett, the general rather than the specific, 'and history 
rather than romance, all imply a retreat to an early literary 
aesthetict and form the background to his other two reviews of 
Scott's novels. 
Neither of these reviews need 
a 
detain us long. Croker 
has little good tp say of Guy Yannerinp,. He objects to the 
use of the supernaturalp the triteness and improbability of many 
of the events in the novel, the fact that 'the Greater part of 
characters, their manners and dialects, are at once barbarous and ' 
vulgarp extravagant and mean's and, most fundamentally of all., 
to the national cast of the novel. 
The review of The Antiquary is apparently more favourable, 
And is perhaps an attempt by Croker to conform to the popular 
view of the Waverley novels. If sop he does it only grudgingly, 
and without surrendering much ground from his earlier position. 
He begins by claiming that The Antiquary is better than Guy 
Mannering although not so good as Waverley. He then takes issue 
with Scott's claim to have deliberately attempted to illustrate 
three distinct periods of Scottish history in the three novelsp 
but he tempers this with some ostensibly generous praise: 
That, howeverp in which he has not failed is the higher 
duty of the novelist - character, interest, eloquence; 
something that hurries rather than leads you on, traits 
of feeling that meltt' and strokes of humour that enliven 
the heart; all these he, in an emine ' 
nt degree possesses; 
with them he combines so curious and accurate a-delineation 
of human naturep thatp through the Scottish garbp and the 
Scottish dialect, ivre distinguish the characteristic 
follies# foiblesp and virtues, which belong to our own 
acquaintancet and to all manki 
. 
nd. 
(xv, 126) 
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But the praise is extrememly imprecisev and Scott's success is in 
spite of rather than because of 'the Scottish Carb, and the 
Scottish dialect'. Alsot the Icharact; ristic follies, foibles, 
and virtues' which Scott presents in his characters are successful 
because they refer not only to the individualp butf more importantly# 
I A. to all mankind'. Croker cannot be faulted on the Crounds of 
consistency# and if Scott is going to be praised it will only 
be on the uncompromising terms alre; dy set downs 
Scott is again taken to task for his use of the supernatural, 
although Croker admits that it is not as marked as it was in 
Guy Mannerin t and the plot is criticized for lack of oriCinality 
and probability. There is praise, however# of the two best 
scenes in the novel (the storm which endangers the lives of Sir 
Arthur and Us daughterp and the burial of Steenie)q but'nearly 
ail the reviewers of the novel praised one or both of these. 
The review concludes with some favourable but general comments 
about Scott's abilities as a novelistq but the review makes an 
unsatisfactory whole. The praise is too imprecise# and there is 
a too obvious &termination to make Scott fit the theories 
expounded in the review of Waverley. Scott's novels, from the 
periodical from which he could reasonably have expected mosto 
received only a very guarded and hesitant welcome. 
Ilowever, the Quarterly more than atoned for this when it 
allowed Scott himself to review the first series of Tales of a 
Landlord, which consisted in fact of The Black Dwarf and Old 
Mortality. That Scott should review his own novels has been a 
matter of some embaj2ýssment to his supporters, and J. G. Lockhart 
dismissed the whole matter by claimirg that William Erskinetnot 
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Scott, wrote the review. 
I 
The most convincing account of the 
construction of the review is to be found in an article 
by Martin Lightfoot published in 1968.2 He begins by dividing 
the review into five sections: introductory remarks which 
deal with some of the leading issues raised by the novels 
that had appeared; the relation of characters and incidents to 
real historical events and personst su ported by detailed .p 
evidence; the account of The Black Dwarf and Old Mortality; 
general remarks on the Waverley novels as a wholep. which really 
turn into a panegyric on Scottp and-are stylistically different 
from the earlier general remarks; the historical foundations of 
- Old Mortality with detailed reference to specific sources; and a 
final paragraph which alludes to the rumour that Scott's brother 
was the author of the novels. Mr. Lightfoot argues, convincingly 
and with reference to the original MS. of the reviewp that Scott 
wrote the first three sections up to but not including the brief 
summary of the final chapters of Old Mortality (this occurs on 
P. 465 of the review). He believes that Gifford wrote the 
1. Murrayp who was by now publishing the Waverley novelso was convinced 
that Scott was the author of them, although he had not been infozmed 
of the fact. He wrote to Scott congratulating him on Tales of My 
Landlord, and received the reply: II give you heartily Joy of the 
success of the Tales, although I do not claim that paternal interest 
in them which my friends do me the credit to assign me .... I do not 
expect implicit reliance to be placed on my disavowalp because I know 
. vex7 well that he who is disposed not to own a work must necessarily deny it, and that otherwise his secret would be at the mercy of all 
who choose to ask the question, since silence in such a case must always 
pass for consent, or rather assent. But I have a mode of convincing 
you that I am perfectly serious in my denial - pretty similar to that 
by which Solomon distinguished the fictitious from the real mother - 
and that is# by reviewing the work, which I take to be an operation 
equal to that of quartering the child. But this is only on condition I 
can have Yr Erskine's assistance.... I (Lockhart, Life of Scott, ivP 32). 
2. M. Lightfoot, "Scott's Self-Reviewal: Manuscript and Other Evidence"t 
Nineteenth CentuIX Fictionp xxiii (1968-9)t 156-60. 
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panegyric on the Waverley novels which immediately follows, and 
that Erskine, with material supplied by Scott# was responsible 
for the section providing the historical basis for the depiction 
of the Covenanters in Old Portality. It seems a ieasonable 
assumption, and certainly the first half of the review is by far 
the moat interesting. The panegyric on Scotto which occurs 
immediately after the discussion of Old Mortality and which Mr. 
Lightfoot ascribes to Giffordt certainly acts as a corrective 
to Croker's grudging attitude, but it adds little to the serious 
discussion of Scott's strengths and weaknesses as a novelist. 
The opposite is true of the review's opening remarksp most 
probably written by Scott, and it is on these that I wish to 
concentrate. 
Scott begins by placing his novels strictly within a 
realistic framework: 
we are certain that it ought to increase the value of hie 
portraitst that human beings have actually sate for them. 
These coincidences between fiction and reality are perhaps 
the very circumstances to which the success of these novels 
is in a Great measure to be attributed: fort without 
-depreciating the merit of the artist, every spectator at 
once recognizes in those scenes and faces which are copied 
from nature an air of distinct reality, which is not 
attached to fancy-pieces however happily conceived and 
elaborately executed. By what sort of freemasonryt if 
we may use the termt the mind arrives at this convictiont 
we do not pretend to guessq but every one must have felt 
that he instinctively and almost insensibly recognizes in 
painting, poetry# or other works of imagiration, that which 
is copied from existing nature, and that he forthwith clings 
to it with that kindred interest which thinks nothing which 
is human indifferent to humanity. 
(xvir 430) 
It is a point that is returned to later in the review in the general 
comments which follow the account of Old Yortality, but without the 
vigour and incisiveness of these earlier remarks. 
Scott then moves on to deal with tho criticism that the plots 
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to his novels are poorly constructedg and that 'Probability and 
perspicuity of narrative are sacrificed with the utmost indifference 
to the desire of producing effect. ***' He apparently has much 
sympathy with such criticismso but he goes on: 
There may be something of a system in it however: for we 
have remarkedo that with an attention which amounts even 
to affectationp he has avoided the common language of 
narrative, and thrown his storyp as much as possible, 
into a dramatic shape. In many cases this has added 
greatly to the effectv by keeping both the actors and 
action continually before the readerp and placing him, 
in some measure, in the situation of the audience at 
a theatre# who are compelled to gather the meaning of 
the scene from what the dramatis personae say to each 
other, and not from any explanation addressed immediately 
to themselves. 
(xvit 431) 
He gravely goes on to suggest that such a practice 'is a principal 
cause of the flimsiness and incoherent texture of which his 
greatest admirers are compelled to complain'. Scott must have 
derived a great deal of enjoyment from sending up both himself and his 
critics in this fashionp and the first part of the review abounds 
in examples of his doing this (at one point he severely criticizes 
the author of Old Mortality for suggesting that General Dalzell 
ever wore boots, since reliable historical authority denies the fact 
- an incident reminiscent of the Baron of Bradwardine's long debate 
about whether caligae could refer to boots as well as sandalsq and 
whether or not brogues could also be covered by the term). 
But there is a more serious side to Scott's comments. As 
vell. as pointing out the realistic and dramatic basis of his work# 
he also defends his use of the apparently unheroic hero: 
His chief characters are never actorst but always acted 
upon by the spur of circumstances, and have their fates 
uniformly dEtermined by the agency of the subordinate persons* 
This arises from the author having usually represented them 
as foreigners to whom evezy-thing in Scotland is stranget - 
a circ=stance which serves as his apology for entering into 
 
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many minute details which are reflectivelyp a3 it were, 
addressed to the reader through the medium of 
the hero .... The insipidity of this author's heroes may 
be also in part referred to the readiness with which he 
twists and turns his story to produce some immediate and 
perhaps temporai-j effect. This could hardly be done 
without representing the principal character either as 
inconsistent or flexible in his principles. The ease 
with which Waverley adopts and afterwards forsakes the 
Jacobite party in 1745 is a good example of what we mean. 
Had he been painted as a steady characterp his conduct 
would have been improbable. The author was aware of this; 
and yet, unwilling to relinquish an opportunity of 
introducing the interior of the Chevalier's military court, 
the circumstances of the battle of Preston-pansp and so 
forths he hesitates not to sacrifice poor Vaverley, and 
to represent him as a reed blown about at the pleasure 
of every breeze.... (Xvit432) 
This ignores some of the thematic implications of Waverley's character# 
but makes the point very strongly that Scott's heroes are as they 
are throuen design rather than accident. 
The final point of substance that Scott makes in the review 
concerns his use of the supernatural: 
The traditions and manners of the Scotch were so blended 
with superstitious practicles and fearsp that the author 
of these novels seems to have deemed it incumbent on him, 
to transfer many more such incidents to his novels, than 
seem either probable or natural to an English reader. it 
may be some apology that his story wI ould have lost the 
national cast, which it was chiefly his object to preserve, 
had this been otherwise. (xvit435) 
It is not a very full or satisfactory statement, but it makes the 
obvious reply to those critics who took exception to the supernatural 
in Scott's work. It is also another example of the duality of 
Scott's own response. In the review# as so often in the novelsp 
the supernatural is explained away in rational terms which do not, 
howeverp entirely obscure the emotional impact of, and Scott's own 
fascination wit4 such matters* 
There is little else of major value in the review, except for 
the cor=ent that the true strength of The Black Dwarf lies in 
/ 
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those 'passages both of natural pathos and fantastic terror, 
not unworthy of the author of the scene of Stanie's burial, 
in the Antiquary, or the wild tone assumed in the character of 
Meg Yerri4esl. The review is remarkablep however, for the 
opportunity it gives Scott to defend himself against his critics, 
and to stress those aspects of his work which he believed to 
be of greatest importance. It is a. unique review in the history 
of the periodicals. 
The three reviews that followed were all by William Nasiau 
Senior: the first was a long review of the novels from Rob Roy 
to Kenilworth; the second, of The Pirate; and the third, of The 
Fortunes-of Nigel. James Hillhouse has summed up the major 
features of these reviews: 
Though a professed admirer of the authorg of whom'he speaks 
in terms of high reverence alwaysp he emphasizes the 
weakness of the plots, the slow and tiresome openingsp 
the insipid heroes and the tiresome bores. In analyzing 
the characters his judgement seems to be excellentp and 
his exaltation of The Feart of Midlothian and The Bride 
of Lammermoor above the others of the group would be 
acceptable to the later critic. It is notableg on the 
other handq that he does not seem to realize clearly that 
Scott was working in a different genre when he wrote Ivanhoe 
and the other romances. Senior admits that a second 
reading of Ivanhoe shook his original faith in the book, and 
his remarks on Kenilworth show that he felt the melodramatic 
and stagy qualities of this type; but he nowhere strikes the 
nail on the head as Jeffrey had when he pointed out with 
, damaging clarity what Scott had done in deserting his own Scotland for the meretricious appeals of a false antiquity. 
It is perhaps worth noting that Senior is fairly liberal in 
the matter of Scott's juggling with history. He speaks for 
instance of the "pleasing anachronism" of Shakespeare in 
Kenilworth and is in general tolerant of such rearrangements, 
though he does, with some propriety indeed, object to wide 
deviations from fact when such well-known characters as 
Leicester are involved. 
1. William Nassau Senior (1790-1864) is best remembered as a political 
economist. In 1825 he became the first holder of the Chair of 
Political Economy at Oxford, and he was the author of the report on which 
the 1834 Poor Law vras based. A series of articles on political 
economy were published in the Edinburgh, after 1840. 
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Senior's reviews of The Pirato and Nigel are 
distinctly less favourabie in tone, especially the latter; in both he again attacks the weakness of plot 
construction, the disappointing heroes and the 
insufferable bores. Though he'finds many details 
in description and character to praise in The Pirate, 
he calls it inferior to most of the other novelso and 
is especially severe on the character of Cleveland, 
which changes with what seems to him a shifting of the 
writer's whole plan of the novel. Of Nirel he says at 
the end, "In dramatic power and in delineation of 
character it is equal to anything our author has written" 
- surely praise that is little justified - but goes 
on to declare that the "obscurity and improbability of 
the fable, the uninterestingness of all the actors, 
excepting the King, and the harassing, or degrading or 
painful nature of the scenes through which we follow the 
hero" place it beneath the other novels. 1 
Three things of a more general nature also emerge from 
1ý 
these reviews, and are worthy of note. The first of these concerns 
the relationship between fiction and morality: 
a writer of fiction has no right to dresso what is 
fundamentally wrongt in a covering that can attract 
sympathy or admiration. He is not exposed to the 
same difficulties as his h7eroes, and has no right 
to make their reward depend on that part of their 
conduct which does not deserve unmixed approbation. 
Still less has he a right to sanction a parley between 
duty and passion, and to countenance the sphistry 
that attacks the understanding through the heart. 
(xxvij 14-1) 
This wAs written in 1821 and, although perfectly in accord with the 
common view (and there is no reason to expect reviewers to be other 
than men of their own time)p it lacks the insight into the 
possibilities of the moral nature of fiction that one or two other 
reviewers had displayed by this time. 
The second point concerns the nature of women, and strikes a 
note that we have already detected in the periodicals: 
Courage restrained by caution, and liberality, by prudence, 
loyalty, with a view only to the ultimate utility of powerv 
and love, never forgetting itself in its object, are the 
1. Hillhouse, 51-2. 
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attributes of men. Their purposes are formed on a 
general balance of compensating motives, and pursued 
only while their means. appear not totally inadequate. 
The greater susceptibilityp which is always the charm, 
and sometimes the misfortunep of womeng deprives them 
of the same accurate view of the proportion of different 
objects. The one upon which they are interft, whether 
it be a loverp a parentp a husbandt a childp a kingp a 
preacher, a ball, or a bonnet, swallows up the rest. 
(4xvi, 136) 
The very fact that so many reviewers felt the need to philosophize 
in such terms about the nature of men and women suggests that 
perhaps they were. not quite so confident of their ground as they 
sometimes appeared. 
The third point is a more minor one, and provides us with 
another example of the analogous use of painting and drawing: 
A writer of fiction may deserve the name of a manneristf 
either by a continual selection of peculiar persons or 
situations for imitation, or by constantly attributing 
to-his characters, whether taken at hazard or from a 
limited class, in given situations, peculiar feelings 
and modes of conduct. Thus a painter may be a mannerist, 
either if he choose to paint nothing but rocks or shipsp or 
again ifp taking his subjects from the common store-house 
of naturet he dress them all in one or two uniform tints. 
(xxvii, 337) 
"I 
The analogy is a useful onep but the frequency of its use in the 
periodicals suggests that the reviewers were in search of an 
adequate critical terminology. 
These examples not only provide further evidence for some 
of the points made in the first part of the chaptert they also 
demonstrate the conventional nature of Senior's criticism. on 
the whole, his comments on Spott are favourable, and he sIngles 
1. Senior's first review was originally prefaced by a long disquisition 
upon the nature of the novelp but this was omitted from the printed 
-review. It was probably a wise decision, since Senior's comments are 
conventional and uninteresting [see W. N. Seniorp Fssays on Fiction (1864), 
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out the right novels for praise, whiist pointing to those faults 
that all too obviously occur to a lesser or greater extent in 
all of them, Howeverp he adds little of particular significance 
or value - it is unexceptional criticism in every eense of the word. 
The two articles which conclude the Quarterly's treatment 
of Scott deal more with general rather than specific issues. 
Lockhartp reviewing The Lives of the Novelists in 18269 spends a 
great deal of time discussing why the novel did not develop until 
relatively modern times# and comes up with the idea that this was 
due to the recent emergence of a reading public. He suggests that 
the novel had now become the vehicle of moral satiret and provides 
examples from European literature to illustrate the scope of this. ' 
In a manner befitting the editor of the Quarterly Review, Lockhart 
then takes issue with both Scott and Dr. Johnson with regard to the 
moral impact of fiction: 
With all deference we must take the liberty to believe that 
both Dr. Johnson and Sir Walter Scott have judged as to these 
matters more from the vigour of their own masculine minds 
than from actual observation of the world at large as it wasp 
and is.. The Beggar's Opera did, we may admit# no harm in 
. 
the boxes, but we suspect the galleriesp if they could speak, 
might tell a very different tale. Schiller's Robbers did, 
all the world knows, seduce certain enthusiastic Burschen 
from the German universities to the highway; and ýhe records 
of our police courts and of graver tribunals are ready to 
prove that while Tom and Jerry were crowding the streets with 
brawlers, the 1-11emoirs of Messrse Yoffatt and 110egart were 
leading or hurrying their victims to the gallows. In truth, 
to deny the influence of artificial representations of human 
life upon the manners of those who contemplate them, appears 
to us to be not very different from denying absolutely the 
effect of example. (xxxiv, 366) 
H oweverp Lockhart redeems hiinself when he takes issue witý Scott's 
comment that 'the worst evil to be apprehended from the perusal of 
novels isp that the habit is apt to Generate an indisposition to 
useful literature and real history'. Lockhartj not so much in the 
I. 
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manner of the editor of the ýLunrterly but more in tho utyle of 
a Blacki-tood's reviewer that we saw examples of earlier in this 
chapterp writes: 
But what after all does our author mean by"useful literature'? 
Is that a literature without use, which makes men and 
women better acquainted with human nature? Are the characters 
and the passions of our species less useful objects of 
study than the external events of any timev or the phenomena 
of material nature in any of her departments?... we have a 
considerable suspicion that the great novelist of our own 
age has taught more truths about the workings of the human 
mind# than any professionsal metaphysician of his nation... 
and is it really so# that knowledge loses value merely 
because it has been attained through a pleasant medium. 
(xxxivt 372) 
There isq in fact# a basic and important difference in approach 
between the two extracts just quoted. In the first (in which I' 
think Lockhart, newly appointed as editort is deliberately evoking 
the traditional attitudes of the Puarterly) there is a very simple 
relationship between fiction and morality postulated: literatitre can 
promote evil as well as good because it teaches by example. In 
the second extract, much more typical of Lockhart the reviewer, 
literature is. useful, not because it teaches by exampleg but becau3e 
it reveals 'the workings of the human mindIp presumably for both 
good and ill. This is the difference between those reviewers who 
saw the moral effects of fiction simply as the bolstoring of 
contemporary moralityt and those# like Hazlittp who believed it 
worked in a more profound and sophisticated way. 
Lockhart concludes his article with some very favourable 
but general comments upon Scott's achievement and influence as a 
novelist: 
He has widened the whole field to an extent of which none 
that went before him ever dreamed; embellished it by many 
original gracest as exquisite at least as any that their 
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hands had introduced; and ennobled it by the splendours 
of a poetical imagination, more powerful and more exalted 
by far than had ever in former days exerted its energies 
elsewhere than in the highest of the strictly poetical 
forms - epic and tragic. 
(xxxiv, 376-7) 
The Quarterly's final review of Scott is of more interest 
for its defence of Wordsworth andp especiallyp Coleridge, than 
for its co=ents on Scott's novels. It was written by 
J. A. Heraud 
1 
and is a wild and whirlilig piece of criticismt as 
is perhaps suggested by the fact that as well-as avowedly 
reviewing Peveril of the Peak, Cuentin Durwardv St. Ronan's Well, 
Redrauntlet. Tales of the Crusaderso and Woodstockv it also attempts 
to deal with Horace Smith's historical novels Brambletye House and 
The Tor Hill, as well as Coleridge's translation of Schiller's 
Wallenstein. Stylistically, the review is a curious amAlgam 
of the. Biographia Literaria, Lockhart's Blackwood's reviews, and 
the Preface to Lvrical Ballads: 
[14ilton] speaks from the fulness of his experience; and 
poetry, like a passion, draws into the same vortex, and 
forces, to one common centre, every rememberance; in the 
hurry and the frenzy of the occasiong re-collects, from 
-each chamber of the understanding and fancy, every image 
and idea from whatever source derived; and fuses them vll 
together into one glowing mass of illustration and 
eloquence: - like a dream# 'it curdles a long life into an 
hour. ' But the mind not furnished with the same associations 
has much to learn before it can understandp much less feelt 
the diction composed from such resources. 
(xxxv, 519) 
The theoretical foundation for such statements owes much to 
Coleridge: 
A complete critical e- xaminationt thereforet of the 
conduct proper to the construction and execution of 
the novel, would tend to develope the laws by which 
1. J. A. Heraud (1799-1887) was a minor poet and dramatist. Ile was a 
popularizer of Schellinet and a friend of Coleridge, Wordsworth, and 
Lockhart. He helped to edit Frager's" Mmpazine from 1830-33. 
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even the loftier efforts of genius should be regulated; 
and even such a hasty survey as we can promise will 
provo two important truths: first, - that the rules of 
classical poetry origihated not. merely in caprice and 
custom, but are founded in truth and general nature; 
secondly, - that every good writer originates them again 
in his own mindt and by the laws of his own-intellact 
necessarily prescribes their observance to himself, while 
engaZed in the labour of production. And we 
' 
may, perhaps, 
be enabled to illustrate this positiont that, unless he 
does so originate them by the necessity of his own mind, 
the mere knowledge of them is insufficient to constitute 
a good writer, and their mechanical observance will fail 
to produce a lively and vigorous work of imagination: 
in other wordspthat his performancep however correct in 
point of formt will in spirit be discovered to want that 
foundation in truth and nature which is essentially 
necessary to support and animate the external resemblancep 
- to produce that harmony between the substance and the 
visible signý in vhich the real charm of Art consists, 
and without which the imitation must be imperfect, wanting 
life and voluntary motion. (xxxvt 519-20) 
The platonic implications of the latter part of that statement 
might help explain the existence of that 'truth and general nature, 
upon which the rules of classical poetry are supposedly foundedv 
but there does seem to be some muddle and confusion here. Matters 
are not helped in the early part of the'review by the rhetoric 
that Heraud employs, and his defence of Scott's diction (by which 
he seems to mean style as a whole) and his general comments about 
the . novel 
; in general and Scott's in particular seem merely 
ingenious. 
The comparison he makes between Wallenstein and Quentin Durward 
is 
rather pedestriang although it provides another exa3nple of 
the 
reviewers' attempting to turn Scott into a dramatist 
(something 
also debated by Lockhart in the previous review of 
The Lives of 
the N"ovelists who quotes scott's own comments which clearly 
demonstrate his dislike of the idea). The review concludes with 
a very unfavourable account of Horace Smith's attempts at writing 
historical novels whicbt of courser underlines Scott's supremacy 
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Yy assessment of the review is a little severe. Apart 
from being of interest because it provides us with another 
i 
example of the way in which the periodicals popularized Coleridee's 
ideas despite their attack upon himv the review does contain 
a sensible account of Scott Is achievement as an historical 
novelist. Early in the revieifv Heraud points'odt that it 'is 
in the novel suggested by historical occurrences, and partly 
founded thereonp that he is altogether unrivalled; and has 
established a reputation that will endure as long as the literature 
of the country', and a little later he argues that Scott's 
$strength lay in the choice of his subject; yet the subject is 
excogitated from his own mind, not given by histox7p thouE; h 
suggested by it, and (which is the result of much art) apparently 
, growing out of it.... The imagination of the novelist allows 
him to create. rather than simply recordg and it is a point that 
Heraud returns to: 
We know that there is a prejudice against the historical 
novel; but whatever objection obtains against it must 
equally obtain against the corresponding species of the 
drama# and with yetlp? eater force against the epop4e, of 
whichp as we have seen, the novel is but a popular 
modification. We are no advocates for the falsification 
of historical factv the distortion of character, or the 
reversion or inversion of events; but we are altogether 
blind to the evils of embellishing an historical outline 
with graceful and not irprobable fiction; - taking advantage 
of the doubtful points of history - and giving them the 
colouring most expedient for the fable# or conducive to the 
cause of truth and morals. 
(xxxvv 530) 
lie goes on to claim that fit is possiblep without affecting 
higher interests even than mere'historical accuracyq to construct 
a fable from the relation of facts, in which the boldest imagination 
and the brightest fancy may be freely exercisedlo and the predominance 
that this gives to the creative-imagination shows that he learnt 
c 
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S 
something from reading Schelling and'Coleridge. 
Blackwood's treatment of Scott is disappointing. By the 
time the Magazine appearedp Scott had hlready published his 
first six novels. The first review to appear was of The Heart 
of Midlothian, 
I 
andp in contrast to the Ouarterly"s enthusiastic 
support# Blackwood's found the novel less than satisfactory. 
The most obvious factor motivating this review takes us back to 
one of the major prejudices we have already seen at work in the 
I 
pages of the Magazine. In commenting upon Jeanie Deans, the 
reviewer notes that hers is 
somewhat of a new character in novel writing, and 
certainly a very interesting one. Perhaps there 
is a little too much of it, as even with persons 
not very aristocratical, the attention may appear 
to be too long, and too diffusely called to the 
concerns of a cow-feeder and his daughter .... A 
modern school has ... carried the muse through all the back lanes and blind alleysp not only of low 
but of'vulgar life. We humbly thinkt however, that 
in this process she has soiled her petticoatsq if 
not dimmed her beauty. 
(570) 
This'sets the tone for the rest of the review. Jeanie is 
praised, but only because there 'is an undeviating rectitudep 
a conscientious discharge of duty, a sentiment of the purest 
piety, which runs through every incident of Jeanie Deans' life 
and conduct, which every rank will feel their heart assent to 
and applaud.... I Not surprisinglyt praise is given to the 
sycophantic portrait of the Duke of Argyle (we are. told that 
the 'eulogium of the Duke of Argyle is no more than just')p 
and to the account of the conversation between Jeanie and*Queen 
(Aug., 1818)9 567-74. 
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Caroline (something to which the _Quarterly objected). Scott 
is 
taken to taskp however# for his apparent inability to portray 
the speech of the upper-classes in the scene where the Duke of 
Argyle speaks to Queen Carolinet since for people of that classp 
Their deportment and language is the ordinary costume 
of their lives, put on as naturally, and with as little 
effort, as the star and ribbon with which their sovereign 
has graced them, and which they never forget, except 
amidst the violence of passion, or the discomposure of 
some untoward and distressing-incident. 
Wit 573) 
In fact the reviewer suggests that there is too much in the 
dialogue of the novel which is 'coarse and offensivelp and 
likens the speech of the ordinary characters in the novel to 
'certain simple coarse kinds of fare which delight the most I 
refined palates at times, but they would be disgusted by a daily 
meal of them'. 
Other criticisms are also levelled at Scott: his novels are 
11 
Aoo much alike andp at times, he 'borrows from himself'; the final 
volume of The Heart of Midlothian 'is rather de trop as the 
Prench say, and wq believe most readers wish that the greatest 
part of it had been spared' (Senior in the (ýuarterly also recognized 
the problems posed by the endinj; t but thought that on balance it I 
worked); and, finally, the recognized faults of plot construction 
and haste and carelessness are given an airing. It is an and 
and class-wr! U-an review which offers very little of value. 
The next review, which was of The Bride of Lammermoor and 
The Legend of Montrose, 
1 
was bettery if only because it pays handsome 
tribute to The Bride of Lainnermoor. However, the snobbery of the 
first review is still evident: 
Bx, v (June, 1819)p 340-53- 
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The interest of the Bride of Lammermoor is not founded 
like that of Old Mortality, on any broad representation 
of popular manners, and habits of thinkinC, but chiefly 
on the evil destinies of a noble family, and on the 
traoical situations in which paiticular individuals are 
involved. 
(341) 
To make sure that we have taken the point, the reviewer implicitly 
destroys the base on which much of Scott's significance rests by 
claiming that it is all very well to present a 'broad representation 
of manners' and concentrate on an iz: dividual in creating a sense 
of history, but 
no narrative is so well calculated to produce a solemn 
and terrible effect as that which makes to pass before 
our view the fates and fortunes of some conspicuous 
family# throuffh successive generationsp so as to show 
the entailed consequences of the events and passions 
in which they have been involved. 
(341) 
. ermoor is One of the reasons for the appeal of The Bride of 
Larnn I, 
that 'it is not so replete with representations of popular manners 
as some former novelsIp and in fact the reviewer suggests that 
Scott has failed in previous to show as fully as be might have done 
the manners of the old Scottish aristocracy. 
. Howeverp praise is given to The Bride of Lamnermoor: 
But of all the novels of our author there is no one 
which has a catostrophe so completet and which shakes 
the mind so strongly as that of the Bride of Lammermoor. 
It is the only true romance of the whole set; - in 
purpose, tenort and conclusion - it is a pure and 
magnificent tragical romance. (342) 
It is , however, praised as a 'tragical romance' not as 'a novelt 
and even the favourable co=ents on Lucy Ashton# the use of the 
'Scottish superstitionslp and the 'poetry' of the concluding 
paragraphst cannot dispel the air of fundamental hostility which 
pervades the review. 
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Hostility was to be replaced by fulsome praise in the 
review of Ivanhoe which followed. 
I 
Senior in the Quarterly had, 
with some perception and insightp suggested that the novel appeared 
far less successful on a second reading. But the reviewer in 
Blackwood's insists that a second reading is essential since 
'this exquisite romance' differs so much from earlier novels 
that it 'requires to be read with a quite new, and much greater 
effort of imagination'. Howeverp 'the more criticalt philosophicalv 
or imaginative student' will have no doubts as to its success: 
Such has been the mastery of the poet - such the perfect 
working of the spell by. which he has carried us with. 
him back into his troubled but majestic sphere of visionp 
that we feel as if we had just awakened from an actual 
dream of beauty and wonder .... ITever were the long-- 
gathered stores of most extensive eruditio= applied to 
the purposes of imaginative genius with so much easyp 
lavish, and luxurious power - never was the illusion of 
fancy so complete - made up of so many minute elementsv 
and yet producing such entireness of effect. 
. (263) 
Ppecific praise is given to the description of the tournament at 
Ashby, the rescue of Rebecca from de Bois' castle, and# inevitably, 
the figure of Rebecca herself: 
[she is] by far the most fine, and at the same time the 
most romantic creation of female character the author has 
ever formed - and second, we suspect, to no creature of 
female character whatever that is to be found in the whole 
annals of either poetry or of romances 
This kind of praise illustrates all too clearly the reviewer's 
limitations, and his view of the novel is not one shared by his 
contemporaries or by posterity. 
The review of The Monastery which followed2 opens with the 
1. BM, vi (Dec. t 1819)p 262-72, 
2. BI-It vi '(j'v: archo 1820), 692-704. 
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pleasing thought that the 'two most remarkable men of the prosont 
day are unquestionably the Duke of Wellington and tho Author 
of Waverley'. This apparent non sequitur (unless the reviewor is 
claiming inside knowledge as to the identity of the. author of the 
Waverley novels) does not bode well for the rest of the review. 
A great deal of meaningless praise is lavished on Scott, but at 
least the class-ridden atmosphere of the first two reviews has 
given way to a somewhat breezier and more relaxed view of 
society: 
(The Monastery's] chief beauty consists in the fine fresh 
picture it reveals of the ordinary life and manners of 
various classes of Scottish society, not much, at all events, 
not very immediately or very consciously concerned in the 
great decisions of thought which agitated the busy upper 
intellect of the age of Elizabeth and Mary. 
(693) 
The novel is also praised for its ease of reading: scenes folloW 
in easy succession; there are few things in the plot which 'require 
either much stretch of attention or much exercise of recollection'; 
and no 'character entirely of a new species' is introduced to 
disturb the torpor which the reviewer seems to find so desirable. 
But the reviewer goes on to claim that The Monastery 'goes through 
the mind like a salutary storm1p and then continues: 
It in some measure expends the activity of the passions 
without doing any mischief, supposing the incidents are 
so contrived as to bring the feelings which have been 
excited to a just and proper conclusion. Whatever 
violent emotions may have been awakened in the course of 
the narrativet its catastrophe should, if possible, beseech 
us to restore the mind to a state of equilibrium, and 
dismiss the reader satisfied with having seen out the moral 
tendency and natural results of the different impulses to 
which his feelings have been subjected - and in that point 
of view the saddest morals are very frequently the best. 
1 (693) 
This completes the emasculation of the novel as a form, and it is 
no surprise to find the review conclu. ding with a defence of the 
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particularly silly supernatural goings-on which The MonasterZ 
contains. 
A very brief and favourable comment upon The Abbot appeared 
I 
next in Blackwood's, and this was followed by a review of 
2 
Kenilworth. The review is a predominantly favourable but strangely 
stilted piece of criticism. The reviewer admits that the 
novel contains plenty of interest, pompp and pageantry, and that 
the portrait of Elizabeth I is both daring and successful, but 
the most interesting co=ent is somewhat equivocal: 
In the art and beauty of the compositionp [Kenilworth] 
is evidently superior to most of those novels which 
have come before it from the same pen. But its merits 
are liker those of a dramatic piece# and it contains none 
of the poetry of the heart communing with nature. Thus 
the same mindp which at first listens to týe voice of 
poetry in the indefinite sound of the elements, and, by 
sympathyp almost feels what is their internal beinj; p may 
after, rards turn to consider the intellectual relations 
of external appearancespand actuated by the spirit of art, 
inay produce compositions having the merit of fine arrangement, 
beautiful progression, and the display of opposed causes 
and powers, and though colder in relation to sympathyl more 
gratifying to intellect and to contemplative taste. 
(435) 
If that is meant-to be an account of Scott's development as a 
novelist, it is echoed in the warning with which the review ends: 
There is reason to believep that too close a sympathy with 
public feelings often operates as-a drag on the ascending 
power of genius, and prevents the search after intellectual 
beauty and poetical feeling from being carried as far as it 
might be. (442) 
The two reviews which next appeared in Blackwood's, the first 
possibly written by Lockhart and the second by William Howisonp were 
1. BI-It vii (Sept., 182220), 665-67. 
2. B14p viii (Jan., 1821)p 435-42. 
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2 of The Pirate and The Portunes of-Nirel. Both are more favourable 
than the novels seem to allowq or than fellow reviewers believed 
them to be. The review of The Pirate is somewhat conservative 
about Scott's use of historyp and argues that he does better to 
create imaginar7 characters within an historical setting, rather 
than bending historical fact to fii- the needs of fiction: 
he has in fact made himself one of the greatest of national 
historiansp as well as of national novelists. For who# 
after all, can doubt, that, when the manners of Britain, (which express the soul of Britain much more forcibly than 
even the events of British history, ) shall have passed away, 
it will be from his pages, and such as his, that the students 
of after generations will collect their best and truest 
lights? 
(713) 
Thisp many of the reviewers arguedp was why Scott should take care 
never to falsify history for his own ends as a novelist. 
Finally# Blackwood's printed two further pieces on Scott. 
One was entitled On the Dramatic Powers of the Author of Waverley, 
and returned aCain to whatp at timesp seems to be an idge fixe of 
the reviewers with its appeal for Scott to turn his hand to drama. 
The final review is a surprisingly unsatisfactory one by John 
Wilson of The Chronicles of Canonpatep 
4 
and it offers nothing of real 
inte3mt to us. 
The overall reaction of the periodicals to Scott's novels 
BMt x (Dec., 1821)p 712'-2E3. * 
2,, BM. xi (Junep 1822), 734-5. 
3o -BM, xix 
(Feb., 1826), 152-60. 
4. BMp xxii (Nov. p 1827)p 531-70. 
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is unquestionably disappointing. One could argue that the 
reason for this lies within the novels themselvesp and that 
the reviewers realized that Scott's achievement was not as 
great as his popularity suggestede To my mindt the true reason 
resides not so much in the novels as in that popularity. As 
we saw in the first part of this chapterp the reviewers were 
beginning to recognize the importance and possibilities of 
0 the genre as a whole. But this was a gradual and far from 
general processt and when faced with the phenomenon of the 
Vaverley novels the reviewers retreated to a position of safety. 
Admittedly many of their comments were sane and sensible, and 
have been echoed by later critics, but in nearly all the reviews 
there is a sense of unease and uncertainty which prevents proper 
contact between the critic and the novels. This is very different 
from# say, Jeffrey's response to Byron where he used the poet's 
popularity as an excuse for exploring the appeal that the poetry. 
*I, 
had for him. 
But our disappointmentt which is somewhat alleviated by 
Scott's own review but deepened by Blackwood's failure to live 
up to the general standard of :, ilS, comments on the novelp should 
not blind us to the very real advances that took place in the 
1ý criticism of the genre as a whole. Nor must we forget that Scott's 
effortst both as critic and novelistp played a major part in thise 
C 
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I S- 
Conclusion 
My purpose in this thesis has been to create a series of 
perspectives. I have tried to achieve the simplest and most 
fundamental of these by concentrating my attention oh the three 
major periodicals - as disseminators of critical ideas and 
opinions they commanded the attention of the reading public 
to an extent which has rarely been equalled since. Secondly, 
I have attempted to reveal some of the impulses and motives 
0 
which lay behind the critical judgement made by contemporary 
reviewers, and so warn of the dangers of taking in isolation 
any of their statements as representative of their time. Thirdly, 
and I believe most importantlyr I have tried to show how the 
periodicals acted as very sensitive if often unwitting indicators 
of the changes that were taking place in contemporary literature. 
Isobel Armstrong, writing of the periodicals of the decades following 
those with which I have been concerned, notes the closeness of 
periodical criticism to 'cultural pressures' and how one becomes 
$powerfully aware of the literary situation in which it was written, 
aware of the anxietiesp stresses and distresses from which [such] 
criticism emerged'. This was as much the case, if not more sot 
with the Romantic as with the Victorian reviewers. Often their 
reaction to such pressures was a negative onep but even in their 
hostility and equivocation# we find important evidence for the way 
in which new concepts and modes of feeling were being incorporated 
into the literary culture. Finally# in my search for good criticism 
I., I. Armstrong, Victorian Scrutinies, (1972)o 3-4. 
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I have tried to indicate those reviews which are still of interest 
to the modern reader# although the overall effect of such a task 
is perhaps primarily a salutary one. The role and status of the 
critic have always been problematical matters, and reading the 
periodicals of the early nineteenth century reminds us that 
opennesqýand aVareness of one's own beliefs and preconceptions 
are not simply the requirements, but the responsibility of the 
critic of literature. 
I hope at least some of these aims have been achieved. 
Nineteenth century periodicals provide much rich and complex material, 
=d a great deal of work remains to be done on them. As with 
Rasseklasl this has to be a conclusion in which nothing is 
concludedt but perhaps that is as it should be. 
.e 
S. ""SSSSSS. S"""I. S. S.. e........... "..... 
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